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Abstract 

 

 

 

Conventional seismic design of bridges aims to provide to the structure the necessary strength and 

ductility to withstand seismic forces. However, significant level of damage is expected in these 

structures, as clearly demonstrated after recent strong earthquakes; this damage is deemed as 

acceptable by current code provisions. In recent years, the need for alternative design 

methodologies that can limit structural damage and guarantee post-earthquake serviceability was 

highlighted. An alternative seismic isolation technique that can combine these concepts is based 

on the rocking behaviour. The rocking movement is expected to relieve the structure from 

deformation, stresses and ultimately damage due to the lack of monolithic joints. 

The research community has explored the feasibility of rocking isolation in structures that included 

columns, then frames, and finally bridges. The relatively few real-life applications of rocking 

isolation in bridge piers and the several simplifications that were adopted to study this behaviour 

in previous works, motivated the present study to examine this isolation technique in realistic 

bridge configurations and determine its effectiveness in earthquake-resistant bridges. Therefore, in 

view of the identified gaps in the literature on bridges with rocking pier isolation, the present study 

presents (i) simplified analytical tools to predict the longitudinal rocking response of bridges with 

rocking piers, (ii) proposals of rocking piers with non-conventional shapes in cross-section and in 

elevation accounting for the concept of accelerated bridge construction, and (iii) a comparative 

numerical assessment of conventional seismic isolation and rocking pier isolation in bridges, 

accounting also for the effect of the pier height/slenderness.  

In this context, simplified models for predicting the longitudinal response of regular and irregular 

bridges with rocking piers are presented to expand the initial studies on the corresponding frame 

models without end supports presented in previous studies. This is done by accounting for all the 

salient features of a bridge structure in a performance assessment context, and by integrating the 

dynamic interaction between the structural members. It is shown that the simple frame model 

without end supports is not capable of predicting the behaviour of a realistic bridge configuration. 

Additionally, the effect of asymmetry in the height of the piers seems to be negligible in a seismic 

performance context, although the response parameters vary considerably. 

Rocking piers with non-conventional shapes are proposed to enhance the seismic performance of 

the ‘traditional’ configurations that are usually employed in earthquake-resistant bridges. These 

proposals build on the inherent advantages that rocking mechanism and accelerated bridge 

construction offer, thus leading to lighter sections compared to the ‘traditional’ configurations, but 

leaving open the question of seismic performance due to the fact that the inherent restoring 

mechanisms are also reduced. The results from several analyses using both single- and multi-

frequency ground motions show that rocking piers with relatively light section reduce the rocking 

amplitudes and protect to higher extent the integrity of the abutment-backfill system than the 

relatively heavy section that is the one usually adopted in earthquake-resistant bridges.  

The comparative numerical assessment of the ‘conventional’ seismic isolation technique and the 

‘unconventional’ one based on the rocking mechanism considers a bridge configuration that is 

expected to be unfavourable for the latter, while several simplifications that were found in previous 

studies with regard to the analysis of bridges with rocking pier isolation are addressed. It is shown 

that the rocking alternative improves some aspects of the conventional design, especially in terms 

of the recentring capability of the entire system. However, considerable flexural strains are found 

in the rocking piers and this should be considered in the design, while the vertical movement of the 

rocking piers is detrimental to the flexural response of the superstructure. These effects seem to be 

less severe in bridges with tall/slender piers compared to those on short/squat members.  

Finally, proposals for future research are made with a view to (i) progressively improving and 

validating the analytical tools presented herein, and (ii) further examining the seismic performance 

of bridges with rocking pier isolation as well as enhancing the seismic performance of the ‘bare’ 

configurations that were addressed herein. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

 

 

 

 

1.1 Problem Statement 

The importance of bridges in transport networks has long been highlighted, considering that their 

potential failure may cause casualties and other losses, both economic and societal. In a seismic 

design context, current reinforced concrete bridge typologies fall within two main categories: a 

system with firm connection (monolithic or through fixed bearings) between the deck and the piers, 

referred to as ‘ductile pier’ bridges, and a system where the deck is supported on the piers through 

non-fixed bearings (usually elastomeric, but other options do exist); in the absence of any firm 

connection, the latter system is referred to as ‘seismic isolation’, and in this thesis it will 

subsequently be referred to as a bridge with ‘conventional seismic isolation’ to distinguish it from 

‘unconventional’ isolation techniques such as ‘rocking pier isolation’ (stated in some cases as 

‘structural rocking isolation’ to distinguish it from the ‘geotechnical’ perspective, see §2.1 for 

these definitions) that will be discussed later. The ultimate aim of these conventional systems is to 

ensure the continuity between the different parts of the structure, while providing to the 

gravitational forces a clear path to the ground. In seismic regions, conventional bridges should have 

the ability to withstand moderate earthquakes without damage, while under ‘extreme’ earthquakes 

the conventional seismic design (i.a., CEN 2005a) ensures that collapse does not occur by allowing 

piers to develop substantial inelastic deformations and permanent lateral displacements for the 

entire system (i.e., including piers and isolation devices).  

The effects of the recent earthquakes in 2010 in Maule, Chile (Mw = 8.8) (i.a., Kawashima et 

al. 2011), in 2011 in Tohoku, Japan (Mw = 9) (i.a., Kajitani et al. 2013), as well as those in 2016 

in Central Italy (Mw = 6.2) (i.a., Fiorentino et al. 2017) and in Kaikoura, New Zealand (Mw = 7.8) 

(i.a., Palermo et al. 2017) clearly confirmed that the performance of conventional bridge typologies 

may satisfy life safety requirements, but the high level of damage tolerated by current codes 

requires either extensive repairs or replacement following the earthquake, thus disrupting the traffic 

conditions and leading to environmental impacts (Wacker et al. 2005). Therefore, the need to 

redefine the limit states adopted so far in earthquake-resistant bridges by means of reducing the 

damage that would normally be concentrated in their critical zones is underlined, with a view to 

accounting for both direct (e.g., restoration) and indirect (e.g., loss of functionality) economic 

losses from earthquake events. A seismic isolation technique that can result in earthquake-resistant 

bridges with such seismic performance is based on the rocking behaviour of the vertical members, 

and this is the focus of this thesis. The design paradigm of rocking isolation is described by objects 

that simply rest on the rocking surfaces (i.e., bottom and, if needed, top dependent on the structure 

examined), and rocking movement is characterised as a sequence of rigid body rotations of these 
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objects that are disrupted by impacts each time they return to their original position of equilibrium, 

and it continues until the total energy is dissipated through these impacts. Despite the familiar, 

intuitive nature of rocking motion, it is in fact a nonlinear process that is highly complex and 

sensitive to initial conditions.  

The motivation of utilising rocking behaviour as an isolation technique to enhance the seismic 

performance of bridges originates from a construction method that was used for the first time 

thousands of years ago by ancient builders, probably due to the lack of methods for creating integral 

systems. Indeed, several ancient temples with rocking columns can be found in the Mediterranean, 

like the colonnade (peristylion) of the Temple of Athena at Aegina in Greece shown in Fig. 1-1, 

which stands there for millennia showing the satisfactory performance of these ‘unconventional’ 

structures (Drosos & Anastasopoulos 2015). Several researchers (i.a., Psycharis et al. 2000, Drosos 

& Anastasopoulos 2014) concluded that the resilience of this ancient configuration with rocking 

columns is due to the following structural advantages of the rocking principle; 

 

 

Fig. 1-1 View of the colonnade of the Temple of Athena at Aegina, Greece constructed around 

480BC. (figure taken from Drosos & Anastasopoulos 2015) 

 

• These configurations result in structural systems with negative stiffness as opposed to the more 

contemporary moment-resisting frames that have positive stiffness in order to endure 

horizontal loads, as shown in Fig. 1-2. In this regard, resonance is practically unfeasible to 

occur in structures with rocking columns, considering that the excitation should have a very 

specific frequency range (DeJong 2012). 

 

• The restoring mechanisms of a structure with rocking columns derive from the physical 

properties of translational and rotational masses, hence in most cases recentring is achieved 

physically.  
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Fig. 1-2 Schematic of the deformed shape of the (A) contemporary moment-resisting frame 

and (B) frame with rocking columns under horizontal seismic loads, and the 

corresponding force-displacement (F-u) behaviour. (figure taken from Makris 

2014) 

 

Extending this ‘unconventional’ isolation technique in bridges, rocking pier isolation is well 

aligned with accelerated bridge construction due to the simple connections that are required 

between the rocking piers and the adjacent structural members (i.e., foundation and superstructure). 

It is noted that accelerated bridge construction has been proposed as a construction technique that 

can minimize disturbance (i.e., closures and/or traffic lane or speed restrictions) and guarantee 

post-earthquake serviceability. This is mainly achieved via (i) prefabrication, which decreases the 

on-site construction time and has the additional benefits of higher construction quality and greater 

work-zone safety (Doolen et al. 2011), and (ii) simple on-site installation of the structural elements 

(i.a., Mantawy et al. 2016), thus allowing fast replacement and restoration of the members after a 

severe earthquake event compared to the cast-in-situ structures in which the integral joints hinder 

the restoration procedure. 

Overall, the research community has conducted a progressive implementation of structural 

rocking isolation in structures that goes from columns to frames and finally to bridges. Despite the 

fact that the extensive research that has been conducted for ‘bare’ (or free-standing) and ‘hybrid’ 

(i.e., supplemented with additional devices to enhance the seismic performance of the free-standing 

configuration) rocking columns and relevant frames proved that this isolation technique can 

enhance the lateral stability of these structures compared to the corresponding ‘traditional’ systems 

with integral joints, the proposals regarding bridges with rocking piers have entailed several 

simplifications, ignoring all the salient features of a realistic bridge configuration and, in this 

regard, the civil engineering community is reluctant to implement such ‘unconventional’ systems 

in real engineering bridge projects (i.a., Beck & Skinner 1974, Routledge et al. 2016). Therefore, 

there is an increasing need to examine in-depth the rocking behaviour of realistic bridge 

(A) (B) - 
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configurations to identify the inherent advantages and obstacles that stem from rocking piers in 

order for this technology to mature and be implemented in future engineering bridge design 

applications. 

 

 

1.2 Scope and Research Objectives  

In the light of the previous considerations (§1.1), the key aims of the present research study are to 

(i) explore the implementation of rocking pier isolation in realistic bridge configurations 

accounting for the main features of a bridge structure, taking also into account the advantages of 

using accelerated bridge construction, and (ii) establish whether rocking pier isolation can be 

considered as an isolation technique for the next generation of earthquake-resistant bridges. In 

order to achieve these aims, the following specific research objectives were identified; 

 

(i) Identify Gaps in the State-of-the-Art 

Carry out a thorough review of the available literature in an effort to identify research gaps 

to be addressed in this thesis. The first research topic is related to the analytical dynamics 

governing the complex behaviour of rocking objects, considering that these studies form the 

basis of the analytical solutions to be developed in this thesis. This review is extended to the 

inherent disadvantages that govern the seismic response of free-standing rocking piers, and 

it includes proposals on pier configurations that aim at improving the seismic performance 

of the ‘bare’ rocking isolation technique. Finally, studies related to the consideration of 

rocking pier isolation as part of a realistic bridge structure are presented. 

 

(ii) Analytical Modelling of Bridges with Rocking Piers 

Development of a simplified model for predicting the longitudinal response of regular 

bridges with rocking piers (or symmetric with respect to the height of the supporting piers) 

as well as irregular/asymmetric bridges with rocking piers, accounting for all the relevant 

features of a bridge structure, including the end supports.  

 

(iii) Proposal of Non-conventional Pier Configurations for Bridges with Rocking Piers 

Exploration of non-conventional pier configurations that improve the ‘traditional’ rocking 

piers with rectangular section, both from the economic and seismic performance points of 

view. This is carried out accounting for the inherent advantages that rocking pier isolation in 

combination with accelerated bridge construction offer in bridges with respect to the 

‘traditional’ construction methods.  
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(iv) Comparative Assessment of Conventional Seismic Isolation and Rocking Pier Isolation in 

Bridges 

Carry out a comparative numerical study of conventional seismic isolation and rocking pier 

isolation in bridges, to identify advantages and disadvantages of each approach. This 

objective also encompasses delineation of the range of pier height/slenderness in which 

rocking pier isolation is more efficient.  

 

 

1.3 Layout of the Dissertation  

The present thesis is divided in seven chapters and four appendixes, and it is structured in line with 

the research objectives outlined in §1.2. Following the introductory considerations of the present 

chapter on the problem statement and the objectives of the study, a review of the current state-of-

the-art related to research objective (i) is presented in Chapter 2, while research objective (ii) is 

addressed in Chapters 3 (for symmetric bridges) and 4 (for asymmetric bridges). The research 

objectives (iii) and (iv) are addressed in Chapters 5 and 6, respectively, while overall conclusions 

and future steps to further develop rocking pier isolation in bridges are discussed in Chapter 7. 

Supplementary information related to the analytical developments in Chapters 3 and 4 are 

presented in Appendixes A and Β, while Appendix C presents details of the original overpass 

bridge adopted for the comparative assessment in Chapter 6. A list of references follows in 

Appendix D, and Appendix E includes a record of articles published so far in peer-reviewed 

journals and conference proceedings. A more detailed description of the core chapters of the 

dissertation is provided in the following.  

Chapter 3 provides a simplified energy-based analytical model for predicting the longitudinal 

response of a symmetric bridge with an arbitrary number of free-standing rocking piers. This 

formulation is based on some assumptions that facilitate the analytical development, and, in that 

sense, they have been found essential for analytical approaches of this type. The proposed model 

constitutes an extension of the corresponding frame model with free-standing rocking columns 

presented in previous studies by integrating in the response the effect of the abutment and the 

backfill behind it, as well as the interaction between the structural members. The parameters that 

govern the behaviour of the abutment-backfill system are explored in parametric analyses to 

establish their effect on rocking response, and the overturning spectra that are usually adopted in 

these studies are extended to a new spectrum to account for all possible failure modes. The newly 

developed model is compared in a design and in a seismic performance context with the model 

adopted so far for bridges using both single-frequency and multi-frequency ground motions, to 

establish the necessity for considering the influence of the abutment-backfill system on the 

response of bridges with rocking pier isolation.  

In the same context, Chapter 4 provides an analytical model accounting for the effect of two 

free-standing rocking piers of same section but different height, thus generalising/extending the 

analytical model presented in Chapter 3. In this regard, the newly developed model extends the 

corresponding asymmetric frame model with free-standing rocking columns presented in previous 
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studies. Considering the significant complexity in the formulation of the equations of motion of 

this system, a procedure to simplify them and to reduce the associated high computational cost is 

presented. This model is used to study the seismic performance of asymmetric bridges with free-

standing rocking piers under ‘extreme’ earthquake conditions with a view to establishing the effect 

of the level of asymmetry in the height of the piers.  

Novel improved pier configurations for a bridge with rocking piers are presented in Chapter 5, 

studied using the analytical model developed in Chapter 3. The proposed pier configurations 

exploit the merits of accelerated bridge construction through prefabrication and on-site installation 

in the context of rocking pier isolation. The analytical derivations that are required for predicting 

the response of a bridge structure with free-standing rocking piers are presented in Chapter 5 

accounting for the variations in pier shape. The efficiency of the proposed pier configurations in a 

bridge with rocking pier isolation is examined using both design and ‘extreme’ earthquake 

conditions. 

Chapter 6 compares through numerical analyses the seismic performance of bridges supported 

on free-standing rocking piers with those with conventional base isolation using rigorous three-

dimensional finite element models with material nonlinearities and contact at the rocking 

interfaces. Two bridge configurations are considered for the comparison, based on an existing 

overpass bridge with unequal pier heights, which is also modified by increasing the original pier 

height to address the effect of pier height/slenderness. The developed numerical models account 

for all the simplifications adopted in the analytical procedures presented in Chapters 3, 4, 5, and at 

the same time extend the numerical analyses presented in previous studies. The comparison focuses 

on detecting the differences in terms of the stability of the structure (i.e., considering response 

parameters such as displacements, drifts and bending moments), rather than focusing on the safety 

of each design alternative against the corresponding failure mode that has been examined in several 

studies in the past. 

Finally, Chapter 7 summarises the main conclusions from the present thesis and makes specific 

recommendations for future research required for further establishing the concept of rocking pier 

isolation in bridges. 

 



 

 
 

Chapter 2 

Review of the State-of-the-Art 

 

 

 

 

2.1 Introduction 

The concept of seismic isolation in structures has been widely adopted after World War II in order 

to resist strong earthquakes (Makris 2018). In bridges, this  is usually achieved by introducing a 

continuous isolation interface between the deck and the substructure (piers, abutments) with low 

shear stiffness resulting in the elongation of the fundamental period of the bridge, while energy 

dissipation devices are optionally employed to control the subsequent increase in relative 

displacements at the isolation interface. Indeed, numerous devices have been successfully deployed 

in the last four decades to isolate structures subject to ground motions, and these can be classified 

according to their operational mechanisms (Housner et al. 1997, Symans & Constantinou 1999). 

The fundamental principles for the design of structural devices, explicitly stated in modern bridge 

and building design codes (e.g., CEN 2005a, AASHTO 2010, ASCE 2016), may be summarised 

as follows; (i) support the superstructure and relevant vertical actions and provide lateral flexibility 

while being able to sustain non-seismic actions (e.g., brake, wind actions), (ii) whenever needed, 

provide energy dissipation to control relative displacements, and (iii) provide sufficient recentring 

capability to prevent substantial residual displacements.  

The performance of bridges with conventional seismic isolation during recent strong 

earthquakes, mentioned in §1.1, highlighted the high level of damage that is allowed by the current 

codes and pointed to the need of redefining the limit states in earthquake-resistant bridges. Hence, 

it is anticipated that isolation technology for mitigating seismic risk to bridges will continue 

attracting the interest of the engineering community in the years to come, potentially resorting to 

‘unconventional’ systems that provide reliability and robustness. This is the case with rocking 

mechanism. In principle, rocking action offers a favourable seismic isolation effect that relieves 

the structure from deformation and damage during strong earthquakes as well as reduces the need 

for post-earthquake interventions in the structure (Giouvanidis & Dong 2020). Therefore, the main 

design objective in bridges with rocking pier isolation is to reduce or eliminate damage in the 

structure (typically the bridge piers) but in a ‘more natural’ way, without the need of special (and 

expensive) hardware, as required in conventional seismic isolation. Rocking isolation is not a new 

technique. Extensive research that was conducted on the seismic response of ancient monuments 

proved that their survival over millennia in earthquake-prone regions is mainly due to their rocking 

behaviour (i.a., Psycharis et al. 2000, Papantonopoulos et al. 2002). Despite its benefits, though, 

the implementation of rocking isolation in modern engineering projects has been scarce.  

So far, rocking isolation has been investigated by employing two different techniques 

dependent on the location of the rocking surface. This is related to structural rocking isolation (or 
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pier rocking) and geotechnical rocking isolation (foundation rocking). These techniques are 

conceptually similar, but quite different with regard to the rocking behaviour and the resulting 

effects of rocking movement; 

 

• Structural Rocking Isolation 

In this case the rocking surface is defined between the piers and their foundations, while the 

pier-to-deck connection can take various forms, including (i) an integral joint, (ii) separated 

through isolation bearings or (iii) a direct support. Several researchers have studied this 

configuration analytically (i.a., Makris & Vassiliou 2014a, Giouvanidis & Dimitrakopoulos 

2017a), numerically (i.a., ElGawady & Dawood 2012, Sideris 2015), and experimentally (i.a., 

Marriott et al. 2009, ElGawady & Sha’Ian 2011) by focusing on (i) the recentring capability of 

the rocking piers, (ii) the use of damping devices to increase energy dissipation in the rocking 

elements, and (iii) the behaviour of the rocking surfaces as well as the potential use of different 

materials to improve its performance. Structural rocking isolation in bridges has been first 

implemented in the South Rangitikei Rail Bridge in New Zealand shown in Fig. 2-1A (Beck & 

Skinner 1974, Ma & Khan 2008, Frost & Tilby 2014), where the piers are allowed to rock 

without sliding on a surface carefully designed and constructed at the base of the rocking piers, 

as shown in Fig. 2-1B; this configuration has shown remarkable seismic performance after 

several ground motions (Chouw 2017, Makris & Aghagholizadeh 2019).  

 

           

Fig. 2-1 (A) View of the South Rangitikei Rail Bridge, New Zealand, and (B) the rocking 

surface at the pier base. (figure taken from Ma & Khan 2008) 

 

               

Fig. 2-2 View of the low-damage connection installed at the (A) bottom and (B) top 

surfaces of the rocking piers in the Wigram-Magdala Link Bridge, New Zealand. 

(figure taken from Routledge et al. 2016) 

(A) (B) 

(A) (B) 
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The most recent implementation of pier rocking in bridges is the Wigram-Magdala Link Bridge 

in New Zealand (Routledge et al. 2016), where steel piers filled with unreinforced concrete and 

supplemented with post-tensioned tendons are allowed to rock at both ends. The rocking surface is 

constructed with steel plates on which low-damage connections are anchored at both bottom and 

top joints as shown in Fig. 2-2A, B, respectively. 

 

• Geotechnical Rocking Isolation 

In this approach, the piers are monolithically connected to a shallow foundation, and the 

rocking interface is between the foundation and the ground below. This rocking approach has 

been adopted by recent provisions (AASHTO 2011). Several researchers have studied this 

configuration analytically (i.a., Psycharis & Jennings 1983), numerically (i.a., Anastasopoulos 

et al. 2010, Xie et al. 2019), and experimentally (i.a., Hung et al. 2011, Anastasopoulos et al. 

2012). The main research topics in this approach are (i) the interaction between the rocking 

members and underlying soil, particularly the consequences of the impact of the foundation-

pier system on the behaviour of the soil, and (ii) the recentring capability of the system.  

 

Recently, a rigorous 3D Finite Element (FE) analysis using ABAQUS was conducted by 

Agalianos et al. (2017) to compare the seismic performance of a 5-span bridge with rocking piers 

and rocking foundations. It was shown that in most of the examined cases both bridges with 

different rocking approaches resisted strong seismic actions, and they were ready to be used after 

the event. However, although the geotechnical approach showed slightly better seismic 

performance against overturning compared to the ‘bare’ structural perspective, the underlying soil 

showed significant residual settlements and rotations, revealing that this is the price to be paid for 

its superior stability. The substantial settlements of the underlying soil due to the severe impacts 

of the pier foundation was also seen in the centrifuge tests by Pelekis et al. (2019), showing that 

this effect can be more significant in soft soils than stiff ones. On the contrary, the rocking pier 

solution is insensitive to the type of foundation soil in that respect. Taking the above into 

consideration, structural and geotechnical rocking isolation are two distinct mechanisms with 

common goals of mitigating the seismic effects at the piers and increasing their recentring capacity, 

but they are based on different approaches. The present thesis focuses on bridges with structural 

rocking isolation, referred in the following as bridges with ‘rocking pier isolation’ or ‘rocking 

piers’. 

In this respect, the principles of rocking pier isolation in bridges and the fundamental 

differences with the conventional construction methods are described in §2.2. The three following 

sections are related to the research objectives outlined in §1.2. Specifically, §2.3 starts with the 

analytical modelling of a rocking column (§2.3.1), and it is followed by the frame with rocking 

columns that approximates the corresponding bridge configuration (§2.3.2). This chapter continues 

with §2.4 that discusses the inherent disadvantages of the ‘bare’ rocking isolation technique along 

with the current proposals on pier configurations that aim at mitigating them, while §2.5 presents 

studies related to rocking pier isolation as part of the entire bridge structure. Finally, §2.6 identifies 

research gaps that are later addressed in this thesis. 
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2.2 Principles of Rocking Pier Isolation in Bridges and Differences from 

Conventional Methods 

Structures that are isolated through rocking isolation show a fundamentally different seismic 

behaviour compared to structures adopting ‘traditional’ construction methods, referring either to 

integral or seismically isolated systems. The principles in a bridge that utilises (i) the ‘traditional’ 

moment resisting frame, (ii) a conventional seismic isolation technique, and (iii) ‘bare’ rocking 

pier isolation were introduced by Makris & Konstantinidis (2003); Table 2-1 summarises the basic 

design concepts along with the main response-controlling quantities for bridges with the different 

design philosophy. As can be seen, the ‘bare’ rocking isolation technique is completely different 

from the ‘traditional’ methods in terms of the parameters that dominate the seismic response as 

well as the design philosophy. 

 

Table 2-1 Principles of different construction methods for earthquake-resistant bridges, when 

employing (i) a ‘traditional’ moment resisting frame, (ii) a conventional seismic 

isolation technique and (iii) ‘bare’ rocking pier isolation. (table adapted from Makris 

2014) 

 

 
(i) 

‘Traditional’  

Moment Resisting Frame 

(ii)  

Conventional 

Seismic Isolation 

(iii)  

‘Bare’ Rocking 

Pier Isolation 

Strength 
Moderate to appreciable 

üg = 0.1 g - 0.25 g 

Low 

üg = 0.03 g - 0.09 g 

Moderate to high 

üg = g·tanα 

Stiffness 
Positive 

(variable due to yielding) 

Positive 

(low and constant)  

Negative 

(constant) 

Ductility 
Appreciable  

μ = 3-6 

Very large  

μ = 10-30 
Zero 

Damping Moderate Moderate to high Low  
 

Seismic Resistance 
Appreciable strength 

and ductility 

Low strength  

and stiffness. 

Accommodates 

large displacements 

Appreciable 

rotational inertia 

Design Philosophy Equivalent static Equivalent static Dynamic 

 

To discuss in more detail the principles of ‘bare’ rocking pier isolation, consider Fig. 2-3A that 

shows a rocking column with height 2h and width 2b rotating around the pivot point or Centre of 

Rotation (CR) O with a relative rotation θ when subjected to a horizontal ground acceleration üg; 

it is noted that the ensuing discussion describes also an equivalent frame with larger size, as will 

be explained in §2.3.2.1. The size of this column is defined as the distance from the Centre of 

Gravity (CG) of the member to the CR O and is equal to R = √h2 + b2, while the slenderness is 

described as α = tan-1(b/h).  
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Fig. 2-3 (A) Schematic of a free-standing rocking column during rocking motion, and (B) the 

effect of size (R) on the seismic rocking response of the member. (figure taken from 

Makris 2014) 

 

Initiation of rocking motion in a free-standing column occurs when the member uplifts, and 

this is described in the literature as ‘strength’. This condition is satisfied when the ‘overturning 

moment’ with respect to the imminent CR O equals the ‘recentring moment’, thus returning the 

expression for rocking initiation that was presented for the first time by Milne (1885) 

 

 
sin

g g g g tan
cos

g g

SeismicOverturning Recentring Seismic
ResistanceMoment Moment Demand

b R a
mu h m b u a

h R a
=  = = = , (2-1) 

 

in which m is the mass of the column, and g is the gravitational acceleration. Eq. (2-1) shows that 

the strength of a rocking column depends solely on the variations in the value of slenderness of the 

member, and Fig. 2-4 presents this effect. It is observed that non-slender members show very high 

strength (up to 1 g), contrary to the slender members that show only moderate values of strength.  

 

 

 

Fig. 2-4 Strength or acceleration amplitude to initiate rocking motion (g‧tanα) in a free-standing 

rocking column, accounting for the influence of its slenderness (α). 

 

The most attractive concept of rocking isolation in earthquake engineering compared to the 

‘traditional’ ways of construction is probably the inherent negative stiffness in rocking motion. 

This concept can reduce dramatically the seismic forces in the structure by reducing the spectral 
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acceleration (Makris & Konstantinidis 2003). Fig. 2-5 shows an idealised moment-rotation (M-θ) 

relationship during the rocking motion of a free-standing rocking column, which was first 

introduced by Muto et al. (1960). The model assumes infinite stiffness before rocking starts (not 

totally valid for rocking piers as shown by Roh & Reinhorn 2009, see §2.4.1.3 and Fig. 2-18), until 

the magnitude of the applied moment reaches the value m · g · R · sinα (i.e., ‘recentring moment’ 

in Eq. (2-1)). From this point onwards, the restoring capability of the rocking column decreases 

linearly until it reaches zero for θ = α, at which point the member overturns.  

 

 

Fig. 2-5 Idealised moment-rotation (M-θ) behaviour of a free-standing rocking column, 

representing the ‘recentring moment’ of the member. (figure taken from Makris 2014) 

 

As can be seen in Table 2-1, rocking pier isolation in its ‘bare’ form has no ductility and 

minimal damping. Albeit the former can be considered partially as an advantage due to the fact 

that residual displacements are not possible in the context adopted so far for earthquake-resistant 

bridges, the latter reveals the inherent weakness of rocking pier isolation that is the low energy 

dissipation compared to the ‘traditional’ ways of construction. This is attributed to the fact that, in 

theory (see Kalliontzis & Sritharan 2018), no energy is dissipated during rocking motion as can be 

seen in Fig. 2-5, while attenuation of rocking motion is only achieved during impacts at the rocking 

surfaces (see §2.4.1.2 and Table 2-5). 

Consider again the free-standing rocking column presented in Fig. 2-3A. As soon as the 

excitation is capable of inducing uplift according to Eq. (2-1), the rocking motion starts and the 

dynamic moment equilibrium about the CR O gives 

 

 ( ) ( )cos g sing O

Recentring Moment

Dynamic Seismic ResistanceSeismic Demand

mu R a θ I θ m R a θ− = + − , (2-2) 

 

where IO  = ∫ r 2 dm is the mass moment of inertia (or rotational mass) of the element with respect 

to O, r represents the size (or distance) of a differential mass element dm from the pivot O, and θ ̈  

is the angular acceleration of the column. In this regard, the ‘dynamic seismic resistance’ increases 

quadratically with the increment of the size of the column, whereas the ‘seismic demand’ increases 

only linearly (Fig. 2-3B) (Kirkpatrick 1927, Ikegami & Kishinouye 1947 and 1950). Hence, the 

second power of size on the right-hand-side of Eq. (2-2) can always ensure stability regardless of 
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the level of intensity of the ground shaking (üg). This observation led Makris & Kampas (2016a) 

to propose the leverage of supplemental rotational inertia on rocking columns for enhanced 

stability.  

Eq. (2-2) reveals why the design philosophy of an equivalent static analysis is not applicable 

to rocking. To elaborate further, suppose that an equivalent static approach is adopted for the 

rocking analysis. The rocking member experiences nearly zero angular acceleration (θ ̈  = 0) and, 

therefore, the equivalent static moment equilibrium about CR O gives 

 

 ( ) ( ) ( )cos g sin g tang g

Recentring Moment

Seismic Demand Static Seismic Resistance

mu R a θ m R a θ u a θ− = −  = − . (2-3) 

 

Note that Eq. (2-3) is identical to Eq. (2-2) after excluding the effect of IO. It is observed that 

under quasi-static lateral loading, the overturning stability of a free-standing rocking column 

depends only on the variations in its slenderness (α) and the ground motion (üg), being independent 

of the size of the column (R). In this regard, Eq. (2-3) shows that the value of the acceleration 

amplitude that can induce overturning reduces compared to that describing the strength of the 

member (Eq. (2-1)) and, therefore, as soon as the column enters rocking motion, it will most 

probably overturn. The equivalent static procedure has been followed by more than a century for 

calculating the acceleration amplitude of seismic events through the overturning of tombstones 

with specific dimensions. However, Eq. (2-2) shows that an earthquake motion capable of inducing 

uplift needs a higher acceleration amplitude to overturn the rocking column, thus the acceleration 

amplitude is underestimated substantially when Eq. (2-3) is utilised. 

 

 

2.3 Analytical Modelling of the Rocking Response 

While Kirkpatrick (1927) was the first who addressed the complex dynamics in the seismic 

response of rocking columns, it was Housner (1963) who made it better known to the civil 

engineering community, proving that the rocking motion of a free-standing column is independent 

of the mass of the member and, therefore, the rocking structure was named as an ‘inverted 

pendulum’. The analytical model proposed by Housner has been proven sufficient to predict the 

rocking behaviour of free-standing columns, not to a single event where the response may show 

high variability due to the imperfections of the specimen and the variations in the initial conditions, 

but to ensembles of ground motions where the seismic response, in a statistical sense, is predictable 

with sufficient accuracy for seismic design and evaluation (Bachmann et al. 2018). Concerns have 

been raised, though, related to the consideration of a 3D model for the prediction of seismic 

response in cylindrical rocking columns, stating that the 2D model presented by Housner may be 

unconservative (see i.a. Chatzis & Smyth 2012, Di Egidio et al. 2014, Vassiliou et al. 2017, 
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Vassiliou 2017). In any case, the work of Housner set the basis for the ensuing analytical research 

on rocking columns and relevant frames that are presented in §2.3.1 and §2.3.2, respectively.  

 

2.3.1 Rocking Columns 

2.3.1.1 Dynamics of Free-standing Rocking Columns 

Following Housner’s work, a number of studies have addressed the complex dynamic response of 

one of the simplest man-made structures, the free-standing column. For this configuration to start 

rocking motion under horizontal (üg,x) and vertical earthquake excitations (üg,z), and to avoid other 

possible movements such as sliding and upthrow (i.e., contact is lost with the foundation, stated in 

some cases as ‘jumping’), a number of conditions must be fulfilled. Fig. 2-6 shows the free-body 

diagram for a single column with dimensions 2h and 2b just before entering rocking motion (θ = 

0) about the CR O′. The dynamic equilibrium at this instant gives 

 

 ,0x x g xF f m u x =  = +  , (2-4) 

 

 ,0 gz z g zF f m u z =  = + +  , (2-5) 

 

 0CG CG x zM I θ f h f b=  = − + , (2-6) 

 

where fx and fz are the horizontal and the vertical reaction forces at the CR O′ at the moment of 

initiation, respectively, ẍ = h · θ ̈ , z̈ = −b · θ ̈ , θ ̈  is the angular acceleration of the member at the 

moment of initiation and is derived from Eqs. (2-4) to (2-6), while ICG is the mass moment of 

inertia of the column with respect to its CG; for rectangular columns ICG = m · R2 3⁄ .  

 

 

Fig. 2-6 Free-body diagram for a free-standing rocking column at the onset of rocking motion. 

(figure taken from Makris 2014) 
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The first condition that needs to apply in order for a free-standing column to enter rocking 

motion is that the horizontal ground acceleration should have a minimum amplitude to make the 

‘overturning moment’ about O′ exceed the ‘restoring moment’ due to the weight of the column and 

the vertical inertia force (Yim et al. 1980) 

 

 , , , ,g g tang x g z g x g z

Recentring MomentOverturning Moment

mu h m u b u u a    +   +    . (2-7) 

 

The second condition is that the column does not lose completely contact with the base due to 

the vertical component of the ground shaking. This is avoided if the value of fz is larger than zero 

at any instant (Ishiyama 1982, Sinopoli 1989).  

The third, and last, condition for rocking initiation is that the column does not slide with respect 

to the horizontal base, which is the case if 

 

 
x

s
z

f
μ

f
 , (2-8) 

 

where μs is the static Coefficient of Friction (CoF) of the column-base surface. Substituting Eqs. 

(2-4) and (2-5) into Eq. (2-8) gives the condition for a free-standing column to enter rocking motion 

without sliding at this instant that was introduced by Taniguchi (2002) 
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. (2-9) 

 

A simplified form of Eq. (2-9) obtained by neglecting the influence of üg,z was presented by 

Shenton (1996). Later, Pompei et al. (1998) adopted this simplification and proved that for slender 

columns (i.e., for low values of α) the sliding motion occupies a small range, even for high values 

of üg,x. This was also proved by Housner (1963) who considered Eq. (2-7) to describe rocking 

initiation after neglecting the effect of üg,z, and it was shown that Eq. (2-9) reduces to the well-

known expression to describe prevention of sliding at the initiation of rocking motion: μs ≥ b h⁄ =

tanα. Based on these outcomes, the majority of studies on rocking dynamics assume that the value 

of μs is sufficiently large to prevent sliding at the initiation of movement. 

As soon as the above conditions are satisfied, the free-standing rocking column will oscillate 

initially about the CR O′ with a negative rotation (θ < 0) and, if the member does not overturn, it 

will return to the original at-rest position dissipating energy through an impact at the rocking 

interfaces (§2.3.1.2), thus reversing the rocking rotation to positive (θ > 0), now rotating about CR 
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O, and so on. The Equation of Motion (EoM) during rocking under horizontal and vertical ground 

accelerations is derived by considering the equilibrium of moments about the corresponding CR 

(i.e., O′ and O dependent on the direction of the movement) as it was expressed by Yim et al. 

(1980); this expression is simplified to the following form accounting for the proposals of Makris 

& Roussos (2000) 

 

 ( ) ( ) ( ), ,2- sgn 1 sin - cos -
g g

g z g xu u
θ p θ a θ a θ

  
= + +  

   
, (2-10) 

 

where sgn(θ) is the sign function of θ, p = √m · g · R/IO is the frequency parameter of the column, 

and IO = ICG + m · R2; for rectangular columns IO = 4 m · R2 3⁄  and p = √3g/4R. Eq. (2-10) is 

valid for arbitrary values of the slenderness α. The inherent non-linearity of this problem is revealed 

from Eq. (2-10), not only in terms of the trigonometric functions of θ, but also due to the alternating 

nature of movement direction and pivot points.  

Notwithstanding the above, ‘pure’ rocking motion is not ensured even if rocking motion has 

started. Almost in parallel, Scalia & Sumbatyan (1996) and Shenton (1996) indicated the existence 

of a slide-rock movement that can appear after rocking starts. Once the column enters rocking 

motion, the horizontal (fx(t)) and vertical reaction forces (fz(t)) fluctuate with time, which may 

induce sliding for certain combinations of these values. Consequently, Eq. (2-8) should apply at 

each time instant to avoid sliding during the entire duration of rocking motion. Zhang & Makris 

(2001) developed the necessary condition for a free-standing column to avoid slide-rock motion, 

showing the dependence of this mode not only on the width-to-height ratio (tana) and the static 

CoF (μs), but also on the magnitude of the base acceleration (üg,x). However, the influence of üg,z 

was neglected. Soon afterwards, Taniguchi (2002) and Jeong et al. (2003) included this effect and 

presented at the same time the complete expression to describe the necessary condition for avoiding 

the slide-rock component in a free-standing rocking column 
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, (2-11) 

 

where θ ̇  describes the angular velocity of the column, and it shows that the slide-rock component 

is directly related to the movement of the column during rocking. 
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2.3.1.2 Modelling of Impact in Free-standing Rocking Columns  

When a column resting on a rigid foundation as shown in Fig. 2-6 starts and sustains a ‘pure’ 

rocking motion without overturning, Eq. (2-10) describes the response-history of its angle of 

rotation (𝜃). The moment-rotation relation during rocking motion follows the curve shown in Fig. 

2-5 without enclosing any area and, therefore, energy is only dissipated during the impacts at the 

rocking interfaces (when θ = 0). Several proposals can be found in the literature for modelling this 

impact (i.a., Prieto et al. 2004, Giouvanidis & Dimitrakopoulos 2017b), the most commonly 

adopted being the concept adopted by Housner (1963). This model assumes a Coefficient of 

Restitution (CoR) η that is always lower than unity to express attenuation of movement (inelastic 

impact), and it is determined as the ratio of the kinetic energy of the column just after the impact 

to that just before the impact 

 

 

2 2
II

2 II II

2 I I
I

1

2 1
1

2

CG

CG

I θ
θ θ

η η
θ θI θ

 
= =  =  

 
, (2-12) 

 

where θ ̇ I and θ ̇ II are the angular velocities of the column just before and after the impact, 

respectively. Thus, the ratio of energy loss due to impact is equal to 1 − η2. In this regard, the lower 

the value of η, the larger is the energy loss due to impact. This has been confirmed experimentally 

for free-standing rocking columns by Aslam et al. (1980), who showed that columns with larger 

contact surface and constant height (leading to lower values of η) have enhanced performance 

against overturning compared to equivalent members with smaller contact surface.  

Unlike the kinetic energy of the column that is not conserved after each impact at the rocking 

interfaces, Housner considered that the angular momentum is conserved. This is based on the 

assumption of smooth change of rotation without bouncing or sliding that is valid for slender 

columns (Cheng 2007) and for large values of μs (Di Egidio & Contento 2009). To this end, and 

by assuming that the CR changes from O′ to O (see Fig. 2-6), the angular momentum about O 

immediately before and after impact is conserved, leading to the following expression 

 

   I II2 sinO OI mbR a θ I θ− = . (2-13) 

 

The above equation is derived by assuming that the impact forces are applied exactly at the 

imminent CR O, as shown in Fig. 2-7A. Substitution of Eq. (2-13) into Eq. (2-12) returns the 

expression for η as presented for the first time by Housner (1963) 

 

  
2

1 1 cos2
O

mR
η a

I
= − − , (2-14) 
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and Eq. (2-14) simplifies to η = 1 − 1.5sin2a for rectangular columns. Eq. (2-14) shows that each 

impact at the rocking interfaces is expressed through a constant value of η, which is not the case in 

real structures. However, Thomaidis et al. (2018) demonstrated numerically that free-standing 

rocking columns (and relevant frames) of different slenderness may have a substantial discrepancy 

in the values of η at each impact at the rocking interfaces, but the average CoR value is similar to 

that determined analytically by Housner (1963), especially for slender members. This is also 

confirmed numerically by Ceh et al. (2018) who showed that the overturning stability of a rocking 

column is not affected by the variations in the value of η at each impact at the rocking interfaces. 

 

           

Fig. 2-7 Schematic of a free-standing rocking column tilting (A) about the CR O, and (B) about 

a migrating kinematic CR. (figure taken from Kalliontzis et al. 2016) 

 

Considering that the impact at the rocking interfaces is the only source of energy dissipation 

for a free-standing rocking structure, discussion has been generated recently on Housner’s 

approach (e.g., Ceh et al. 2018, Avgenakis & Psycharis 2020), resulting in several energy 

dissipation models. One of the better-known extended models of the rocking impacts is the one 

that considers a more realistic location for the CR, accounting for the potential migration of the 

resultant force towards the centre of the pier base due to an extended contact surface as shown in 

Fig. 2-7B. This approach has been adopted by Kalliontzis et al. (2016) and Chatzis et al. (2017), 

and the former proposed an equivalent to the Housner’s expression for η. In this regard, the 

expression for η proposed by Kalliontzis et al. extends that presented by Housner by taking into 

account the effect of the extended contact surface during impact, and this is done by means of a 

constant k, leading to the following expression 
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, (2-15) 

 

where k = b̅ b⁄  takes values 0 ~ 1, and the value of η is constant for each impact at the rocking 

interfaces; Eq. (2-15) reduces to η = [4 − 3sin2a‧(1 + k2)]/[4 − 3sin2a‧(1 − k2)] for rectangular 

columns. 

 

(A) (B) 
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Table 2-2 compares the CoR values for rectangular columns that were determined 

experimentally in different studies with those obtained from Eqs. (2-14) and (2-15), respectively; 

it is noted that the experimental values of η are derived from free vibration tests where the columns 

are allowed to rock in all the cases with initial rotation θinit. = α that is the maximum available, 

while in Eq. (2-15) k is set equal to 0.72 as proposed in Kalliontzis et al. (2016). In general, Table 

2-2 shows that the squatter the column, the lower is the value of η regardless of the approach 

adopted. Additionally, and for slender columns (h b⁄ > 3), the effect of the interface material on 

the ηexp. value is minimal, and similar values are shown for different interface materials of same 

slenderness (α). This observation is in line with the analytical approaches of Housner and 

Kalliontzis et al. where the effect of the interface material is not taken into account. Exceptions 

exist, though, as in the case of rubber with RC(3) and RC(5) (see further discussion with regard to 

this material as interface in §2.4.1.2 and §2.4.1.3).  

 

Table 2-2 Experimental studies determining the CoR values at the rocking interfaces (ηexp.) for 

rectangular free-standing rocking columns with different aspect ratio (h/b), 

slenderness (α) and interface materials. The values of η are calculated according to the 

analytical approaches of Housner (1963) (ηHous.) and Kalliontzis et al. (2016) (ηKall.). 

The effect of the CR in Eq. (2-15) is equal to k = 0.72. 

 

Study where it was 

determined 
h/b [-] α [rad] Column-to-Base  ηexp. [-]  

ηHous. [-] ηKall. [-]  

Ogawa (1977) 2 0.5 Wood-to-Steel 0.79 0.66 0.81 

Priestley et al. (1978) 2 0.5 Concrete-to-Aluminium 0.87 0.66 0.81 

Pena et al. (2007) 2.85 0.35 Granite-to-Granite 0.93 0.82 0.9 

Ogawa (1977) 3 0.33 Wood-to-Steel  0.88 0.84 0.91 

ElGawady et al. (2011) 3 0.33 Concrete-to-Concrete 0.82 0.84 0.91 

ElGawady et al. (2011) 3 0.33 Timber-to-Concrete 0.84 0.84 0.91 

ElGawady et al. (2011) 3 0.33 Rubber-to-Concrete 0.79 0.84 0.91 

Ogawa (1977) 4 0.25 Wood-to-Steel  0.94 0.91 0.95 

Fielder et al. (1997) 4 0.25 Concrete-to-Steel 0.93 0.91 0.95 

Pena et al. (2007) 4 0.25 Granite-to-Granite 0.94 0.91 0.95 

Fielder et al. (1997) 4 0.25 Wood-to-Aluminium 0.95 0.91 0.95 

Lipscombe & 

Pellegrino (1993)  
4 0.25 Steel-to-Steel 0.92 0.91 0.95 

Muto et al. (1960) 4.33 0.23 Steel-to-Wood 0.96 0.92 0.96 

ElGawady et al. (2011) 5 0.2 Concrete-to-Concrete 0.94 0.94 0.97 

ElGawady et al. (2011) 5 0.2 Timber-to-Concrete 0.95 0.94 0.97 

ElGawady et al. (2011) 5 0.2 Rubber-to-Concrete 0.85 0.94 0.97 

Pena et al. (2007) 5.88 0.17 Granite-to-Granite 0.97 0.96 0.98 

Pena et al. (2007) 8.03 0.12 Granite-to-Granite 0.98 0.98 0.99 
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Fig. 2-8 presents the ratios of the experimental CoR values (ηexp.) to those predicted from the 

analytical coefficients of Housner and Kalliontzis et al. (ηanal.) shown in Table 2-2; each case is 

denoted using the initial letter of the column material followed by that of the base, while the aspect 

ratio (h b⁄ ) is mentioned in parenthesis. Fig. 2-8 indicates that Kalliontzis et al. predict a CoR value 

that is larger (i.e., lower energy dissipation) than the experimental value in fourteen out of the 

seventeen examined cases and, therefore, this approach is considered as conservative from the 

stability point of view. This is not the case in Housner’s approach that is conservative only in three 

cases compared to the experimental values (Ceh et al. 2018). Going into more details, it is observed 

that the analytical expression by Kalliontzis et al. gives a better prediction for the CoR value for 

an aspect ratio up to 2.85 (i.e., for squatter columns) with an average difference with the 

experimental values of only 2% compared to 16% found for Housner’s one. The opposite occurs 

for aspect ratios close to 3, with Housner’s approach showing an average difference of 0.7% 

compared to 7% that was found for Kalliontzis et al.. For slenderer columns (h b⁄ > 3) that is often 

the case with bridge piers, both expressions match the experimental values in the same way (i.e., 

average differences of 10% and 12% for Housner and Kalliontzis et al., respectively). In that 

respect, and for the concrete-to-concrete surface (i.e., CC(3) and CC(5)) that is the type of interface 

considered in this thesis, the Housner’s approach matches almost perfectly the experimental value.  

 

   

Fig. 2-8 Ratios of the experimental values of the CoR at the rocking interfaces (ηexp.) to those 

obtained from the analytical approaches (ηanal.) of Housner (1963) and Kalliontzis et 

al. (2016). Results obtained for rectangular free-standing rocking columns with 

different aspect ratio (h/b) and interface materials. 

 

The CoR values determined from Eqs. (2-14) and (2-15) depend mainly on the contact surface 

of the column that is expressed through the slenderness (α). However, the influence of the impact 

at the rocking interfaces depends on three more factors that are not directly considered in Table 2-

2, and are (i) the angular velocity just before the impact (Jankowski 2007), (ii) the inelastic 

behaviour of the interface material at the instant of impact (Roh & Reinhorn 2010a) and (iii) the 

imperfections of the contact surfaces (ElGawady et al. 2011). From the previous discussion, 

condition (i) is taken into account to some extent in the values presented in Table 2-2, considering 

that the free-standing rocking columns develop considerably high velocity just before the impact 

under the examined free vibration tests. However, conditions (ii) and (iii) are totally ignored in 
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Eqs. (2-14) and (2-15). Therefore, the actual value of η will be lower than the one computed from 

Eqs. (2-14) and (2-15), and higher energy dissipation is expected in reality, constituting analytical 

derivations of this type as conservative (see §3.2.5, §4.2.5, §5.2.3). 

 

2.3.1.3 Key Findings about Free-standing Rocking Columns 

The seismic performance of rocking columns has been mainly examined by considering only the 

horizontal ground motion (üg,x), thus ignoring the vertical component (üg,z); the effect of the latter 

in free-standing rocking columns is discussed in §2.3.1.4.  

The first experimental works on the rocking response of free-standing columns (Aslam et al. 

1980, Tso & Wong 1989a and 1989b) showed significant variations in the response and, therefore, 

the problem has often been tackled from a stochastic perspective (Yim & Chopra 1984, Spanos & 

Koh 1984, Taniguchi 2002) to find consistent trends in the overturning behaviour and/or provide 

probabilistic predictions. Another way of illustrating the overturning stability of rocking structures 

is through spectra constructed for the minimum acceleration amplitude (ap) of a ground motion 

with given circular frequency (ωp = 2π Τp⁄ ) that is able to overturn a rocking column with certain 

slenderness (α) and frequency parameter (p). This spectrum was introduced by Shi et al. (1996), 

and it is referred to as Overturning Minimum Acceleration Spectrum (OMAS) (shown in Fig. 2-

10). The resulting graph divides the possible combinations of the earthquake intensity and the 

structural characteristics in two areas, one wherein the structure fails and the other one that 

delineates a safe area. These graphs are generalised by utilising dimensionless variables (ωp p⁄ , 

αp g‧tanα⁄ ) using Buckingham’s Π-theorem, which offer a physically self-similar description of the 

response (Dimitrakopoulos & DeJong 2012a, Makris & Vassiliou 2012, Voyagaki et al. 2012, 

Makris & Kampas 2016b). Consequently, the OMAS allows for general prediction of rocking 

response for a wide range of rocking configurations with equivalent characteristics, even if the 

structural response is nonlinear.  

Pulse-type motions facilitate the construction of OMAS, considering that they can be described 

by their ap and ωp values only. To this end, several pulse type-motions like single-lobe, sine, cosine, 

symmetric and antisymmetric Ricker pulses have been used to create OMAS (i.a., Makris & 

Roussos 2000, Zhang & Makris 2001, Dimitrakopoulos & Fung 2016, Ther & Kollár 2017). 

Additionally, some pulse-type motions have shown good agreement with near-fault earthquakes 

(Makris & Roussos 2000, Mavroeidis et al. 2004, Vassiliou & Makris 2011, Makris & Vassiliou 

2013). The vulnerability of rocking columns to near-fault excitations has been observed since the 

early work of Kirkpatrick (1927), and this result has been confirmed experimentally by Tso & 

Wong (1989b) and later by Pena et al. (2007). Hence, pulse-type motions have emerged as a useful 

tool not only in terms of providing simple mathematical expressions for the ground motions, but 

also because they can capture the main characteristics of near-fault ground motions, if the 

appropriate parameters of the pulse are introduced.  

The prediction of the rocking response using pulse-type motions is not completely reliable, 

though. Acikgoz & DeJong (2014) compared the response under historic and pulse-type 

earthquakes and concluded that there are cases wherein the use of pulse-type motions can be 
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unconservative. These authors proposed regions in terms of ωp p⁄  and αp g‧tanα⁄  where pulse-like 

records are likely to give reliable results, as shown in Fig. 2-9. The reason behind this difference 

is that pulse-type motions usually ignore the first part of the real earthquake motion, and they can 

capture only the strong part of it (see i.a. Makris & Vassiliou 2013). This initial part, although not 

strong enough to induce overturning by itself, can induce small rotations that are very important in 

terms of overturning stability due to the fact that when the main part of the ground motion comes, 

uplift has already occurred. 

 

 

Fig. 2-9 Dimensionless intensity regions in terms of ωp p⁄  and αp g‧tanα⁄  highlighting where 

analysis with pulse-type motions is more reliable and where it is more sensitive, when 

rocking structures are examined. (figure taken from Acikgoz & DeJong 2014) 

 

In any case, the OMAS with pulse-type motions is a valuable tool to identify general trends in 

the rocking response. Fig. 2-10A, B, C show OMAS for a free-standing rocking column when 

subject to sine, symmetric and antisymmetric Ricker pulses, respectively. The main research 

findings from OMAS of free-standing rocking columns under several pulse-type motions are 

summarised in the following; 

 

• Slender columns obtained by reducing the value of α while keeping b constant are less stable, 

because they are more prone to uplift that fosters overturning. 

 

• Large columns obtained by increasing the value of R while keeping b constant lead to safer 

configurations in a seismic performance context due to the influence of IO.  

 

• From the previous remarks, it can be concluded that there is a contrasting effect of α and R in 

the rocking columns. Makris & Kampas (2016b) stated that the prevailing factor depends only 

on the frequency range of the ground motion, which is uncertain when the ground motion is 

unknown. 

 

• Rocking columns are more prone to overturn when subject to near-fault ground motions due to 

their low-frequency range (see the term ‘uplifted resonance’ in Acikgoz & DeJong 2012).  
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• Columns can overturn with distinct failure modes under pulse-type motions, that is either by 

experiencing no impact prior to overturning (Mode 0), or one (Mode 1) or more impacts (Mode 

2), as shown in Fig. 2-10.  

 

• Deformable rocking columns show slightly larger overturning areas for Mode 0 and 

considerably smaller overturning areas for Mode 1 compared to rigid sections (Acikgoz & 

DeJong 2012, Vassiliou et al. 2014, Vassiliou et al. 2015). Overall, overturning is less likely 

when the deformability of the columns is considered as opposed to assuming rigid columns 

and, therefore, simplifying the analysis by considering that the rocking columns are rigid is 

conservative from the seismic performance point of view. 

 

 

Fig. 2-10 OMAS for a free-standing rocking column with slenderness α = 14o when subject to 

acceleration pulses of (A) sine, (B) symmetric and (C) antisymmetric Ricker type. Blue 

shapes refer always to Mode 0, while red shapes to Mode 1 and 2. (figure taken from 

Makris & Vassiliou 2012) 

 

Apart from OMAS, which have shed valuable light on the seismic performance of rocking 

configurations, Priestley et al. (1978) developed a practical methodology using standard 

displacement and acceleration response spectra based on the representation of the rocking column 

as a single Degree of Freedom (DoF) oscillator with constant viscous damping ratio (ξ). The results 

presented therein were adopted in the pre-standard FEMA 356 (2000). Additionally, Makris & 

Konstantinidis (2003) introduced the concept of rocking spectrum to predict the maximum rotation 

angles (θ) and maximum angular velocities (θ ̇ ) of free-standing rocking columns with specific 

slenderness (α) under a specific ground motion. An example of this is shown in Fig. 2-11A, B for 

the Pacoima Dam record from the 1971 San Fernando earthquake. This procedure could be 

extended to more complex structures such as two-block assemblies and frames based on similarity 

laws presented by DeJong & Dimitrakopoulos (2014) for these structures and the corresponding 

rocking column. However, the rocking spectrum has not received enough attention, apparently due 
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to the fact that each graph is constructed for a specific ground motion and, therefore, it cannot be 

extended to a wide range of ground motions as is the case in OMAS.    

 

           

Fig. 2-11 Rocking spectrum in terms of (A) relative rotation (θ) and (B) angular velocity (θ ̇ ) for 

free-standing rocking columns with different slenderness (α), when subject to the 

Pacoima Dam motion recorded during the 1971 San Fernando earthquake. (figure 

taken from Makris & Konstantinidis 2003) 

 

2.3.1.4 Effect of Vertical Component of Ground Motion on Free-standing Rocking  

Columns 

The vertical component of the earthquake has proved to be a significant obstacle in the study of 

the rocking behaviour. Yim et al. (1980) were the first who noticed the high ambiguity in rocking 

response due to the vertical ground motion. They observed that its effect could be either positive 

or negative, but the conditions for each case were not determined. Hao & Zhou (2011) tried to 

explain numerically this effect by examining cases with vertical acceleration amplitude more than 

1 g that forces the block to upthrow. These authors observed that the effect of upthrow would 

reduce the possibility of overturning. However, the block may be displaced with respect to its initial 

position at the end of earthquake, which is crucial for the seismic performance.  

Makris & Kampas (2016b) suggested that the vertical ground motion has a marginal effect on 

the rocking response. This was justified by the factors that multiply each ground motion component 

as can be seen in Eq. (2-10). Specifically, the üg,x value is multiplied by cos(α−|𝜃|), whereas üg,z 

is multiplied by sin(α−|𝜃|). The sinusoidal function maximises its value when full contact is 

achieved (θ = 0), and Fig. 2-12 presents the effect of slenderness (α) on both trigonometric 

functions at this position. It is observed that the vertical ground motion participates marginally in 

the rocking response of slender free-standing columns, contrary to the horizontal component that 

contributes significantly to the response. Less importantly in bridge configurations, this difference 

diminishes for stocky members that are affected the same way from both ground motion 

components. Notwithstanding the above, the effect of the vertical component of ground motion 

should not be underestimated in a seismic performance context due to the potential lack of 

recentring of the vertical members when this component is taken into account in the analysis (Hao 

& Zhou 2011). 
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Fig. 2-12 Effect of horizontal (üg,x) and vertical components of ground motion (üg,z) expressed 

through the trigonometric functions of cosine and sine type, respectively, accounting 

for the influence of the slenderness (α). Results obtained when θ = 0. 

 

2.3.1.5 Alternative Configurations for Rocking Columns 

The rocking response of free-standing columns has been the stimulus for studying a number of 

more complex configurations. Table 2-3 summarises the principles and main findings from 

different analytical studies in the topic of enhancing the seismic performance of the free-standing 

rocking column (§2.3.1.3) through supplemental devices, while the main findings are derived 

mainly from OMAS; it is noted that the proposed inerters produce resisting forces proportional to 

the relative acceleration between their terminals, and the additional clutch ensures that their 

rotational inertia is only employed to oppose the motion (Smith 2002, Marian & Giaralis 2014).  

 

Table 2-3 Rocking columns supplemented with additional devices to improve the seismic 

performance of the free-standing configuration. Principles and main findings. 

 

Additional Device 

Studies where it was used 
Schematic  Principles and Main Findings 

Dissipating Device 

Makris & Zhang (2001)  

Makris & Black (2002)  

Dimitrakopoulos & 

DeJong (2012a) 

Ceravolo et al. (2017) 

Pecorelli & Ceravolo 

(2017) 
 

 

- Pre-yielding stiffness is positive. 

- Post-yielding stiffness depends on the  

  strain hardening of the spring. More  

  effective when negative. 

- The additional energy that is dissipated  

  through the supplemental devices is  

  beneficial for small columns, while for  

  large columns this effect is negligible.  

Unbonded Tendon 

Aslam et al. (1980) 

Dimitrakopoulos & 

DeJong (2012a) 

Vassiliou & Makris (2015) 

 

- Post-uplift stiffness varies from negative  

  to positive depending on the axial stiffness  

  of the tendon. 

- Tendons are effective in suppressing the  

  rocking response of small columns, while  

  this effect is negligible for large ones.  

- Increasing the strength of the tendon leads  

  to ambiguous results due to the fact that  

  energy is stored in the system. 
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Isolated Base 

Vassiliou & Makris (2012)  

Roussis & Odysseos 

(2017) 

Harvey (2017) 

 

- CoR at the rocking interfaces is always  

  smaller compared to that in the free- 

  standing column. 

- Base isolation enhances the seismic  

  performance of small columns, while it is  

  detrimental for large columns due to the  

  fact that it lengthens the duration of the  

  pulses.  
 

Inerter 

Thiers-Moggia & Málaga- 
Chuquitaype (2018)  

Thiers-Moggia & Málaga- 
Chuquitaype (2020a) 

Thiers-Moggia & Málaga- 
Chuquitaype (2020b)   

 

- The inerters reduce the frequency  

  parameter of the block resulting in lower  

  seismic demands. 

- The use of inerters in free-standing and  

  anchored columns increases the overturning  

  capacity of the corresponding member  

  without inerters. 

- The addition of a clutch further improves 

  the resistance to overturning. 

 

2.3.2 Frames with Rocking Columns 

2.3.2.1 Dynamics and Modelling of Impact in Frames with Free-standing Rocking Columns 

The impressive seismic performance of rocking columns promoted the examination of rocking 

behaviour in structural framing systems without fixed joints between the individual members (a 

very common system in ancient monuments). The dynamics of a frame with two free-standing 

rocking columns was first studied by Allen et al. (1986). This study was extended by Makris & 

Vassiliou (2013) who integrated in the formulation multiple supporting members (N) with equal 

dimensions (2h and 2b) as shown in Fig. 2-13. The EoM of this symmetric system subject to 

horizontal (üg,x) and vertical ground motions (üg,z) was formulated using the rotation of the column 

θ as the only DoF, and the following expression applies after using an energy approach through a 

Lagrangian formulation 

 

  

Fig. 2-13 Schematic of a frame with free-standing rocking columns of equal height (symmetric) 

during rocking motion. (figure taken from Makris & Vassiliou 2013) 
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where γ = mb N · mc ⁄ is the superstructure mass effect that is introduced as the ratio of the mass of 

the superstructure (mb) to that of the substructure (N · mc).  

It is observed that Eq. (2-16) differs from the corresponding EoM for a rocking column (Eq. 

(2-10)) only through the constant 1+2γ 1+3γ⁄ . Makris & Vassiliou (2013) pointed out this 

difference, and they proposed the following relationship between the single rocking column with 

slenderness α, and the symmetric frame that is supported on N rocking columns with slenderness 

α and superstructure mass effect γ 

 

 
1 2
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1 3

γ
p p

γ

+
=

+
, (2-17) 

 

and by solving Eq. (2-17) with respect to the size of the pier (p = √m · g · R/IO, where IO  =

f (R 2)), the relationship between a rocking column and a relevant frame is derived 

 

 
1 3ˆ
1 2

γ
R R

γ

+
=

+
. (2-18) 

 

Thus, the rocking response of a symmetric frame with rocking columns can be described by 

that of a rocking column with slenderness α and size R̂. In this regard, the frame with rocking 

columns experiences a ‘pure’ rocking motion without sliding, upthrow and slide-rock movements 

according to the conditions described in §2.3.1.1 accounting for the difference in size of the 

member.  

Similarly to Housner’s approach presented in §2.3.1.2, Makris & Vassiliou (2013) expressed 

the energy that is dissipated at each impact at the rocking interfaces by means of a CoR value. This 

expression of η was formulated based on the conservation of angular momentum at the instant of 

the impact, and by assuming that the impact forces are concentrated at the imminent pivot point 

(see Fig. 2-7A), leading to the following expression 
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, (2-19) 

 

and Eq. (2-19) applies to frames with rectangular rocking columns and is different from that for 

the corresponding rocking columns (Eq. (2-14)).  

The frame with rocking columns of equal height is not the usual case in real structures, 

especially in bridges (e.g., valley crossings). DeJong & Dimitrakopoulos (2014) and, later, 
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Dimitrakopoulos & Giouvanidis (2015) presented the dynamics of a frame that is supported on two 

rocking columns with different height and same width, shown in Fig. 2-14B. In both studies, the 

dynamic motion of this asymmetric system was derived using a Lagrangian formulation, and it was 

described by using only one DoF that is different from that selected for the corresponding 

symmetric system. Specifically, this DoF describes the angle that is defined by the diagonal of the 

tall column and by the horizontal X-axis (φ) as shown in Fig. 2-14A, C. In this case, the supporting 

members exhibit a different rotation (i.e., φ for the tall column and φCD for the short one) due to 

their difference in height, which leads to an additional rotation angle at the bridge deck (φBC). As 

a result, the EoM is very different from that presented in Eq. (2-16) for the symmetric case. 

Additionally, the impact at the rocking interfaces was expressed by using the usual concept of CoR, 

and after following an impulse formulation a totally different expression from that shown in Eq. 

(2-19) was derived. Therefore, the symmetric and asymmetric frames with rocking columns show 

very different kinematics, and this is attributed to the different height of the supporting members 

that leads to differential rotations (i.e., the shorter or squatter piers are forced to larger rotations 

that taller or slenderer members) and to the resulting rotation of the superstructure. 

 

   

Fig. 2-14 Schematic of a frame with free-standing rocking columns of unequal height 

(asymmetric) (A) when sustaining counter-clockwise rotation of the columns, (B) at 

the at-rest position, and (C) when sustaining clockwise rotation of the columns. (figure 

taken from Dimitrakopoulos & Giouvanidis 2015) 

 

2.3.2.2 Key Findings about Frames with Free-standing Rocking Columns 

Eqs. (2-18) and (2-19) show that the symmetric frame with N free-standing rocking columns of 

slenderness α and effect of superstructure γ can be described by an equivalent rocking column with 

slenderness α, size R̂ and CoR η̂. Fig. 2-15A presents the influence of γ on the ratio R̂ R⁄  as 

determined from Eq. (2-18) assuming columns with rectangular section and common slenderness (α 

= 0.1 rad), and this is done by increasing the γ value (i.e., the mass of the superstructure is increased 

by keeping constant that of the substructure for illustration reasons). Accordingly, Fig. 2-15B 

compares the values of η for rocking columns (Eq. (2-14)) with those obtained for equivalent frames 

(Eq. (2-19)) for the same rectangular rocking columns. It is shown that the larger the value of γ (i.e., 

the larger the mass of the superstructure), the larger is the size of the equivalent column to describe 

the rocking response of the frame, and the lower is the value of η. Therefore, following §2.3.1.3 and 

§2.3.1.2, larger γ leads to more stable configurations in terms of overturning. For this reason, the 

(B) (A) (C) 
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system consisting of rocking columns with a cap beam on top shows enhanced seismic performance 

compared to the corresponding single rocking column with same slenderness. In this regard, Makris 

& Vassiliou (2014b) state that ‘the heavier the freely supported cap beam, the more stable is the 

rocking frame, regardless of the rise of the centre of gravity of the cap beam’.  

 

        

 

Fig. 2-15 (A) Ratio R̂ R⁄  as described by Eq. (2-18) and (B) CoR at the rocking interfaces (η) for 

free-standing rocking columns (Housner 1963) and for relevant symmetric frames 

(Makris & Vassiliou 2013), accounting for the influence of the superstructure mass 

effect (γ). Results obtained when α = 0.1 rad.  

 

      

  

 

Fig. 2-16 OMAS for a symmetric frame with free-standing rocking columns and for the 

corresponding asymmetric configuration. Results obtained when subject to positive 

and negative acceleration pulses of (A) symmetric and (B) antisymmetric Ricker type. 

(figure taken from Dimitrakopoulos & Giouvanidis 2015) 

 

Dimitrakopoulos & Giouvanidis (2015) compared the seismic performance of asymmetric 

frames with two rocking piers of same width and different height with respect to the corresponding 

symmetric configuration. This was done by deriving OMAS for symmetric and antisymmetric 
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Ricker pulses as shown in Fig. 2-16A, B, respectively. It was noticed that the two configurations 

show equivalent seismic performance against overturning for a wide range of frequencies and 

acceleration amplitudes. Therefore, the overturning stability is not affected by the irregularity in 

the height of the piers, despite the different kinematics of the two systems, as well as the delay in 

the initiation of rocking motion that was observed for the asymmetric frame. 

 

2.3.2.3 Alternative Configurations for Frames with Rocking Columns 

Due to the uncertain effect of the vertical ground motion (§2.3.1.4) and to the minimal damping 

that is offered from a ‘bare’ configuration (§2.4.1.2), different researchers proposed the use of 

supplemental devices to enhance the frame with free-standing rocking columns (i.a., Mander & 

Cheng 1997, Ou et al. 2007, ElGawady et al. 2010). In most cases, these were an unbonded (post-

tensioned) tendon located at the centroid of the rocking column to give recentring capacity, and 

mild steel at the pier base to provide damping. The configuration that combines both devices can 

be found in the literature as frame with rocking columns and Flag-Shaped Hysteretic Behaviour 

(FSHB). This was initially proposed by Mander & Cheng (1997) and, simultaneously, by Stanton 

et al. (1997), and soon enough this proposal has attracted the attention of several researchers that 

examined this configuration analytically (see relevant discussion in §2.4.2). Table 2-4 summarises 

the principles and main findings (mainly from OMAS) from the different analytical studies on the  

performance of frames with supplemental devices (including the one with FSHB) and compares 

them with the corresponding free-standing configurations (§2.3.2.2 and §2.3.1.3); it is noted that 

some of these studies treat only one supplemental device and the main findings are combined in 

the following table.  

 

Table 2-4 Frames with rocking columns supplemented with additional devices to improve the 

seismic performance of the free-standing configuration. Principles and main findings. 

 

Study where it was 

used 

Makris & Vassiliou (2014a) 

Makris & Vassiliou (2014c) 

Dimitrakopoulos & Giouvanidis (2015) 

Giouvanidis et al. (2015) 

Giouvanidis & Dimitrakopoulos (2016)  

Giouvanidis & Dimitrakopoulos (2017a) 

Giouvanidis et al. (2017)  

Unbonded Tendon  Prestressing Force  Dissipating Device FSHB 

- The tendons  

  should stay in the   

  elastic range;  

  fracture leads to  

  unepredictable  

  behaviour.  

- More effective for  

  frames with small  

  columns, while  

  their effect  

  becomes  

- Rocking initiation is  

  delayed compared to  

  the free-stading  

  configuration. 

- Prestressing force  

  should be avoided,  

  while it leads to  

  ambiguous results due  

  to the fact that energy is  

  stored in the system in  

- Increase is  

  favourable  

  regardless of the  

  overall stiffness  

  sign, but more  

  pronounced for  

  systems with  

  negative post- 

  uplift stiffness. 

- Additional  

  damping leads to  

- This configuration  

  is much more stable  

  in terms of  

  overturning compared  

  to the free-standing  

  configuration. 

- Increasing the overall  

  stiffness from  

  negative to positive  

  does not lead to  

  superior performance,  
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  immaterial in  

  larger columns. 

- Increase of  

  stiffness from  

  negative to  

  positive leads to  

  mitigated  

  stability  

  compared to  

  the free-standing  

  configuration. 

  the form of strain  

  energy in the tendons. 

  safer frame 

  configurations. 

- The overal  

  behaviour is  

  very sensitive to  

  the fracture of  

  the dissipating  

  mechanism. 

  while the efficiency of  

  rocking isolation is  

  reduced. This  

  threshold is  

  determined  

  analytically 

 

 

2.4 Inherent Disadvantages in Free-standing Rocking Piers and Enhanced  

Rocking Pier Configurations  

2.4.1 Inherent Disadvantages in Free-standing Rocking Piers 

Rocking has been proposed as an isolation technique that can improve the seismic performance of 

conventional piers by eliminating damage in the pier-foundation connection and, therefore, lead to 

safer systems without residual displacements. Several researchers focused on this and found that 

the ‘bare’ rocking configuration, although it reduces substantially the damage at bottom section of 

the piers, lacks recentring (§2.4.1.1) and dissipating capacity (§2.4.1.2). Furthermore, the 

behaviour of the rocking interface highly influences the integrity of the pier, leading in some cases 

to detrimental effects on the overall seismic performance (§2.4.1.3). To this end, recent proposals 

for rocking piers tackle the three inherent disadvantages of rocking movement. 

 

2.4.1.1 Effect of Recentring Capacity 

Cheng (2008) conducted shaking table tests on free-standing rocking piers made of concrete 

subjected to an additional compressive force aiming to simulate the beneficial effect of the deck 

weight. It was found that residual displacements occur in the member under seismic excitations 

regardless of the material at the rocking interface. The concept of using unbonded tendons to reduce 

residual displacements was implemented for the first time by Sakai & Mahin (2004). These 

researchers compared the seismic performance of a conventionally designed concrete bridge pier 

with a rocking one in which half of the non-prestressed reinforcement is removed, and an unbonded 

post-tensioned tendon is used instead. The results showed that, although both members sustained 

the same drift, the residual displacements are significantly reduced for the rocking pier. Trono et 

al. (2015) and Thonstad et al. (2016) came also to the same conclusion using precast concrete 

members allowed to rock at both joints. However, the use of pre-tensioning instead of post-

tensioning reduces potential fatigue or corrosion problems at the anchorages. 

 

2.4.1.2 Effect of Energy Dissipation 

Energy dissipation in the ‘bare’ rocking configuration derives mainly from the impacts at the 

rocking surfaces. In this regard, the total energy dissipation during rocking motion can be described 
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by an inherent viscous damping ratio (ξin) that is intrinsic to the structure, and an additional 

radiation damping ratio (ξim) that is due to the impacts. The equivalent viscous damping ratio (ξ) 

can be calculated by the following expression 

 

 in imξ ξ ξ= + , (2-20) 

 

where ξin takes values from 2% to 5% for structures vibrating in the elastic range, while several 

researchers have proposed relations involving ξim and the CoR η in order to have the same energy 

loss at the impacts. Some of these proposals are 

 

FEMA 356 (2000):                              0.4 1imξ η= − , (2-21) 

 

Makris & Konstantinidis (2003):       20.34lnimξ η= − , (2-22) 

 

Anagnostopoulos (2004):                  
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where uCG in Eq. (2-24) is the lateral displacement at the CG. Table 2-5 presents the values of ξ 

calculated from Eqs. (2-21) to (2-24) for different interface materials with values of CoR 

determined experimentally in the literature (see Table 2-2). It is noted that the values shown in 

Table 2-5 are calculated assuming ξin = 3% for all cases. It is observed that squat columns dissipate 

more energy than slender ones. This is due to the fact that the larger the contact surface, the larger 

is the energy dissipation. However, in all cases shown in Table 2-5, ξ is lower than 20%. More 

importantly for actual bridge piers, the damping associated with the slender columns (α ≤ 0.25) 

does not even exceed 10%, and this was confirmed experimentally by Cheng (2008) for the frame 

shown in Fig. 2-17 with α = 0.25 and a steel-to-steel surface. Exceptions exist, though, for the case 

of rubber-to-concrete surface (i.e., α ≥ 0.2 in ElGawady et al. 2011) and, therefore, rubber shows 

high potential to be used as an interface material considering that it leads to higher energy 

dissipation at each impact at the rocking interfaces compared to other (stiffer) materials. In any 

case, conventional designs based on structural dissipation in ductile piers can achieve damping 

ratios of 20% for ductility ratios (μ) of 4 (Priestley & Grant 2005). Therefore, it becomes essential 

to increase the capacity in the energy dissipation of the ‘bare’ rocking configuration, and this is 

usually done through supplemental dissipating devices.  
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Table 2-5 Equivalent viscous damping ratio (ξ) for different models presented in the literature, 

accounting for experimental CoR values at the rocking interfaces (ηexp.) for rectangular 

free-standing rocking columns with different slenderness (α). Value of ξin is assumed 

equal to 3%.  

 

Study where it was 

determined 
α [rad] ηexp. [-] ξFEMA 356 [%] ξMak.Kon. [%] ξAnagn. [%] ξCheng [%] 

Ogawa (1977) 0.5 0.79 11.5 19.25 18.04 15.22 

Priestley et al. (1978) 0.5 0.87 8.13 12.33 11.7 10.72 

Pena et al. (2007) 0.35 0.93 5.91 8.13 7.8 7.5 

Ogawa (1977) 0.33 0.88 7.9 11.89 11.29 10.4 

ElGawady et al. (2011) 0.33 0.82 10.02 16.11 15.18 13.29 

ElGawady et al. (2011) 0.33 0.84 9.3 14.64 13.84 12.32 

ElGawady et al. (2011) 0.33 0.79 11.5 19.25 18.04 15.22 

Ogawa (1977) 0.25 0.94 5.48 7.35 7.07 6.86 

Fielder et al. (1997) 0.25 0.93 5.91 8.13 7.8 7.5 

Pena et al. (2007) 0.25 0.94 5.48 7.35 7.07 6.86 

Fielder et al. (1997) 0.25 0.95 5.05 6.58 6.35 6.22 

Lipscombe & 

Pellegrino (1993)  
0.25 0.92 6.12 8.53 8.17 7.82 

Muto et al. (1960) 0.23 0.96 4.63 5.83 5.65 5.57 

ElGawady et al. (2011) 0.2 0.94 5.26 6.96 6.71 6.54 

ElGawady et al. (2011) 0.2 0.95 5.05 6.58 6.35 6.22 

ElGawady et al. (2011) 0.2 0.85 9.06 14.17 13.4 12 

Pena et al. (2007) 0.17 0.97 4.01 4.74 4.63 4.61 

Pena et al. (2007) 0.12 0.98 3.81 4.39 4.3 4.29 

 

In order to increase the energy dissipation on the ‘bare’ rocking configuration, Leitner & Hao 

(2016) provided mild steel and superelastic alloy dissipators either inside or outside of the rocking 

pier. The numerical results showed that the addition of dissipating devices can reduce the rocking 

amplitude and improve the hysteretic behaviour of the system. Additionally, Cheng & Chen (2013) 

included Frictional Hinge Dampers (FHD) in the rocking system shown in Fig. 2-17, and the 

experimental results showed that the FHD significantly improves the rocking response with ξ 

reaching values up to 30%. However, if the supplemental device fails, the residual displacements 

are usually larger than those of the ‘bare’ configuration, and this is due to the energy stored in the 

system.  
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Fig. 2-17 Experimental setup of a frame-type system with rocking piers having steel-to-steel and 

plastic-to-steel interface materials. (figure taken from Cheng 2008) 

 

2.4.1.3 Effect of Rocking Interface Behaviour 

The selection of the interface material is crucial, not only in terms of the energy dissipation, but 

also for the potential damage in the materials and the overturning stability of the rocking motion. 

Cheng (2008) conducted shaking table tests on the frame presented in Fig. 2-17 with concrete 

rocking piers on steel-to-steel and plastic-to-steel rocking surfaces; the results showed that the 

rocking interfaces remain in the elastic range throughout the rocking movement.  Furthermore, 

Titirla et al. (2017) developed FE models in ABAQUS of concrete bridge piers that rest on concrete 

foundations with one rocking surface at the bottom and two different materials at the interface: (i) 

concrete-to-concrete and (ii) elastomeric pad-to-concrete. The concrete-to-concrete interface 

showed impacts that led to crushing of the concrete edges and significant uplift, whereas impact 

involving the elastomeric pad was much smoother with minimal or no damage and negligible uplift. 

This was also observed by ElGawady et al. (2011) who proposed rubber-to-concrete contact.  

Roh & Reinhorn (2010b) performed quasi-static cyclic tests in rocking columns with a 

compressive force on top to represent the effect of the superstructure to study the behaviour of a 

concrete-to-concrete interface. They concluded that the level of integrity of the rocking surfaces 

highly influences the overall seismic performance of the rocking piers. Specifically, two rocking 

piers with the same cross-section, but different externally applied axial load were examined. When 

a low axial load (i.e., about 5% of the nominal axial strength of the pier) was applied, the same 

rocking strength as that determined in Table 2-1 was observed along with minimal damage of the 

edges, and the rocking piers could sustain the same drift throughout the whole cyclic test that was 

around 12.5%, as shown in Fig. 2-18A. On the other hand, Fig. 2-18B shows that a higher axial 

load (i.e., about 10% of the nominal axial strength of the pier) led to a peak strength value at the 

first cycle (‘upper bound’ curve) that reduces to a constant one for the following ones (‘stabilised’ 

curve). This behaviour is attributed to the higher axial load that delays uplift, but leads to more 

significant damage at the edges of the interface; as a result, the restoring capacity of the rocking 

pier is significantly reduced because the edges are rounded after being damaged, with the drift 

being 10% at the first cycle and around 7.5% in the following ones. Thus, if a ground motion is 

able to induce uplift in rocking piers with a concrete-to-concrete surface under a high compressive 

force, crushing of edges is likely to occur, thus worsening the seismic performance of the element. 
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This is a probable scenario in bridges because the weight of the superstructure is relatively large. 

The reduced seismic performance of rocking columns with geometric imperfections at the rocking 

surfaces was confirmed numerically by Mathey et al. (2016) who compared their rocking response 

with equivalent integral columns and showed that the former is more prone to rocking and to 

overturning.  

 

 

Fig. 2-18 Force-drift (F-d) behaviour of a free-standing rocking pier. Results obtained for a 

quasi-static cyclic test with (A) lower and (B) higher external axial loads. (figure taken 

from Roh & Reinhorn 2010b) 
 

2.4.2 Enhanced Rocking Pier Configurations 

Different proposals that combine different supplemental devices have been presented in recent 

years to tackle the three inherent disadvantages of ‘bare’ rocking piers as explained in §2.4.1.1, 

§2.4.1.2, §2.4.1.3. So far, the ones that received more interest in a numerical and experimental 

context are those classified in the following three categories; 

 

• The one-segment concrete pier with FSHB. 

 

• The segmental concrete pier with Hybrid Sliding-Rocking Behaviour (HSRB) supplemented 

with self-centring. 

 

• The segmental concrete pier wrapped with Fibre-Reinforced Polymer (FRP) tubes 

supplemented with self-centring. 

 

The one-segment monolithic pier with FSHB was originally proposed for precast concrete 

buildings (Stanton et al. 1997), and subsequently it was adopted for steel frames (i.a., Karavasilis 

et al. 2011). Positive stiffness is usually utilised in these systems and it goes against the 

fundamental advantage of rocking isolation compared to the ‘traditional’ construction methods (see 

Table 2-1). Recentring is achieved primarily by using unbonded tendons that are anchored to the 

foundation and the cap-beam with a moment-rotation (M-θ) behaviour shown in Fig. 2-19A, while 

the dissipation capacity is obtained via internal non-prestressed bars or external dissipators 

according to Fig. 2-19B, leading to a particular hysteresis behaviour with ‘flag-shape’ as shown in 

Fig. 2-19C. The lack of bond between the tendon and the duct is intentional in all cases and it aims 
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at distributing the axial load uniformly along the full length of the tendon, which should remain 

elastic for large displacements. Rocking movement prior to fracture of the dissipative devices is 

(in principle) not allowed, while after the potential fracture of the tendon rocking movement is used 

in its ‘pure’ form as the last factor of safety. Compared to the ‘traditional’ solution in which 

extensive damage of the pier is expected at the plastic hinge region, in a FSHB solution the inelastic 

demand is accommodated at the pier-foundation interface through the yielding of the dissipative 

devices, and the opening and closing of an existing gap. Simple modelling procedures of FSHB 

connections have been presented by Palermo et al. (2007) and Vassiliou et al. (2016).  

 

  

Fig. 2-19 Rocking pier with FSHB, including the moment-rotation (M-θ) behaviour that is 

offered by (A) the unbonded tendon and (B) the dissipating devices, as well as (C) the 

resulting hysteresis behaviour. (figure taken from Palermo & Pampanin 2008) 
 

Inspired by the endurance of ancient ‘multi-drum’ (segmental) columns having withstood 

numerous strong earthquakes with limited or no damage in ancient structures (i.a., Konstantinidis 

& Makris 2005), Ou et al. (2007) proposed piers with HSRB as an alternative of the one-segment 

configuration in modern structures, as shown in Fig. 2-20. Analytical studies on the free-standing 

column with HSRB proved that the multiple rocking surfaces provide higher energy dissipation 

(Kounadis & Papadopoulos 2016) and lower vulnerability against overturning (Ther & Kollár 

2018) compared to the one-segment column; the former was confirmed numerically by Wiebe & 

Christopoulos (2009). However, residual displacements in different directions are still possible. 

The response can be improved by using unbonded tendons that pass through the segments 

providing recentring capacity. The concept of positive stiffness is also adopted in this case, but 

with smaller values compared to the corresponding one-segment pier with a tendon, and this is 

because of the multiple openings and closures of the different rocking surfaces. Alternatives for 

improving the behaviour of the concrete segments were made by ElGawady et al. (2010) and Li et 

al. (2017) by wrapping the segments with FRPs and steel jackets, respectively, in order to confine 

the concrete segment. Further enhancements for energy dissipation and interface behaviour were 

made by ElGawady & Sha’Ian (2011) using steel angles and rubber pads, respectively.  

 

(A) (B) (C) 
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Fig. 2-20 Rocking pier with HSRB, including (A) the pre-decompression and (B) post-

decompression stages. (figure taken from Ou et al. 2007) 

 

Table 2-6 summarises the principles and the main findings of these three enhanced rocking pier 

configurations as presented in several numerical and experimental studies. In all these three 

configurations, post-uplift lateral stiffness is positive and recentring capacity is achieved  passing 

unbonded tendons through the centre of the rocking pier. 

 

Table 2-6 Rocking piers with enhanced configurations. Principles and main findings. 

 

Study 

where it 

was used 

Mander & Cheng (1997) 

Palermo et al. (2004) 

Palermo et al. (2005) 

Palermo et al. (2007) 

Marriott et al. (2009) 

Kam et al. (2010) 

Andisheh et al. (2018) 

Ou et al. (2007) 

Sideris (2012) 

Sideris et al. (2014a) 

Sideris et al. (2014b) 

Sideris et al. (2015)  

Sideris (2015) 

Salehi et al. (2017) 

ElGawady et al. (2010) 

ElGawady & Sha’Ian 

(2011) 

ElGawady & Dawood 

(2012)  

Schematic 

 
FSHB 

 
HSRB  

Interface 

Material 
Concrete-to-concrete Concrete-to-concrete 

Concrete-to-concrete 

Rubber-to-concrete  

Main 

Findings 

- Rocking piers with FSHB  

  utilising internal mild  

  steels or external viscous  

  dissipators lead to similar  

  maximum drift compared  

  to the monolithic  

  configuration (i.e., 15 ~  

  20%, and even more  

  dependent on the number  

- Rocking piers with HSRB   

  reach drift values up to  

  15% with ξ being around  

  17% at the highest drift  

  value. 

- Small permanent  

  displacements occur  

  due to sliding (easily  

  reversible). 

- Maximum drift around the  

  same level for all the  

  different configurations  

  (i.e., 15-20%), despite the  

  higher elongation of the  

  tendon that was observed   

  in the segmental members.  

  However, ξ does not  

  exceed 8% in any case  

(A) (B) 
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  and the characteristics of  

  the devices).  

- Despite the identical  

  drifts, no residual drifts  

  occurr for the piers with  

  FSHB. 

- Damage is concentrated at  

  the dissipating device.  

  Mild steel across the joint  

  drastically increases the  

  concrete damage  

  compared to the  

  external dissipators which  

  show minimal damage at  

  the surrounding concrete;  

  furthermore, inspection of  

  devices located externally  

  is easier, considering the  

  crucial effect of corrosion  

  on the behaviour of the  

  dissipating device. 

- Rocking motion occurs  

  primarily at the bottom  

  joint, while in the rest of  

  the joints sliding prevails.  

  Significant damage can be  

  observed in the bottom  

  joint in the form of  

  concrete spalling and  

  crushing, while negligible  

  damage can be detected in  

  the rest of the joints in the  

  form of spalling of the  

  concrete cover: 

 

  with the highest values  

  being met for FRP4-S. 

- Higher residual  

  displacements of the  

  segmental configurations  

  compared to FRP1.  

- Damage is concrentrated  

  at the rocking surfaces in  

  FRP1 and FRP4 with  

  simultaneous fracture of  

  the FRP.  

- The rubbers increase the  

  displacement demand in  

  FRP4-R compared to  

  FRP4. However, the  

  damage in the rocking  

  surface and the FRP are  

  reduced. 

- Damage is concentrated  

  in the steel angles in  

  FRP4-S keeping the  

  rocking surface and the  

  FRP tube integral.  

  However, residual  

  displacements occur. 

 

 

2.5 Studies Specific to Bridges with Rocking Pier Isolation 

Makris & Vassiliou (2013) studied analytically the planar seismic response of bridges with free-

standing rocking piers of equal height using real ground motions. This was done by integrating 

step-by-step Eq. (2-16), and by expressing the attenuation of movement through impacts at the 

rocking interfaces using Eq. (2-19). The results showed that the heavy rigid superstructure 

experiences significant horizontal and vertical displacements reaching peak values up to 500 and 

80 mm, respectively. However, although the assumption of rigidity can be accepted for deriving 

some primary outcomes on the response of bridges with rocking piers, this work neglects the effect 

of the abutments and, therefore, it reduces the problem to the extensively studied symmetric frame 

with rocking columns (§2.3.2).  

From the numerical and experimental points of view, the majority of works on bridges with 

rocking pier isolation focus on a single pier or a frame system and take into account some of the 

assumptions that have been found essential for the analytical derivations (e.g., sliding effects at the 

rocking interfaces). In this regard, previous numerical and experimental works on (entire) bridges 

with rocking piers can be classified into three basic categories; 

 

• When a monolithic connection is assumed between the rocking pier and the superstructure, 

single DoF models with a large mass at the top are usually adopted in numerical (Palermo et 

al. 2004, Titirla et al. 2017) and experimental studies (Sakai & Mahin 2004, Chen et al. 2006, 

Trono et al. 2015).  
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• When a joint is assumed between the rocking pier and the superstructure, models with a 

compressive force at the top of the piers are developed by utilising numerical (Ou et al. 2007, 

ElGawady & Dawood 2012, Sideris 2015, Leitner & Hao 2016, Wang et al. 2018) or 

experimental tools (Palermo et al. 2005, Palermo et al. 2007, Roh & Reinhorn 2008, Marriott 

et al. 2009, ElGawady et al. 2010, Sideris et al. 2014b). In these models, the compressive force 

represents the (beneficial) effect of the superstructure weight (Makris & Vassiliou 2014b).  

 

• Similarly, models of rocking piers capped with a massive beam have been developed 

numerically (Roh & Reinhorn 2009, Agalianos et al. 2017, Psychari et al. 2017) or 

experimentally (Cheng 2007, Cheng 2008, ElGawady & Sha’Ian 2011, Cheng & Chen 2013, 

Du et al. 2019).  

 

                                  

Fig. 2-21 Schematic of a bridge with (A) conventional seismic isolation through elastomeric 

bearings and (B) rocking pier isolation. (figure taken from Agalianos et al. 2017) 
 

In the same context, Agalianos et al. (2017) compared numerically the seismic performance of 

a 5-span bridge with equal pier heights employing two different isolation techniques: (i) 

conventional seismic isolation and (ii) rocking pier isolation. Fig. 2-21A, B show these two 

alternatives where the piers are disconnected from the deck through simple bearings, thus rendering 

system (ii) as a ‘hybrid’ rocking solution. The performance of the systems was studied by 

considering pairs of ten strong ground motions that significantly exceed the design spectrum by 

two to seven times, while pier failure (i.e., overturning for the rocking case) was the only failure 

criterion considered in the comparison. The results revealed that the bridge with rocking pier 

isolation avoided collapse in more cases than the conventionally isolated system. Moreover, the 

maximum Bending Moment (BM) at the pier foundation for the rocking system was much lower 

than in the conventionally isolated structure, hence a smaller foundation could have been used; in 

soft soils, the reduction of the design moment at the base of the piers could result in avoiding costly 

pile foundations. Another positive aspect observed in the rocking system was that the residual 

displacements were negligible and, therefore, the structure is resilient and indeed ready-to-use even 

after the strongest earthquakes. However, this can be attributed to the special contact elements used 

in that work to prevent sliding (μs = 10 was assumed). Furthermore, it was observed that the uplift 

of the rocking piers causes an increase in the BMs at the end spans of the superstructure compared 

to the conventionally isolated system, hence increase in the flexural capacity of the conventionally 
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designed bridge deck may be required. This was not observed in the intermediate spans, though, 

considering that the examined structure is fully symmetric, thus the piers are forced to uplift the 

same way (see §2.3.2.1). 

 

 

2.6 Identified Gaps in the State-of-the-Art 

The analytical models that can approach the behaviour of bridges with rocking piers are presented 

in §2.3.2, and they treat the rocking system as a frame without end supports (see Fig. 2-13 for the 

symmetric system, and Fig. 2-14 for the asymmetric one). In some studies (Makris & Vassiliou 

2013, see §2.5), the frame model without end supports was considered as able to capture the 

behaviour of an actual bridge. However, it has been found that the abutment-backfill system affects 

significantly the response (i.a., Aviram et al. 2008, Wilson & Elgamal 2010) leading in some cases 

to a different collapse hierarchy when significant pier drifts are developed, potentially rendering 

the abutments and/or the backfill as the most vulnerable component of the bridge system (Kappos 

et al. 2007); this can also be the case in rocking structures, as shown in Fig. 2-18. This research 

gap is addressed in Chapters 3 (for symmetric bridges) and 4 (for asymmetric bridges). 

Recent proposals on rocking pier configurations try to mitigate the inherent disadvantages of 

‘bare’ rocking technique as stated in §2.4.1.1,  §2.4.1.2 and §2.4.1.3, and this is achieved through 

supplemental devices/elements. However, the inherent advantages that are offered by rocking 

motion in free-standing piers along with the concept of Accelerated Bridge Construction (ABC) 

and, therefore, prefabrication have not been exploited so far from the pier shape point of view. 

These are briefly: (i) the rocking piers sustain negligible flexural and shear strains during the free 

rocking motion, considering that rigid body motion is predominant (i.a., Agalianos et al. 2017), 

and (ii) no firm connection is required at either end of the piers. Therefore, earlier design 

considerations for the rocking piers than those presented in §2.4.2 are worth revisiting with a view 

to enhancing the seismic performance of the free-standing ‘traditional’ (or rectangular in elevation 

and square in cross-section) rocking piers. This is addressed in Chapter 5. 

The vast majority of numerical and experimental studies presented in §2.5 examine rocking 

pier isolation in bridges based on some core assumptions that are: (i) the effect of the abutments 

and the dynamic interaction between deck and abutments are ignored (Aviram et al. 2008) and, 

therefore, the problem is reduced to a frame with rocking columns, (ii) the superstructure is usually 

modelled as a high compressive force that benefits the rocking behaviour of the system (Makris & 

Vassiliou 2014b), but the overall behaviour of the superstructure and the resulting effects on the 

substructure are neglected, and (iii) the asymmetry in the height of the piers is ignored and, 

therefore, all the potential detrimental effects of rocking motion on the superstructure cannot be 

revealed (§2.3.2.2). Additionally, a limited number of studies (i.a., Agalianos et al. 2017) compared 

the seismic performance of bridges with conventional seismic and rocking pier isolation, without 

establishing the superiority of each approach. These research topics are addressed in Chapter 6 

using rigorous FE models. 

 



 

 
 

Chapter 3 

Analytical Modelling of 

Symmetric Bridges with Rocking Piers 

 

 

 

3.1 Introduction  

Chapter 3 expands the initial studies on bridges with rocking piers modelled as frames (Makris & 

Vassiliou 2013) to represent bridge configurations with realistic end support conditions. This is 

done by means of an additional structural member that is integrated at either end of the 

superstructure to represent the most common form of deck support, the seat-type abutment and the 

backfill behind it. Seat-type abutments and embankments are often considered as earth-retaining 

systems designed to provide only traffic access to and from the bridge. However, it has been found 

that the abutment characteristics and the stiffness of the backfill/embankment can influence 

significantly the global response of bridges under moderate to strong ground motions (Aviram et 

al. 2008), and this is due to the reduction of displacement demand in the piers (Wilson & Elgamal 

2010); this is the case for both integral and seat-type abutments, in the latter when the end gap 

closes. More importantly, in a performance assessment context, collapse of the frames with rocking 

columns is triggered only due to overturning of the vertical members. However, this is considered 

as an extreme scenario when realistic bridge configurations are examined, even in the analytical 

context adopted therein. Τhe proposed analytical model includes the following modifications and 

advancements compared to the frame mechanism without end supports proposed by Makris & 

Vassiliou (2013); 

 

• Extension of the current configuration for symmetric bridges with rocking piers to a more 

complete structural system accounting for differences in the span lengths, the end joint between 

the superstructure and the abutment, the effect of the supports at the abutment seats aiming to 

allow the free rocking motion of the system, and the effect of the abutment and the backfill at 

each end of the superstructure. 

 

• Derivation of EoM during longitudinal rocking accounting for the stages before and after the 

closure of the end gap, when the longitudinal stiffness of the structure is increased due to the 

presence of the abutment-backfill system.  

 

• Integration of energy dissipation provided by the impact between the superstructure and the 

abutment backwall (i.e., pounding). 
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• Derivation of a new expression for the CoR to describe the attenuation of rocking motion when 

an impact at the rocking interfaces occurs, considering that the abutment seats carry vertically 

part of the deck weight as well as the influence of each span length. 

 

• Adoption of a failure criterion to describe failure of the abutment-backfill system in a 

performance assessment context. 

 

In this respect, the proposed bridge configuration is described in §3.2 followed by basic 

kinematics (§3.2.1), and by the analytical expression to determine the initiation of the rocking 

motion (§3.2.2). The EoM accounting explicitly for the effect of the abutment-backfill system is 

derived in §3.2.3 based on an energy approach. The energy dissipation associated with pounding 

of the superstructure on the abutment backwall is accounted for through a CoR in §3.2.4. The 

development of the CoR to describe attenuation of rocking motion when an impact at the rocking 

interfaces takes place is explained in §3.2.5 following an impulse formulation. The analysis 

framework (§3.3) adopted herein includes different rocking configurations (§3.3.1) and different 

types of ground motions (§3.3.2) to establish in more detail the effect of the abutment-backfill 

system in free-standing frames in a performance assessment context (§3.3.3). Parametric analyses 

are conducted in §3.3.4 to better understand the effect of the parameters in the newly developed 

formulation on the rocking response of bridges with abutments. The seismic performance of 

bridges modelled with the proposed analytical approach is compared with that reported by Makris 

& Vassiliou (2013) in §3.3.5. 

 

 

3.2 Analytical Model of the Rocking Response 

This section examines the longitudinal rocking response of bridge structures accounting for the 

effect of the abutment and the backfill at each end of the deck. Fig. 3-1 shows a symmetric bridge 

with rocking piers at the at-rest position, subjected to a horizontal ground acceleration history üg. 

The generic bridge has N piers and a total length Ltot = 2L1 + [N − 1] · L2, where L1 and L2 denote 

the length of the end and the intermediate spans, respectively. The superstructure consists of a 

continuous box girder section with depth 2h and cross-sectional area Adeck, while the piers have a 

rectangular configuration with height of 2H and square cross-sections with a dimension of 2B. The 

system is free to move longitudinally until the deck closes the end joint gap (ujo) and impacts on 

the abutment backwall, which has a height hbw. Longitudinally sliding support conditions are 

assumed at each abutment seat (points E and E′, as shown in Fig. 3-1), and this can be materialised 

through low-friction (μ ≈ 0) sliding concave steel bearings. These support conditions at the 

abutment seats provide negligible constraint to the movement of the deck in the longitudinal 

direction, while they are assumed to follow the up-and-down (cyclic vertical) motion of the 

superstructure at the position of the rocking piers. The following criteria are adopted to formulate 

the rocking motion of the symmetric bridge structure; 
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Fig. 3-1 Schematic of a symmetric bridge supported on N rectangular-in-elevation free-

standing rocking piers, and on frictionless sliding bearings at the abutment seats. The 

bridge is at the at-rest position. 

 

• The rocking motion is constrained within the plane of the bridge, thus ignoring three-

dimensional rocking response (Chatzis & Smyth 2012, Vassiliou 2017). It is noted that the 

rocking response in the transverse direction is beyond the scope of the present chapter. 

 

• The deformability of all structural members is ignored without a significant loss of accuracy 

(as shown i.a. by Agalianos et al. 2017), but with gains in simplicity and computational 

efficiency. In this regard, this assumption leads to identical vertical movement of the 

superstructure at the end supports and at the rocking piers that is feasible due to the sliding 

bearings with uplift capacity that were adopted at the abutment seats. However, this is not 

expected to be a realistic assumption when the deformability of the superstructure is taken into 

account, especially in bridges with long end spans as those adopted in the thesis (see §3.3.1, 

§4.3.1, §5.3.1). To check whether consideration of the effect of the end spans working as 

cantilevers would affect the analytically obtained findings of the thesis, a comparison with 

regard to the seismic rocking response of a bridge structure was conducted. Specifically, the 

analytical model in Chapter 4 (i.e., equivalent to that presented in this chapter, thus ignoring 

the vertical deflection at the end spans) was compared with the rigorous FE models in Chapter 

6 that account for the deformability of all the structural members and, therefore, the end spans. 

The results revealed that the analytical model presents deck uplifts at the abutment seats that 

are not present in the numerical model. However, it was observed that the analytical model is 

fairly accurate in predicting response parameters from the statistical point of view compared to 

the numerical model; this is also the case in previous studies (i.e., Bachmann et al. 2018). More 

importantly, the seismic performance of the bridge structure with respect to the prevailing 

failure mode (i.e., abutment-backfill failure mode, see relevant discussion in §3.3.3, §4.3.3 and 

§6.2.2.2) remains unaffected when analysed analytically and numerically. Therefore, the effect 

of the end spans working as cantilevers that is ignored in the analytical models presented in the 

thesis is not expected to affect considerably the analytical findings of the thesis (see also 

relevant discussion in §7.2.1). 

 

ujo ujo 
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• The piers are designed to rock freely on the foundation (pivots A-A- and C-C) and the deck 

interfaces (pivots B-B and D-D), without sliding at the initiation of movement and throughout 

the whole motion in order for the slide-rock movement to be prevented (as described for free-

standing rocking columns by Eqs. (2-9) and (2-11), respectively). From a construction 

perspective, this can be achieved by means of grooves provided on the top surface of the 

foundation and on the soffit of the deck, although a small level of sliding could occur in reality, 

especially for slender blocks (see §2.3.1.1). 

 

3.2.1 Kinematics 

The kinematics of the bridge with rocking piers is illustrated in Fig. 3-2, which shows the structure 

experiencing longitudinal and vertical motions induced by the rocking motion of the free-standing 

piers around the corresponding CRs at their bases (A and C) just before contacting the abutment 

backwall. As soon as contact is activated, the longitudinal stiffness of the system is increased due 

to the presence of the abutment-backfill system which is represented by spring (k) and dashpot (c) 

in parallel elements (Kelvin-Voigt model). Due to the symmetry of the system, all piers undergo 

identical movement and, therefore, the superstructure experiences a ‘purely’ translational motion 

(longitudinal, along-X, and vertical, along-Z) that is driven by the pivot points located at the top of 

the piers (B and D), without relative rotations about the transverse (Y) axis (see §4.2.1). 

Consequently, the dynamic motion of this bridge configuration can be captured with a single DoF, 

selected to be the relative rotation of each pier with respect to the at-rest position (θ). When the 

bridge structure undergoes rocking motion without toppling, the longitudinal u (along-X) and the 

vertical v (along-Z) relative displacements of the CG of the piers and the deck are expressed in 

terms of the independent variable θ according to Eqs. (3-1) and (3-2), respectively (note that u and 

v are relative displacements of the CG of the piers and the deck with respect to the at-rest position 

of the bridge) 

 

 ( ) ( )sgn sin sinCG
pieru θ R a a θ = − −        and 

           ( )cos cosCG
pierv R a a = − −  , (3-1) 

 

 ( ) ( )sgn 2 sin sinCG
decku θ R a a θ = − −      and         

           ( )2 cos cosCG
deckv R a θ a = − −  , (3-2) 

 

where sgn(θ) is the sign function of θ, R = √H2 + B2 is the semi-diagonal length of the pier and 

α = tan-1(B/H) describes the slenderness of this member. The corresponding linear velocities (u̇ 

and v̇) occur as the first time-derivatives of Eqs. (3-1) and (3-2), respectively, and are given by the 

following expressions 
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 ( )cosCG
pieru R a θ θ = −                             and  

           ( ) ( )sgn sinCG
pierv R a = −    , (3-3) 

 

 ( )2 cosCG
decku R a θ θ = −                           and 

           ( ) ( )sgn 2 sinCG
deckv R a = −    , (3-4) 

 

where θ ̇  describes the angular velocity of the rocking piers. The convention for positive rotations 

and displacements is shown in Fig. 3-2. 

 

 

Fig. 3-2 Schematic of a symmetric bridge with rocking piers during rocking motion, and the 

positive sign convention.  

 

The key parameters that resist the free rocking motion of the system are the total mass of the 

structure, consisting of the mass of the superstructure mdeck = 2ρ · Adeck · Ltot, where ρ is the 

material mass density, and the substructure N · mpier = 8N · ρ · B2 · H, and the mass moment of 

inertia of the rectangular rocking piers with respect to their CG I pier
CG = mpier · R2 3⁄ . It is noted that 

the mass of the system constitutes an inherent restoring mechanism so long as the piers have not 

passed the overturning threshold, while it expedites failure when this threshold is passed. 

 

3.2.2 Initiation of Rocking Motion 

The rocking motion of the bridge initiates when the ground motion reaches an acceleration (üg,min) 

that is capable of inducing uplift. Considering that the sliding bearings at the abutments do not 

restrain the longitudinal motion of the superstructure, the application of the principle of virtual 

work when the bridge starts rocking gives 

 

 ,min ,min g gCG CG CG CG
pier g pier deck g deck pier pier deck deckNm u δu m u δu Nm δu m δv+ = + , (3-5) 

 

and 
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CG
CG i
i

u
δu δθ

θ


=


          and           

CG
CG i
i

v
δv δθ

θ


=


, (3-6) 

 

where i refers to the pier and deck members, respectively. Introducing Eqs. (3-1) and (3-2) into Eq. 

(3-6), and subsequently into Eq. (3-5) gives the minimum ground acceleration that is required to 

initiate the rocking motion 

 

 
( ) ( )

( ) ( )

,min ,mincos 2 cos

g sin g 2 sin

pier g deck g

pier deck

Nm u R α θ δθ m u R α θ δθ

Nm R α θ δθ m R α θ δθ

   − + − =   

   − −   

. (3-7) 

 

Eq. (3-7) can be simplified by considering that the rocking motion has just started at this instant 

(θ = 0) and by cancelling out the admissible rotation δθ, which yields the minimum acceleration 

needed to uplift the bridge structure 

 

 ,min g tangu λ a= , (3-8) 

 

where λ = 1 for a symmetric bridge. The double sign formulation (∓) in Eqs. (3-7) and (3-8) 

denotes that the bridge will initially rock with a positive (clockwise) rotation only if the horizontal 

ground acceleration has a negative value (i.e., the ground is accelerating to the left in Fig. 3-1), and 

vice-versa. According to Eq. (3-8), the value of the ground acceleration required to initiate rocking 

motion of the bridge structure depends only on the slenderness of the piers (α), while it is 

independent of the direction of the movement, the mass of the deck (mdeck) and the properties of 

the abutment-backfill system. It is noted that this result is the same as that in the corresponding 

frame with rocking columns, wherein the effect of the abutments and the backfill is ignored (Eq. 

(2-1), similar to Makris & Vassiliou 2013). This is because their influence on the rocking motion 

starts only after rocking is initiated, that is when the joint gap with a non-zero value (ujo) is closed 

and the deck impacts longitudinally on one abutment backwall, or when the deck returns to its 

original position and it impacts on the abutment seats. 

 

3.2.3 Equation of Motion during Rocking 

Considering that the ground motion is strong enough to initiate rocking of the bridge in Fig. 3-1 

(i.e., max(|üg|) > |üg,min|), its response can be described by the energy balance using Lagrange’s 

equation 

 

 
d T T V

Q
dt θ θθ

   
− + = 
  

, (3-9) 
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where T is the kinetic energy of the rocking system, V is the potential energy produced by the 

conservative forces and Q expresses the effect of the non-conservative forces. The generalised 

coordinate that describes the rocking motion is the pier rotation θ. The kinetic energy of the system 

with respect to the corresponding CG of the members can be expressed as 

 

 2 2 2 2 21 1 1

2 2 2

CG CG CG CG CG
pier pier pier pier deck deck deckT N m u v N I θ m u v   = + + + +   

, (3-10) 

 

and by substituting Eqs. (3-3) and (3-4) into Eq. (3-10), the expression of the kinetic energy can be 

simplified to 

 

 2 2 2 2 21 1 1
4

2 2 2

CG
pier pier deckT N m R θ N I θ m R θ   = + +

   
. (3-11) 

 

Eq. (3-11) is rearranged to describe the total kinetic energy of the system with respect to the 

corresponding CR (A and C for positive - clockwise rotation or A′ and C′ for negative – counter-

clockwise rotation) 

 

 
2 22

2

Pivot
pier deck

N
T I m R θ

 
= + 
 

, (3-12) 

 

where I pier
Pivot = 4 mpier · R2 3⁄  is the mass moment of inertia of the rocking pier with respect to the 

pertinent pivot point. The total potential energy in the bridge (V) is introduced by the gravitational 

effects (Vin) and by the elastic spring forces of the abutments (Vas), V = Vin + Vas. The term Vin 

expresses the total weight of the system that tends to return the bridge with rocking piers to its 

equilibrium position, and it is given by 

 

 g CG CG
in pier pier deck deckV Nm v m v = +  , (3-13) 

 

where vpier
CG  and vdeck

CG  are given by Eqs. (3-1) and (3-2), respectively. The term Vas expresses the 

longitudinal constraint of the abutment-backfill system to the free rocking motion of the structure, 

and it is active only when the deck is in contact with the abutments. 

 

 
( )

2

0

1
sgn

2

as CG
deck jo

V
k u θ u

 
 

=  
 −   

               if                              

CG
deck jo

CG
deck jo

u u

u u




. (3-14) 

 

Introducing Eq. (3-2) in Eq. (3-14) yields the following expression for the potential energy 

component, which expresses the effect of the elastic spring forces at the abutments. 
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( )

( )

( )

2

2 2

2

2

0

sin 2sin sin

2 sin sin

sin
4

joas

jo jo

α α α θ

uV
kR α θ α

R

u u
α θ

R R

 
 

  
 − − 
  

=   
+ − −  
  
  
+ − +  
  

          if                    

CG
deck jo

CG
deck jo

u u

u u





. (3-15) 

 

The total effect of the conservative forces on the rocking system is introduced by accounting 

for the contribution of both the inertia forces (Eq. (3-13)) and the elastic spring forces of the 

abutments (Eq. (3-15)). 

 

 

( )( )

( )( )

( ) ( )

( )

2 2

2

2

g 2 cos cos

g 2 cos cos

sin 2sin sin sin

2

sin sin
4

pier deck

pier deck

2
jo jo jo

R Nm m α θ a

R Nm m α θ a
V

a a α θ α θ

kR u u u
a α θ

R R R

  + − −  
 
 

 + − −  =  
  − − + −
  
+  

− + − +  
  

   if        

CG
deck jo

CG
deck jo

u u

u u





. (3-16) 

 

The variation of the virtual work δWnc describes the effect of the generalised non-conservative 

forces required for the Lagrangian Eq. (3-9) 

 

  nc in ad in adδW Qδθ δW δW Q Q δθ=  + = + , (3-17) 

 

where δWin = −üg · [N · mpier · upier
CG + mdeck · udeck

CG ] represents the external work introduced in the 

system by the ground acceleration, δWad = −c · u̇deck
CG · [udeck

CG − sgn(θ) · ujo] is the energy dissipated 

by the interaction between the deck and the backfill through the dashpot elements used to model 

it, upier
CG  and udeck

CG  are given by Eqs. (3-1) and (3-2), respectively, and u̇deck
CG  is given by Eq. (3-4). 

The corresponding generalised forces Qin = ∂Win ∂θ⁄  and Qad = ∂Wad ∂θ⁄  are given by 

 

 ( )2 cosin g pier deckQ u R Nm m α θ = − + −  , (3-18) 

 

 ( )2 24 cosadQ cR α θ θ= − − . (3-19) 
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The total effect of the generalised non-conservative forces (Q) is given by combining Eqs. (3-

18) and (3-19). Introducing Eqs. (3-12), (3-16), (3-18) and (3-19) into Eq. (3-9) gives the EoM for 

the rocking motion of symmetric bridges with rocking piers 

 

 

( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( )

( ) ( )( )

2

2

2

1 2
sgn sin cos

1 3 g

sgn sin sin
2

cos cos

-

g

jo

uγ
θ p θ a θ a θ

γ

u
k θ α a θ

Rp q

a θ c a θ θ

frame system

abutment backfill contribution

 +
= − − + − 

+  

  
− − −  

−   
 

− + −  

, (3-20) 

 

where p = √3g/4R describes the dynamic characteristics of the pier, as explained in §2.3.1.1, and 

γ = mdeck N · mpier ⁄  expresses the influence of the mass of the superstructure on the rocking motion 

(§2.3.2.1). However, q = 4R g · [N · mpier + 3mdeck]⁄  is a new parameter resulting from the present 

study related to the longitudinal restraint of the abutment-backfill system, and it depends on the 

properties of the bridge. Eq. (3-20) shows that the symmetric bridge with rocking piers cannot be 

related from the dynamics point of view with the corresponding frame (Eq. (2-16)) as was done in 

the past for relevant frames and columns (§2.3.2.1, §2.3.2.2).  

Two distinct parts of Eq. (3-20) contribute to the overall rocking response; the first one (‘frame 

system’) describes the motion before the deck contacts the abutments in the longitudinal direction 

(|udeck
CG | < ujo), and it is exactly the same as the EoM of the symmetric frame with rocking columns 

presented in Makris & Vassiliou (2013) (Eq. (2-16)), while the second term (‘abutment-backfill 

contribution’) is only active when the deck contacts the abutments longitudinally (|udeck
CG | ≥ ujo), 

and it describes the constraint of the rocking motion of the frame due to the presence of the 

abutment-backfill system. Considering two identical bridge configurations with same properties 

for the abutment and the backfill at each bridge end (i.e., bridges with rocking piers of same size R 

and slenderness α as well as with same longitudinal gaps ujo, and same values for spring stiffness 

k and dashpot coefficient c), the longitudinal influence of the abutment-backfill system is captured 

fully by the parameter q; large values of q indicate that the rocking system interacts with the 

abutment and the backfill to a significant extent, while for lower values the response approaches 

that of the frame with rocking columns addressed in previous studies, or the ‘frame system’ 

contribution dominates the EoM and the response follows that in Makris & Vassiliou (2013). In 

order to illustrate the relationship between the bridge characteristics and the effect of the abutment-

backfill system in the longitudinal direction, Fig. 3-3A, B plot the value of q in terms of the size 

(R) and number of piers (N) as well as the superstructure mass effect (γ), assuming same parameters 

for the abutment and the backfill at each end of the bridge. The results indicate that larger sections 

of the bridge members (i.e., higher values of R and γ) and longer bridge structures (i.e., larger Ν) 

minimise the influence of the abutment-backfill system. Hence, without lack of generality, the 
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greater the total mass of the bridge system, the lower is the contribution of the abutment-backfill 

system in the longitudinal rocking response, reducing the rocking motion to that of an equivalent 

frame. It is also observed that for low values of all the examined parameters, small variations can 

change significantly the participation of the abutment-backfill system in the rocking response, 

while the value of q becomes almost constant when R, γ or Ν are relatively large.  

 

 

Fig. 3-3 Longitudinal influence of the abutment-backfill system (q) in symmetric bridges with 

rocking piers, accounting for the influence of (A) the size of the piers (R), (B) the 

superstructure mass effect (γ) and the number of piers (Ν). Results obtained when the 

spring stiffness (k) and the dashpot coefficient (c) are constant. 

 

3.2.4 Impact on the Abutment Backwall 

When a bridge starts rocking according to Eq. (3-8), the first part of Eq. (3-20) (i.e., ‘frame system’) 

describes the response-history of the angle of rotation (θ) of the piers before the deck contacts the 

abutments. When this contact occurs (|udeck
CG | = ujo), an impact on the abutment backwall follows 

immediately. These impacts dissipate energy instantly, and subsequently the structure either 

behaves as a frame system in a free rocking motion described by the first part of Eq. (3-20) (i.e., 

‘frame system’) or it activates the abutment-backfill system and the response-history of angle of 

rotation is described by both parts of Eq. (3-20) (i.e., ‘frame system’ plus ‘abutment-backfill 

contribution’).  

The pounding problem is modelled using several concepts (e.g., Muthukumar & DesRoches 

2006, Shi & Dimitrakopoulos 2017), the key idea being to capture the attenuation of motion 

whenever an impact between superstructure and abutment takes place. The present adopts the 

‘stereomechanical approach’ based on the conservation of linear momentum in the normal 

direction, as described in the study of Muthukumar & DesRoches (2006). This approach is related 

to a CoR e to describe pounding. Fig. 3-4A illustrates the superstructure of the rocking system just 

before impacting on the abutment backwall with a longitudinal velocity u̇deck,I
CG , while Fig. 3-4B 

depicts the post-pounding condition where the superstructure moves longitudinally, either towards 

the at-rest position or towards the abutment-backfill system, with a decreased value of the 

longitudinal velocity u̇deck,II
CG . The expression that relates the pre-pounding and the post-pounding 

longitudinal velocity of the superstructure is 

 

R 

[m] 
N, γ [-] 

q 

[m/kN] 

(A) 

 

γ, Ν [-] 
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[m/kN] 
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 R [m] 
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Fig. 3-4 Schematic of the pounding problem considered in the rocking motion of a symmetric 

bridge with rocking piers, including (A) the pre-pounding state with a longitudinal 

velocity of the superstructure u̇deck,I
CG  and (B) the post-pounding state with an associated 

deck velocity u̇deck,II
CG . 

 

  
. ,I

,II ,I
.

1

CG
abut deckCG CG

deck deck
abut deck

m u
u u e

m m

 
 

= − +
+

, (3-21) 

 

in which mabut. = ρs · Lcr. · Babut. · hbw refers to the mass of the backfill related to the mass density 

of the soil (ρs), the longitudinal zone of the backfill soil that is expected to resist the impact of the 

superstructure on the abutment backwall (Lcr.), as well as the width (Babut.) and the height (hbw) of 

the abutment backwall that represent the contact surface between the deck and the abutment, finally 

mdeck is given in §3.2.1. It is noted that this definition of mabut. is relevant to the (usual) case of 

seat-type abutments with sacrificial backwalls; when this is not the case a larger mass of the 

abutment is resisting the deck impact (through passive pressures). Introducing Eq. (3-4) in Eq. (3-

21) returns the ratio of the angular velocities of the piers (θ ̇ II θ ̇ I⁄ ) to describe the pounding effect 

in the abutments of bridges with rocking piers 

 

 
( )
( )

 
II,II .II

.,I II

2 cos
1 1

2 cos

CG
jodeck abut

CG
abut deckdeck jo

R a θ θu mθ
e

m mu θR a θ θ

−
= = = − +

+−
, (3-22) 

 

where θjo = sgn(θ) · [a − sin-1(sina − ujo 2R⁄ )] describes contact between superstructure and 

abutments in terms of the DoF of the system. Thus, when the superstructure impacts on the 

abutments, the angular velocity of the piers will be reduced according to Eq. (3-22).  

(A) 

(B) 
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3.2.5 Impact at the Rocking Interfaces 

When the bridge has started rocking, on returning to the at-rest position (θ = 0), impact at the 

rocking interfaces occurs. These impacts dissipate energy instantly, and subsequently the sign of 

the angle of rotation changes and its velocity reduces according to the CoR η = | θ ̇II θ ̇I⁄ | (Eq. (2-

12)). From the point of view of the energy balance, the potential energy stored in the system (Eq. 

(3-16)) is zero immediately before and after the instant when impact at the rocking interfaces 

occurs. Hence, at these two instants, the total energy in the system is all in the form of kinetic 

energy (Eq. (3-12)) that is subsequently dissipated. The present study follows an impulse approach, 

the novelty consisting in that it integrates in the resulting formulation of η the effect of the 

abutments acting as vertical supports (points E and E′), as well as the length of the end spans (L1) 

and the intermediate spans (L2). To do so, the following assumptions are adopted in the impact 

problem considered;  

 

• Reversal of rocking rotation at each impact at the rocking interfaces takes place smoothly 

without bouncing or sliding and, therefore, the angular momentum is conserved just before and 

after the impact. These assumptions are only valid for slender piers (Cheng 2007) and for large 

CoF values (Di Egidio & Contento 2009).  

 

• A ‘pointwise’ approach was adopted by considering that the impact forces are concentrated at 

the corresponding pivot points (see Housner 1963 in Fig. 2-7A), thus ignoring the potential 

migration of the resultant force towards the centre of the pier base due to an extended contact 

surface (see Kalliontzis et al. 2016 in Fig. 2-7B). It is noted that the Housner’s approach was 

found accurate in capturing attenuation of motion at each impact at the rocking interfaces for 

slender columns with a concrete-to-concrete surfaces, as shown in Fig. 2-8. 

 

To assess the post-impact state in the case of rocking, the impact problem presented in Fig. 3-

5 needs to be solved. The post-impact angular velocity of the piers is the variable to be determined 

(θ ̇II) and, therefore, the impact problem is treated in terms of impulses rather than forces. In 

general, the impulse at point j, Λj, is defined as 

 

 
Δ 0

Δ

Λ lim λ
i

i

j j
t

t

dt
→

=  , (3-23) 

 

where λj is the corresponding impact force at point j and Δti is the duration of the impact. 

With reference to Fig. 3-5A, B, C consider that all piers initially rock about CR A′ and C′ in 

the counter-clockwise (negative) direction with a magnitude of the angular velocity θ ̇ I, and reverse 

the rocking rotation smoothly to the clockwise (positive) direction with angular velocity θ ̇ II, now 

rotating around CR A and C. For completeness, the condition corresponding to the reversal of 

rocking from clockwise (positive) to counter-clockwise (negative) direction is presented in 

Appendix A. At the intermediate condition, where the bridge is at the at-rest position, the abutments 
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serve as vertical supports (E and E′) and carry part of the deck weight when impact is imminent. 

Hence, additional impulses (ΛE,z and ΛE',z) originate at the abutment seats as can be seen in Fig. 3-

5B, which do not occur in the frame with rocking columns. As a result, in this study there are seven 

unknowns that need to be determined, namely the impulses at the CR A of the two-side rocking 

piers in the longitudinal and vertical directions (ΛA,x and ΛA,z), the impulses at the CR C of the 

[N − 2] intermediate rocking piers in both directions (ΛC,x and ΛC,z), and the vertical impulses at 

the two abutment seats (ΛE,z and ΛE',z) as well as the angular velocity after impact (θ ̇ II).  Without 

lack of accuracy, and when the bridge with rocking piers returns to the original at-rest position 

(when θ = 0) after rocking is initiated, the following analogies based on tributary zones are adopted 

instantaneously among the impulses (or reaction forces as shown in Eq. (3-23)) that are developed 

at the different impact points, considering the assumptions of rigid deck and prevention of sliding 

at all impact faces (§3.2) 

 

   

   

Fig. 3-5 Schematic of the impact problem considered in the rocking motion of a symmetric 

bridge with rocking piers that (A) undergoes counter-clockwise (negative) rotation 

with an angular velocity of the piers θ ̇ I, (B) impacts at the corresponding pivot points, 

and then reverses to (C) clockwise (positive) rotation with an angular velocity of the 

piers θ ̇ II. 
 

 
1

, , ,
1 2

Λ Λ ΛE z E' z B z
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2
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L
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Eqs. (3-24) and (3-25) are used separately in order to reduce the number of unknowns in the 

impact problem. Specifically, the utilisation of Eq. (3-24) and the conservation of linear momentum 

just before and after the impact along the Z axis for the side piers establishes the relationships 

between the vertical impulses at the points E and E′ with those at CR A 

(A) (C) 

(B) 
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 ( )1
, , , I II

1 2

Λ Λ ΛE z E' z A z pier

L
m B θ θ

L + L
 = = + +
 

, (3-26) 

 

whilst Eq. (3-25) combined with the conservation of linear momentum in both directions for the 

side and for the intermediate piers relates the impulses at the CR C and A 

 

 ( )2 2 1
, , I II

1 2 1 2

2
Λ ΛC x A x pier

L L L
= m H θ θ

L + L L + L

−
− −           and 

           ( )2 2 1
, , I II

1 2 1 2

2
Λ ΛC z A z pier

L L L
= m B θ θ

L + L L + L

−
+ + . (3-27) 

 

Eqs. (3-26) and (3-27) reduce the unknowns of the impact problem from seven to only three 

(ΛA,x, ΛA,z and θ ̇ II). Hence, the following equations are considered in the determination of these 

unknowns; 

 

1.  Linear momentum along the X axis for the entire bridge 

 

   ( ), , I II2Λ 2 Λ 2A x C x pier deckN = Nm m H θ θ + − + −  . (3-28) 

 

2.  Linear momentum along the Z axis for the entire bridge 

 

   ( ), , , , I IIΛ 2Λ 2 Λ Λ 2E z A z C z E' z pier deckN = Nm m B θ θ + + − + − + +  . (3-29) 

 

3.  Angular momentum at point B for a side pier 

 

 ( ) ( )2 2
, , I II I II2 Λ 2 Λ CG

A x A z pier pier pierH B = m H I θ θ m B θ θ + − − − +  . (3-30) 

 

Eqs. (3-28) to (3-30) describe the impact problem when the rotation changes from negative to 

positive. In the opposite case (i.e., rocking from positive to negative rotation), the formulation is 

provided in Appendix A. The CoR at the rocking interfaces (η) during the rocking motion of the 

bridge is obtained by solving the system of Eqs. (3-28) to (3-30) 
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, (3-31) 

 

and η is independent of the direction of the movement due to the symmetry of the rocking system, 

as shown in Appendix A. Eq. (3-31) includes an additional dimensionless factor L̅ = L1/L2 which 

is not present in the CoR at the rocking interfaces for a frame with the same number of rocking 

columns (Eq. (2-19)), and it describes the effect of the span arrangement in the bridge. If L1 = L2 

(then L̅ = 1), the span arrangement has no effect on the impulses developed at each pier and the 

impulses in both directions at the foundation level are the same for all piers (ΛC,x = ΛA,x and ΛC,z =

ΛA,z). If, in addition, the vertical impulses that are developed at the abutments are ignored by 

introducing ΛE,z = ΛE',z = 0 in Eq. (3-29), the CoR η reduces to the simpler one utilised in previous 

works for frames with rocking columns as shown in Eq. (2-19) (presented first by Makris & 

Vassiliou 2013).  

As it was mentioned previously, the differences between the value of η in bridges with rocking 

piers and in relevant frames stem from the impact at the vertical supports of the abutment seats and 

from the span arrangement in the bridge. Fig. 3-6 depicts the effect of the additional impacts at the 

ends of the bridge deck by ignoring the effect of the side spans (L̅ = 1) and compares η in bridges 

with rocking piers and relevant frames with same dimensions. The results are for structures with 

four rocking piers (N = 4) with slenderness a = 0.165 rad, for different values of superstructure 

mass effect γ. It is apparent from Fig. 3-6 that the value of the CoR at the rocking interfaces for the 

bridge is always higher than that for the corresponding frame for any value of γ. This means that 

the energy dissipation associated with each impact at the rocking interfaces is always lower in the 

bridge, and this is because part of the weight of the superstructure is carried by the abutments that 

reduces the weight supported by each pier. Furthermore, the value of η for bridges is lower for 

larger values of γ, confirming the beneficial effect of heavier superstructures on rocking attenuation 

which is consistent with previous findings (Makris & Vassiliou 2014b). It should be noted that, 

although the difference between the value of η in bridges and frames is relatively small (around 

1% for all the examined cases), rocking performance can be considerably differentiated due to the 

highly non-linear nature of rocking response (Dimitrakopoulos & DeJong 2012b).  
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Fig. 3-6 CoR at the rocking interfaces (η) for symmetric bridges with rocking piers and for 

equivalent frames (Makris & Vassiliou 2013), accounting for the influence of the 

superstructure mass effect (γ). Results obtained when L̅ = 1. 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3-7 CoR at the rocking interfaces (η) for symmetric bridges with rocking piers, accounting 

for the influence of (A) the length of the end spans (L1), (B) the length of the 

intermediate spans (L2), and (C) the number of piers (N). Results obtained when the 

deck mass is constant. 

 

Compared to the frame case, the attenuation of the rocking motion at each impact at the rocking 

interfaces (η) for a bridge depends on a number of additional parameters, namely the length of the 

bridge spans (L1 and L2) as well as the number of piers (Ν). To better understand the effect of these 

parameters on the value of η, reference is made to a bridge with constant deck mass mdeck = 270·104 

kg that is supported on rectangular-in-elevation piers with the same dimensions 2B = 3 m and 

2H = 15 m for all the examined cases. Fig. 3-7A shows that, considering a constant mass of the 

deck, longer end spans (L1) with constant length for the intermediate spans (L2) result in higher 

values of η, because the vertical reaction forces at the piers are progressively decreasing (similarly, 

they are increasing at the abutment seats), which reduces the energy loss at every impact at the 
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rocking interfaces during the rocking motion. The opposite occurs if the length of the intermediate 

spans (L2) is increased keeping constant the length of the side spans (L1), which leads to slightly 

larger energy dissipation and smaller η, as shown in Fig. 3-7B.  The influence of the increasing 

number of piers keeping the deck mass constant is represented in Fig. 3-7C. It can be observed that 

distributing the weight of the deck to more piers leads to larger values of η based on the same 

reasoning. As expected, the effect of number of piers Ν is more significant than changing the span 

arrangement, as it is observed in the shifting of the curves in Fig. 3-7A, B, and the steeper slope of 

the curves in Fig. 3-7C. It must be noted that the proposed value of η ignores some factors that 

could lead to additional energy dissipation at each impact at the rocking interfaces (§2.3.1.2) and, 

therefore, it represents an upper bound to the total energy dissipated for a bridge system, rendering 

the analytical modelling presented as conservative. Additionally, the potential effect of the end 

spans working as cantilevers on the value of the proposed CoR value is not taken into account in 

Eq. (3-31) (see relevant discussion in §7.2.1). 

 

 

3.3 Analysis Framework 

To analyse the rocking response of the configurations studied in this chapter (§3.3.1) for any given 

ground motion (§3.3.2), Eq. (3-8) is used to determine the instant at which the bridge (or frame) 

starts rocking, and Eq. (3-20) (or Eq. (2-16) when the frame with rocking columns is examined) is 

integrated step-by-step using the ‘ode45’ solver in MATLAB (2016) with a time-step of 10-3 s, 

selected after a sensitivity analysis. The response-history solution of the EoM of the bridge 

structure requires identifying the instants at which |udeck
CG | = ujo (or θ = θjo). At these instants, 

impacts on the abutment backwalls occur and Eq. (3-22) is utilised to express the attenuation of 

rocking motion. To do so, an iterative process is constructed in the MATLAB code with a 

decreasing time-step value (5‧10-6 s) to capture this phenomenon with more accuracy. Similarly, 

the instants at which θ = 0 after rocking initiation also need to be identified, while impacts at the 

rocking interfaces occur and Eq. (3-31) (or Eq. (2-19) when the frame with rocking columns is 

examined) is employed to account for the corresponding attenuation of the rocking motion. Failure 

of the systems (§3.3.3) is simply integrated in the analysis as a special condition after which the 

process is terminated; a more detailed representation of this procedure by means of a flowchart is 

shown in Appendix A (Fig. A-2). It should be noted that the overall duration for a single analysis 

of a symmetric bridge with rocking piers is only a few minutes with the hardware that was used for 

this thesis (i.e., a machine with an available RAM of 10 GB). 

 

3.3.1 Description of the Studied Bridges 

The effect of the abutment-backfill system on the seismic rocking response is addressed by 

examining the behaviour of two bridges with rocking piers (one with a short/light configuration 

and the other with a long/heavy one) and the corresponding frames resulting by neglecting the 

abutments. The two structures have a total length Ltot = 2L1 + 2L2 = 2·50 + 2·50 = 200 m and 
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Ltot = 2L1 + 6L2 = 2·50 + 6·50 = 400 m and they are supported on N = 3 and N = 7 rocking piers, 

respectively, of rectangular configuration and square cross-section. The total mass of the short and 

long configurations is equal to mtot = 310·104 kg and mtot = 720·104 kg, respectively. The 

superstructure in both cases consists of a single-cell box girder with depth 2h = 1.7 m, while the 

width of the bottom and the top slabs of the deck are Bbot = 6 m and Btop = 9.5 m, respectively. 

The flange (tf  = 0.25 ~ 0.3 m) and the wall thicknesses (tw = 0.7 ~ 0.8 m) of the box girder section 

were adjusted to achieving a mass ratio equal to γ = 4.8 for both structures. The deck has a constant 

cross-section with area Adeck = 5.2 m2 and Adeck = 6 m2 in the light and the heavy bridge, 

respectively. The rocking piers have a width 2B = 1.8 m and a height 2H = 22 m in both 

configurations. The abutment properties of an actual overpass that is part of the Egnatia Motorway 

(2002) (Greece) are selected as per Kappos et al. (2007). The same abutments are considered in 

both bridge configurations, with total height Habut. = 5.5 m and width Babut. = 10.5 m, while the 

height and the thickness of the backwall are hbw = 2 m and bbw = 0.4 m, respectively. The 

mechanical properties of a typical backfill are adopted from Kappos et al. (2007) composed from 

well-compacted sand with friction angle φ = 40o classified as Ground C (Vs ≈ 290 m/s) according 

to Eurocode 8 (EC8) site classification (CEN 2004b). The examined structures are founded on soil 

C and belong to the highest seismicity zone prescribed in Southern Europe, with Peak Ground 

Acceleration (PGA) equal to 0.36 g. The structures are classified to importance class II (γΙ = 1). 

 

3.3.2 Representation of Seismic Action 

3.3.2.1 Single-frequency Pulse-type Ground Motions 

The abutment-backfill contribution in the rocking response is studied first by utilising ground 

motions that are described by simple mathematical expressions. Three different single-frequency 

pulse-type excitations are considered that can capture both qualitatively and quantitatively the most 

destructive part of near-fault ground motions (Vassiliou & Makris 2012, Makris & Vassiliou 2013) 

to which rocking structures have shown high vulnerability (§2.3.1.3). These signals are the sine, 

Ricker symmetric and antisymmetric pulses, as described by Eqs. (3-32) to (3-34), respectively 
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where Tp = 2π ωp⁄  and αp are the period and the acceleration amplitude of each pulse-type motion, 

respectively, and β = 1.38 in Eq. (3-34) maximises the function to the acceleration amplitude αp. 

 

3.3.2.2 Multi-frequency Synthetic Ground Motions 

To further establish the effect of the abutment-backfill system on the rocking response, considering 

the potential lack of conservativeness of pulse-type motions (see Fig. 2-9), the structures are 

subjected to a total of ten Artificial Excitations (ARs) as presented in Gkatzogias (2017). The 

generation of the artificial accelerograms was based on the approach of Gasparini & Vanmarcke 

(1976), adopting the Saragoni & Hart (1974) envelope function with a total duration of 25 s and 

time step of dt = 0.01 s. The acceleration amplitudes of the ARs were generated to match the 

reference EC8 target spectrum (CEN 2004b) considering a PGA equal to 0.36 g and site conditions 

C (§3.3.1). Fig. 3-8 presents the fit of the individual ARs and their Geometric Mean (GM) to the 

target EC8 spectrum, while Table 3-1 presents the main characteristics of the ARs. 

 

  

 

Fig. 3-8 Response acceleration spectra of the set of ARs, and matching to EC8 target spectrum 

with PGA = 0.36 g and site conditions C. 

 

Table 3-1 Information for the generated ARs, including the Peak Ground Acceleration (PGA), 

the Peak Ground Velocity (PGV), the Peak Ground Displacement (PGD), and the 

Arias Intensity (IA). 

 

AR PGA [g] PGV [m/s] PGD [m] IA [m/s] 

AR1 0.412 0.516 0.283 3.047 

AR2 0.412 0.549 0.244 3.982 

AR3 0.412 0.549 0.219 3.251 

AR4 0.412 0.608 0.238 2.785 

AR5 0.412 0.530 0.271 3.666 

AR6 0.412 0.500 0.217 2.724 

AR7 0.411 0.513 0.237 3.557 

AR8 0.412 0.456 0.244 3.772 

AR9 0.411 0.516 0.212 3.094 

AR10 0.412 0.462 0.217 3.791 
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3.3.3 Failure Criteria 

The ‘traditional’ overturning criterion of the rocking piers |θov| ≥ a is considered for both structures 

(with or without abutments at the end of the superstructure), which occurs when the total mass of 

the system can no longer act as a restoring mechanism. In terms of linear variables, this condition 

is achieved when the longitudinal displacement of the pier exceeds the overturning threshold 

(|upier
CG | ≥ B), or the displacement of the superstructure exceeds double of this value (|udeck

CG | ≥ 2B). 

However, and contrary to the frame case without abutments in which failure of the system can only 

occur due to overturning of the rocking piers, a new failure criterion has to be introduced for the 

bridge configuration based on the possibility of damage or failure related to longitudinal 

displacement of the deck at the abutments.  

The abutment-backfill system fails if the longitudinal displacement of the superstructure (udeck
CG ) 

closes the end joint gap (ujo), and it induces a displacement at the abutments that exceeds their 

capacity (uab). This failure mode can be expressed in terms of the DoF of the rocking system (θ) 

by rearranging Eq. (3-2) 

 

 1sin sin
2

jo abCG
deck jo ab ab

u u
u u u θ a a

R

−
+ 

 +   − − 
 

. (3-35) 

 

Several proposals can be found in the literature regarding the capacity of abutments and 

backfills/embankments. These include the collapse of the abutment-backfill system due to the 

exceedance of shear strength of the abutment backwall (e.g., Kwon & Elnashai 2010), the failure 

of the abutment foundation or ‘unrecoverable abutment damage’ (e.g., Kappos et al. 2007), and the 

unseating of the deck due to large displacements and/or inadequate seat lengths; the latter is 

typically prevented when bridges are designed according to modern code provisions (e.g., CEN 

2005a). In the context of the present study, the failure criterion to be used for these systems needs 

to be comparable with the overturning criterion used for the rocking piers, which is physical 

collapse, and hence it relates to ‘Collapse Prevention’ in performance assessment. Simplified 

approaches like the exceedance of shear strength of the abutment backwall (Kwon & Elnashai 

2010) can considerably underestimate the overall seismic performance of bridges compared to 

more pragmatic approaches like the one proposed by Kappos et al. (2007). This considers the 

behaviour of a specific abutment-backfill system in the nonlinear range using a ‘full-range’ 

pushover analysis up to significant drop in strength. The benefit of this approach is that it 

recognises that backwalls are sacrificial elements that may fail under large ground motions, but 

there is no system failure so long as the abutment is able to transfer the horizontal loads from the 

deck to the backfill. Therefore, additional horizontal loads can be accommodated by the abutment-

backfill system after yielding of the backwall. On the contrary, failure of the abutment foundation 

(the piles, in Kappos et al. 2007) can be considered as system failure, broadly equivalent to 

overturning of the rocking piers. These point to the need of properly defining the behaviour of the 

abutment-backfill system in the rocking problem, while small variations in the values of spring 
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stiffness (k), dashpot coefficient (c) and displacement capacity of the abutment-backfill system 

(uab) can affect significantly the safety of bridges with rocking piers and, consequently, it is 

important to account for failure of these components in performance assessment. The dominant 

failure mode of the bridge system (i.e., pier overturning or failure of the abutment-backfill system) 

depends on the properties of the bridge system. Hence, the abutment-backfill member fails first as 

long as |θov| > |θab| or 2B > ujo + uab, while overturning prevails if |θov| < |θab| or 2B < ujo + uab; 

as expected, the simultaneous failure of the entire system occurs when 2B = ujo + uab.  

 

3.3.4 Analysis Parameters 

3.3.4.1 Modelling of the Abutment-Backfill System – Stiffness  

The values for spring stiffness (k) and displacement at failure of the abutment-backfill system (uab) 

are derived from the pushover curve in the longitudinal direction as per Kappos et al. (2007), 

considering that subsequent to pier yielding the end gap closes and thereafter the pushover curve 

is dominated by the behaviour of the abutment and the backfill. Fig. 3-9 shows the bilinear 

behaviour of the abutment-backfill system considered and, based on this, the ultimate displacement 

of this member is set equal to uab = 0.1 m.  

 

 

Fig. 3-9 Force-displacement (F-u) behaviour of the abutment-backfill system in the 

longitudinal direction (Kappos et al. 2007). 

 

Since elastic response of the end springs is assumed here, the value of spring stiffness is 

determined using the equivalent linearisation approach based on the secant stiffness. Starting from 

the actual nonlinear pushover curve of the abutment-backfill system shown in Fig. 3-9, the most 

conservative value for secant stiffness is selected. This value corresponds to the stiffness at the 

ultimate displacement of the abutment-backfill system (0.1 m), resulting in k = 132 MN/m. It is 

pointed out that this value for secant stiffness is the proper one when abutment failure is triggered, 

while the ultimate displacement of 0.1 m is reached for the abutments. However, it is recognised 

that this is not the case when the abutment-backfill system maintains its integrity in the cases 

studied. Ideally for those cases, an iterative procedure could be used, as in a more rigorous secant 

stiffness procedure based on the target displacement of the abutment-backfill system. However, it 

is believed that the key findings regarding the importance of the abutment-backfill system in the 

rocking response of bridges would not change due to the underestimation of this stiffness value. 

 

F [MN] 
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To check this, the response-history of both bridge structures (i.e., short configuration with N = 3 

rocking piers and long one with N = 7 rocking piers) subject to the multi-frequency excitations 

(§3.3.2.2) is examined, considering three alternatives for the stiffness value of the abutment-

backfill system: (i) the most conservative value for secant stiffness referring to the ultimate 

abutment displacement of the pushover curve shown in Fig. 3-9, (ii) a revised secant stiffness value 

based on the target abutment displacement from the pushover curve shown in Fig. 3-9 (iterations 

are required in this case assuming a 10%-tolerance in the peak superstructure displacement between 

consecutive iterations), and (iii) the simplified stiffness value proposed in Caltrans (2019). For the 

bridge structures examined, the damping coefficient is equal to c = 48 MN·s/m (§3.3.4.2). Joint 

gaps of ujo = 100 mm and ujo = 150 mm are considered for the short and long bridges, respectively, 

(§3.3.4.3) and pounding on the abutment backwalls is expressed through a CoR e = 0.6 (§3.3.4.4).  

Table 3-2 presents the abutment-backfill stiffness values for the three alternatives when 

implemented in the bridge configuration with N = 3 rocking piers. It is noted that procedure (ii) 

converged with only one iteration. It is shown that procedure (i) underestimates the stiffness values 

up to 4.6 times compared to the detailed case (ii), obviously because for this level of ground motion 

the displacement at the abutment is far from that corresponding to failure. The adopted conservative 

secant stiffness (i) is in a good match with that in the simplified Caltrans approach (iii). 

 

Table 3-2 Spring stiffness values of the abutment-backfill system (k), considering three 

alternatives. Results obtained for the bridge configuration with N = 3 piers. 

 

N = 3 Abutment 

Procedure 

Kappos et al. (2007) 

(iii) 

Caltrans (2019) 
(i) 

Secant at  

Ultimate  

Displacement 

(ii) 

Secant at  

Target  

Displacement 

AR2 AR4  

k [MN/m] 
Right 

132 
469 600 

186 
Left 600 600 

 

The histories of the superstructure longitudinal displacement (udeck
CG ) of these configurations 

when subjected to AR2 and AR4 are presented in Fig. 3-10A, B, respectively; the values in brackets 

for cases (ii-blue) and (iii-red) denote the corresponding percent difference in peak superstructure 

displacements with the procedure adopted in this chapter (procedure i-black). It is observed that 

the short bridges adopting procedures (i) and (iii) to calculate the spring stiffness yield very similar 

response-histories throughout the whole rocking motion, with a peak difference of merely 1.5% as 

can be seen in Fig. 3-10A. Analogously in Fig. 3-10B, and despite the considerable difference in 

stiffness values, the short structures with stiffness values according to (i) and (ii) behave in a similar 

way, especially in terms of peak superstructure displacements, with a maximum difference of 

around 5%. Thus, adopting the secant stiffness value at the ultimate abutment displacement for the 
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short configuration is not expected to affect the main outcomes of this study compared to a more 

rigorous secant stiffness approach.  

 

   

 

 

Fig. 3-10 Histories of the longitudinal displacement of the superstructure (udeck
CG ) for the 

symmetric bridge with N = 3 rocking piers, considering three alternatives for the 

abutment-backfill stiffness. Results obtained when subject to (A) AR2 and (B) AR4. 

 

Table 3-3 Spring stiffness values of the abutment-backfill system (k), considering three 

alternatives. Results obtained for the bridge configuration with N = 7 piers. 

 

N = 7 Abutment 

Procedure 

Kappos et al. (2007) 

(iii) 

Caltrans (2019) 
(i) 

Secant at  

Ultimate  

Displacement 

(ii) 

Secant at  

Target  

Displacement 

AR5 AR8  

k [MN/m] 
Right 

132 
279 376 

186 
Left 328 317 

 

Accordingly, Table 3-3 presents the abutment-backfill stiffness values for the three alternatives 

when implemented in the bridge configuration with N = 7 rocking piers, while Fig. 3-11A, B 

present the corresponding histories of the superstructure longitudinal displacement (udeck
CG ) when 

excited by AR5 and AR8, respectively; it is noted again that procedure (ii) converged with only 

one iteration leading to the stiffness values shown in Table 3-3. It can be seen that the stiffness 

values for this configuration vary in a ratio from 1.4 to 2.8 for all the different procedures 

considered and, therefore, the bridges with rocking piers show similar peak and overall responses. 

The maximum difference shown for case (iii) is 1.4% (Fig. 3-11A), while the pertinent difference 

for the detailed case (ii) is around 6% (Fig. 3-11B). This is considered acceptable as it is not 

expected to affect the main conclusions of this study. Thus, the most conservative value for secant 
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stiffness is selected from the pushover curve shown in Fig. 3-9, leading to k = 132 MN/m for the 

soil profile considered. 

 

  

 

 

Fig. 3-11 Histories of the longitudinal displacement of the superstructure (udeck
CG ) for the 

symmetric bridge with N = 7 rocking piers, considering three alternatives for the 

abutment-backfill stiffness. Results obtained when subject to (A) AR5 and (B) AR8. 

 

3.3.4.2 Modelling of the Abutment-Backfill System – Damping  

The dashpot coefficient (c) accounts for the effect of both material and radiation damping of the 

backfill soil, and it is activated when the superstructure enforces a longitudinal displacement to the 

abutments. To incorporate both damping forms in the value of a dashpot coefficient, the following 

equation is considered after the work of Mylonakis et al. (2006)  

 

 . 2s La abut

Kβ
c ρ V A

ω
= + , (3-36) 

 

where ρs is the mass density of the backfill soil, VLα = 3.4Vs π · [1 − νs]⁄  where Vs and νs are the 

shear wave velocity and the Poisson’s ratio of the soil, respectively, Aabut. = Habut. · Babut. is the 

area of the abutment, K̅ = K · k(ω) is the dynamic stiffness of the abutment-backfill system as a 

product of the static stiffness K = [Vs
 2 · ρs] · Babut. · [0.73 + 1.54(Ab/Babut.

2 )0.75] [1 − νs]⁄  times the 

dynamic stiffness coefficient k(ω), β is the linear hysteretic damping factor of the backfill soil and 

ω = √K/mabut. expresses the cyclic frequency of the abutment-backfill system; finally, mabut. is 

given in §3.2.4. Substituting ρs = 1.8 tn/m3, Vs = 290 m/s, νs = 0.3, Habut. = 5.5 m and Babut. = 

10.5 m, β = 5% and mabut. = 14·104 kg into Eq. (3-36) gives c = 48 MN·s/m for the backfill soil 

considered. For the sake of completeness, the dashpot coefficient is calculated considering another 

recommendation from the literature, namely Zhang & Makris (2002), and the value of dashpot 

coefficient is equal to c = 43 MN·s/m. Therefore, both approaches yield similar values with the 

difference being below 15% despite the different procedure adopted in each method. Thus, 

different proposals for the value of the dashpot coefficient are not expected to affect the results 
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significantly and, therefore, the value derived according to Mylonakis et al. (2006) is utilised in 

this chapter. 

 

3.3.4.3 Effect of Gap Size 

The length of the end joint gaps (ujo) depends on both the service actions and the seismic demands. 

The service actions include shrinkage and creep with a temperature increment of ΔΤN,eq. = 30 °C, 

thermal expansion and contraction of the superstructure with ΔΤN,exp. = ΔΤN,con. = 25 °C, 

respectively, and prestressing. These effects result in the requirement of minimum gap sizes at each 

end of the superstructure equal to 40 mm and 80 mm for the short structure with N = 3 rocking 

piers and the long one with N = 7 rocking piers, respectively. This section presents the effect of 

the joint length on the rocking motion of the long structure considering the multi-frequency 

excitations (§3.3.2.2). The selection of this bridge configuration is made because the effect of joint 

length is expected to be more apparent in the long bridge, where larger superstructure 

displacements are expected compared to the short bridge. This is due to the participation of the 

abutment-backfill system in the rocking response expressed through parameter q, which is smaller 

in the long bridge than in the short one (q = 0.234·10-3 m/kN and q = 0.545·10-3 m/kN, 

respectively) (§3.2.3).  

 

   

  

 

Fig. 3-12 Histories of the longitudinal displacement of the superstructure (udeck
CG ) for the 

symmetric bridge with N = 7 rocking piers, considering three alternatives for the gap 

size. Results obtained when subject to (A) AR1 and (B) AR6. 

 

For the examined bridge configuration, the spring stiffness of the abutment-backfill system is 

k = 132 MN/m (§3.3.4.1), the dashpot coefficient is equal to c = 48 MN·s/m (§3.3.4.2), pounding 

is described by a CoR e = 0.6 (§3.3.4.4) and three alternatives are considered for the gap size: (i) 

100 mm, (ii) 150 mm and (iii) 200 mm. Fig. 3-12A, B present the histories of the deck longitudinal 

displacement (udeck
CG ) of these configurations when subjected to AR1 and AR6, respectively; it is 

noted that the values in brackets for cases (i-blue) and (iii-red) in Fig. 3-12 show the corresponding 

percent difference in terms of the peak superstructure displacements with respect to case (ii-black). 

It is observed that the effect of the end gap size on the rocking response of the long bridge is 
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significant. Specifically, larger end gaps lead to reduced longitudinal effective stiffness in the 

closed gap stage of the system and, therefore, result in larger deck displacements than smaller end 

gaps. The difference in the peak seismic displacements can be up to 40% as shown in Fig. 3-12A 

for the structure with gap size (iii) subjected to AR1. On the contrary, structures with the smallest 

joint length (i) show the lowest deck displacements at each examined case. However, from the 

performance assessment point of view, the abutment-backfill system maintains its integrity for all 

the examined cases, independently of the gap size. Thus, this study adopts a reasonably large value 

for the longitudinal joint gap which is equal to ujo = 100 mm for the short bridge and ujo = 150 

mm for the long bridge. 

 

3.3.4.4 Effect of Pounding  

As described in §3.2.4, the attenuation of the superstructure motion when an impact between the 

superstructure and the abutment backwall takes place is achieved through a CoR e. Several 

proposals can be found in the literature for the value of this parameter to describe a concentric 

impact between two concrete objects, and it usually ranges between 0.4 and 0.8 (e.g., Jankowski 

2007). This section examines the effect of the CoR value to describe pounding on the seismic 

response of the long structure with N = 7 rocking piers subject to the synthetic ground motions 

(§3.3.2.2). Note that this bridge configuration is selected because it is expected to give the largest 

superstructure displacements as explained in §3.3.4.3.  

 

  

 

 

Fig. 3-13 Histories of the longitudinal displacement of the superstructure (udeck
CG ) for the 

symmetric bridge with N = 7 rocking piers, considering three alternatives for the CoR 

value to describe pounding. Results obtained when subject to (A) AR3 and (B) AR9. 

 

For the structure examined, and following the justification provided in the previous sections, 

the spring stiffness of the abutment-backfill system is k = 132 MN/m (§3.3.4.1), the dashpot 

coefficient is equal to c = 48 MN·s/m (§3.3.4.2) and the joint length for the long bridge ujo = 150 

mm (§3.3.4.3). Three alternatives are considered for the CoR value e: (i) 0.4, (ii) 0.6 and (iii) 0.8. 

Fig. 3-13A, B present the histories of the deck longitudinal displacement (udeck
CG ) of these 

configurations when subjected to AR3 and AR9, respectively. The values in brackets for cases (i-
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blue) and (iii-red) describe the corresponding percent difference in peak superstructure 

displacements with respect to case (ii-black). It can be seen that the smaller the CoR, the more 

suppressed is the rocking response of the structure. However, this difference is marginal for all the 

examined cases, showing a maximum difference of approximately 0.2% for cases (ii) and (iii) 

subject to AR3 (Fig. 3-13A). This outcome is in line with previous findings based on 

Athanassiadou et al. (1994), who showed that variations in the value of this CoR in the range of 

0.2 to 0.8 have negligible effect on the overall seismic response of structures. Thus, this study 

considers a CoR value of e = 0.6 to describe pounding.  

 

3.3.5 Effect of the Abutment-Backfill System on Bridges with Rocking Piers  

3.3.5.1 Rocking Response under Single-frequency Pulse-type Ground Motions 

This section addresses the effect of the abutment-backfill system on the seismic performance of 

symmetric frames with rocking columns (§3.3.1) by considering pulse-type excitations (§3.3.2.1).  

The analysis parameters for the spring model as well as the collapse of the abutment-backfill 

system, the dashpot model, the gap size and the pounding model are defined following §3.3.4.1, 

§3.3.4.2, §3.3.4.3 and §3.3.4.4, respectively. As described in §2.3.1.3 a useful way of illustrating 

the vulnerability of rocking structures in such pulses is through OMAS, considering that 

overturning was defined as the only failure mechanism of the rocking blocks and relevant frames. 

However, an additional failure criterion is adopted in bridges with rocking piers (§3.3.3), hence the 

term OMAS cannot describe the more complex nature of failure in bridges with rocking piers and 

a broader term is used in the following to capture this effect: Failure Minimum Acceleration 

Spectra (FMAS). 

Fig. 3-14A, B, C present the FMAS for the analysed bridges and their equivalent frames when 

subjected to the sine, Ricker symmetric and antisymmetric pulses, respectively. The bridges are 

more susceptible to fail due to high demand of longitudinal displacement at the abutments than due 

to overturning of the piers (§3.3.3); this is because 2B = 1.8 m > ujo + uab = 0.2 m and 2B = 1.8 

m > ujo + uab = 0.25 m in the short and long bridges, respectively. However, in order to examine 

the influence of the abutment-backfill system on the rocking response of bridges in more detail, 

both failure modes for bridges (i.e., abutment failure as per Kappos et al. 2007 described in §3.3.4.1 

and overturning) are plotted in the failure graphs of Fig. 3-14, and they are compared with the 

overturning condition of the equivalent frames without abutments. It is noted that the unsafe area 

will not be examined with respect to the number of impacts before failure as described in §2.3.1.3. 

The FMAS in Fig. 3-14 are constructed by obtaining the response-history of the pier rotation (θ) 

(§3.3) for different values of the dimensionless parameters ωp p⁄  and αp g · tana⁄ . A wide range of 

pulse durations and acceleration amplitudes are considered to obtain a broad view of the likelihood 

of failure for different scenarios. The ground motion parameters are scaled gradually with respect 

to the rocking properties, or for pulses of constant angular frequency ωp = [0.1 ~ 6]· p (and p = 

0.82 rad/s), the acceleration amplitude αp = [0.1 ~ 15]·g · tana (and g · tana = 0.082 g) is 

gradually increased to determine the minimum acceleration that induces failure.  
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Fig. 3-14 FMAS for the symmetric bridges and for the equivalent frames with N = 3 and N = 7 

rocking piers. Results obtained when subject to acceleration pulses of (A) sine, (B) 

symmetric and (C) antisymmetric Ricker type. 

 

As expected, the overturning behaviour of frames with rocking columns is predictable, showing 

high vulnerability to low-frequency acceleration pulses, which is gradually decreased for medium- 

and high-frequency pulses as also found in previous works (see Fig. 2-10). However, and compared 

to frames, although the seismic performance of the short bridge with N = 3 rocking piers against 

pier overturning is slightly differentiated by revealing a plateau in the medium-frequency pulses (1 

~ 3 Hz, depending on the shape of the pulse-type motion), the corresponding failure mode for the 

long bridge with N = 7 rocking piers shows the highest sensitivity within this frequency range. 

Moreover, the hitherto ignored failure mode at the abutments modifies the failure spectrum of 

rocking structures to one that can be described as ‘sickle’ shaped. Specifically, the curves 

representing collapse of the bridge systems show that failure of the abutments and overturning 

coincide over a considerable range of frequency pulses (up to approximately 3 Hz for the bridge 

with N = 3 rocking piers and up to 2 Hz for the bridge with N = 7 rocking piers), implying that the 

same pulse-like ground motion is able to induce either failure mode. Interestingly, within this low-

frequency range, the FMAS for the bridges present a straight branch (up to 1 Hz for both bridges, 

independently of the pulse type), which is followed by a zone wherein the critical acceleration 

either is insensitive or decreases with increasing ωp p⁄ . The results suggest that lower values of q 

(q = 0.234·10-3 m/kN for the bridge with N = 7 rocking piers) lead to a decreasing zone, while 

larger values of q (q = 0.545·10-3 m/kN for the bridge with N = 3 rocking piers) keep the value of 

αp almost constant, thus the shape of the failure spectrum for the bridge depends on the level of 

influence of the abutment-backfill system. This type of behaviour is not observed in the 

corresponding frames. The straight branch in the FMAS for bridges shows critical acceleration 

amplitudes that are up to six and three times higher than those for the frames corresponding to the 

short and the long structures, respectively, while the plateau and decreasing zones of the bridge 
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FMAS are more similar to the overturning failure of the frames. After that point and as expected 

from the foregoing discussions about the prevailing failure mode of the bridges, the minimum 

acceleration amplitude that activates pier overturning increases with ωp p⁄  at a much higher rate 

than that for abutment failure, which is less sensitive to the dimensionless frequency parameter 

ωp p⁄ . For this reason, the minimum acceleration that induces overturning in the piers is up to five 

times larger than that for abutment failure in the high-frequency region, for both bridge 

configurations. Interestingly, the abutment failure mode precedes overturning in the range of 

medium and high-frequency acceleration pulses (after 5 Hz for the short structure and after 3 Hz 

for the long one, depending on the type of pulse-type motion). Hence, there are cases where the 

overturning mode of the frame model overestimates the bridge safety compared to the abutment 

failure, and the present thesis establishes the need for accounting for all expected failure modes in 

bridges with rocking piers. Nevertheless, by examining pier overturning of the bridge structures 

notwithstanding abutment failure, the beneficial influence of the abutment-backfill system in 

preventing overturning in bridges with rocking piers compared to equivalent frames is also 

observed. However, opposite trends are observed for the long system when high-frequency 

symmetric Ricker pulses of large magnitude are considered (Fig. 3-14B), but they only occur for 

extreme situations and do not change the main observation that bridges have better seismic 

performance than corresponding frames.  

Fig. 3-14 also indicates that a ‘self-similar response’ (Makris & Vassiliou 2013) is achieved 

for the frame systems when subjected to pulses of the same form. In other words, with B = 0.9 m, 

H = 11 m and γ = 4.8 for both frame configurations, the overturning curves are exactly the same 

regardless of the total length or mass of the structure. However, the overturning curves of the short 

and the long bridges are different when pulses of the same type are examined, which is attributed 

to the influence of the total mass of the system on the abutment-backfill parameter q. Specifically, 

a larger overturning zone appears for the long bridge than for the short one. According to Fig. 3-3, 

the short bridge is expected to interact to a higher extent with the abutment-backfill system than 

the long bridge because its parameter q is lower (q = 0.545·10-3 m/kN in the short bridge and q = 

0.234·10-3 m/kN in the long one), which implies that the long bridge response is closer to that of 

the frame. Accordingly, the short bridge is safer from the point of view of abutment failure than 

the long one considering the same type of pulse ground motion. Hence, self-similarity in bridge 

structures can be accomplished only if different properties for the abutment and the backfill are 

selected in relation to the weight of the corresponding configuration (e.g., for the heavy bridge 

examined, larger abutment dimensions should be selected in the first place, leading to larger values 

of k and c to counteract the decreased value of q compared to the light system). To this end, joint 

gaps (ujo) with the same length are also required for the different configurations, highlighting even 

more the complexity of the rocking problem in bridges. Consequently, bridges with rocking piers 

cannot achieve self-similar response in the context adopted so far (i.e., structures with same values 

for B, H and γ independently of the total length or mass of the structure) due to the fact that different 

values must be selected for the spring stiffness (k) and the dashpot coefficient (c), which should be 

directly proportional to the influence of the abutment-backfill system (q). Thus, the FMAS for 
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bridges differs in principle from that for frames due to the presence of the abutment-backfill system, 

making the rocking response of the bridge configuration more non-linear. 

 

3.3.5.2 Rocking Response under Multi-frequency Synthetic Ground Motions 

This section extends the seismic performance analysis of the same symmetric bridges with rocking 

piers and relevant frames (§3.3.1, §3.3.4.1, §3.3.4.2, §3.3.4.3, §3.3.4.4) subject to the acceleration 

histories composed of a wide range of frequencies (§3.3.2.2). Fig. 3-15A, B illustrate the peak 

responses of the superstructure longitudinal displacement (udeck
CG ) in the structures with N = 3 and 

N = 7 rocking piers, respectively; the displacement at the contact with the abutments (dotted line) 

and the ultimate displacement demand in the abutment-backfill systems (dashed line) are also 

shown for the bridge structures.  

 

 

Fig. 3-15 Peak responses of the longitudinal displacement of the superstructure (udeck
CG ) for the 

symmetric bridges and for the equivalent frames with (A) N = 3 and (B) N = 7 rocking 

piers. Results obtained when subject to ARi. 

 

As expected, due to self-similarity in rocking response, the frame models for the short and long 

configurations present the same peak responses, independently of the total length or mass of the 

structure as shown in Fig. 3-15. It is observed that the frame system develops longitudinal 

displacements that are significantly larger compared to those in a bridge with abutments. On 

average, the frame system overestimates the rocking amplitudes in the corresponding short 

structure by 439% (Fig. 3-15A), and in the long structure approximately by 228% (Fig. 3-15B). 

The reduced overestimation for the long structure is attributed to the stabilising effect of the 

abutments, directly proportional to the decreased value of q, confirming the decreased contribution 

of the abutment-backfill system to the rocking performance of heavy bridges. Moreover, 

comparison in a performance assessment context reveals that the bridge and frame models do not 

trigger the prevailing failure modes of abutment-backfill system and overturning, respectively, in 

any case. The lowest safety margin against the corresponding prevailing failure mode of each 

system is found for the long bridges against abutment failure and it is about 31% for AR10, while 

in the frame models and the short bridges the corresponding values are 42% against overturning 

(1800 mm ultimate superstructure capacity) for AR8 and 66% against the abutment failure for 

AR6, respectively. Thus, slightly stronger ground motions could trigger abutment failure for the 

long bridges, while the frame models could maintain their integrity, confirming that the frame 

system without end supports misses potential failure modes, thus overestimating bridge safety. 
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Additionally, superstructure longitudinal displacements higher than 700 mm as those met for the 

frame models are considered as extreme for the considered bridge structures under seismic actions 

meaningful for design. It is also observed that the record-to-record variability of the response is 

much more significant in the frames than in the bridges, for which the peak response is almost 

unaffected by the randomness in the AR, particularly in the short bridge. Thus, it can be concluded 

that the frame model without abutments is unconservative for predicting in a comprehensive way 

the rocking response of real bridges, as the contribution of the abutment-backfill system is crucial 

for assessing their performance.  

Fig. 3-16A, B show the histories of the longitudinal displacement of the deck (udeck
CG ) for the 

structures with N = 3 and N = 7 rocking piers, respectively when subjected to two of the ARs. 

Again, the displacements describing the contact between the deck and the abutments (dotted line) 

and the failure of the abutment-backfill systems (dashed line) are illustrated. It is observed that 

rocking initiates at t ≈ 6 s for both bridge and frame structures, independently of the effect of the 

abutments (i.e., rocking initiation is the same for bridges and frames following Eq. (3-8)). 

Similarly, and after rocking initiation, the results show that in the very first rocking cycles (up to t 

≈ 8 s) the two structures behave in the same way while the abutment-backfill system has not been 

activated and the free rocking motion prevails (i.e., only the term ‘frame system’ in Eq. (3-20) is 

active in the EoM of the bridge structure).  

 

  

  

 

Fig. 3-16 Histories of the longitudinal displacement of the superstructure (udeck
CG ) for the 

symmetric bridges with rocking piers and for the equivalent frames. Results obtained 

for (A) the structure with N = 3 piers when subject to AR3 and for (B) the structure 

with N = 7 piers when subject to AR6. 

 

Fig. 3-16 shows that, after the first rocking cycles, the history of the superstructure 

displacement in the frames has significantly larger rocking amplitudes than those in the bridges, 

and the rocking movement also lasts much longer. In fact, the rocking motion of the bridges almost 

stops when the ground motion finishes at t ≈ 25 s, while at the same time the corresponding frames 

experience some of the highest rocking amplitudes for the entire dynamic response. The improved 

seismic behaviour of the bridges is attributed to the effect of the abutment and the backfill from t 

≈ 8 s to the end of the record (t ≈ 25 s), when the longitudinal movement of the deck is large 
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enough to close the gap at the joints. In this interval, the bridge systems impact on the abutment 

systems which force them to return to the at-rest position and, at the same time, dissipate energy, 

whereas the frame systems are free to experience some large rocking amplitudes, exceeding 500 

mm and 350 mm for the frames with N = 3 and N = 7 rocking piers, respectively. Thus, despite 

the slightly lower energy dissipation at each impact at the rocking interfaces for the bridges 

compared to the frames (i.e., the CoR at the rocking interfaces are around η = 0.986 and η = 0.99 

for frame and bridge systems, respectively), the rocking motion of the systems accounting for the 

abutment-backfill behaviour is considerably suppressed compared to the frames. It is noted, 

though, that when the abutment-backfill effect is considered, additional energy is dissipated at each 

contact of the deck with the abutments through pounding and also the radiation and material 

damping of the backfill soil simulated by the dashpot elements at each end of the superstructure. 

For this reason, the total energy dissipated by a bridge structure is considerably higher than that for 

a simple frame model. It is also important to note that the number of impacts at the rocking 

interfaces during the rocking motion is significantly reduced in the bridge structures compared to 

their corresponding frames, which reduces the potential damage in the rocking interface and the 

risk of rocking instability (Mathey et al. 2016).  

 

 

3.4 Closing Remarks 

Chapter 3 extended the study on the dynamic response and the seismic performance of free-

standing symmetric frames with rocking columns presented in Makris & Vassiliou (2013) by 

including in the formulation the abutment-backfill system at each end of the superstructure. In this 

respect, the rocking motion of a bridge with rocking piers can be described by a sequence of events. 

Specifically, the rectangular piers enter longitudinal rocking about their CR and force the 

superstructure to move; this movement of the deck is a pure translation due to the symmetric 

configuration of the system. If the movement of the superstructure is sufficient to close the end 

joint gaps (ujo), pounding takes place through a CoR value e and, afterwards, the abutment-backfill 

system is activated. This is modelled through the parallel effect of a linear spring (k) and a linear 

dashpot (c) element that are located at each end of the superstructure. Impacts at the rocking 

interfaces occur when the bridge returns at the at-rest position, and the energy dissipation is 

described by means of another CoR value η. 

To formulate this motion, a Lagrangian formulation was followed to derive the EoM in the 

longitudinal direction of the bridge with rocking piers, a ‘stereomechanical’ approach to represent 

pounding, whilst the impact at the rocking interfaces was expressed through an impulse 

formulation. The latter is based on the conservation of momentum assuming that the impact forces 

(or impulses) are applied at the imminent pier pivots (i.e., Housner’s approach, see §2.3.1.2), while 

the impulses developed at the soffit of the deck and at the abutment seats are related through their 

tributary zones. The influence of each span length (L1 and L2) is also taken into account in the 

formulation to model realistic span arrangements.  
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The following conclusions were drawn for the proposed bridge model compared to the frame 

configuration adopted so far for modelling bridges (Makris & Vassiliou 2013) 

 

• Initiation of rocking motion occurs at the same time-instant for the two systems. This is done 

considering that the frictionless sliding bearings at the abutment seats of the bridge do not 

restrain the longitudinal movement of the superstructure, and a non-zero joint length is assumed 

at each end of the superstructure (ujo), thus allowing the free rocking motion of the bridge 

system till closure of the end gap. 

 

• The EoM accounts for the stages before and after the closure of the gap at the bridge end joints. 

The former is the EoM of the frame system without abutments studied in previous works, while 

the latter expresses the resistance of the spring (k) and dashpot (c) elements at each end of the 

deck to the free rocking motion of the structure. In this regard, the EoM of the symmetric bridge 

with rocking piers cannot be related with the corresponding frame in the context adopted so far 

for relevant frames and columns.  

 

• The level of resistance of the abutment-backfill system to the free rocking motion of the 

structure depends on a new parameter q which appears in the EoM of the bridge. The results 

indicate that the lower the total mass of the system, the higher the value of q is, indicating a 

stronger interaction with the spring (k) and dashpot (c) elements of the abutment-backfill 

system.  

 

• The CoR to describe attenuation of rocking motion when an impact at the rocking interfaces 

occurs (η) is derived based on the impulses developed at the different impact points, including 

the impulses at the abutment seats, and accounting for the length of the end (L1) and the 

intermediate spans (L2), as well as the number of piers (N) in the bridge, which are parameters 

that do not affect the value of the corresponding frame without abutments presented in Makris 

& Vassiliou (2013). The dissipated energy at each impact at the rocking interfaces for a bridge 

structure is always lower than that of a frame with equivalent characteristics due to the 

influence of the vertical supports of the abutments which carry part of the weight of the 

superstructure, thus reducing the weight that goes to the piers. 

 

• The frame model without abutments cannot capture the energy dissipation associated with the 

impact of the deck on the abutment backwall (e) and, subsequently, the activation of the 

dashpot element (c) at each bridge end. Hence, the total energy dissipated by the bridge system 

is higher compared to the corresponding frame without abutments.  

 

• An additional failure criterion is introduced to describe the failure of the abutment-backfill 

system. This is defined in a way that is consistent with the failure due to overturning of the 

rocking piers. 
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• The joint length (ujo) highly influences the performance of the proposed bridge configuration. 

Large gap sizes reveal low longitudinal effective stiffness in the closed gap stage of the system, 

thus resulting in increased superstructure displacements compared to the same structure with 

small joint lengths. On the contrary, the response of the suggested model remains almost 

unaffected by the choice of the spring stiffness (k), the dashpot coefficient (c) and the CoR to 

describe pounding (e). 

 

• To incorporate failure of the abutment-backfill system in the assessment of bridges with 

rocking piers, the existing overturning spectra for pulse-type motions (OMAS) were extended 

in this work to so-called FMAS. The FMAS differ from the corresponding OMAS in terms of 

the failure modes considered and on the basic rules on which the seismic stability of rocking 

structures is assessed. 

 

• Structures with equivalent characteristics (i.e., same B, H and γ) and the same properties for 

the abutment, the backfill and the end joint at each bridge end (i.e., same k, c, e and ujo), but 

with different level of interaction with the abutment-backfill system (i.e., different value for q) 

yield different rocking responses. Thus, self-similarity in bridge structures cannot be achieved 

in the context adopted so far for frame models. 

 

• The failure mode of the bridge structure can be determined a priori based on the mechanical 

properties of the structure. This is confirmed by the FMAS obtained for two conventional 

bridges which are more prone to fail the abutment-backfill system than to overturn.  

 

• The FMAS for the two conventional bridges and same frames without abutments suggest that 

the bridge system is more stable against overturning compared to the frame system. The 

consideration of the abutment failure of the bridge structure in the FMAS results in a ‘sickle’ 

shaped diagram; the shape of this spectrum depends on the level of influence of the abutment-

backfill system, with lower values of q resulting in higher vulnerability in medium-frequency 

pulses. This failure mode is not observed in frames and it can precede the overturning of piers 

in the medium-to-high frequency range. Hence, the frame model can be more conservative in 

some cases than the model accounting for the abutment-backfill system.  

 

• The frame model predicts longitudinal displacements of the superstructure that are extremely 

large under the action of design spectrum-compatible ground motions. The results indicate that 

the frame model is not realistic enough to assess the rocking motion of bridges, because it 

considerably overestimates their seismic response in terms of rocking amplitudes, duration of 

the rocking response and, as a result, the number of impacts at the rocking interfaces. The more 

pragmatic behaviour predicted by the proposed model is due to accounting for the beneficial 

contribution of the abutment-backfill system in suppressing the free rocking motion of the 

structure. 

 

 



 

 
 

Chapter 4 

Analytical Modelling of  

Asymmetric Bridges with Rocking Piers 

 

 

 

4.1 Introduction  

Chapter 4 examines the complex dynamics and the seismic performance of bridges with rocking 

piers that have an irregular configuration (i.e., consisting of piers with unequal height), which is 

the rule case in bridges (in ravine or valley crossings). In this regard, the proposed analytical model 

extends the asymmetric frame presented in the work of Dimitrakopoulos & Giouvanidis (2015) 

(see also §2.3.2), and it includes the same modifications and advancements compared to the frame 

approach as those presented in §3.1 for the symmetric configuration. Additionally, this work 

extends/generalises the analytical model presented in §3 by addressing the issue of asymmetry 

(§2.3.2.1 and Fig. 2-14) in rocking motion of bridges, and it includes the following modification; 

 

• Generalisation of the regular configuration with N rocking piers of the same height that was 

presented in §3 to an irregular system with two rocking piers of unequal height.  

 

In this respect, the dynamics of the asymmetric bridge is described in §4.2 followed by the 

complex kinematics of this configuration (§4.2.1). The condition to describe rocking initiation for 

the irregular structure is given in §4.2.2, followed by  the development of the EoM for the free 

rocking stage and the consideration of the increased longitudinal stiffness of the system due to the 

presence of the abutment-backfill system in §4.2.3. The energy dissipation due to impacts on the 

abutment backwall and at the rocking interfaces constitute two inherent stability mechanisms of 

the rocking system, and these are captured through a corresponding CoR as discussed in §4.2.4 

and §4.2.5, respectively. From the response analysis point of view (§4.3), this chapter investigates 

bridges with rocking piers of different configuration (§4.3.1) under ‘extreme’ earthquake 

conditions (§4.3.2), and it assesses their seismic behaviour in a performance assessment context 

(§4.3.3). In an effort to reduce the computational cost when asymmetric bridges are analysed, the 

complex equations that govern their response are simplified in §4.3.4. Finally, the seismic 

performance of symmetric (§3) and asymmetric bridges is compared in §4.3.5 to evaluate the effect 

of irregularity in pier height in the rocking motion of bridges. 

 

 

4.2 Analytical Model of the Rocking Response 

This section presents an analytical model to describe the longitudinal rocking motion of straight 

bridges supported by two piers with the same rectangular section in elevation and different height, 
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accounting for the effect of the abutment and the backfill. Fig. 4-1 illustrates the bridge 

configuration at the at-rest position of equilibrium subject to a horizontal ground acceleration 

history üg. The deck consists of a continuous box girder section with depth 2h, cross-sectional area 

Adeck and total length Ltot = 2L1 + L2. The deck is free to move longitudinally until the joint gap 

between one of its ends and the abutments is closed (ujo). At this instant, an impact on the abutment 

backwall with height hbw occurs. The superstructure is supported on frictionless sliding bearings at 

the abutment seats E and E′ (§3.2) and on the two free-standing rocking piers (N = 2). The piers 

have a width 2B and unequal heights 2H1 and 2H2 for the tall and short piers, respectively. The 

semi-diagonals of both piers are given by R1 = √H1
2 + B2 and R2 = √H2

2 + B2, while the 

slenderness parameters are α1 = tan-1(B/H1) and α2 = tan-1(B/H2), respectively. Special grooved 

caps are introduced at the bottom and the top surfaces of both piers to allow free rocking on the 

base (CR A-A for the tall pier and CR C-C for the short pier) and the deck interfaces (accordingly, 

points B-B and points D-D), while preventing sliding in these faces. With reference to the 

symmetric system (§3.2), two new parameters are integrated in the rocking formulation which are 

the distance between the CR of the piers at the foundation level 2rAC = √(2H1 −  2H2)2 + L2
2, and 

the angle between this line and the horizontal φAC = tan-1((2H1 − 2H2)/L2). Furthermore, an 

additional criterion is adopted to address the complex dynamics of the asymmetric system; 

 

• The free-standing rocking piers are assumed to have same longitudinal (along-X) 

displacements despite their different height. This assumption is in line with the work of 

Dimitrakopoulos & Giouvanidis (2015), where the dynamics of asymmetric frames with 

rocking columns was studied. Additionally, the asymmetric rocking configurations that are 

analysed numerically in §6.4.1.3 and §6.4.2.3 using the commercial FE analysis software 

ABAQUS CAE (2018) without the mentioned kinematic constraint verify the validity of this 

assumption. 

 

  

Fig. 4-1 Schematic of an asymmetric bridge supported on two rectangular-in-elevation free-

standing rocking piers, and on frictionless sliding bearings at the abutment seats. The 

bridge is at the at-rest position. 
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4.2.1 Kinematics 

Fig. 4-2A, B illustrate the rocking motion of the asymmetric bridge for counter-clockwise (positive, 

superscript p) and clockwise (negative, superscript n) rotations, respectively; it is noted that the 

positive rotation in the asymmetric system is opposite to that adopted in the symmetric 

configuration (§3.2.1). The effect of the abutment and the backfill at each end of the bridge is 

modelled through a Kelvin-Voigt system (spring (k) and dashpot (c) in parallel elements).  

 

   

    

Fig. 4-2 Schematic of an asymmetric bridge with rocking piers during rocking motion. The 

structure sustains (A) counter-clockwise (positive) rotation of the piers, and (B) 

clockwise (negative) rotation of the piers. 

 

Despite the complexity of the system, the longitudinal rocking motion of the bridge can be 

described by a single DoF. This is selected as the angle φ formed between the horizontal (X) axis 

and the diagonal of the tall pier (starting from the CR at its base). Consequently, the relative rocking 

rotation of the tall pier (θ1) is given by the following expression 

 

 /
1 1

p nθ φ φ= − , (4-1) 

 

where φ
1

 p/n
 = π 2⁄ ∓ α1 represents the angle at the at-rest position of the tall pier. It is noted that 

the diagonal that is required for determining φ
1

 p
 (i.e., the angle at the at-rest position for positive 

(A) 

(B) 
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relative rotation of the piers) and φ
1
 n (i.e., the angle at the at-rest position for negative relative 

rotation of the piers) is different depending on the direction of the movement and, therefore, it is 

determined in each case by the pivot points that drive the rocking motion of the tall pier, as shown 

in Fig. 4-2. To this end, the double sign formulation (∓) describes the different directions of 

movement, with the top sign referring to positive relative rotation of the piers and vice-versa for 

the bottom one. This convention is maintained in the remainder of Chapter 4.  

Similarly, the rocking tilt for the short pier is simply expressed by θ2 = φCD − φ
2

 p/n
, where φ

2

 p/n
 

= π 2⁄ ∓ α2 is the angle at the at-rest rotation. With this notation the dependent variable φCD is a 

function of the geometrical properties of the rocking configuration  

 

 
2 2 2

1 11 2 2

1 2

sin sin 4
π tan cos

cos cos 4

AC AC
CD

AC AC

R φ r φ BC R L
φ

R φ r φ R BC

− −
  − + −

= + −   
−   

, (4-2) 

 

where BC = √(2R1)2 + (2rAC)2 − 8R1 · rAC · cos(φ − φAC) is the length from point B′ to point C′ 

(or from B to C) as shown in Fig. 4-2. Contrary to the symmetric bridge (§3.2.1), and due to the 

irregular arrangement of the piers, the deck is forced to have a translational movement in the 

longitudinal and vertical directions (along the X and the Z axes, respectively) that occurs 

simultaneously with a rotational movement (about the Y axis). The rocking rotation of the deck is 

given by the following expression 

 

 1 1 2

1 2

sin sin sin
tan

cos cos cos

AC AC CD
deck

AC AC CD

R φ r φ R φ
θ

R φ r φ R φ

−  − + +
=  

− + + 
. (4-3) 

 

The longitudinal (u) and the vertical (v) relative displacements of the CG of the tall and the 

short piers are expressed in terms of the DoF φ in Eqs. (4-4) and (4-5), with the corresponding 

displacements of the CG of the deck being related to φ in Eq. (4-6) 

 

 ,1 1 cosCG
pieru R φ B=                                                                and 

           ,1 1 1sinCG
pierv R φ H= − , (4-4) 

 

 ,2 2 cosCG
pier CDu R φ B=                                                           and 

           ,2 2 2sinCG
pier CDv R φ H= − , (4-5) 

 

 ( )/ / 2
12 cos cos

2

p n p nCG
deck deckBD BD

L
u R φ r θ ψ B= + + −             and 

           ( )/ /
1 12 sin sin 2p n p nCG

deck deckBD BDv R φ r θ ψ H h= + + − − , (4-6) 
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in which rBD
 p/n

 = √h2 + ( L2 2⁄ ∓ B)2 is the distance from the CR of the tall pier B′ or B (i.e., 

depending on the direction of the movement) to the CG of the deck, and ψ
BD

 p/n
 = tan-1(h/( L2 2⁄ ∓

B)) describes the angle between the horizontal axis (X) and the line that connects B′ (or B) and the 

CG of the deck. The convention for positive displacements is shown in Fig. 4-2. 

The linear velocities of the piers and the deck in the longitudinal and the vertical directions (u̇ 

and v̇) can be found as the first time-derivatives of Eqs. (4-4) to (4-6) in the following expressions 

 

  ,1 1 sinCG
pieru R φ φ= −                                                                  and         

            ,1 1 cosCG
pierv R φ φ= , (4-7) 

 

 ,2 2 sinCG CD
pier CD

φ
u R φ φ

φ

 
= − 

 
                                               and         

           ,2 2 cosCG CD
pier CD

φ
v R φ φ

φ

 
=  

 
, (4-8) 

 

 ( )/ /
12 sin sinp n p nCG deck

deck deckBD BD

θ
u R φ r θ ψ φ

φ

 
= − − + 

 
          and 

           ( )/ /
12 cos cosp n p nCG deck

deck deckBD BD

θ
v R φ r θ ψ φ

φ

 
= + + 

 
, (4-9) 

 

where φ ̇ =  θ1 ̇  describes the angular velocity of the tall pier. During the free rocking motion of 

the system, the translational masses of the tall (mpier,1 = 8ρ · B2 · H1) and the short piers (mpier,2 =

8ρ · B2 · H2) as well as that of the deck (mdeck = 2ρ · Adeck · Ltot) tend to restore the bridge to the at-

rest position. Additionally, and considering that all members rotate with respect to the Y axis, the 

rotational masses of all members resist the induced rotational movement. The expressions for the 

rotational inertia with respect to the CG of the tall and the short rectangular piers are I pier,1
CG =

mpier,1 · R1
2 3⁄  and I pier,2

CG = mpier,2 · R2
2 3⁄ , respectively. Accordingly, the rotational inertia of the box 

girder section of the deck is calculated according to the parallel axis theorem, I deck
CG = ∑ mdeck,i · ri

2, 

where mdeck,i is the mass of a small element of the box girder section and ri is the perpendicular 

distance from the CG of the element to the CG of the whole deck section. 

 

4.2.2 Initiation of Rocking Motion 

The asymmetric bridge enters rocking motion due to a lateral ground motion (üg,min) that is capable 

of inducing uplift in the entire system. At that instant, from the application of the principle of virtual 

work to the bridge the following expression can be determined 
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,1 ,min ,1 ,2 ,min ,2 ,min

,1 ,1 ,2 ,2g g g

CG CG CG
pier g pier pier g pier deck g deck

CG CG CG
pier pier pier pier deck deck

m u δu m u δu m u δu

m δv m δv m δv

+ + =

+ +
, (4-10) 

 

where δupier,1
CG , δvpier,1

CG , δupier,2
CG , δvpier,2

CG , δudeck
CG  and δvdeck

CG  are calculated by introducing Eqs. (4-4) to 

(4-6) into Eq. (3-6). Substituting the relative rotations of the piers (θ1 and θ2) into Eq. (4-10) gives 

 

 

( ) ( )

( ) ( )
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/ /
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/ / /
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φ
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 + + +
  

( ) ( )/ / /
1 1 1g 2 cos cosp n p n p n deck

deck deckBD BD

φ

θ
m R θ φ r θ ψ δφ

φ

 
 
 

 
+ + + + 

 

. (4-11) 

 

Taking into account that the rocking motion has just started at this instant, hence θ1 = θ2 =

θdeck = 0, and by cancelling out the rotation δφ, Eq. (4-11) is simplified to the following form after 

rearranging appropriately  

 

 
( )

( )

,1 ,2

,min 1 1

,1 ,2
1

1 2 1
g tan g tan

2 1 1

pier pier deck

g

pier pier deck

m m h m h b h
u λ α α

bh
m m m h

H

 + + + − 
 =  = 
 

+ +  + 
 

, (4-12) 

 

where h̅ = H1 H2⁄  is a ratio that indicates the asymmetry in the height of the rocking piers, and b̅ =

B L2⁄ . Eq. (4-12) shows that the minimum ground acceleration amplitude that starts rocking of the 

bridge is different in the field of positive (referring to top sign) and negative rotations (referring to 

bottom sign). This is expected due to the asymmetric configuration of the system, and it is a key 

difference from the symmetric bridges with rocking piers, in which the initiation of the structural 

motion described in Eq. (3-8) is insensitive to the direction of movement. It is noted that when 

asymmetry is ignored (h̅ = 1 or H1 = H2) and by taking into account the different convention for 

positive rotations in the symmetric (§3.2.1) and in the asymmetric bridge (§4.2.1), Eq. (4-12) 

reduces to Eq. (3-8). As expected, and based on the foregoing discussion for the symmetric case 

(§3.2.2), this result is the same as in the corresponding frame with rocking columns 

(Dimitrakopoulos & Giouvanidis 2015), wherein the effect of the abutments and the backfill was 

ignored; this is because the effect of the end conditions does not affect the initiation of rocking 

considering a non-zero gap. It is also known that the factor λ, which is always greater than unity in 

the asymmetric bridge (§3.2.2), increases with the asymmetry in the height of the piers (higher 
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value of h̅) (§2.3.2.2). Therefore, the more asymmetric the bridge, the longer is the delay in rocking 

initiation of the irregular system compared to the corresponding regular case. 

 

4.2.3 Equation of Motion during Rocking 

The rocking response of the asymmetric bridge is formulated using the Lagrangian Eq. (3-9), where 

the generalised coordinate (θ ) and its first time-derivative (θ ̇) are substituted by the corresponding 

generalised coordinates selected for this system (φ and φ ̇ ). The kinetic energy of the system with 

respect to the corresponding CG of the members that compose the bridge can be expressed as 

 

 

2 2 2 2 2
,1 ,1 ,1 ,1 ,2 ,2 ,2

2 2 2 2
,2

1 1 1

2 2 2

1 1 1

2 2 2

CG CG CG CG CG
pier pier pier pier pier pier pier

CG CG CG CG
pier CD deck deck deck deck deck

T m u v I φ m u v

I φ m u v I θ

   = + + + +   

 + + + + 

, (4-13) 

 

where u̇pier,1
CG , v̇ pier,1

CG , u̇pier,2
CG , v̇ pier,2

CG , �̇�deck
CG  and v̇ deck

CG  are given by Eqs. (4-7) to (4-9), respectively, 

while the angular velocities of the short pier (φ̇CD = θ2̇) and the deck (θ ̇ deck) are found from 

 

 
CD CD CD

CD

dφ φ φdφ
φ φ

dt φ dt φ

 
= = =

 
, (4-14) 

 

 
deck deck deck

deck

dθ θ θdφ
θ φ

dt φ dt φ

 
= = =

 
. (4-15) 

 

Eqs. (4-14) and (4-15) are substituted into Eq. (4-13), which is subsequently rearranged to 

describe the total kinetic energy of the system with respect to the active CR  

 

 

( )

2 2

,1 ,2
2

/ /2
1 1

1 1 1

2 2 2

2 2 cos

Pivot Pivot PivotCD deck
pier pier deck
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deck deckBD BD

φ θ
I I I

φ φ
T φ

θ
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φ

     
 + +   

     =  
  + + − −    

, (4-16) 

 

wherein I pier,1
Pivot = 4 mpier,1 · R1

2 3⁄  is the mass moment of inertia of the tall rectangular pier with 

respect to the CR A′ (or A), I pier,2
Pivot = 4 mpier,2 · R2

2 3⁄  refers to the short rectangular pier with respect 

to the CR C′ (or C) and I deck
Pivot = I deck

CG  + mdeck · rBD
 p/n 2 refers to the deck section and the points B′-

D′ (or B-D). The potential energy components that describe the gravitational effects (Vin) and the 

elastic spring forces of the abutments (Vas) are given by 
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 ,1 ,1 ,2 ,2g CG CG CG
in pier pier pier pier deck deckV m v m v m v = + +  , (4-17) 
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u u
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. (4-18) 

 

The total potential energy of the free-standing asymmetric system is derived by combining Eqs. 

(4-17) and (4-18), and after substituting Eqs. (4-4) to (4-6) it is simplified to 
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. (4-19) 

 

It is noted that Eq. (4-19) accounts for the contact of the superstructure with the abutment 

(|udeck
CG | ≥ ujo). Before contact is activated (|udeck

CG | < ujo), the term expressed by the spring stiffness 

k should be excluded from the calculation. The generalised forces Qin = ∂Win ∂φ⁄  and Qad =

∂Wad ∂φ⁄  are given by the variation of the virtual work δWin = −üg · [mpier,1 · upier,1
CG + mpier,2 ·

upier,2
CG + mdeck · udeck

CG ] and δWad = −c · u̇deck
CG · [udeck

CG ± ujo], respectively. Substituting Eqs. (4-4) to 

(4-6) and Eq. (4-9) in the expressions of the generalised forces results in 
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, (4-20) 
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, (4-21) 

 

where r̅ p/n = rBD
 p/n

2R1⁄ . The total effect of the generalised non-conservative forces (Q) is given by 

the sum of Eqs. (4-20) and (4-21). Introducing Eqs. (4-16), (4-19), (4-20) and (4-21) into Eq. (3-9) 

yields the EoM for the asymmetric bridge structure during rocking 
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 , 

 

and R̅ = R2 R1⁄ . The terms ‘frame system’ and ‘abutment-backfill contribution’ in Eq. (4-22) 

describe the same conditions as those explained in §3.2.3. It is noted that when there is no contact 

between the superstructure and the abutments at the ends of the deck (|udeck
CG | < ujo), the spring 
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stiffness (k) and the dashpot coefficient (c) of the end supports must be neglected, and the EoM 

reduces to that of an asymmetric frame without end restraints, coinciding in this particular case 

with the equation by Dimitrakopoulos & Giouvanidis (2015). It is noted that Eq. (4-22) drops to 

Eq. (3-20) for the case with Ν = 2 rocking piers with same height (h̅ = 1 and mpier,1 = mpier,2) and 

the same rocking behaviour (φ = φCD = θ1 + φ
1

 p/n
 forcing the superstructure to translate only, or 

θdeck = 0), and after rearranging appropriately by integrating the following parameters in the EoM: 

(i) φ̈ = θ ̈ 1, (ii) φ ̇ =  θ1 ̇ , (iii) p = √3g/4R1 and (iv) γ = mdeck 2mpier,1⁄ .  

The level of longitudinal influence of the abutment-backfill system in rocking response is 

expressed through the parameter q = 4R1 g · [mpier,1 + mpier,2 + 3mdeck]⁄ , which is analogous to that 

in §3.2.3. To this effect, high values of q indicate a significant importance of the abutments and 

the backfills in the rocking motion, while for low values the influence of the spring and dashpot 

elements representing the abutment and the backfill is reduced and the response of the bridge 

system approaches that of its equivalent frame. In order to establish the effect of the level of 

asymmetry on the contribution of the abutment-backfill system, reference is made to a bridge 

structure with rectangular rocking piers of dimension 2B = 2.6 m and height of the tall pier 2H1 = 

26 m, thus resulting in mpier,1 = 44·104 kg, and a constant mass of the deck mdeck = 200·104 kg. 

Fig. 4-3 plots the value of q with respect to the mass of the second pier (mpier,2). The variation of 

mpier,2 is obtained by changing the height of the short pier (2H2), resulting in values of the 

asymmetry ratio ranging from h̅ = 1 (symmetric) to h̅ = 5 (the largest asymmetry considered here). 

The results in Fig. 4-3 indicate that the bridges wherein the mass of the short pier is much smaller 

than that of the long one (with a higher level of asymmetry) show larger interaction with the 

abutment-backfill system due to the reduction in the total mass of the system. On the contrary, in 

the symmetric structure (h̅ = 1) the generally beneficial contribution of the abutments and the 

backfills in the rocking response (§3.4) is smaller. However, the difference between the two 

extreme cases (highly asymmetric with h̅ = 5 and symmetric with h̅ = 1) is only 4% and, therefore, 

the contribution of the abutment-backfill system to the rocking response is not expected to be 

influenced significantly by the asymmetry in the height of the piers. 

 

 

 

Fig. 4-3 Longitudinal influence of the abutment-backfill system (q) in bridges with rocking 

piers of different degree of asymmetry, accounting for the influence of the mass of the 

short pier (mpier,2). Results obtained when the tall pier section and the deck mass are 

constant. 
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4.2.4 Impact on the Abutment Backwall 

Following the justification provided in §3.2.4, the attenuation of rocking motion due to an impact 

of the superstructure on the abutment backwall (when |udeck
CG | = ujo) is described through the CoR 

e. Fig. 4-4A, B illustrate the asymmetric bridge rocking for positive rotation just before pounding 

on the abutment backwall with longitudinal velocity of the superstructure u̇deck,I
CG  and just after 

pounding with u̇deck,II
CG , respectively.  

 

    

   

Fig. 4-4 Schematic of the pounding problem considered in the rocking motion of an asymmetric 

bridge with rocking piers, including (A) the pre-pounding state with a longitudinal 

velocity of the superstructure u̇deck,I
CG , and (B) the post-pounding state with an associated 

deck velocity u̇deck,II
CG . 

 

The relationship between the longitudinal velocities of the superstructure after and before this 

impact was described in Eq. (3-21). Introducing Eq. (4-9) and simplifying gives the ratio of the 

corresponding angular velocities of the tall pier (φ̇I and φ̇II ) 
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where mabut. and mdeck are given in §3.2.4 and §4.2.1, respectively.  
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4.2.5 Impact at the Rocking Interfaces 

The bridge with rocking piers dissipates energy after each impact at the rocking interfaces when 

the structure returns to the at-rest position of equilibrium (θ1 = θ2 = θdeck = 0 or φ = φ
1

 p/n
) after 

rocking starts. This energy dissipation is described by means of a CoR η = | φ ̇ II φ ̇ I⁄ | which relates 

the independent variable of the angular velocity of the tall pier in the pre-impact (φ̇I) and the post-

impact (φ̇II) field. The present study follows an impulse formulation based on the assumptions 

presented in §3.2.5, and it extends the work by Dimitrakopoulos & Giouvanidis (2015) by 

integrating in the formulation the effect of the abutments acting as vertical supports, as well as the 

length of the end spans (L1).  

To solve the impact problem, let the displaced position of the bridge change from counter-

clockwise (positive) to clockwise (negative) as shown in Fig. 4-5A, B, C; the condition 

corresponding to the opposite rocking reversal is treated in Appendix Β for completeness.  

Considering that additional reaction forces (or impulses) are developed at the abutment seats 

compared to the corresponding frame without abutments, there are seven unknowns that need to 

be determined, namely, the impulses ΛA,x and ΛA,z at CR A of the tall pier, ΛC,x and ΛC,z  at CR C 

of the short pier, ΛE,z  as well as ΛE',z at the two abutment seats E and E′, respectively, and the 

angular velocity of the tall pier after the impact at the rocking interfaces φ̇II. However, only five 

equations can be used to describe the impact problem. For this reason, two additional relationships 

between the impulses at the abutment seats and those at the pier-deck interfaces are introduced 

according to the rationale presented in §3.2.5 

 

  

    

Fig. 4-5 Schematic of the impact problem considered in the rocking motion of an asymmetric 

bridge with rocking piers that (A) undergoes counter-clockwise (positive) rotation with 

an angular velocity of the tall pier φ̇I, (B) impacts at the corresponding pivot points, 

and then reverses to (C) clockwise (negative) rotation with an angular velocity of the 

tall pier φ̇II.  
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1

, ,
1 2

Λ ΛE z B z

L
=

L + L
, (4-24) 

 

 
1

, ,
1 2

Λ ΛE' z D z

L
=

L + L
. (4-25) 

 

Introducing the conservation of linear momentum just before and after the impact at the rocking 

interfaces along the Z axis for the tall pier into Eq. (4-24) relates the impulses at point E with those 

at CR A 

 

 ( )1
, , ,1 I II

1 2

Λ ΛE z A z pier

L
m B φ φ

L + L
 = + +  . (4-26) 

 

Similarly, Eq. (4-25) combined with the conservation of linear momentum for the short pier 

establishes the relationship between the impulses at point E′ and those at CR C 

 

 ( )1
, , ,2 I II

1 2

Λ ΛE' z C z pier

L
m Bh φ φ

L + L
 = + +  . (4-27) 

 

Eqs. (4-26) and (4-27) reduce the unknowns of the impact problem from seven to five (ΛA,x, 

ΛA,z, ΛC,x, ΛC,z and φ̇II), and the following equations are considered in the determination of these 

unknowns; 

 

1.  Linear momentum along the X axis for the entire bridge 

 

 
( ) ( )

, ,

,1 ,2 1 I II I II

Λ Λ

2 2 1

A x C x

pier pier deck deckm m m H φ φ m bh h φ φ

+ =

   + + − + − +   

. (4-28) 

 

2.  Linear momentum along the Z axis for the entire bridge 

 

 
( ) ( ) ( )

, , , ,

I II ,1 ,2 I II

Λ Λ Λ Λ

2 1 1

E z A z C z E' z

deck pier pier deckm Bb h φ φ m B m Bh m B h φ φ

+ + + =

  − − − + + + +   

. (4-29) 

 

3.  Angular momentum about B for the tall pier 

 

 ( ) ( )2 2
1 , , ,1 1 ,1 I II ,1 I II2 Λ 2 Λ CG

A x A z pier pier pierH B m H I φ φ m B φ φ + = − − − +  . (4-30) 
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4.  Angular momentum about D for the short pier 

 

 ( ) ( )2
2 , , ,2 1 2 ,2 I II ,2 I II2 Λ 2 Λ CG

C x C z pier pier pierH B m H H I h φ φ m B h φ φ + = − − − +  . (4-31) 

 

5.  Angular momentum about A for the entire bridge 
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. (4-32) 

 

Eqs. (4-26) and (4-27) are substituted in the system formed by Eqs. (4-28) to (4-32), and its 

solution returns the four impulses (ΛA,x, ΛA,z, ΛC,x, ΛC,z) and the post-impact angular velocity of 

the tall pier (φ̇II). The CoR at the rocking interfaces η = |φ̇II φ̇I⁄ | is given by the following 

expression 
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. (4-33) 

 

where 
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7 4 8 7 2α L L L= + + +                            3 2

8 2 5 5 2α L L L= + + +   

 

and L̅ = L1/L2 describes the effect of the span arrangement. It is observed that Eq. (4-33) depends 

on the direction of rocking reversal; the value of η obtained with the upper signs corresponds to 

the movement in which the rotation of the rocking piers changes from positive to negative, and 

vice-versa for the lower signs. The impulse formulation that leads to the bottom signs of Eq. (4-

33) is given in Appendix Β. It must be noted that, although Eq. (4-33) is more complex than the 

corresponding Eq. (3-31) for the symmetric system, both expressions of Eq. (4-33) (i.e., for upper 

and lower signs) reduce to the CoR at the rocking interfaces of the symmetric bridges with N = 2 

rocking piers when both have the same height. This can be verified by simplifying Eq. (4-33) under 

the following conditions: (i) H1 = H2, hence h̅ = 1, (ii) I pier,1
CG = I pier,2

CG = mpier,1 · R1
2 3⁄  for 

rectangular rocking piers, and (iii) introducing parameter γ = mdeck 2mpier,1⁄  to express the effect 

of the mass of the deck. The simpler expression results after rearranging appropriately 

 

 

( ) ( )

 

( ) ( )

22 2
1 1 1

2
1II II

2 2 2I I
1

8 12sin 6 1 cos2 1 cos

1.5 2.5 1 3cos2

8 6 1 1 cos 4 1.5 2.5

a γ L a L L a

L L aφ θ
η = =

φ θ γ L L L a L L

 − − + + +
  

 − + + + =
   − + + + − + +   

. (4-34) 

 

Eq. (4-33) is different from the corresponding CoR η in asymmetric frames with rocking 

columns (Dimitrakopoulos & Giouvanidis 2015) due to the additional impulses developed at the 

abutment seats. If such impulses are neglected (ΛE,z = ΛE',z = 0) in Eqs. (4-28) to (4-32), the 

solution of this system of equations gives exactly the CoR developed by Dimitrakopoulos & 

Giouvanidis (2015) for asymmetric frames. To this end, and to establish the effect of the additional 

impacts at the end of the superstructure in the value of η, Fig. 4-6 compares the values obtained 

using Eq. (4-33) with those from the corresponding expression for asymmetric frames. The bridge 

considered in this comparison has three spans of equal length (L̅ = 1) in order to make the 

expression proposed by Dimitrakopoulos & Giouvanidis (2015) applicable. The bridge has 

rectangular piers with width 2B = 2.5 m, height of the tall pier 2H1 = 30 m and a height of the 

short pier 2H2 that ranges from 6 m (h̅ = 5) to 30 m (h̅ = 1) in order to evaluate the influence of 

the asymmetry on the results. The superstructure in the bridges and frames has length Ltot = 2L1 +

L2 = 2·45 + 45 = 135 m and consists in a simplified single-cell box girder with depth 2h = 2 m, 

width of the bottom and the top slabs Bbot = 6.5 m and Btop = 10 m, respectively, and flange and 

wall thicknesses tf = 0.35 m and tw = 0.9 m, respectively, thus resulting in Adeck = 7 m2. The mass 

of the tall pier is equal to mpier,1 = 47·104 kg and that of the superstructure is mdeck = 240·104 kg, 

while the mass moment of inertia of the box girder section of the deck is approximated to I deck
CG = 

360·107 kg·m2. The results presented in Fig. 4-6 show that the value of η is always larger in the 

bridge than in the corresponding frame with the same dimensions. This indicates that the presence 

of the abutment (vertical) supports reduces the energy dissipation as they carry part of the deck 
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weight, and it is in line with the results observed for symmetric bridges in Fig. 3-6. The percentage 

of increase in the value of η for the bridges with rocking piers with respect to the equivalent frames 

ranges from 0.5% for the symmetric configuration (h̅ = 1) to 12.5% for the highly asymmetric 

configuration (h̅ = 5). Thus, compared to the corresponding frames without abutments, the 

presence of the end supports reduces the energy dissipation more in highly asymmetric bridges. 

This is expected taking into account that the reduction in the deck weight due to the presence of 

the end supports is more significant when short piers are examined (i.e., as in highly asymmetric 

configurations) than tall ones (i.e., as in symmetric configurations), considering that for the latter 

the total weight impacting on the rocking interfaces is already large due to the self-weight of the 

pier. Furthermore, it is shown that the larger the height of the short pier (2H2) by keeping constant 

the rest of the bridge parameters, the higher is the value of η (or the lower the energy dissipation), 

which confirms previous studies that observed that slender blocks dissipate less energy than the 

stocky ones due to impact at the rocking interfaces (e.g., Housner 1963). 

 

   

 

Fig. 4-6 CoR at the rocking interfaces (η) for bridges with rocking piers of different degree of 

asymmetry and for equivalent frames (Dimitrakopoulos & Giouvanidis 2015), 

accounting for the influence of the short pier height (H2). Results obtained when the 

tall pier section and the deck mass are constant. 

 

The value of the CoR at the rocking interfaces in Eq. (4-33) is influenced by the length of the 

spans L1 and L2.  The effect of these parameters on the value η is shown in Fig. 4-7, considering 

the same bridge dimensions as in the previous paragraph, apart from the height of the short pier 

which is set equal to 2H2 = 20 m (h̅ = 1.5). The mass of the deck is kept constant for comparison 

purposes and equal to mdeck = 240·104 kg independently of the fluctuating length of the 

superstructure. The results in Fig. 4-7A show that by increasing the length of the end spans (L1) 

while keeping constant the length of the intermediate spans (L2) the CoR η increases slightly, 

leading to lower energy dissipation. This is due to the higher impulses that are developed at the 

abutment seats, and the explanation is analogous to that provided in §3.2.5 based on the results 

obtained for symmetric rocking structures in Fig. 3-7A. On the other hand, higher amount of energy 

is dissipated when the length of the central span (L2) is increased while keeping constant the length 

of the end spans (L1), and the justification is based on the same reasoning (§3.2.5). Additionally, 

and similarly to the symmetric configuration, the proposed value of η is conservative and it does 

not take into account the effect of the end spans, based on the justification provided in §3.2.5.  
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Fig. 4-7 CoR at the rocking interfaces (η) for asymmetric bridges with rocking piers, 

accounting for the influence of (A) the length of the end spans (L1) and (B) the length 

of the intermediate spans (L2). Results obtained when the deck mass is constant. 

 

 

4.3 Analysis Framework 

Chapter 4 addresses the seismic response of symmetric (h̅ = 1) and asymmetric (h̅ > 1) bridges 

with rocking piers. The rocking response analysis of the symmetric configurations is given in detail 

in §3.3, while for the corresponding asymmetric bridges addressed in this chapter (§4.3.1) when 

subject to a ground motion (§4.3.2), rocking initiation starts as described in Eq. (4-12) and, after 

this happens, Eq. (4-22) is integrated step-by-step using the ‘ode45’ solver in MATLAB (2016) 

with a time-step of 10-3 s to simulate the rocking motion of the structure. The response-history 

solution of the EoM that governs the seismic response of the asymmetric bridges with rocking piers 

requires identifying the instants at which pounding with the abutment backwall occurs (|udeck
CG | =

ujo), and the instants when impacts at the rocking interfaces occur (φ = φ
1

 p/n
). To this effect, Eqs. 

(4-23) and (4-33) are employed to account for the corresponding attenuation of the rocking motion 

with respect to the DoF of the system (φ̇). Failure of the rocking structures is defined as a special 

condition that is checked in every time-step and, if met, the analysis is terminated. The failure 

criteria are given in §4.3.3. The logic of the MATLAB code follows that presented in Fig. A-2 

with the required adjustments due to the different equations that are utilised for the asymmetric 

bridge. 

The response-history solution of the EoM is based on an iterative process implemented in 

MATLAB; a relatively large time-step value (i.e., 10-3 s) is selected to start with, and this value is 

decreased (i.e., 5‧10-6 s) when an impact phenomenon is detected to capture this instant with higher 

accuracy. This adaptive time-stepping did not affect significantly the computational cost of the 

symmetric configurations because a single analysis requires only a few minutes to be conducted 

(§3.3), but it considerably reduces the analysis duration of the asymmetric systems which are much 

more computationally expensive. This is attributed to the high complexity of the equations that are 

needed to be integrated step-by-step (see Eq. (4-22)), for which selection of a small time-step (e.g., 

5‧10-6 s) leads to a duration of around 20 hours for a single analysis with the hardware that was 

used for this thesis (i.e., a machine with an available RAM of 10 GB). Therefore, an analysis with 

a time-step equal to 10-3 s which is adjusted when an impact is detected leads to reduction of 
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computational cost by approximately 50% (i.e., around 10 hours for a single analysis) compared to 

the same analysis with a very small time-step of 5‧10-6 s without affecting the accuracy, thus further 

comparisons are not conducted in that respect. In order to further reduce computation time for 

asymmetric rocking structures, §4.3.4 presents a new analytical technique based on a model that 

simplifies the step-by-step integration of the complex equations that have been found to cost 

computationally in the response analysis of these systems. 

 

4.3.1 Description of the Studied Bridges 

Three bridges with two rocking piers and different levels of asymmetry in their height are analysed 

to establish the effect of pier irregularity on the seismic response. The structures have a continuous 

single-cell box girder concrete section with length Ltot = 2L1 + L2 = 2·38 + 60 = 136 m, depth 

2h = 1.7 m, width of the bottom and the top slabs Bbot = 6 m and Btop = 9.5 m, respectively, and 

flange and wall thicknesses tf = 0.3 m and tw = 0.8 m, respectively. With these dimensions the 

cross-section area of the deck is Adeck = 6 m2. The substructure consists of two rectangular rocking 

piers with dimension 2B = 2.6 m and constant height of the left pier 2H1 = 26 m. Asymmetry is 

introduced through the height of the right pier (H2). Three different heights are considered in this 

pier to give (i) a symmetric configuration with 2H2 = 26 m, hence h̅ = 1, (ii) a moderately 

asymmetric configuration with 2H2 = 0.8 · 2H1 = 20.8 m, hence h̅ = 1.25 and (iii) a highly 

asymmetric configuration with 2H2 = 0.5 · 2H1 =  13 m, hence h̅ = 2.  

Table 4-1 gives further details of each bridge structure. Although the parameter γ =

mdeck (mpier,1 + mpier,2⁄ ) that relates the mass of the deck to that of the piers (§3.2.3) is not present 

in the EoM of the asymmetric bridge as shown in Eq. (4-22), the effect of the deck mass is explored 

here as a factor of stability in the seismic rocking response (Makris & Vassiliou  2014b). 

Interestingly, the more asymmetric the bridge configuration, the higher are the values of the deck 

mass ratio (γ) and of the longitudinal influence of the abutments and the backfills (q) in the EoM. 

This is due to the reduction in mass of the substructure (mpier,1 + mpier,2), thus implying the 

increased contribution of these stabilising factors in rocking response of asymmetric structures 

compared to the corresponding symmetric systems examined herein. It is also noted that the 

longitudinal influence of the abutment-backfill system (q) is relatively large for all the systems 

examined in this chapter, in comparison with the corresponding values obtained for the symmetric 

configurations in §3.3.4.3. This is expected taking into account that this part of the study considers 

bridges that are lighter than those studied in §3.3.1.  

The abutment and the backfill properties are obtained from Kappos et al. (2007) (§3.3.1) and 

they are kept the same for all the different bridge configurations. This results in a spring stiffness 

of the abutment-backfill system equal to k = 132 MN/m with a capacity of the abutment-backfill 

equal to uab = 0.1 m (§3.3.4.1), and a dashpot coefficient to represent material and radiation 

damping of the backfill c = 48 MN·s/m (§3.3.4.2). Based on the justification provided in §3.3.4.4, 

pounding is described through a CoR in the longitudinal direction e = 0.6. Considering that the 

longitudinal influence of the abutment-backfill system (q) is relatively large (Table 4-1), the 

abutment-backfill system is expected to suppress considerably the longitudinal displacement of the 
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deck during rocking. This would make it difficult to study the differences in the seismic responses 

of bridges with rocking piers with different levels of asymmetry. For this reason, a relatively large 

gap size equal to ujo = 120 mm is selected between the superstructure and the abutments to reduce 

the longitudinal effective stiffness in the closed gap stage of the systems (§3.4).  The structures are 

founded on soil C and belong to a seismicity zone with PGA equal to 0.36 g, which is the same as 

in the study of the symmetric systems (§3.3.1). All the structures are classified to importance class 

II (γΙ = 1). 

 

Table 4-1 Information for the bridges with rocking piers of different degree of asymmetry, 

including the deck mass (mdeck), the pier masses (mpier,1 and mpier,2), and the total mass 

(mtot) as well as the stabilising factors of the superstructure mass effect (γ) and the 

longitudinal influence of the abutment-backfill system (q). 

 

Degree of 

Asymmetry 

mdeck ∙104 

[kg] 

mpier,1 ∙104 

[kg] 

mpier,2 ∙104 

[kg] 

mtot ∙104 

[kg] 
γ 

[-] 
q ∙10-3 

[m/kN] 

Symmetric 

(h̅ = 1) 
204 44 44 292 2.3 0.761 

Moderately 

asymmetric 

(h̅ = 1.25) 

204 44 35 283 2.6 0.771 

Highly 

asymmetric 

(h̅ = 2) 

204 44 22 270 3.1 0.786 

 

4.3.2 Representation of Seismic Action 

The effect of the pier height irregularity on the rocking response of bridges is studied by 

representing the seismic action with ten ARs generated for different conditions than those in the 

study of symmetric bridges (§3.3.2.2). This is because the larger abutment/backfill suppression of 

the rocking motion (q) in the structures examined in this chapter (see Table 4-1) makes it necessary 

to increase the seismic demand of displacements in order to detect potential differences in the 

responses of the proposed configurations. To this end, the ARs were generated to match the Type 

1 EC8 reference spectrum for site conditions C (CEN 2004b) and for a PGA equal to 0.6 g, thus 

considerably exceeding the design conditions (PGA = 0.36 g). Fig. 4-8 shows the good matching 

of the individual ARs, and their GM to the EC8 spectrum for PGA = 0.6 g 

 

4.3.3 Failure Criteria 

The criteria to describe collapse of the asymmetric bridges are the same as those in the symmetric 

structure, which were explained in §3.3.3. Assuming that the longitudinal displacement of the CG 

of both piers is the same (§4.2), both supporting members overturn simultaneously when 

|upier,1
CG | = |upier,2

CG | ≥ B. This failure condition is described in terms of the DoF of the system with 

the inequalities φ ≥ π/2 and φ ≤ π/2 for positive and negative relative rotations of the piers, 
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respectively. Additionally, the abutment-backfill system fails when |udeck
CG | ≥ ujo + uab. However, 

solving this inequality with respect to the DoF φ using Eq. (4-6) is complicated and, therefore, the 

failure of the abutment-backfill system is integrated in the MATLAB code in terms of the linear 

variable udeck
CG , and after calculating its value in each time-step. To this end, the dominant failure 

mode of the asymmetric system cannot be addressed in the context presented for the symmetric 

structures in §3.3.3. However, the contribution of the rotational movement of the superstructure 

(θdeck) in the longitudinal displacement of the superstructure (udeck
CG ) is marginal (as will be shown 

in §4.3.5), and for this reason θdeck can be neglected and Eq. (4-6) can be simplified to Eq. (3-2). 

Therefore, the dominant failure mode of the asymmetric bridges is failure of the abutment/backfill 

system if 2B > ujo + uab, while overturning of the piers prevails if 2B < ujo + uab. Both failure 

modes would occur simultaneously if 2B = ujo + uab. 

 

   

 

Fig. 4-8 Response acceleration spectra of the set of ARs, and matching to EC8 target spectrum 

with PGA = 0.6 g and site conditions C. 

 

4.3.4 Simplification of Analysis Procedure  

This section proposes a simplified procedure with respect to the equations required to be integrated 

step-by-step in the EoM of the asymmetric bridges (Eq. (4-22)) and have been found to cost 

computationally in the response analysis; it is noted that this simplification procedure is also 

applicable to the corresponding asymmetric frames with rocking columns presented by 

Dimitrakopoulos & Giouvanidis (2015). The idea behind the proposed method is to avoid obtaining 

the full expressions of the first and the second partial derivatives in Eq. (4-2) with respect to the 

DoF φ (∂φCD ∂φ⁄  and ∂2φCD ∂φ2⁄ ) and also the first and second partial derivatives in Eq. (4-3) 

(∂θdeck ∂φ⁄  and ∂2θdeck ∂φ2⁄ ), which take a significant amount of time due to their complexity and 

length. Instead, these expressions can be substituted by simpler equations that depend on φ, which 

speed up the solution of the EoM in each time-step of the analysis. 

To elaborate more on this procedure, Fig. 4-2A shows that the DoF that describes the rocking 

system can take values from φ = π 2⁄ − α1 to φ = π 2⁄ , describing the angle at the at-rest position 

and overturning of the tall pier, respectively, in the field of positive rocking tilt of the piers; 

similarly, Fig. 4-2B shows that φ ranges from π 2⁄ + α1 to π 2⁄  representing the corresponding 

angle at the at-rest position and overturning condition of the tall pier, respectively, in the field of 

negative rocking tilt of the piers. Looking at the full rocking amplitude, the possible values of φ 
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range from π 2⁄ − α1 to π 2⁄ + α1. Considering the properties for the moderately asymmetric bridge 

presented in §4.3.1 (with h̅ = 1.25 and α1 = 0.1 rad), substitution of this φ-range into ∂φCD ∂φ⁄ , 

∂2φCD ∂φ2⁄ , ∂θdeck ∂φ⁄  and ∂2θdeck ∂φ2⁄  obtained as the derivatives of Eqs. (4-2) and (4-3), returns 

the range of these variables with respect to the DoF of the system (φ) and leads to simple shapes 

(i.e., linear and second-order parabolic). Without lack of accuracy, these curves can be 

approximated by much simpler equations that are unique for this specific case. To this end, each 

of the dependent variables ∂φCD ∂φ⁄ , ∂2φCD ∂φ2⁄ , ∂θdeck ∂φ⁄  and ∂2θdeck ∂φ2⁄  can be expressed with 

respect to the DoF of the asymmetric system (φ) according to a simplified model that is expressed 

through Eqs. (4-35) to (4-38), respectively.  
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Fig. 4-9A, B, C, D compare the curves derived from these equations (simplified model) and 

those from Eqs. (4-2) and (4-3) (rigorous model). It is observed that the curves depicting the 

derivatives of the functions given by the rigorous model and those using the simplified model are 

almost identical, with the maximum difference being 3% for the variable ∂2φCD ∂φ2⁄  at values of φ 

that are close to the overturning threshold (φ = π 2⁄ ). Therefore, the simplified equations capture 

accurately the values of the dependent variables before the structure overturns (which is the main 

focus of this thesis), and they are reasonably accurate even for rocking movements close to the 

overturning of the piers. 
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Fig. 4-9 Comparison of the rigorous and simplified models for the range of the dependent 

variables (A) ∂φCD ∂φ⁄ , (B) ∂2φCD ∂φ2⁄ , (C) ∂θdeck ∂φ⁄  and (D) ∂2θdeck ∂φ2⁄  with respect 

to the DoF φ. Results obtained for the moderately asymmetric bridge with rocking 

piers of h̅ = 1.25 and α1 = 0.1 rad. 

 

Similarly to the system with h̅ = 1.25, Eqs. (4-39) to (4-42) show the unique expressions for 

the simplified model that approximate the values of the dependent variables ∂φCD ∂φ⁄ , ∂2φCD ∂φ2⁄ , 

∂θdeck ∂φ⁄  and ∂2θdeck ∂φ2⁄  in the range φ = [π 2⁄ − 0.1 , π 2⁄ + 0.1] for the highly asymmetric 

structure with h̅ = 2 (§4.3.1).  
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Fig. 4-10A, B, C, D present the curves of ∂φCD ∂φ⁄ , ∂2φCD ∂φ2⁄ , ∂θdeck ∂φ⁄  and ∂2θdeck ∂φ2⁄ , 

respectively, with respect to the DoF φ obtained with the rigorous and with the simplified models. 

It is observed that the proposed simplified expressions return curves that are very close to the exact 

ones, with the highest difference being approximately 8% for the variable ∂2φCD ∂φ2⁄ . However, 

this deviation also occurs close to the overturning threshold and, therefore, it is not expected to 

affect considerably the rocking response of the proposed rocking structures, especially if their 

responses do not approach the overturning limit. It should be noted though that for the 

determination of the equations for the simplified model, the full derivatives of Eqs. (4-2) and (4-3) 

need to be produced one time. 
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Fig. 4-10 Comparison of the rigorous and simplified models for the range of the dependent 

variables (A) ∂φCD ∂φ⁄ , (B) ∂2φCD ∂φ2⁄ , (C) ∂θdeck ∂φ⁄  and (D) ∂2θdeck ∂φ2⁄  with respect 

to the DoF φ. Results obtained for the highly asymmetric bridge with rocking piers of 

h̅ = 2 and α1 = 0.1 rad. 

 

Despite the accuracy of the simplified expressions in the corresponding model compared to the 

full expressions in the rigorous one as shown in Fig. 4-9 and Fig. 4-10, it is recognised that the 

rocking response can vary considerably considering that the equations are needed to be integrated 

twice at each time-step in the EoM of the system (Eq. (4-22)) accounting for different initial 

conditions at each case. In order to assess the accuracy of the proposed procedure, the response-

history of both asymmetric structures is examined by utilising the two different models. 

Fig. 4-11A, B show the histories of the superstructure longitudinal (udeck
CG ) and vertical 

displacements (vdeck
CG ) as well as rotation (θdeck) for the moderately asymmetric configuration (with 

h̅ = 1.25) when excited by AR8 and AR10, respectively. Selection of these variables to describe 

rocking response is made considering that they can capture all the salient features of rocking piers 

in asymmetric bridges and, therefore, this comparison is considered adequate to determine the 

accuracy of the proposed procedure examined. The values in round brackets for the simplified 

model (ii-red) indicate the difference in percentage between the peak response obtained with this 

method and that obtained with the rigorous model in the determination of the EoM (procedure i-

black). It is noted that the computational time when the simplified model is utilised in the response 

analysis reduces approximately 90% compared to the rigorous one (i.e., the duration for a single 

analysis is around 1 hour for a machine with an available RAM of 10 GB when the simplified 

model is selected). The results in Fig. 4-11 indicate that both methods give almost identical rocking 

responses. The maximum difference corresponds to a 0.02% error in terms of the peak longitudinal 

displacements (udeck
CG ) for the AR10, while this difference disappears for the rest of superstructure 

variables (vdeck
CG  and θdeck). Therefore, adopting the simplified model proposed herein to analyse 

rocking response of moderately asymmetric bridges shrinks considerably the computational cost 
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without affecting the response-history compared to the rigorous model that includes the full 

expressions for the examined dependent variables. 

 

 

  

 

 

 

Fig. 4-11 Histories of the longitudinal (udeck
CG ) and vertical displacements of the superstructure 

(vdeck
CG ) as well as superstructure rotation (θdeck) for the moderately asymmetric bridge 

with rocking piers of  h̅ = 1.25, considering the rigorous and simplified models for 

∂φCD ∂φ⁄ , ∂2φCD ∂φ2⁄ , ∂θdeck ∂φ⁄  and ∂2θdeck ∂φ2⁄ . Results obtained when subject to (A) 

AR8 and (B) AR10. 

 

Fig. 4-12A, B present the same comparison between the rigorous and simplified models in the 

response-history of the highly asymmetric bridge (with h̅ = 2) when subject to AR2 and AR3, 

respectively. The error introduced by the proposed simplification is larger in the highly asymmetric 

system than in the corresponding moderately asymmetric system, but the differences in the peak 

responses are still relatively minor (i.e., 1.3% in udeck
CG  as well as 0.4% in vdeck

CG  and θdeck for the AR3 

motion). These small deviations are accepted as they are not expected to affect the main 

conclusions of this chapter. It is noted that the same reduction in computational cost was met for 

this case as that shown for the moderately asymmetric system (i.e., 90% for the machine utilised 

for this thesis). Thus, the computationally cheap simplified model is utilised to describe ∂φCD ∂φ⁄ , 

∂2φCD ∂φ2⁄ , ∂θdeck ∂φ⁄  and ∂2θdeck ∂φ2⁄ , which returns same response-histories compared to the 
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same analysis by utilising the full expression of these variables as derive from Eqs. (4-2) and (4-

3). 

 

 

  

 

 

 

Fig. 4-12 Histories of the longitudinal (udeck
CG ) and vertical displacements of the superstructure 

(vdeck
CG ) as well as superstructure rotation (θdeck) for the highly asymmetric bridge with 

rocking piers of h̅ = 2, considering the rigorous and simplified models for ∂φCD ∂φ⁄ , 

∂2φCD ∂φ2⁄ , ∂θdeck ∂φ⁄  and ∂2θdeck ∂φ2⁄ . Results obtained when subject to (A) AR2 and 

(B) AR3. 

 

4.3.5 Effect of the Degree of Asymmetry on Bridges with Rocking Piers 
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rocking piers (§4.3.1) when excited by the synthetic ground motions (§4.3.2). All the examined 

structures are more vulnerable to the abutment-backfill failure mode than to pier overturning 

because 2B = 2.6 m > ujo + uab = 0.12 m (§4.3.3). The response analysis of the asymmetric 

systems is carried out using the simplified model as described in §4.3.4.  

Fig. 4-13A, B, C illustrate the peak responses of the superstructure longitudinal (udeck
CG ) and 

vertical displacements (vdeck
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the deck for which contact with the abutments start (dotted line), and the ultimate longitudinal deck 

displacement for which the abutment-backfill system fails (dashed line). It is interesting to note 

that none of the bridges fail under the strong ground motions applied (§4.3.2), despite their 

relatively large gaps at the joints and the resulting low effective stiffness in the closed gap stage 

(§4.3.1). The results among the different structures are similar for the maximum longitudinal 

displacement of the deck (udeck
CG ). Specifically, the highly asymmetric system (h̅ = 2) shows the 

lowest longitudinal displacements in six out of ten cases, thus being in line with the increased 

stabilising factors of the deck effect (γ) and the participation of the abutment-backfill system in 

longitudinal rocking (q) (see Table 4-1). However, for the remaining cases, the less asymmetric 

systems show the lowest longitudinal deck displacements (i.e., in three cases for the symmetric 

system with h̅ = 1 and in one case for the moderately asymmetric system with h̅ = 1.25); therefore, 

a general trend cannot be derived easily. From the point of view of assessing of the seismic 

performance of the bridges, it is observed that the symmetric bridge reaches the largest value of its 

capacity against the governing failure (i.e., failure of the abutment-backfill system), which is 

around 46% for the AR6, while in the moderately and highly asymmetric systems the 

corresponding values are 44.5% and 42%, respectively, again for the same earthquake. The slightly 

larger value of its abutment capacity value of the symmetric structure (which is also the heaviest 

as it can be seen in Table 4-1) compared to the asymmetric configurations can be attributed to its 

slightly lower value of q. However, this difference is negligible and, therefore, it can be concluded 

that the overall performance of bridges with rocking piers is not significantly affected by variations 

in the degree of irregularity in the supporting members, which was also observed for frame 

structures by Dimitrakopoulos & Giouvanidis (2015).  

Due to the rigidity of the structural members and based on the foregoing discussion for 

superstructure longitudinal displacements, analogous peak values may be expected for the vertical 

movement of the superstructure (vdeck
CG ). However, Fig. 4-13B shows that the more unsymmetrical 

the configuration, the larger is the maximum uplift. Thus, the superstructure vertical displacements 

of the moderately and highly asymmetric systems are up to 14% and 52% larger than those of the 

symmetric structure, respectively. This can be explained by the rotation of the superstructure (θdeck) 

which, although zero in the symmetric configuration due to the same rocking behaviour of the piers 

(§3.2.1), takes non-zero values for the asymmetric configurations (§4.2.1) with maxima of 

0.07∙10-3 rad for the moderately asymmetric system subject to the AR6 motion and 0.26∙10-3 rad 

for the highly asymmetric system subject to AR7 as shown in Fig. 4-13C. Therefore, particular 

attention is required when rocking is implemented in irregular bridges while significant uplifts 

occur due to the rotation of the superstructure. It is noted that the contribution of the rotational 

movement of the superstructure (θdeck) to the longitudinal movement of this member (udeck
CG ) is 

marginal, while the values of udeck
CG  are identical in the structures with different degree of 

asymmetry; on the contrary, the values of θdeck influence considerably those of vdeck
CG , thus leading 

to higher uplifts for higher rocking-induced rotation of the superstructure.  

The rotation of the deck during the rocking response of the asymmetric bridges is attributed to 

the differential rotations of their piers (θ1 and θ2), as shown in Fig. 4-13D, E, respectively. It is 
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observed that the rotation of the left pier remains almost unaffected by the degree of irregularity in 

rocking structures (around 6∙10-3 rad for all the examined cases), which can be explained by the 

fact that the height of this pier is the same in all the proposed bridges. However, the variation of 

the height of the right pier among the proposed bridges with different irregularity levels affects the 

peak demand of rotation at this member (θ2). The results show that the shorter the pier (and 

therefore the more stocky it becomes), the higher is its rotation demand; θ2 is up to 100% larger 

for the shortest pier examined (i.e., for the highly asymmetric bridge) than for the tallest one (i.e., 

for the symmetric structure). Hence, the superstructure uplifts and rotates more in highly irregular 

systems and this is due to the irregularity in the height of the piers (§2.3.2.1).  

 

         

 

         

Fig. 4-13 Peak responses of the (A) longitudinal (udeck
CG ) and (B) vertical displacements of the 

superstructure (vdeck
CG ) as well as (C) superstructure rotation (θdeck), (D) relative rotation 

of the left rocking pier (θ1) and (E) relative rotation of the right rocking pier (θ2) for 

the bridges with rocking piers of different degree of asymmetry. Results obtained when 

subject to ARi. 

 

To examine the effect of asymmetry on the overall rocking response, Fig. 4-14 shows response-

histories of the superstructure and the piers for the three different configurations subject to AR7. It 

is observed that the highly asymmetric bridge (h̅ = 2) starts rocking later than the other 

configurations. In fact, the asymmetric bridge just starts rocking at t ≈ 7 s for this record, and at 
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the same instant the moderately asymmetric (h̅ = 1.25) and symmetric structures (h̅ = 1) already 

closed their end gaps due to significant rocking (with three and four rocking cycles, respectively) 

and interaction takes place between abutment-backfill and the deck (see dotted line in Fig. 4-14A). 

This is explained from the discussion provided in §4.2.2, where it was shown that the higher the 

degree of irregularity in a bridge with rocking piers, the larger is the minimum base acceleration 

required to initiate rocking. After rocking initiates, as it can be seen in Fig. 4-14A, the 

superstructure moves longitudinally in a similar way for all the different configurations for the 

remainder of the ground motion, showing similar amplitudes and the same number of rocking 

cycles, with small differences. Therefore, the longitudinal behaviour of the superstructure is not 

affected considerably due to the different analytical dynamics of symmetric (§3.2) and 

unsymmetric bridges (§4.2).  

 

        

 

         

 

 

Fig. 4-14 Histories of the (A) longitudinal (udeck
CG ) and (B) vertical displacements of the 

superstructure (vdeck
CG ) as well as (C) superstructure rotation (θdeck), (D) relative rotation 

of the left rocking pier (θ1) and (E) relative rotation of the right rocking pier (θ2) for 

the bridges with rocking piers of different degrees of asymmetry. Results obtained 

when subject to AR7. 
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The irregular structures present substantially larger vertical displacements (vdeck
CG ) and rotations 

(θdeck) in the girder than the symmetric bridge, as shown in Fig. 4-14B, C, respectively. This is 

more significant in the highly asymmetric configuration due to the differential rotations of its two 

piers, with large differences in height. To this effect, Fig. 4-14D, E show the histories of the rocking 

rotations of the two piers θ1 and θ2, respectively. It is shown that the left rocking pier, having the 

same height in all the bridges, has almost the same response at each rocking cycle regardless of the 

height of the right pier. However, the response of the right pier is significantly increased with the 

irregularity of the bridge, because its height is reduced. This is observed at each rocking cycle and 

it reaches a maximum difference at t ≈ 12 s, when the right pier in the highly asymmetric bridge 

has a rotation demand that is 140% larger than the one corresponding to the same pier in the 

symmetric configuration. Nevertheless, the rocking movement decays faster in asymmetric 

structures. This is particularly clear after t ≈ 24 s, and it is due to the higher energy dissipation 

introduced by the impacts at the rocking interfaces in the asymmetric configurations. This is 

explained by the values of the CoR η, which are equal to 0.986, 0.982 and 0.96 in the symmetric, 

moderately and highly asymmetric bridges (see Fig. 4-6), respectively. The longitudinal influence 

of the abutment-backfill system (q) is also slightly higher in the asymmetric structures (see Table 

4-1) and, in combination with the lower value of η gives to the structures with more unequal piers 

the capacity to dissipate more energy during the earthquake than the corresponding symmetric 

systems.  Finally, it is observed that the irregularity in pier height reduces the number of impacts 

during the earthquake, which can improve the structural integrity of the rocking interfaces in the 

bridge (e.g., Mathey et al. 2016).  

 

 

4.4 Closing Remarks 

Chapter 4 presented the dynamics of asymmetric bridges with rocking piers which extends previous 

work on asymmetric frames (Dimitrakopoulos & Giouvanidis 2015), by including the end spans 

(L1) and the end joint gaps (ujo) that activate the abutment and the backfill behind it when closed. 

As in the case of symmetric bridges (§3), the abutment-backfill system is modelled through a spring 

(k) - dashpot (c) Kelvin-Voigt system, and pounding of the deck on the abutment backwall (e) was 

also included. The following key remarks apply for the proposed analytical model compared to the 

corresponding asymmetric frame model with rocking columns(Dimitrakopoulos & Giouvanidis 

2015); 

  

• Rocking motion initiates at the same instant for both asymmetric bridges and frames. This is 

because of the frictionless sliding bearings considered at the abutment seats of the bridge, 

which do not restrain the longitudinal movement of the superstructure, so long as the end gap 

(ujo) does not close. 

 

• The EoM of bridges with rocking piers includes a new term that is not present in equivalent 

frames without end supports and expresses the resistance of the spring (k) and dashpot (c) 
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elements at the bridge ends when the longitudinal end joint gap (ujo) is closed. The parameter 

(q) introduced in §3 represents the level of longitudinal resistance of the abutment/backfill and 

it depends on the total mass of the system. 

 

• Modelling of impact at the rocking interfaces accounts for the additional vertical impulses 

developed at the abutment seats. This is done by incorporating in the formulation the end spans 

(L1) that are of different length than the central span (L2). The vertical supports at the abutment 

seats increase the value of the CoR at the rocking interfaces (η), leading to lower energy 

dissipation by the bridge compared to the equivalent frame. This is due to the reduction of the 

deck weight that is transmitted to the piers, and it becomes more noticeable the more irregular 

is the height of the piers in the bridge. 

 

• The analytical model incorporates the energy dissipation due to pounding of the superstructure 

on the abutment backwall by means of a CoR value (e). In addition, a new failure mode 

associated with the collapse of the abutment-backfill system due to excessive longitudinal 

displacements induced by the superstructure on the abutment backwall is defined. This failure 

mode is more critical than the classical pier overturning in the rocking response of bridges with 

conventional dimensions. 

 

It is noted that, similarly to Dimitrakopoulos & Giouvanidis (2015) where ignoring asymmetry 

reduces the rocking solution to that of the corresponding symmetric frame presented by Makris & 

Vassiliou (2013), the analytical model presented in Chapter 4 simplifies to the corresponding 

symmetric bridge presented in §3 after considering two rocking piers of same height. After 

studying the effect of the abutment/backfill and the pier irregularity in the analytical formulation 

of the EoM, three conventional bridges with different levels of asymmetry and relatively large end 

gaps were subjected to ground motions, stronger than the design earthquake. The following 

conclusions were drawn for the effect of asymmetry in the rocking of bridges; 

 

• The computational cost of integrating step-by-step the full EoM of asymmetric bridges with 

rocking piers is very high. A significant reduction of this calculation time was achieved by 

using a simplified model where the expressions of the derivatives of the governing DoF of the 

rocking system are substituted by simple linear and quadratic expressions, without affecting 

the accuracy of the results. 

 

• All the bridges with rocking piers considered herein resisted a very high seismic excitation that 

is almost two times larger than the design one in the considered seismic zone, with a reserve 

capacity against the prevailing failure mode of approximately 50%, regardless of the degree of 

irregularity. 

 

• The level of asymmetry in bridges with rocking piers does not affect significantly the demand 

of longitudinal displacements in the deck and the rotation of the tallest pier (whose height is 

kept the same in all studied bridges). However, in a performance assessment context, the lower 
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the asymmetry in a rocking configuration, the more likely is the prevailing failure mode to be 

activated (i.e., abutment-backfill failure mode when realistic bridge configurations are 

examined). This is attributed to the lower value of the stabilising effect of the abutment-backfill 

system (q) in configurations of lower irregularity.   

 

• The more different the height of the piers, the larger is the uplift of the deck during the rocking 

motion and, this has to be accounted for when rocking is implemented in irregular structures. 

This is due to the larger rotation demand in the shorter pier. 

 

• The configurations with higher level of asymmetry experience less impacts at the rocking 

interfaces due to (i) the delay in the initiation of the rocking motion, and (ii) the slightly larger 

attenuation of the rocking motion. The latter is explained because bridges with higher degree 

of asymmetry in rocking piers height dissipate more seismic energy because they have a 

slightly lower CoR at the rocking interfaces (η) and higher levels of participation of the 

abutment/backfill (q).   
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Chapter 5 

Non-conventional Pier Configurations 

in Bridges with Rocking Piers 

 

 

 

5.1 Introduction 

Chapter 5 examines the dynamics and the seismic performance of bridges with free-standing 

rocking piers of non-conventional configuration. The focus is on the effect of the shape of the piers 

in cross-section and in elevation, studied using the analytical model developed in §3. This study is 

motivated by the fact that the flexural and the shear strains are negligible in the piers during the 

free rocking motion (rigid body motion is predominant as shown i.a. by Agalianos et al. 2017), and 

therefore new, more efficient, rocking pier configurations are worth exploring, with a view to 

reducing the overall cost and the seismic forces in the structure without affecting its performance. 

Additionally, the free-standing conditions of the piers (i.e., no firm connection is required at either 

end of the piers as described in §3), along with the possibility of devising piers with relatively 

complex geometries, make prefabrication suitable, and hence speed up the construction process. 

This is well aligned with the concept of ABC that has gained significant attention worldwide due 

to the advantages that it offers over the ‘traditional’ construction methods, such as substantial 

reduction of onsite construction time and lower cost (Doolen et al. 2011). It is noted that, although 

a broad range of pier shapes are offered offsite, so far the research community has favoured 

conventional pier sections in ABC applications, such as rectangular (e.g., Zhang et al. 2018) or 

circular (e.g., Tucker & Ibarra 2016). However, by reducing the mass of the rocking piers, the 

designer is also reducing the inherent restoring mechanisms of the bridge (i.e., the mass and mass 

moment of inertia of the piers are reduced when less solid sections are utilised). This is carefully 

explored in this chapter by introducing the following modifications and advancements to the bridge 

model presented in §3; 

 

• Extension of the studied configuration of symmetric bridges supported on rectangular rocking 

piers to a system with piers of ‘non-rectangular’ shape. 

 

• Derivation of a general expression for the EoM to describe the longitudinal rocking motion of 

the bridge accounting for ‘non-rectangular’ pier sections.  

 

• Derivation of a general expression for the CoR to describe the attenuation of rocking motion 

when an impact at the rocking interfaces takes place, considering the potential reduction in the 

restoring capability of the vertical members due to their reduced mass with respect to the 

‘traditional’ rectangular piers. 
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In this respect, two ‘non-rectangular’ pier configurations are proposed in §5.2. The kinematics 

of the rocking motion in §5.2.1 is presented with emphasis on the differences between the 

translational and rotational resistances of piers with conventional (rectangular) and non-

conventional shapes. The general forms of the EoM and the expression for CoR to describe the 

energy dissipation at each impact at the rocking interfaces are given in §5.2.2 and §5.2.3, 

respectively. The analysis framework adopted herein (§5.3) includes a symmetric bridge with 

different pier configurations (§5.3.1) under design and ‘extreme’ earthquake conditions (§5.3.2), 

and an assessment of its seismic performance (§5.3.3). Finally, the seismic behaviour of symmetric 

bridges with rocking piers of conventional and non-conventional configurations is compared in 

§5.3.4, both from the economy and seismic performance points of view.  

 

 

5.2 Analytical Model of the Rocking Response 

The bridge configurations follow the schematic shown in Fig. 3-1. Specifically, the superstructure 

has a total length Ltot = 2L1 + [N − 1] · L2. The frictionless sliding bearings located at the abutment 

seats allow the deck to move freely in the longitudinal direction until the gap at one of the end 

joints is closed (ujo) and the deck impacts on the corresponding abutment backwall. Thereafter, the 

abutment-backfill system is activated through spring (k) and dashpot (c) elements that are arranged 

in parallel (Kelvin-Voigt model). The superstructure consists of a single-cell box girder section 

with constant depth (2h) and constant cross-section (Adeck) throughout length. The structure is 

supported on N free-standing rocking piers with slenderness α = tan-1(B/H) and size R =

√H2 + B2 that are designed to rock freely on the foundation (CR A-A for a side pier and C-C for 

an intermediate pier) and the deck interfaces (accordingly, points B-B and D-D).  

 

            

Fig. 5-1 Schematic of rocking piers with (A) rectangular section (or R), (B) I-shaped cross-

section (or IC) and (C) I-shaped longitudinal section (or IL). The piers are at the at-

rest position. 

 

The alternative pier shapes are presented in Fig. 5-1A, B, C, ranging from the most to the least 

massive section. These are, respectively, a conventional rectangular section (referred in the 

following as R), an I-shaped cross-section (IC) and an I-shaped longitudinal section or ‘barbell’ 

(IL). The ‘non-rectangular’ shapes are inscribed in the rectangular one and their dimensions were 

(A) (B) (C) 
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selected aiming to give a reasonably low value for the normalised axial force (v) at the critical 

sections of each pier configuration (CEN 2004a) assuming realistic dimensions for the bridge 

system; it is noted that the dimensions of the piers with non-conventional section lead to an increase 

of νEd approximately 2.5 times with respect to the compact R section. Similarly to §3.2, the same 

criteria are adopted to formulate the rocking motion when non-conventional sections are selected 

for the piers. 

 

5.2.1 Kinematics 

Fig. 5-2A, B, C show the rocking piers with different configuration rotating around the CR A (or 

C) in the clockwise direction. Taking into account that all piers have the same height, the 

superstructure is forced to translate only through top pivot B (or D) without experiencing out-of-

plane rotation (§4.2.1). The same DoF is selected for the bridges with different pier shapes, namely 

the relative rotation of each pier with respect to the at-rest position (θ) (§3.2.1). Considering that 

the proposed pier shapes have the same slenderness (α) and size (R), the longitudinal (u) and 

vertical (v) relative displacements of the CG of the piers and the deck remain unaffected by the 

shape of the pier section. These movements are described by Eqs. (3-1) and (3-2) for u and v, 

respectively. Similarly, the corresponding linear velocities (u̇ and v̇) are given by Eqs. (3-3) and 

(3-4), respectively. Thus, the changes in the pier shape do not affect the conditions describing 

rocking initiation of the bridge (§3.2.2) and Eq. (3-8) can be used to calculate üg,min. In addition, 

the energy dissipation due to an impact of the superstructure on the abutment backwall (§3.2.4) is 

not affected by the piers shape and Eq. (3-22) captures this phenomenon. 

 

             

Fig. 5-2 Schematic of rocking piers with (A) R, (B) IC and (C) IL configurations during rocking 

motion. 

 

The restoring capability of the entire system comes from the mass of the superstructure 

(mdeck = 2ρ · Adeck · Ltot) and the substructure (N · mpier), as well as the mass moment of inertia of 

each pier (I pier
CG ). The mass of each pier can be easily determined by the dimensions shown in Fig. 

5-1A, B, C, and it is given by the following expressions, respectively 

 

 28Rm B H= , (5-1) 

(A) (B) (C) 
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 26.08ICm B H=  , (5-2) 

 

 24.928ILm B H= , (5-3) 

 

where ρ is the mass density of the pier material. For the dimensions shown in Fig. 5-1, the IC pier 

is heavier than the IL pier. The mass reduction for a non-conventional pier with respect to the 

circumscribed rectangular one is 24% and 38.4% for the IC and IL sections, respectively. Fig. 5-3 

illustrates the total mass of the bridge (mtot) in terms of the number of piers (N) considering different 

pier shapes. To this effect, reference is made to a Reinforce Concrete (RC) bridge (ρ = 2500 

kg/m3) with end span length L1 = 43 m, intermediate span length L2 = 65 m and cross-sectional 

area Adeck = 6 m2 throughout the whole length that is supported on concrete piers with width 2B = 

2.2 m and height 2H = 28 m. In general, more piers with non-conventional shape lead to larger 

reductions of the bridge mass, which results in savings compared to the solution with conventional 

R piers. The total mass reduction for the case of IC piers with respect to the R piers ranges from 

5% for short bridges (low number of N) to 6% for long multi-span bridges (high number of N), 

while the corresponding difference for the IL configuration assumes values between 8% and 10%.  

 

 

 

Fig. 5-3 Total mass (mtot) of bridges with rocking piers of different configuration, accounting 

for the influence of number of piers (N). Results obtained when the pier dimensions 

and the deck section are constant. 

 

The rotational movement of the piers is resisted through the mass moment of inertia of each 

member that depends on the shape of the section. The following expressions give the value of I pier
CG  

for each pier configuration 

 

 
2 3CG

R RI m R= , (5-4) 

 

 2 2
,0.4 0.5376sin 0.36CG CG

IC R f ICI I R a = + +  , (5-5) 

 

 2 2 2
, ,0.4 0.216 0.768cosCG CG

IL R f IL w ILI I R R a = + +  , (5-6) 
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where R̅ f,IC = R f,IC R⁄  and R f,IC = √H2 + 0.04B2 refers to the IC pier and is the distance from the 

active CR (A-A for a side pier, and C-C for an intermediate pier) to the CG of the flange as shown 

in Fig. 5-2B, R̅ f,IL = R f,IL R⁄  and R f,IL = √0.04H2 + B2 is the corresponding distance for the 

bottom flange of the IL pier, while R̅ w,IL = R w,IL R⁄  and R w,IL = √0.36H2 + 0.36B2 refers to the 

semi-diagonal of the web for the IL configuration, as shown in Fig. 5-2C. It is noted that Eqs. (5-

5) and (5-6) are calculated according to the parallel axis theorem and are simplified to the preceding 

forms after rearranging. These expressions show that the mass moment of inertia of the piers with 

‘non-rectangular’ shape depends on the slenderness (α) of the section. The effect of α can be 

visualised by varying the height of the piers (H) and maintaining a constant width 2B as shown in 

Fig. 5-4 for concrete (ρ = 2500 kg/m3) piers with 2B = 2.2 m. As expected, the slenderer the pier 

is (the higher the value of H or R), the larger I pier
CG  regardless of its section. Comparing different 

pier configurations, it is noticed that the non-conventional piers have less rotational resistance than 

the conventional one. However, the IL piers, despite being the lightest section examined, have 

larger values of I pier
CG  than the IC piers. Therefore, the opposite trend occurs for the reduction in 

I pier
CG  compared to the reduction in mpier discussed before. Specifically, the percentage reduction for 

the piers with IL shape compared to the R piers ranges from 18.6% to 14% for short to tall sections, 

respectively, while the pertinent quantity for IC piers assumes values between 22.4% and 24%, 

thus showing that this difference diminishes for stocky members. This indicates that the I-shape is 

preferably used longitudinally than in cross-sections when the rotational resistance of the pier is 

the variable to be addressed, especially for tall piers.  

 

 

 

Fig. 5-4 Mass moment of inertia of a rocking pier with respect to its CG (I pier
CG ) for different 

pier configurations, accounting for the influence of pier height (H). Results obtained 

when the pier width is constant. 

 

Consequently, rocking piers with non-conventional IC and IL shapes decrease the restoring 

capability of a bridge compared to conventional R rocking piers. Thus, the IC and IL rocking piers 

are in principle worse candidates than the R piers for bridges, notwithstanding the reduction of the 

horizontal inertial forces of at least 5% and 8% (for the dimensions examined herein) compared to 

the R configuration, respectively, and the economic and environmental implications of the 

decreasing use of concrete. 
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5.2.2 Equation of Motion during Rocking 

The ground acceleration threshold for which a symmetric bridge starts rocking is given by Eq. (3-

8) regardless of the rocking pier configuration. The prediction of the rocking response stems from 

the Lagrangian formulation in Eq. (3-9), and the EoM is based on the procedure presented in §3.2.3. 

To account for the effect of the different pier shapes on the rocking motion of bridges, Eqs. (5-1) 

to (5-6) are substituted into Eqs. (3-11), (3-16) and (3-18), and the general form of the EoM is 

derived after rearranging  
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 +
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− + −  

, (5-7) 

 

where γ = mdeck N · mpier ⁄  describes the effect of the mass of the superstructure accounting for the 

mass of the different substructure configurations (mpier) according to Eqs. (5-1) to (5-3), and q =

4R g · [psec,1 · N · mpier + 3mdeck]⁄  expresses the contribution of the abutment-backfill system.  

 

 

 

Fig. 5-5 Superstructure mass effect (γ) for bridges with rocking piers of different configuration, 

accounting for the influence of pier height (H). Results obtained when the pier width 

and the deck mass are constant.  

 

The mass of the deck enters in the coefficient γ = mdeck N · mpier ⁄ , and it stabilises the seismic 

rocking response of the bridge as it increases (Makris & Vassiliou 2014b). This is verified here by 

considering a bridge with superstructure mass mdeck = 519·104 kg that is supported on N = 5 

rocking piers with width 2B = 2.2. Fig. 5-5 plots the value of γ with respect to the height of the 

piers (H). As expected, if the mass of the superstructure (mdeck) does not change, reduction of the 

mass of the substructure increases the value of γ. Compared to the structures that are supported on 

R piers, in bridges with IC and IL piers γ increases by approximately 30% and 60%, respectively, 
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for all the examined cases. Therefore, the higher value of γ in bridges with rocking piers of non-

conventional shape is expected to result in enhanced rocking performance than those supported by 

R rocking piers. 

Compared to Eq. (3-20) that describes the EoM of a symmetric bridge with R rocking piers, 

Eq. (5-7) shows a new dimensionless constant psec,1 that depends on the shape of the piers and 

influences the term ‘frame system’ as well as the value of q. Table 5-1 gives the formulae for this 

constant with respect to the different pier configurations, and Fig. 5-6 plots the value of the shape 

factor psec,1  for rocking piers with constant width 2B = 2.2 m and different heights (H). In general, 

the IC sections show values of psec,1 that are close to unity. This is also the case with R piers and, 

therefore, the component of the EoM attributed to the ‘frame system’ as well as the effect of the 

abutment-backfill system (q) have similar participation in the rocking response of bridges with IC 

or R rocking piers. However, the value of psec,1 is reduced in bridges with IL rocking piers;  psec,1 

is 4.7% lower in the tallest IL piers compared to the conventional R ones with the same H and B, 

and this reduction becomes 6.5% in the shortest piers considered. For this reason, bridges with IL 

rocking piers are expected to show increased rocking amplitudes before the deck contacts the 

abutments and, accordingly, a more significant suppression of the longitudinal motion due to the 

contribution of the abutment-backfill system when the end joint gap is closed compared to the 

bridges that are supported on heavier rocking piers. This effect is more pronounced in bridges with 

short IL rocking piers. 

 

Table 5-1 Formulae for the shape factor psec,1 for piers of different configuration. 

 

Shape Factor Pier Configuration Formula 

 R 1 

psec,1 IC 0.1316 ∙ R̅f,IC
2

+ 0.1768 ∙ sin2α + 0.8684 

 IL 0.1623 ∙ R̅f,IL
2

+ 0.0877 ∙ R̅w,IL
2

+ 0.3117 ∙ cos2α + 0.6039 

 

 

 

Fig. 5-6 Shape factor psec,1 for rocking piers of different configuration, accounting for the 

influence of pier height (H). Results obtained when the pier width is constant. 

 

In order to establish the effect of pier configuration on the contribution of the abutment-backfill 

system (q), the bridge properties used for constructing Fig. 5-5 are also used in Fig. 5-7. The plots 
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include the value of q with respect to the height of the pier (H). It is observed that the bridges with 

rocking piers of non-conventional shape show larger values of q than those with conventional R 

piers. This is expected considering that the proposed piers with non-conventional shapes are lighter 

than those with conventional configuration. The largest increment of q for the structures with IC 

and IL piers with respect to those with R piers is observed in the tallest piers considered (with H = 

20 m) and is equal to 3.6% and 6.4%, respectively. However, differences are smaller in the shortest 

piers with H = 3 m (0.5% and 1%, respectively). The variation in terms of q is directly proportional 

to the height of the piers, and therefore to their mass. Specifically, when light-weight piers are 

considered, the IC and IL configurations reduce the total mass of the bridge with respect to the 

structure with R piers  by 1.5% and 2.5%, respectively, but this reduction is up to 8.1% and 13%, 

respectively, in the bridge with the tallest piers. Consequently, the denominator in the expression 

for q reduces more in structures with heavy (or tall) non-conventional piers, which are expected to 

develop a more significant interaction with the abutment-backfill system than in bridges with 

conventional R piers. This is more significant for the piers with IL configuration.  

 

 

 

Fig. 5-7 Longitudinal influence of the abutment-backfill system (q) for bridges with rocking 

piers of different configuration, accounting for the influence of pier height (H). Results 

obtained when the pier width and the deck mass are constant.  

 

Consequently, although the non-conventional pier shape leads to a reduction in the horizontal 

(mpier) and rotational resistance (I pier
CG ) to their rocking motion when considered in isolation, the 

effect of their shape on the overall rocking behaviour of bridges can be favourable through the 

increased values of γ and q compared to structures supported on conventional piers.  

 

5.2.3 Impact at the Rocking Interfaces 

The impact problem in bridges with rocking piers of non-conventional shape is treated analogously 

to §3.2.5 and attenuation of rocking motion is expressed via a CoR at the rocking interfaces η =

| θ ̇II θ ̇I⁄ |. The general expression for η accounting for the effect of the different pier shapes is 

achieved by substituting Eqs. (5-1) to (5-6) into Eqs. (3-26) to (3-30), and is given by the following 

expression 
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 , (5-8) 

 

where the span arrangement is described through L̅ = L1/L2 and, as expected, η is independent of 

the direction of the movement due to the symmetry of the rocking system regardless of the pier 

configuration. With respect to Eq. (3-31) that describes η for symmetric bridges that are supported 

on R rocking piers, Eq. (5-8) includes two additional dimensionless parameters (psec,2 and psec,3) 

that depend on the shape of the pier, as it can be seen in Table 5-2. Fig. 5-8A, B plot the values of 

psec,2 and psec,3, respectively, for different values of the pier height (H), considering a constant 

width 2B = 2.2 m. Similarly to conventional piers, the IC piers assume values of psec,2 and psec,3 

that are close to unity. Therefore, these constants are not expected to affect considerably the 

dissipated energy at each impact at the rocking interfaces when IC or R rocking piers are utilised. 

On the contrary, bridges with IL piers have significantly higher values of psec,2 and psec,3 that is on 

average 9.3% and 37%, respectively. However, the effect of this difference is not expected to 

influence considerably the value of η considering that these two factors influence both the 

numerator and the denominator in Eq. (5-8). 

 

Table 5-2 Formulae for the shape factors psec,2 and psec,3 for piers of different configuration. 

 

Shape Factor Pier Configuration Formula 

psec,2 

R 1 

IC 0.1316 ∙ R̅f,IC
2

+ 0.1768 ∙ sin2α + 0.8684 

IL 0.1623 ∙ R̅f,IL
2

+ 0.0877 ∙ R̅w,IL
2

+ 0.3117 ∙ cos2α + 0.75 

psec,3 

R 1 

IC 0.5263 ∙ R̅f,IC
2

+ 0.7074 ∙ sin2α + 0.4737 

IL 0.6494 ∙ R̅f,IL
2

+ 0.3506 ∙ R̅w,IL
2

+ 1.2468 ∙ cos2α 

 

Fig. 5-9 illustrates the effect of the different pier configurations on the CoR at the rocking 

interfaces and compares η in bridges with R, IC and IL rocking piers as a function of their height 

(H). The results shown are for a deck with mass mdeck = 519·104 kg and a span length ratio L̅ = 

0.66 that is supported on five rocking piers (N = 5) with width 2B = 2.2 m.  It is observed that 

slenderer piers have lower energy dissipation (higher value of η), echoing the work of Housner 

(1963). Comparison among the bridges with piers of different configuration in Fig. 5-9 shows that, 
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although lighter structures (bridges with IC and IL piers) are expected to dissipate less energy at 

each impact at the rocking interfaces than heavier ones (bridges with R piers) (Makris & Vassiliou 

2014b), the value of η remains virtually unaffected by the configuration of the piers in cross-section 

and in elevation; it is noted that the differences are below 0.01% for all the examined cases. This 

is attributed to the considerable increase in the value of the parameter γ for bridges with non-

conventional rocking piers compared to the structures supported on R rocking piers (see Fig. 5-5), 

which counteracts the reduction in the total mass of the corresponding structures. Therefore, non-

conventional piers increase the overall energy dissipated during rocking because, even though the 

energy at each impact at the rocking interfaces (η) is not affected, their interaction with the 

abutment/backfill (q) is more significant (see Fig. 5-7) and they dissipate more energy through 

radiation and material damping of the backfill (c) .  

 

 

 

Fig. 5-8 Shape factors (A) psec,2 and (B) psec,3 for rocking piers of different configuration, 

accounting for the influence of pier height (H). Results obtained when the pier width 

is constant. 

 

 

 

Fig. 5-9 CoR at the rocking interfaces (η) for bridges with rocking piers of different 

configuration, accounting for the influence of pier height (H). Results obtained when 

the pier width and the deck mass are constant. 

 

 

5.3 Analysis Framework 

This section examines symmetric bridges with rocking piers of conventional and non-conventional 

configurations (§5.3.1) when subjected to ground motions of different frequency content (§5.3.2). 
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The emphasis is on the response of non-conventional piers and on the comparison with 

conventional solutions; the reader is referred to §3.3 for a detailed discussion on the rocking 

response analysis of the latter. The analysis of the bridges with non-conventional piers starts by 

obtaining the ground acceleration threshold beyond which rocking is initiated using Eq. (3-8). 

Afterwards, the rocking motion of the structure is obtained from Eq. (5-7) that is integrated step-

by-step using the ‘ode45’ solver in MATLAB (2016) with a typical time-step of 10-3 s. This time-

step is reduced to 5‧10-6 s when impacts on the abutment-backwalls and at the rocking interfaces 

are close to occur (when θ = θjo or θ = 0, respectively); the adaptive time-stepping defined in 

MATLAB is explained in §4.3. The effects of the impacts on the abutment backwalls and at the 

rocking interfaces are introduced by means of Eqs. (3-22) and (5-8), respectively. The failure 

criteria of the bridges with piers of non-conventional configuration will be described in §5.3.3, and 

this condition is simply integrated in the analysis as a special case that terminates the analysis 

process if satisfied. For a more detailed representation of this procedure, the reader is referred to 

Fig. A-2 taking into account the adjustments that are needed due to the different equations that are 

utilised for bridges with rocking piers of non-conventional configuration. 

 

5.3.1 Description of the Studied Bridges 

The effect of the different pier configurations on the seismic performance of bridges with rocking 

piers is established considering three similar structures with straight decks. Each substructure 

consists of rocking piers having one of the configurations shown in Fig. 5-1. A span of total length 

Ltot = 2L1 + 4L2 = 2·43 + 4·65 = 346 m needs to be bridged and N = 5 rocking piers are used to 

achieve it with width 2B = 2.2 m and height 2H = 28 m. In a practical context, the five piers used 

for each bridge are transferred in precast segments to the construction site and they are installed 

with monolithic connection between the segments, while seating conditions are established at the 

rocking interfaces. The deck section consists of a single-cell box girder with height 2h = 1.7 m, 

bottom flange width equal to Bbot = 6 m, top flange width equal to Btop = 9.5 m, as well as flange 

and wall thicknesses are set equal to tf  = 0.3 m and tw = 0.8 m, respectively. These dimensions 

result in a cross-sectional area Adeck = 6 m2, constant throughout the length of the deck. The 

longitudinal gap between the superstructure and the abutments is set equal to ujo = 0.1 m, and when 

this gap is closed pounding takes place that is expressed through a CoR e = 0.6 (§3.3.4.4). The 

abutment and the backfill properties are obtained from Kappos et al. (2007) as discussed in §3.3.1. 

This leads to a spring stiffness k = 132 MN/m (§3.3.4.1) and a dashpot coefficient c = 48 MN·s/m 

(§3.3.4.2), with the displacement capacity of this member being uab = 0.1 m (§3.3.4.1). The 

examined structures are classified to importance class II (γΙ = 1), are founded on soil C and belong 

to the highest seismicity zone prescribed in Southern Europe with PGA equal to 0.36 g. Table 5-3 

shows further information for each bridge related to the pier configuration. This table shows the 

progressive reduction in the total mass of the bridge system with the conventional R solution to IC 

rocking piers (approximately 6% lighter than R) and IL configurations (approximately 9% lighter 

than R). Table 5-3 also includes the normalised axial load (νEd = NEd Ac ∙ fcd⁄ ) that is developed at 
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the critical section of each pier under self-weight conditions and adopting a concrete grade C35/45, 

indicating a significant capacity for additional vertical loads.  

 

Table 5-3 Information for the bridges with rocking piers of different configuration, including the 

deck mass (mdeck), the pier mass (mpier) and the total mass (mtot) as well as the critical 

section of the pier (Ac) and the induced normalised axial load (νEd). 

 

Pier Configuration 
mdeck ·104 

[kg] 

mpier ·104 

[kg] 

mtot ·104 

[kg] 

Ac          

[m2] 

νEd  

[-] 

R 519 34 688 2.2∙2.2=4.8 0.08 

IC 519 26 648 1.3∙1.3=1.7 0.23 

IL 519 21 623 1.3∙1.3=1.7 0.23 

 

Table 5-4 shows the values of γ and q, the stability factors in the rocking seismic response of 

the three bridges. Specifically, the superstructure mass effect (γ) is higher for the bridges with 

rocking piers of non-conventional configuration than in the bridge with conventional pier shape, 

as was also observed in Fig. 5-5. The percentage increase in the value of γ compared to the structure 

on R rocking piers is approximately 31.6% and 62.3% for the bridges with IC and IL rocking piers, 

respectively. Accordingly, the level of longitudinal influence of the abutment-backfill system (q) 

increases slightly for bridges with non-conventional piers compared to the structure with R piers 

(see Fig. 5-7). This is due to the reduction in the total mass for the structures with IC and IL piers, 

and also the reduction in psec,1 for the latter as it was observed in Fig. 5-6. However, the variation 

among the participation factors q in different piers is small, and it takes values of 2% and 4% for 

the structures with IC and IL rocking piers compared to the conventional ones for which q is the 

smallest. It is also noted that the value of q in the proposed bridges is close to the lowest value 

shown in §3.3.4.3, which implies that the abutment-backfill system is vulnerable to the seismic 

rocking response (§3.4).  

 

Table 5-4 Stabilising factors for the bridges with rocking piers of different configuration, 

including the superstructure mass effect (γ) and the longitudinal influence of the 

abutment-backfill system (q).  

 

Pier Configuration γ [-] q·10-3 [m/kN] 

R 3.1 0.332 

IC 4 0.340 

IL 5 0.346 
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5.3.2 Representation of Seismic Action 

5.3.2.1 Single-frequency Pulse-type Ground Motions 

The effect of pier shape on the rocking response of bridges is studied by first applying ground 

motions simulated with the simplified sine, Ricker symmetric and antisymmetric pulses described 

in §3.3.2.1 (see Eqs. (3-32) to (3-34)). 

 

5.3.2.2 Multi-frequency Synthetic Ground Motions 

The next stage of the study includes the analysis of the three bridges under the ten ARs matching 

the design earthquake spectrum (PGA = 0.36 g) that were justified in §3.3.2.2. Additionally, ten 

ARs were also generated to match a spectrum that is larger than the design one in order to address 

the effect of pier shape in ‘extreme’ seismic events. To this end, the records were generated to 

match the Type 1 EC8 reference spectrum for site conditions C (CEN 2004b) and for a PGA equal 

to 0.72 g as shown in Fig. 5-10. 

 

  

 

Fig. 5-10 Response acceleration spectra of the set of ARs, and matching to EC8 target spectrum 

with PGA = 0.72 g and site conditions C. 

 

5.3.3 Failure Criteria 

The failure modes considered for the bridges with rocking piers of non-conventional shape are the 

same as those in structures with R rocking piers, namely overturning and abutment-backfill failure 

as explained in detail in §3.3.3. Therefore, overturning occurs when |udeck
CG | ≥ 2B and the abutment-

backfill fails if |udeck
CG | ≥ ujo + uab. Since the expressions for the longitudinal displacement of the 

deck (udeck
CG ) is not affected by the shape of the piers (§5.2.1), the failure criteria can be expressed 

in terms of the DoF of the system (θ) as in §3.3.3.  
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5.3.4 Effect of the Non-conventional Pier Configurations on Bridges with Rocking  

Piers 

5.3.4.1 Rocking Response under Single-frequency Pulse-type Ground Motions 

This section examines the seismic performance of bridges with rocking piers of different 

configuration (§5.3.1) by considering pulse-type excitations (§5.3.2.1), and this is done in terms of 

FMAS shown in Fig. 5-11. Although all bridge configurations are more prone to fail due to the 

abutment-backfill failure mode than due to pier overturning (2B = 2.2 m > ujo + uab = 0.2 m), 

both failure modes are plotted in the failure spectra of Fig. 5-11 to examine in more detail the effect 

of pier shape. The FMAS are calculated for a wide range of pulse durations (ωp = [0.1 ~ 6]· p and 

p = 0.72 rad/s) and acceleration amplitudes (αp = [0.1 ~ 15]·g · tana and g · tana = 0.079 g) to 

obtain a complete view of the minimum acceleration that induces either failure mode.  

Fig. 5-11A, B, C show that the shape of both failure curves for the bridges with rocking piers 

of non-conventional configuration is not differentiated compared to the structures supported on the 

conventional R rocking piers (discussed in detail in §3.3.5.1) regardless of the pulse-type motion. 

Specifically, it is shown that all bridge configurations have the ‘sickle’ shaped behaviour for the 

abutment failure mode, while the higher vulnerability of the three bridges for the medium-

frequency pulses is attributed to their relatively low value of q (see Table 5-4, Fig. 3-14 and 

discussion in §3.3.5.1). Additionally, the curve representing the overturning failure coincides with 

the curve for the abutment failure mode in the low-frequency range, while the value of αp  increases 

progressively for ωp p⁄ >2 compared to the corresponding value for the abutment failure mode; 

this difference shows values at least three times larger in the high-frequency range for all the 

different configurations and types of ground motion. 

 

  

 

Fig. 5-11 FMAS for the bridges with rocking piers of different configuration. Results obtained 

when subject to acceleration pulses of (A) sine, (B) symmetric and (C) antisymmetric 

Ricker type. 

 

Comparison among the different configurations in Fig. 5-11 shows that the failure spectra for 

the bridges with non-conventional rocking piers are slightly shifted upwards compared to those for 

the structures with R rocking piers. Specifically, in bridges with IC piers the value of αp that induces 

abutment failure and overturning increases compared to the structures with solid R piers up to 3.1% 

and 2.3%, respectively, for all the mathematical excitations. The corresponding increase in the case 

of bridges with IL piers with respect to those with R piers is approximately 5% and 3.7%, 
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respectively. The increase in the value of αp for both failure modes in the structures with non-

conventional piers is attributed to their reduction in the total mass of the bridge (i.e., recall that the 

total mass in bridges with IC and IL piers is 6% and 9% smaller than that with R piers, respectively). 

This results in (i) lower horizontal forces in the structures with IC and IL piers, (ii) improved 

performance that is expressed through the increased value of the superstructure mass effect (γ), and 

(iii) larger longitudinal influence of the abutments and the backfills (q). These effects overcome 

the decreased restoring capability (inertia) of rocking piers with non-conventional configuration, 

which eventually gives slightly enhanced behaviour in a performance assessment context to bridges 

with these members. This is more significant in the IL piers, and it results in bridges with the best 

seismic performance and the least use of material.  

From the foregoing discussion about the increase in the value of αp with respect to the bridges 

with R piers, it is also observed that structures with IC and IL piers have larger increments of αp 

for the abutment failure mode than for the overturning condition. This implies that non-

conventional pier shapes protect to a higher extent the abutment integrity than the overturning 

condition. This can be explained because there is no stabilising effect from the abutment-backfill 

system (q) for the abutment that has failed. Therefore, the system is transformed from a bridge to 

a frame-type mechanism (i.e., the abutment-backfill system is participating in longitudinal rocking 

response in one or none of the two ends). In this regard, the lower restoring mechanisms of the 

piers with non-conventional configuration (mpier reduces for a single pier approximately by 24% 

and 38.4% when IC and IL shapes are employed for this member with respect to the R shape, 

respectively, and in the same way I pier
CG  reduces by 23.9% and 14.1% according to Fig. 5-4, 

respectively) seem to dominate in the rocking system, implying that piers with non-conventional 

shape may not be adequate for rocking structures without end supports (i.e., frames with rocking 

columns).  

 

5.3.4.2 Rocking Response under Multi-frequency Synthetic Ground Motions 

This section presents the seismic response of the three bridges (§5.3.1) when they are subject to 

the accelerograms that apply to the design and the ‘extreme’ earthquake conditions (§5.3.2.2). Fig. 

5-12 illustrates the peak responses of the superstructure longitudinal displacement (udeck
CG ) for all 

bridge configurations in the design context. The displacement demand at the contact with the 

abutments (dotted line) and the ultimate displacement capacity in the abutment-backfill systems 

(dashed line) are also shown.  

Fig. 5-12 shows that all bridge configurations survived the design ground motions with 

substantial margin before the prevailing failure mode (i.e., abutment-backfill) is activated. In 

general, bridges with different rocking pier configurations have slightly lower rocking amplitudes 

in terms of the longitudinal movement of the superstructure compared to the bridge on R rocking 

piers. Specifically, the value of udeck
CG  decreases for the bridge with IC piers compared to the 

structure with R piers up to 1.4% for the AR4. Analogously, the structures with IL piers reduce the 

value of udeck
CG  approximately by 2.3% for the AR4. However, the response of the bridges with R 

piers is not always enhanced as can be seen for the structure with IC piers subject to the AR7 
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motion (i.e., the difference is around 1%). Thus, the value of udeck
CG  generally decreases by reducing 

the total mass of the structure, which is mainly explained by the corresponding increase in the 

effect of the abutment-backfill system (q) (see Table 5-4). This introduces a larger restriction to 

the free longitudinal rocking motion as well as higher energy dissipation when contact with the 

abutments occurs. Therefore, the bridges with rocking piers of non-conventional shape show 

slightly improved rocking response in a design context with respect to those with conventional 

piers, and this improvement is more noticeable in the case of the IL pier configuration.  

 

 

Fig. 5-12 Peak responses of the longitudinal displacement of the superstructure (udeck
CG ) for the 

bridges with rocking piers of different configuration. Results obtained when subject to 

ARi applying to the design earthquake conditions (PGA = 0.36 g). 

 

To illustrate the effect of pier configuration on the overall rocking response, Fig. 5-13A, B 

show the histories of the longitudinal displacement of the deck (udeck
CG ) under the design spectrum-

compatible AR3 and AR9. Again, the displacements describing the contact between the deck and 

the abutments (dotted line) and the failure of the abutment-backfill systems (dashed line) are 

illustrated. Initially, it is observed that all the studied bridges start rocking motion exactly at the 

same time instant (at t ≈ 6 s and t ≈ 3 s when subject to AR3 and AR9, respectively), which is 

expected because the value of üg,min in Eq. (3-8) does not depend on the pier shape. Similarly, and 

after rocking starts, all the bridge structures show identical response-histories by having the same 

number of deck-abutment contacts and similar rocking amplitudes at each rocking cycle until 

nearly the end of the ground motion (at t ≈ 22 s). Therefore, non-conventionality in pier shape does 

not affect the response-history of the bridge when the excitation is active compared to the same 

structure with R piers. 

The effect of the pier configuration in the response-histories in Fig. 5-13A, B becomes apparent 

after the earthquake almost finishes and the bridge continues moving in free rocking response. This 

is observed in Fig. 5-13A after t ≈ 21 s, and when the piers with non-conventional configuration 

lead to larger rocking amplitudes due to their lower mass and mass moment of inertia, resulting in 

additional contacts of the superstructure with the abutment backwall while, at the same time, the 

structure with R piers behaves as a frame system in free rocking motion. These contacts dissipate 

energy through pounding (e) as well as through radiation and material damping of the backfill soil 

(c). Therefore, the bridges with rocking piers of non-conventional configuration show lower 

rocking amplitudes in the following cycles and dissipate the rocking motion slightly faster, with 

less impacts at the rocking interfaces than the structure with R rocking piers. This is not observed 
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in AR9 in Fig. 5-13B. Specifically, after t ≈ 22 s there is no impact at the abutments in any 

configuration and the bridges with non-conventional rocking piers have slightly higher rocking 

motions due to their reduced values of mpier and I pier
CG . This effect is more apparent for the lightest 

system (with IL piers), and this can be explained by the decreased value of psec,1 (i.e., 

approximately by 4.7% compared to the R and IC cases as shown in Fig. 5-6) that increases the 

free rocking motion of this system more than the other configurations. This results in the bridges 

with non-conventional rocking piers having slightly longer rocking motions and, therefore, a larger 

number of impacts (part of this is shown in Fig. 5-13B). It should be noted though that the crucial 

for the integrity of the piers issue of number of impacts that take place throughout the whole 

rocking motion is not differentiated considerably in the case of bridges with piers of non-

conventional and R shapes as can be seen in Fig. 5-13A, B. This can be particularly relevant to the 

fact that all the bridge configurations dissipate energy at the same pace at each impact at the rocking 

interfaces (i.e., η = 0.989 for all the cases as shown in Fig. 5-9). Therefore, the non-conventional 

in shape piers protect the integrity of the rocking interfaces in the same way to more compact piers, 

notwithstanding the economy in material use described before. 

 

    

  

 

Fig. 5-13 Histories of the longitudinal displacement of the superstructure (udeck
CG ) for the bridges 

with rocking piers of different configuration. Results obtained when subject to (A) 

AR3 and (B) AR9 applying to the design earthquake conditions (PGA = 0.36 g). 

 

The seismic performance of the three bridges under the ‘extreme’ earthquake scenario 

described in §5.3.2.2 is considered now, and Fig. 5-14A, B show the peak longitudinal 

displacements of the superstructure (udeck
CG ). This is done separately in the positive and negative 

directions, in order to identify in more detail the cases where abutment-backfill failure mode is 

activated. However, the analysis continues after abutment failure (i.e., beyond superstructure 

displacements of 100 mm) by assuming that the actual capacity of the abutment is higher than that 

assumed in the thesis, in an effort to address the rocking response of the structures that are 

transformed from a bridge to a frame-type mechanism. Overall, failure in the abutments in bridges 

with R and IC rocking piers is observed for 20% of the ground motions for both directions (three 

records induce failure of this member in the positive direction and 1 in the negative direction), 

while this type of failure is observed in 15% of the records in the structure with IL piers  (two 
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records make the abutment fail in the positive direction and one in the negative direction). The 

difference for the lightest IL section is due to the protection of the abutment in the positive direction 

subject to AR3 that is not met for the other pier configurations. Therefore, the lightest structure 

protects the integrity of the abutment in more cases than the heavier configurations, suggesting the 

beneficial effect that non-conventionality in pier shape has in the rocking of bridges. Considering 

now the responses for the records in which the abutments do not fail, the mass reduction associated 

with non-conventional piers enhances slightly the seismic performance compared to bridges using 

R. This is observed in all the ground motions, with reductions of the peak longitudinal deck 

displacements that are on average 1.2% and 2.1% in IC and IL bridges, respectively. Nevertheless, 

it is interesting to note that the highest rocking amplitude is observed for the IC bridge (622.6 mm 

when subject to AR3 in the positive direction). This value develops after the abutment fails or, in 

other words, during the free rocking motion of the system, indicating that non-conventional piers 

may lead to more unstable rocking responses when the structure behaves as a frame.  

 

  

Fig. 5-14 Peak responses of the longitudinal displacement of the superstructure (udeck
CG ) for the 

bridges with rocking piers of different configuration. Results obtained when subject to 

ARi applying to the ‘extreme’ earthquake conditions (PGA = 0.72 g). 

 

Fig. 5-14A, B also indicate that the piers of the studied bridges do not overturn for any of the 

ground motions. Considering the largest response of the R and the IC bridges (i.e., in the positive 

direction when subject to AR3), these two structures reach a maximum of 28.2% and 28.3%, 

respectively, of their pier rotation capacity (which in terms of the longitudinal deck displacement 

is 2200 mm). On the other hand, the bridge with IL piers reaches a lower peak of 24.2% of its pier 

overturning capacity in the negative direction under AR4. This shows that the three bridges with 

rocking piers have a significant reserve capacity against overturning, even in ‘extreme’ earthquake 

conditions (PGA = 0.72 g), especially for the case with rocking piers of IL configuration. 

 

 

5.4 Closing Remarks 

Chapter 5 considered the effect of the shape of the piers on the rocking response of bridges. In this 

regard, piers with ‘non-rectangular’ configurations, including an I shape in cross-section and a 

barbell shape in elevation were put forward. The motivation for these proposals is based on the 

inherent advantages of rocking pier isolation in an ABC context, that is (i) rocking piers show 
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negligible flexural strains during rocking motion, and (ii) the lack of firm connections at the rocking 

interfaces is suitable for ABC and, in that sense, prefabrication  allows for selecting complex pier 

shapes that are not usually adopted in earthquake-resistant bridges. Looking ahead, considering 

that several studies propose the use of post-tensioned unbonded tendons to minimise sliding 

(§2.4.1.1, Table 2-3, Table 2-4), the use of tendons seems also important given that the rocking 

prefabricated piers will in practice be segmental. The following conclusions were drawn for the 

proposed non-conventional configurations of the rocking piers compared to the conventional 

rectangular in shape rocking piers in bridges; 

 

• The non-conventional rocking pier configurations can reduce the use of concrete in the bridge 

examined herein up to approximately 8% in short bridges and 10% in multi-span long bridges 

compared to the same structures supported on rectangular rocking piers. 

 

• The EoM during longitudinal rocking of the bridge and the COR at the rocking interfaces (η) 

in the bridges with non-conventional piers are distinguished from those with conventional piers 

by means of shape factors (psec,1, psec,2, psec,3), for which analytical expressions were provided.  

 

• The value of η remains unaffected by variations in the pier configuration returning equivalently 

stable structures in that respect. However, bridges with non-conventional piers show higher 

overall energy dissipation through the material and the radiation damping of the backfill soil 

(c), and this is due to the increased contribution of the abutment-backfill system (q) in these 

structures. 

 

• The bridges with non-conventional piers present slightly improved rocking response in a design 

context. The level of improvement is proportional to the reduction in the total mass of the 

system. The higher the mass reduction in the rocking piers, the lower the seismic forces that 

are developed during rocking, the higher the superstructure mass effect (γ) that contributes to 

the structural stability, and the higher the participation of the abutments and the backfills (q) in 

the rocking mechanism that counteract the decreased restoring capability of bridges with non-

conventional rocking piers. 

 

• The number of impacts during the rocking motion is not significantly affected by the shape of 

the rocking piers, implying that the integrity of their rocking interfaces is in the same conditions 

as in the conventional piers; further examination is required though regarding this crucial issue. 

This can be particularly relevant to the same initiation of rocking motion and the same energy 

dissipation when an impact at the rocking interfaces takes place for the bridges with piers of 

different configuration. 

 

• In a performance assessment context for pulse-type motions, results obtained from FMAS show 

that the structures with rocking piers of non-conventional configuration enhance slightly the 

seismic performance by protecting to higher extent the integrity of the abutments, and by 

avoiding pier overturning (i.e., the curves are shifted slightly upwards). This is also confirmed 
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for the most economic (lightest) pier section examined when strong multi-frequency ground 

motions are utilised.  

 

• Overturning of the piers in the longitudinal direction is practically impossible to occur, 

regardless of the piers shape; even under earthquakes that exceed the design PGA by two times, 

the reserve capacity against pier overturning is around 75%. This outcome should be related to 

the importance of the abutment-backfill system in rocking response and the relevant 

comparison with frames (see §3.3.5).  

 

• The results suggest that the largest rocking motions of the bridges with non-conventional piers 

occur when the bridge is transformed into a frame-type mechanism (i.e., after one or both 

abutments fail), thus implying the reason why these sections were not used in frame systems 

in the past. This is due to their lower restoring mechanisms (inertia), which are more important 

in the rocking response of structures without longitudinal end supports.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 
 

Chapter 6 

Comparative Assessment of Conventional Seismic  

and Rocking Pier Isolation 

 

 

 

6.1 Introduction 

Chapter 6 compares the seismic performance of bridges with rocking pier isolation with those 

controlled through a conventional seismic isolation technique. An existing overpass bridge with 

unequal height piers is selected for the comparison. This is because the asymmetry of the piers may 

have a significant influence in the rocking response, as shown in §4. In addition, a modified version 

of the actual geometry of the structure by increasing pier heights is considered to explore the 

influence of taller piers (or piers with lower slenderness) on the seismic response. The comparison 

is based on the results of analyses using rigorous FE models in the general-purpose software 

ABAQUS CAE (2018). 

Seismic performance of asymmetric bridges with rocking piers was examined in §4.3.5 based 

on some essential assumptions that facilitated the analytical formulation of the rocking response; 

these are stated in §3.2 and are briefly: (i) the rocking problem is examined in two dimensions 

neglecting transverse rocking, (ii) all the structural members are considered rigid and (iii) there is 

no sliding at any instant during the entire rocking motion. However, the two-dimensional analysis 

restrains the response to an impact-like motion, neglecting the phenomena of wobbling and rolling 

(Vassiliou 2017) or twisting of the bridge piers, which might occur during biaxial excitations, while 

the assumptions of no sliding at the rocking interfaces (Mohamad et al. 2015) and rigidity of all 

members (i.a., Roh & Reinhorn 2009, Sideris 2015) may lead to failing to properly capture the 

actual effect of rocking in all structural members. These assumptions have been studied in the past 

using numerical or experimental tools, but other simplifications were adopted in those studies 

(§2.5). Chapter 6 addresses the effect of these assumptions, and extends the numerical studies 

described in §2.5 by using rigorous FE models to simulate contact of the rocking interfaces and the 

dynamic interaction between the deck and the abutments. 

Moreover, Chapter 6 extends the work of Agalianos et al. (2017), which is one of the most 

complete works on FE analysis of bridges with rocking pier isolation to date (§2.5). The following 

modifications and advancements are introduced here with respect to the 3D numerical models 

developed by Agalianos et al. (2017); 

 

• Consideration of an irregular bridge configuration, wherein rocking pier isolation is expected 

to be less beneficial than in a system with piers of equal height. 

 

• Examination of rocking pier isolation in its ‘pure’ original form (i.e., no firm connection of the 

superstructure at any support location) as opposed to the ‘hybrid’ rocking solution adopted by 
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Agalianos et al. (2017) where the superstructure is bearing-supported on the piers and the 

abutments. 

 

• Use of ground motion more realistic than the ‘extreme’ earthquake conditions considered by 

Agalianos et al. (2017) that led to overturning of the rocking alternative. It is noted that the 

abutment failure mode was ignored in that study, despite the fact that it typically precedes pier 

overturning (see §2.5, §3.3.3, §4.3.3).  

 

• More realistic interface conditions at both ends of the rocking piers are considered herein 

associated with a reasonable value for the static CoF at the rocking interfaces μs, contrary to 

the special contact elements used in Agalianos et al. (2017) to prevent sliding (μs = 10).  

 

The two isolation techniques are implemented on an actual overpass (§6.2.1), and rigorous 3D 

numerical models of the entire bridge system are developed in ABAQUS CAE (2018) introducing 

deformable sections for all structural elements. The bridge with conventional isolation has Lead 

Rubber Bearings (LRBs) (§6.2.2.1) and is designed according to the current EC8 provisions (CEN 

2005b); the latter is done separately for the actual bridge with short piers in §6.2.2.1.1 and for its 

modified configuration with taller piers in §6.2.2.1.2. The piers in the bridge with rocking pier 

isolation are allowed to rock and slide freely at both interfaces, and the superstructure is not 

restrained in both horizontal directions at the abutment seats (i.e., ‘purely’ free-standing system) 

as described in §6.2.2.2. The seismic performance of the bridges is examined considering eleven 

natural ground motions that are properly scaled to exceed a code spectrum (§6.2.3). The details of 

the FE analysis are included in §6.2.4, with the parametric study being presented in §6.3. Finally, 

the seismic responses obtained with the two isolation techniques are compared in §6.4 in terms of 

displacements of the structural members, BMs developed at the different deck spans and the piers, 

as well as the recentring capability of the entire system. This is done separately for the actual bridge 

with short piers and for the modified configuration with tall piers in §6.4.1 and §6.4.2, respectively. 

 

 

6.2 Description of the Bridge Model and Analysis Outline 

6.2.1 Original Bridge Overpass 

A typical overpass bridge (Fig. C-1 in Appendix C), part of Egnatia Motorway located in Northern 

Greece, is used as case study; some modifications of the actual structural characteristics are made, 

depending on the analysed design alternative (i.e., conventional seismic isolation and rocking pier 

isolation). The actual bridge is a 3-span 99-m long structure with a central span of 45 m and two 

end spans of 27 m. The longitudinal slope of the deck is approximately 7%. The superstructure is 

a 10-m wide prestressed concrete box girder with a total depth of 2 m. More solid cross-sections 

are used for the deck towards the abutments (Adeck = 12.6 m2) and the piers (Adeck = 9.2 m2), while 

a lighter box girder is selected for the spans (Adeck = 5.9 m2) (Fig. C-2), thus resulting in mdeck = 

187∙104 kg. The actual substructure consists of cylindrical piers with diameter Dpier = 2 m and 
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heights equal to hP1 = 5.4 m and hP2 = 7.4 m (Fig. C-1 and Fig. C-3A). The pier-to-deck 

connection is monolithic, while the superstructure rests on each abutment through two elastomeric 

bearings (Fig. C-3B).  

The superstructure is initially free to move at the abutments in both horizontal directions, while 

longitudinal and transverse displacements are restrained whenever a 100 mm (Fig. C-4) and a 150 

mm gap (Fig. C-3B) between the deck and the abutment is closed, respectively. The abutments 

consist of a wall system with total height above the foundation of 5.3 m for Abutment 1 (Fig. C-

3B) and 5.7 m for Abutment 2 (Fig. C-4), while the height of the backwall is 2 m. The soil 

conditions correspond to stiff formations categorised as Ground B according to the EC8 site 

classification (CEN 2004b). The piers and the abutments are supported on footings with 

dimensions 9×8×2 m (Fig. C-1 and Fig. C-3A) and 12×4.5×1.5 m (Fig. C-1 and Fig. C-3B), 

respectively. The deck and the piers are made in concrete grade C30/37 (CEN 2004a), while this 

grade is C16/20 in the abutments and in the foundations. 

The original bridge was designed according to the provisions of the Greek Seismic Code that 

was applicable at the time of design (EAK 2003, similar to CEN 2005a). Additional dead loads 

were considered equal to 58.4 kN/m. The traffic actions correspond to the LM1 adopted by CEN 

(2004b), including a uniformly distributed load equal to 38 kN/m and point loads equal to 327.2 

kN, with 20% of this action being considered in the seismic analysis. The thermal actions for the 

considered location of the bridge were based on Te,min = −12 oC and Te,max = 42 oC (Egnatia 

Motorway 2002, Paraskeva & Kappos 2010). The seismic design spectrum was constructed based 

on PGA = 0.16 g, site conditions of Class B, importance factor γΙ = 1 and behaviour factors along 

the longitudinal and transverse directions q(X,Y) = 2.  

 

6.2.2 Finite Element Modelling 

The general-purpose software ABAQUS CAE (2018) is selected for the FE analyses due to the fact 

that it can properly deal with impact problems (as shown i.a. by Ou et al. 2007, ElGawady & 

Dawood 2012, Sideris 2015, Li et al. 2017). The modelling approach for both isolation alternatives 

and both pier schemes short and tall) is presented in the following sections. The same concrete 

grades as those used in the actual bridge are assigned to the different structural elements in all 

bridge configurations and isolation alternatives examined. Inelasticity effects are ignored in all RC 

members in both isolation approaches, considering that these members are expected to stay in the 

elastic range during the whole response. In this respect, concrete grade C16/20 is described by the 

characteristic compressive strength fck = 16 MPa and the mean Young’s Modulus Ecm = 29 GPa 

(CEN 2004a). The material properties of C30/37 concrete are fck = 30 MPa and Ecm = 33 GPa. 

The mass density and Poisson’s ratio are 2500 kg/m3 and 0.2 for both concrete grades. 

 

6.2.2.1 Bridge with Conventional Seismic Isolation 

The Conventional Seismic Isolation (CSI) is applied to a slightly modified version of the existing 

bridge, which is shown in Fig. 6-1. The structure with CSI has the dimensions of the actual bridge, 

but the deck is resting on the piers and the abutments through LRBs, while same joint lengths are 
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considered in both horizontal directions that are equal to 150 mm. Additionally, the cross-section 

of the piers is converted to a square one as explained in §6.2.2.2. The adopted square cross-section 

of the piers has 1.5-m side in order to give a reasonable value for the normalised axial force at the 

piers under all the dead and imposed loads (CEN 2004a), thus resulting in νEd = NEd Ac ∙ fcd⁄ = 

0.28. The longitudinal slope of the superstructure is also ignored to simplify the model.  

The FE model of the bridge uses beam elements with linear interpolation of the curvature (B31 

in ABAQUS CAE) for the deck that are located at the centroid of the box girder, while rigid 

elements are utilised to connect the deck with the LRBs at the supports, as shown in Fig. 6-1A. 

The 99-m long superstructure is discretised in 32 elements to capture with more accuracy the BM 

distribution and the variation in the deck cross-section along its length. The latter is shown in Fig. 

6-1B, in which a transition zone of 4 m is introduced to connect the different cross-sections of the 

box girder (Fig. 6-1A). Simulation of each box girder shape is achieved through their mechanical 

properties that are integrated in the ‘Profile’ option offered in ABAQUS CAE.  

 

 

Fig. 6-1 Bridge with CSI that is supported on short and tall piers: (Α) layout in the longitudinal 

direction, (B) different cross-sections of the superstructure, (C) generated mesh in the 

foundation-pier-cap beam, (D) beam element embedded in the piers, and (E) layout of 

the abutment-backfill system as well as mesh generation in the abutment seat. 

 

The mesh of the system foundation-pier-cap beam is shown in Fig. 6-1C. The piers are 

monolithically connected to their footings that consist of linear brick first-order elements with 

reduced integration (C3D8R) of typical size 0.5 m; selection of this type of element is made with 

a view to reducing the computational cost without affecting the results in the model considered 

(Baker 2018). The piers are meshed with increasing size of the elements from bottom to top to 

match the corresponding mesh scheme of the rocking model (§6.2.2.2, §6.3.1), in an effort to 

compare in a better way the two FE models. Special care is put when meshing the transition 

between regions of different element sizes in the pier (Baker 2018); to this end, the element sizes 

(A) 

(B) 

(C) 

(D) 

(E) 
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in regions should be smooth and not differ by more than a factor of two to four in their volume. In 

this regard, for a height of 1.5 m (i.e., the dimension of the square cross-section of the pier) cubic 

C3D8R elements of size 0.15 m are utilised, while a transition zone of 1.5 m height with equivalent 

elements of size 0.3 m is used to pass to the coarsest mesh for the rest of the pier utilising the same 

type of element with size 0.6 m. A cap beam with dimensions 1.5×5.2×1.2 m and concrete grade 

C30/37 is introduced on top of each pier to support the LRBs (Gkatzogias 2017), and it follows the 

coarsest mesh of the pier (i.e., C3D8R with size 0.6 m).  

A B31 beam element with length equal to the height of the corresponding pier and negligible 

mass and stiffness compared to the rest of the structural members to avoid affecting the response 

of the structure is integrated at the centroid of each pier as shown in Fig. 6-1D, in an effort to 

capture the BM distribution of the pier that is not directly available in brick elements. The beam 

element is meshed according to the surrounding solid (zones with elements of 0.15 m for height 

1.5 m, 0.3 m for height 1.5 m and 0.6 m for the rest of the pier height). The beam element is 

embedded into the host element (the surrounding solid), and the translational DoFs of the former 

are constrained to those of the latter.  

The abutment has the dimensions of the actual bridge but only the seat of the abutment is 

modelled in detail with C3D8R elements. The typical size of these elements is 0.3 m as shown in 

Fig. 6-1E. The contribution of the abutment-backfill system is modelled in a simplified way 

through a linear spring with k = 203 MN/m (Caltrans 2013) and a linear dashpot element with c 

= 67 MN·s/m (Mylonakis et al. 2006) in the longitudinal and the transverse directions (Zhang & 

Makris 2002). It is considered that the abutment is not expected to fail under the design ground 

motions considered in Chapter 6. The horizontal interaction between the deck and the abutments 

is activated when the 150-mm longitudinal and transverse gaps, respectively, at the two ends of the 

deck are closed. This contact is defined in the FE model by establishing contact interaction between 

the adjacent members at each time-step, considering that sliding is allowed in the tangential 

direction through a Coulomb friction μs = 0.9 (Mohamad et al. 2015). In the normal direction, 

penetration of the adjacent members is not allowed in any case. The bottom surfaces of the 

abutments and the footings are restrained vertically (along-Z axis), and the ground motions are 

applied synchronously by imposing the corresponding accelerations to the entire footings of the 

piers in the longitudinal (X) and the transverse (Y) directions. 

The bridges with CSI are redesigned according to the current EC8 provisions (CEN 2005a) 

separately for the cases of short (§6.2.2.1.1) and tall piers (§6.2.2.1.2) with seismic action Type 1 

spectrum (high seismicity areas), site conditions B and importance factor γΙ = 1 (class II), as it was 

the case in the original bridge. However, the PGA is increased to 0.24 g due to the fact that the 

actual bridge was overdesigned for the original PGA (0.16 g), as explained in Gkatzogias (2017). 

The behaviour factors for the longitudinal and the transverse directions are taken as q(X,Y) = 1, as 

the Code requires for seismically isolated systems. Furthermore, the additional dead loads, traffic 

and thermal actions are the same as in §6.2.1. 
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6.2.2.1.1   Bridge with Short Piers 

The actual overpass bridge is supported on two short piers with heights hP1 = 5.4 m and hP2 = 7.4 

m (Fig. 6-1A). The design procedure focuses on the LRB configuration and mechanical properties, 

while for the piers it is assumed that they are designed to remain elastic under the design ground 

motions. To this effect, the isolators are verified against (i) vertical load, (ii) shear strain due to 

horizontal and vertical displacement as well as rotation, (iii) stability (buckling) and (iv) restoring 

capability; this is done separately for the Lower Bound (LB) and the Upper Bound (UB) 

mechanical properties of the isolators (CEN 2005b). The design resulted in two identical circular 

LRBs located at each support (i.e., altogether eight LRBs in the bridge). These are spaced 

transversely at a distance of 5.2 m (centre to centre). The dimensions of the isolators are 750×410 

mm with elastomer thickness tR = 170 mm. The shear moduli of the elastomer and of the lead core 

are taken from the LRB manufacturer (Freyssinet) as GR = 0.8 MPa and GL = fLy· tR uy⁄ = 256 

MPa, respectively; the latter applies to the initial stiffness of the lead with fLy = FLy AL⁄ =

378 kN 12272 mm2⁄ = 31 MPa being the yield stress of the lead core with diameter DL = 125 mm, 

and uy = 20.5 mm being the yield displacement of the isolator as given by the manufacturer. 

The results from the modal analysis for the CSI bridge with short piers indicate that the first 

two vibration modes are translational and describe a rigid body motion of the deck in the transverse 

and in the longitudinal directions with natural periods equal to T1 = 1.81 s and T2 = 1.8 s, 

respectively. The mass participation factor is approximately 90% in both modes.  

 

    

Fig. 6-2 Bridge with CSI that is supported on short piers: (A) modelling of the LRBs, and (B) 

bilinear force-displacement behaviour of the LRBs located at the piers and at the 

abutments. 

 

(A) (B) 
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The vertical response of each LRB is introduced in the FE model by means of one axial linear 

spring in the Z direction (this is shown in black colour in Fig. 6-2A). Additionally, and with the 

same visual representation, the rotational response of these devices is modelled with two rotational 

springs with respect to the longitudinal and the transverse axes. The horizontal (shear) response of 

the LRBs in the longitudinal and the transverse directions is described with two horizontal truss 

elements (T3D2) that are shown in red and in purple in Fig. 6-2A, respectively. Selection of truss 

elements (instead of e.g. linear springs) was made to incorporate the nonlinear material response 

of the LRB in the FE model. In this case the shear behaviour of the LRBs is assumed to be bilinear, 

and it allows to detect potential permanent displacements of the superstructure after the seismic 

action. It is noted that the torsional resistance of the isolators is considered negligible and, therefore, 

it is not included in the numerical model of the LRBs.  

The three linear springs have a length of 0.41 m (the total height of the LRB) and connect the 

cap beam at the pier top with the rigid element representing the diaphragm of the deck, and they 

are introduced in the model with the axial (kv) and rotational (kr) stiffnesses that are given by the 

following expressions (Naeim & Kelly 1999) 
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where AR'' and IR'' are the effective area and the moment of inertia of the effective section, and Ec 

is the compression modulus. Eq. (6-1) shows that the expressions for kr about the longitudinal (X) 

and transverse directions (Y) are the same, and this is due to the circular configuration of the LRB. 

The expressions for AR'' and IR'' are given as functions of the effective diameter (DR'') after 

subtracting the area of the lead core (Constantinou et al. 2011) 
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The value of Ec is calculated according to the following suggestion made by Van Engelen & 

Kelly (2015) for circular pads  
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where Eb = 2000 MPa is the bulk modulus of the elastomer (CEN 2005b). The shape factor S 

represents the ratio of the loaded (bonded) area to the area of the elastomer that is free to bulge in 

a single elastomer layer of thickness ti = 17 mm, and it is given by the following expression 
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where DR' = 730 mm is the bonded diameter of the isolator. Substitution of Eqs. (6-2) to (6-6) into 

Eq. (6-1) returns the stiffness values for the one axial and two rotational linear springs that are 

shown in Fig. 6-2A.  

The two truss elements representing the bidirectional shear response of the LRB have a length 

0.75 m (the diameter of the LRB). They are arranged longitudinally (LRB(X)) and transversely 

(LRB(Y)) in order to simulate the shear behaviour of each isolator in each direction without coupling 

(see Fig. 6-2A). Connection of the cap beam with the truss elements is achieved through constraints 

that do not allow relative motion between them in order to transfer the pier movement to the LRBs; 

this is done through ‘Ties’ available in ABAQUS CAE. Accordingly, the truss elements transfer 

their movement to the superstructure through linear springs of infinite stiffness that work only in 

the corresponding direction (kx and ky, respectively, as shown in Fig. 6-2A). To account for the low 

confinement of the lead in the LRBs located at the abutments due to the lower axial loads applied 

from the deck at this location, the shear resistance F0 = FLy of the LRBs at the abutments was 

reduced by assuming a 25% decrease in the yield stress of the lead core  fLy (Ryan et al. 2005, 

Constantinou et al. 2011). Therefore, two different force-displacement (F-u) curves are applied for 

the LRBs along the deck as shown in Fig. 6-2B. The curves are constructed according to the 

manufacturer guidelines and follow the EC8 provisions (CEN 2005b), considering for the LRBs at 

the piers post-elastic stiffness equal to kp = GR· AR'' tR⁄ = 1.4 MN/m, stiffness of the lead equal to 

kL = FLy uy⁄ = 18.5 MN/m, thus resulting in an elastic stiffness equal to ke = kp + kL = 19.9 

MN/m, whereas the yield and ultimate displacements are uy = 20.5 mm and umax = 365 mm, 

respectively. The corresponding values for the LRBs at the abutments are kp = 1.4 MN/m, kL = 

14.5 MN/m, ke = 15.9 MN/m, uy = 20.5 mm and umax = 365 mm.  

 

6.2.2.1.2   Bridge with Tall Piers 

This configuration is a modification of the actual bridge by multiplying the original height of the 

piers by three, thus resulting in the following heights: hP1 = 16.2 m and hP2 = 22.2 m (see Fig. 6-

1A). The design and modelling approaches for the isolators of the CSI bridge with tall piers are the 

same as those in the structure with short piers presented previously (§6.2.2.1.1), while the piers are 

again assumed to remain elastic. The design of the isolators in the structure with tall piers resulted 

in two circular LRBs with dimensions 600×332 mm and elastomer thickness tR = 144 mm 

(Freyssinet) that are located at each support spaced at 5.2 m. The shear moduli of the elastomer 

and of the lead core are equal to GR = 0.8 MPa and GL = 256 MPa, respectively (§6.2.2.1.1).  
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The first two natural modes of the CSI bridge with tall piers are translational, as in the short 

pier configuration (i.e., pier height does not affect these modes that involve the deck ‘floating’ on 

the LRBs). The first one is a longitudinal rigid body motion of the deck with vibration period T1 = 

2.32 s, and the second one is a transverse motion with T2 = 2.28 s. Similarly to the bridge with 

short piers (§6.2.2.1.1), 90% of the total mass of the system is activated (i.e., these modes dominate 

the seismic response of the structure). 

The three linear springs representing the restraint offered by the LRB to the relative movements 

between the pier top and the deck have a length of 0.332 m. Their stiffnesses are calculated from 

the previous expressions Eqs. (6-1) to (6-6) considering DR = 600 mm, DR' = 580 mm, tR = 144 

mm, DL = 100 mm, Eb = 2000 MPa and ti = 14 mm for the isolators (Freyssinet). The resulting 

values are kv,z = 1289 MN/m, kr,x = 6.4 MN·m/m, kr,y = 6.4 MN·m/m. The two truss (T3D2) 

elements of each LRB have a length of 0.6 m and show a different force-displacement behaviour 

at the locations of the piers and the abutments, as explained in §6.2.2.1.1; these are shown in Fig. 

6-3A, B, respectively. The curves are drawn considering that the elastic stiffness for the LRBs at 

the piers is ke = 15 MN/m and that the post-elastic stiffness is kp = 1.1 MN/m, the yield and the 

ultimate displacements being uy = 17.3 mm and umax = 310 mm, respectively (§6.2.2.1.1). The 

corresponding values for the LRBs at the abutments are ke = 12 MN/m, kp = 1.1 MN/m, uy = 

17.3 mm and umax = 310 mm (§6.2.2.1.1).  

 

 

 

Fig. 6-3 Bilinear force-displacement behaviour of the LRBs located (A) at the piers and (B) at 

the abutments for the bridge with CSI that is supported on tall piers. 

 

6.2.2.2 Bridge with Rocking Pier Isolation 

The bridges with rocking pier isolation (referred in the following as RPI) have the same deck and 

pier dimensions as the ones with CSI (§6.2.2.1). Selection of square cross-section of the piers was 

made in order to avoid wobbling and rolling effects that rocking piers with circular cross-section 

can reveal (Vassiliou 2017), compared to square cross-section of the piers that can only twist with 

respect to their initial position. A high value of the superstructure mass effect for the bridge with 

short piers is found γ = 29.3 (§4.3.1), and this value reduces to γ = 9.8 for the tall pier 

configuration. The two RPI bridges differ only in the height of the piers and, therefore, the FE 

modelling approach is the same. It is noted that in both RPI configurations the abutment-backfill 
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is expected to fail before any of the piers overturn, as it can be easily determined according to the 

analytical approach presented in §4.3.3.  

Some necessary modifications are introduced due to the differences between the two isolation 

techniques. Fig. 6-4A shows the bridge with rocking pier isolation where no additional devices are 

inserted between the substructure and the superstructure. To this effect, the cap beam is removed, 

and the deck is modelled with solid elements in order to define the interface surface between the 

soffit of the superstructure and the top surface of the rocking pier. All the different structural 

members of the rocking system are modelled with solid elements. However, and contrary to the 

C3D8R elements used for the CSI bridges, fully integrated C3D8 elements are used for this model 

to improve the accuracy of the contact problem (Baker 2018). Additionally, the section 

arrangement in the deck varies slightly with respect to that in the CSI bridge by substituting the 

transition zone with the span section (see Fig. 6-1A), with a view to reducing the computational 

effort associated with the analysis of these structures without affecting the results. The dimensions 

of the shallow footings are also modified to 3×3×1.2 m for computational reasons, considering 

that decreased BMs occur at this member and smaller sections can be used compared to a 

conventionally isolated system (Agalianos et al. 2017).  

 

  

Fig. 6-4 Bridge with RPI that is supported on short and tall piers: (Α) layout in the longitudinal 

direction, (B) mesh for the whole bridge, (C) generated mesh in the superstructure at 

the contact regions, (D) generated mesh in the foundation-rocking pier, (E) beam 

element embedded in the piers, and (F) contact interactions at the rocking interfaces. 

 

Fig. 6-4B shows the generated mesh for the entire bridge with rocking pier isolation. 

Specifically, the deck is modelled with C3D8 elements of size 0.45 m along its length, with the 

exception of the zones where it is in contact with the abutments and the piers, in which a smaller 

element size of 0.15 m is selected to capture the contact phenomena with sufficient accuracy, as 

shown in Fig. 6-4C. The abutments are also modelled with C3D8 elements of size 0.15 m to match 
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the corresponding discretisation of the deck by activating a node-to-node matching. The mesh for 

the system foundation-rocking pier is presented in Fig. 6-4D, with the pier footings being meshed 

with C3D8 elements of size 0.15 m, and the pier presenting a gradation in the mesh size that is 

finer towards the two rocking interfaces (Baker 2018). Specifically, C3D8 elements of size x that 

is determined after the sensitivity analysis in §6.3.1 are utilised for a height of 0.6 m at both rocking 

interfaces to model with more accuracy the impact problem; in the adjacent segment with 1-m 

height larger C3D8 elements with size 2·x are selected to connect gradually with the coarsest mesh 

of size 3·x in the central part of the pier height.  

The same modelling procedure as in the CSI structures (§6.2.2.1) is used to capture the BMs 

in the rocking piers using embedded B31 beam elements without mass and stiffness as shown in 

Fig. 6-4E. However, the size of the beam elements at the piers are different than in the CSI bridges 

because of the different surrounding mesh in the solid piers; for this reason, the beam elements 

have a length of x for the first 0.6 m from the rocking interface, 2·x for the following 1-m segment, 

and 3·x for the rest of pier, where x is determined from the sensitivity analysis in §6.3.1. 

Additionally, the contribution of the abutment-backfill system that is equivalent to a linear spring 

and a dashpot element, and the interaction with the superstructure are modelled according to 

§6.2.2.1. It is noted that the abutment-backfill failure mode is not expected to be activated for the 

RPI system under the design earthquake conditions adopted herein (§3.3.5, §4.3.5); this can be 

also justified by the large values of the abutment-backfill contribution (q), which are approximated 

to 0.757·10-3 m/kN and 0.778·10-3 m/kN (see §4.2.3 and Table 4-1) for the short and tall rocking 

configurations, respectively. The boundary conditions are identical to those presented for the CSI 

system. 

Fig. 6-4F highlights the contact interactions among the piers and the adjacent members 

(foundations and superstructure) to capture rocking and slide motions of the piers. Specifically, a 

surficial contact that is adjusted at each time-step is defined at both rocking interfaces (i.a., Ou et 

al. 2007, ElGawady & Dawood 2012). The contact relationship between the adjacent interfaces 

has no tensile resistance and in compression it is represented with a relationship that avoids 

penetration of the pier nodes (slave surface) in the corresponding surface defined by the nodes of 

the footings or the superstructure (master surfaces). The ‘Augmented Lagrange’ constraint 

enforcement method is selected to facilitate the solution of the rocking problem (Thomaidis et al. 

2018). In the tangential direction, the sliding effect is simulated through a static CoF μs; this value 

is determined from the parametric analyses in §6.3.2. It is noted that a modal analysis in the bridges 

with RPI is meaningless considering the negative stiffness of the systems.  

 

6.2.3 Representation of Seismic Action  

The seismic action is introduced in the form of recorded ground motions that exceed the EC8 target 

spectrum for PGA = 0.24 g and soil conditions of type B. The selection of natural records was 

made from the PEER NGA-West 2 database (Ancheta et al. 2013) using the following preliminary 

search criteria;  
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• Moment magnitude (Mw) ranging from 6.5 to 7. 

• Closest distance from the recording site to the ruptured area (Rrup) between 20 km and 40 

km. 

• Average shear wave velocity in the top 30 m of soil (Vs,30) corresponding to site conditions 

B according to the EC8 site classification (CEN 2004b) (ranging from 360 to 800 m/s). 

• The maximum number of ground motions from a single event is limited to three. 

• The scale factor should be between 0.25 and 4. 

 

Table 6-1 presents the main characteristics of eleven recorded ground motions that satisfy the 

aforementioned criteria, along with the scale factors that are determined according to the basic 

scaling approach (Haselton et al. 2017) where each ground motion is scaled such that the average 

from all ground motions should not fall below 90% of the target spectrum for any period within 

the range of interest (0.2T ~ 2T where T is the fundamental translational period of the structure, 

resulting in 0.3 ~ 3.6 s for the short bridge and 0.4 ~ 4.7 s for the tall one).  

 

Table 6-1 Information for the Ri ground motions selected for the dynamic analyses, including 

the Record Sequence Number (RSN) (PEER NGA-West 2 database, Ancheta et al. 

2013), the scale factors selected, the earthquake event, the moment magnitude (Mw), 

the mechanism of the seismic event, the closest distance from the recording site to the 

ruptured area (Rrup), and the average shear wave velocity to a depth of 30 m (Vs,30). 

 

Record RSN 
Scale 

Factor 
Earthquake 

Mw  
[-] 

Mechanism 
Rrup 

[km] 

Vs,30 

[m/s] 

R1 57 3.03 San Fernando 1971 6.6 Reverse 22.6 450 

R2 88 3.57 San Fernando 1971 6.6 Reverse 24.9 389 

R3 190 3.93 
Imperial 

Valley-06 1979 
6.5 Strike Slip 24.6 362 

 

R4 

 

288 

 

3.10 Irpinia 1980 
 

6.9 

 

Normal 

 

22.6 

 

561 

R5 739 2.85 Loma Prieta 1989 6.9 
Reverse 

Oblique 
20.3 489 

R6 974 3.48 Northridge-01 1994 6.7 Reverse 22.2 371 

R7 990 2.97 Northridge-01 1994 6.7 Reverse 36.6 365 

R8 4214 3.36 Niigata 2004 6.6 Reverse 32.4 375 

R9 5267 2.85 Chuetsu-oki 2007 6.8 Reverse 29.8 419 

R10 5776 3.05 Iwate 2008 6.9 Reverse 25.2 478 

R11 6971 2.53 Darfield 2010 7.0 Strike Slip 29.9 390 

 

Fig. 6-5 shows the time-histories of the individual scaled ground motions, and their acceleration 

response spectra, as well as their GM compared to the EC8 target spectrum; it is noted that the 

ground motions used included no long-period pulses. It can be seen that, due to the lack of criterion 

to specify the spectral shape matching, the GM of the scaled ground motions overestimates 
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considerably the design spectrum in the plateau zone. However, it is observed that for the first two 

modes that dominate the response of the CSI structures (i.e., for short piers T1 = 1.81 s and T2 = 

1.8 s, and for tall piers T1 = 2.32 s and T2 = 2.28 s) the response accelerations of the scaled ground 

motions are similar to those of the design spectrum.  

 

 

Fig. 6-5 Time-history of the individual scaled records Ri, and matching of their response 

acceleration spectra to the EC8 target spectrum with PGA = 0.24 g and site conditions 

B. 

 

6.2.4 Analysis Process  

The implicit Hilber-Hughes-Taylor (HHT) algorithm is selected to integrate the system of dynamic 

equilibrium equations. The numerical damping introduced by the HHT algorithm is controlled 

through the parameter αHHT that is set equal to -0.333 in this work to provide the maximum 

numerical dissipation to the high-order frequency noise in the response (Hilber et al. 1977, 

Thomaidis et al. 2018). According to usual practice, an equivalent viscous damping of 5% was 

assumed for all the concrete sections through their material properties. An automatic 

incrementation is selected for the analysis that adapts the time-step to the requirements of the 
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problem nonlinearities (i.e., LRBs bilinear behaviour and rocking movement) arising during the 

ground motion, while the maximum and minimum time-steps of the analyses are set equal to 10-1 

s and 10-6 s, respectively. 

 

 

6.3 Analysis Parameters for the Bridges with Rocking Pier Isolation  

6.3.1 Mesh Scheme for the Rocking Piers 

The proposed mesh for the rocking piers of the RPI bridges (§6.2.2.2) results from the mesh-

sensitivity analysis presented in this section, aiming at reducing the duration of the seismic analysis 

without affecting the accuracy of the results. The mesh-sensitivity analysis is expressed in terms 

of piers (see §6.2.2.2 and Fig. 6-4D); this procedure is implemented in the RPI bridge with short 

piers (§6.2.2.2) by applying the scaled ground motions along the two horizontal directions, 

separately (§6.2.3). Specifically, three different mesh schemes are considered for the rocking piers, 

namely (i) a fine mesh with x being equal to 0.1 m or 6% of the Contact Surface (CS), (ii) a medium-

size mesh with x = 0.15 m (i.e., 10% of the CS) and (iii) a coarse mesh with x = 0.3 m (i.e., 20% 

of the CS). It is noted that the generated mesh for the members that are in contact with the rocking 

piers (i.e., footings and superstructure) are adjusted according to the smallest element of the rocking 

pier interfaces (see §6.2.2.2 and Fig. 6-4C). For the examined RPI bridges, a conservative value 

for the static CoF at the rocking interfaces is selected that is equal to μs = 0.45 (§6.3.2). 

 

 

 

Fig. 6-6 Histories of the total longitudinal drifts of (A) pier P1 (dP1,x) and (B) pier P2 (dP2,x) for 

the RPI bridge with short piers. Results obtained when subject to the scaled R1, 

considering three alternatives for the mesh scheme of the rocking piers. 

 

Fig. 6-6A, B present the histories of the longitudinal pier P1 drifts (dP1,x) and pier P2 drifts 

(dP2,x), respectively, when subjected to the scaled historic motion R1 applied in the longitudinal 

direction; it is noted that the results presented are equivalent in terms of the mesh sensitivity to 

those for the transverse direction and for the rest of the ground motions. The values in brackets for 

cases (ii-red) and (iii-green) denote the corresponding percent difference in peak pier drifts with 

the finest mesh scheme examined in this study (i.e., mesh i-black). It is observed that the RPI 

bridges with fine and intermediate-size meshes yield very similar response-histories throughout the 

whole rocking motion, with a maximum difference in peak values of 1.5%. However, compared to 
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the results obtained with the finest mesh, the model with the largest elements (iii) overestimates 

the peak drift up to 10% in the short pier P1 and up to 15% in the tall one P2. Considering the large 

computational time required with the finest mesh, the one with intermediate-size elements (ii) is 

selected for the seismic analysis of both RPI bridges with short and tall piers. 

 

6.3.2 Coefficient of Friction at the Rocking Interfaces  

A crucial issue for the free-standing rocking piers studied herein is their adequacy to provide 

sufficient recentring capacity after a strong seismic event. This can be undermined by the potential 

sliding at the rocking interfaces given that no specific measures were provided to prevent this type 

of displacements (e.g., additional devices as in §2.4.1.1, and/or grooves as adopted in §3.2, §4.2 

and §5.2). The effect of CoF at the rocking interfaces (μs) on the recentring capability of the rocking 

piers is examined by exploring two alternatives, namely (i) a nominal value of the static CoF on 

concrete-to-concrete surfaces equal to μs = 0.9 (Mohamad et al. 2015), and (ii) a conservative 

value of the static CoF that is obtained by applying a safety factor of two to the nominal value, thus 

resulting in μs = 0.45 (Ou et al. 2007, ElGawady & Dawood 2012, Sideris 2015, Li et al. 2017). 

The effect of this parameter is examined in the RPI bridge with short piers (§6.2.2.2, §6.3.1) subject 

to the scaled ground motions (§6.2.3); it is noted that this type of analysis is conducted by exciting 

the structures simultaneously along the longitudinal and transverse directions in order to derive the 

total horizontal displacement of the piers, considering that the corresponding analyses by exciting 

the structures independently in the two horizontal directions after combining these values with the 

Square Root of the Sum of Squares (SRSS) slightly underestimates the horizontal displacements 

of the piers.  

The recentring capability of the rocking piers is illustrated in Fig. 6-7 with the history of 

displacement at the four pivoting joints of the bottom interface (Fig. 6-7A) of each pier. Fig. 6-7B, 

C present the histories of the total horizontal displacements of these joints for pier P1 (uP1,xy) when 

subjected to the scaled ground motions R5 and R11, respectively, for both values of μs. In general, 

the smaller the value of μs, the larger are the permanent displacements of the short pier at the end 

of the ground motion, as expected. Specifically, for the record R5 the conservative value of μs 

makes pier P1 shift from its initial position approximately 10 mm and twist about 0.2o counter-

clockwise after the earthquake stops, whereas the nominal value of μs limits the permanent 

displacements to 3 mm and the twisting to 0.1o counter-clockwise. Similarly, considering the record 

R11, the lower value of μs leads to permanent displacements of 14 mm without twisting compared 

to the larger value of μs that leads to only 5 mm with negligible twisting (0.1o counter-clockwise).  

Similarly, Fig. 6-7D, E present the histories of the total horizontal displacements of the four 

pivoting joints at the bottom interface of pier P2 (uP2,xy) when subjected to motions R3 and R6, 

respectively. The value of μs does not affect the recentring capability of the tall pier when subjected 

to ground motion R3, showing the same permanent displacement at the end of the earthquake of 

around 6 mm in both cases. On the other hand, conservatism in the value of μs leads to larger 
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permanent displacements in the pier P2 for the R6 ground motion, increasing it from 2.5 mm when 

μs = 0.9 to approximately 3.5 mm with μs = 0.45.  

Therefore, it is verified that the smaller the value of μs the larger the permanent displacements 

of the rocking piers due to sliding at the rocking interface, especially for the short/squat pier. In the 

following, this study adopts the conservative value for the static CoF at all the rocking interfaces 

(μs = 0.45). 

 

 

Fig. 6-7 (A) Layout of the corner joints at the bottom surface of the rocking piers, and histories 

of the total horizontal displacements of pier P1 (uP1,xy) subject to the scaled (B) R5 and 

(C) R11, and of pier P2 (uP2,xy) subject to (D) R3 and (E) R6 for the RPI bridge with 

short piers. Results obtained considering two alternatives for the static CoF value to 

describe sliding at the rocking interfaces. 

 

 

6.4 Seismic Response of Bridges with Conventional Seismic and Rocking Pier 

Isolation  

The comparison of the seismic responses of the bridges designed to the CSI and RPI concepts 

focuses on detecting the differences in terms of the stability of the structure (i.e., considering 

response parameters such as displacements, drifts and BMs), rather than focusing on the safety of 

each alternative design against the corresponding failure mode that has been examined in several 

studies in the past (i.a., Agalianos et al. 2017). In this respect, the CSI bridges of either pier 

configuration survive the design spectrum-compatible ground motions without exceeding the 

displacement capacity of the LRB. It is noted that the piers of the CSI bridges are assumed to be 

designed for elastic behaviour under the design seismic action (§6.2.2). Additionally, the RPI 

bridges resist the design ground motions without reaching the prevailing failure mode of the 

abutment-backfill system (§6.2.2.2). This is due to the fact that the displacement on the abutments 

does not exceed the yield displacement of this member (§6.2.1) that is approximately 16 mm 

according to Caltrans (2013); this is also the case in the CSI bridges. In this regard, the simplified 

modelling procedure that was adopted for the abutment-backfill system (i.e., linear spring and 
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dashpot elements as explained in §6.2.2.1 and §6.2.2.2) is valid, considering that this member 

remains in the elastic range for all the examined cases.  

 

6.4.1 Bridge with Short Piers 

This section includes the comparison between the CSI and RPI alternatives for the bridge 

configuration with short piers (i.e., the original height of the piers in the bridge overpass as 

explained in §6.2.2.1.1 and §6.2.2.2). The majority of the responses presented in the following 

result from the application of the scaled ground motions (§6.2.3) separately in the two horizontal 

directions (i.e., the analysis is conducted applying the same earthquake only in X direction and 

then in Y direction, but not applying both at the same time).  

 

6.4.1.1 Superstructure Displacements 

Fig. 6-8A summarises the peak deck relative displacements along the X-axis (udeck,x) when the 

short CSI and RPI bridges are excited in this direction; it is noted that the results of this bar graph 

refer to the superstructure segment (P1-P2) because the deck moves longitudinally as a rigid body 

and the same peak longitudinal displacements were found at any point of the superstructure in both 

isolation techniques. Fig. 6-8B presents the corresponding displacements along the Y-axis (udeck,y) 

when the structures are subjected to the ground motions transversely. Unlike the longitudinal 

response in Fig. 6-8A, the transverse displacements in Fig. 6-8B refer to the largest ones in the 

entire deck for both isolation alternatives.  

 

 

Fig. 6-8 Peak superstructure relative displacements of segment (P1-P2) in the (A) longitudinal 

(udeck,x) and (B) transverse directions (udeck,y) for the CSI and RPI bridges with short 

piers. Results obtained when subject to the scaled Ri. 

 

Fig. 6-8A, B include with dashed lines the mean values of the peak deck displacements for both 

isolation techniques. This is done due to the significant record-to-record variability that was found 

in both directions and in both isolation techniques, and it is approximated to a Coefficient of 

Variation (CoV) value of 64% for the CSI alternative and 74% for the RPI one in both directions. 

The high CoV values are attributed to the large scatter in the spectra of the scaled records that have 

been selected without consideration of the spectral shape (see Fig. 6-5). The CSI bridge with short 

piers shows the largest mean peak superstructure displacement for all the examined cases presented 

in Fig. 6-8, which occurs longitudinally: udeck,x = 109 mm. On the other hand, the RPI approach 
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shows larger mean peak superstructure displacement transversely than the bridge with CSI, and 

this value is equal to udeck,y = 108 mm. Comparison between the horizontal deck displacements for 

the same isolation alternative shows that in seven out of the eleven examined cases the CSI bridge 

presents relatively larger longitudinal deck displacements (udeck,x) than those in the transverse 

direction (udeck,y), with an average increase of 37%. Nevertheless, the opposite is observed for the 

RPI bridge, which shows larger udeck,y values compared to udeck,x in nine cases, with a 

corresponding average increment of 28%.  

Fig. 6-8A shows that the short CSI and RPI bridges present comparable peak values of udeck,x 

for all the examined cases, with maxima of 283 and 271 mm, respectively. In fact, the CSI 

alternative leads to slightly larger values of udeck,x than the RPI one in ten out of the eleven 

examined cases, with an average increase of 22%. However, this is not the case for the transverse 

displacements shown in Fig. 6-8B, where in most cases (seven out of eleven) the short RPI system 

presents larger transverse deck displacements than the corresponding bridge with CSI, and in some 

cases the differences are significant (i.e., the increase in the transverse displacement demand of the 

rocking bridge is up to 104% with respect to the bridge with conventional isolation). The largest 

udeck,y value is found for the RPI bridge and is equal to 332 mm, whereas the maximum value for 

the CSI deck is limited to 229 mm. Therefore, in the bridge with short piers the rocking pier 

isolation can reduce slightly the longitudinal response of the superstructure in comparison with the 

conventional isolation of the deck, but the RPI increases the deck displacements in the transverse 

direction, and in some cases considerably. Overall, both isolation designs in bridges with short 

piers result in very large displacements of the superstructure in both horizontal directions. 

Fig. 6-9A, B summarise the peak permanent displacements for the deck segment (P1-P2) 

longitudinally (udeck,x-(per.)) and transversely (udeck,y-(per.)), respectively, for the CSI and RPI bridges 

with short piers; furthermore, two typical force-displacement (F-u) hysteresis rules of one LRB at 

the top of pier P1 are also included. In general, the short CSI structure develops larger permanent 

displacements of the superstructure than those observed in the RPI bridge in all the examined cases, 

and this is due to the low code-defined yield displacement of the LRBs (20.5 mm in both directions 

as shown in Fig. 6-2B and in the first response cycle in Fig. 6-9A, B). Specifically, the 

superstructure in the CSI system has a maximum permanent displacement of 105 mm 

longitudinally and transversely. On the other hand, the RPI deck recentres completely in most 

cases, with maximum permanent displacements of only udeck,x-(per.) = 17 mm and udeck,y-(per.) = 12 

mm; this permanent movement of the deck in the RPI bridge is due to the horizontal slip at the 

rocking interfaces, which is insignificant even for the low CoF value that was determined in §6.3.2. 

As an example, consider the difference in terms of the recentring capability of the superstructure 

for the R8 record, for which the short CSI bridge has permanent longitudinal and transverse 

displacements that are 1325% and 4915% larger than those in the RPI structure, respectively. 

Therefore, using the rocking approach in the short bridge enhances the recentring capability of the 

superstructure compared to the conventional seismic isolation design through LRBs for all the 

examined cases, by showing negligible permanent deck displacements even for this case where no 

additional recentring devices were utilised (see §2.4.1.1). 
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Fig. 6-9 Peak permanent superstructure displacements of segment (P1-P2) in the (A) 

longitudinal (udeck,x-(per.)) and (B) transverse directions (udeck,y-(per.)) for the CSI and 

RPI bridges with short piers. Results obtained when subject to the scaled Ri.  

 

6.4.1.2 Superstructure Bending Moments 

Fig. 6-10A, B, C present the maximum BMs in the longitudinal direction that are developed at the 

two end spans (Mdeck,y-(A1-P1), Mdeck,y-(P2-A2)) as well as at the central span of the superstructure 

(Mdeck,y-(P1-P2)), respectively. The figure compares the results obtained for the short CSI and RPI 

bridges for all the ground motions when applied in the longitudinal direction. The contribution of 

the gravity loads at the different spans to the flexural response of the deck is also included (dotted 

line), as well as the BM that initiates yielding in the deck considering the reinforcement of the 

actual overpass (dashed line) (Gkatzogias & Kappos 2016). As expected, the CSI alternative leads 

to a relatively small variability in the demand of flexure at the different deck spans, showing a CoV 

value of around 4% for both end spans and around 0.4% for the central span. However, this is not 

the case for the short RPI bridge, where the different excitations lead to significantly different deck 

uplifts at the pier locations (P1 and P2) that result in CoV values of 43%, 21% and 9% along the 

spans (A1-P1), (P2-A2) and (P1-P2), respectively.  

Comparison between the peak BMs at the end spans for the short CSI and RPI bridges in Fig. 

6-10A, B shows that the seismic demand for deck BMs, obtained after subtracting the static BM 

from the total value, is considerably amplified for the RPI case. Specifically, the RPI solution 

increases the seismic BMs for both end spans in every case examined compared to the CSI 

structure, and the average increases are equal to 160% and 80% for the end spans (A1-P1) and (P2-

A2), respectively. The considerable amplification in the flexure of the RPI deck is attributed to the 

negligible uplift of the deck at the abutments (a maximum of 8 mm is found for all the examined 

cases) and the considerable vertical movement at the locations of the piers (at least three times 

larger than that at the abutment seats), as shown in Fig. 6-11. This is echoed in Agalianos et al. 

(2017), who observed similar increases in the BM demand at both end spans when comparing 

rocking pier isolation with the conventional one. However, a higher increase in the BM value 

occurs in this work for the end span that connects the abutment with the shortest pier (Mdeck,y-(A1-P1)) 

compared to that in the opposite end span (Mdeck,y-(P2-A2)). This is due to the fact that squatter piers 

like P1 (αP1 = 0.28 rad) are forced to develop more uplift during the rocking motion than slenderer 

piers like P2 (αP2 = 0.21 rad). Therefore, it can be concluded here that rocking pier isolation shows 

a detrimental effect on the flexural response of both end spans by increasing their BM demand 
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compared to the conventional isolation technique, and this becomes more significant at the end 

span that is next to the shortest pier. Nevertheless, both end spans of the RPI bridge with short piers 

show a considerable reserve capacity against yielding of the deck because the yield moment of the 

superstructure (governed by ‘non-seismic’ loads) is approximately 30 MNˑm (Gkatzogias & 

Kappos 2016). 

 

     

 

Fig. 6-10 Peak total BMs in the longitudinal direction at (A) the side span (A1-P1) 

(Mdeck,y-(A1-P1)) and (B) the side span (P2-A2) (Mdeck,y-(P2-A2)) as well as (C) the 

intermediate span (P1-P2) (Mdeck,y-(P1-P2)) for the CSI and RPI bridges with short piers. 

Results obtained when subject to the scaled Ri.  

 

 

Fig. 6-11 FE model of the RPI bridge with short piers during rocking motion in the longitudinal 

direction, and differential uplifts of the superstructure at the different supports.  

 

Fig. 6-10C shows an interesting result at the central span (P1-P2), not found in the literature;  

the RPI bridge with short piers increases the seismic flexural demand in the central span of the 

deck for all ground motions compared to the CSI structure. The average increase in the seismically 

induced BMs at the central span is 300%, showing that this increase is significantly high. This is 

attributed to the different uplift of the two rocking piers that subsequently force the superstructure 

to experience differential vertical movements as observed in Fig. 6-11. The result is that flexural 

demand in the intermediate span of the short RPI bridge is closer to its yield moment than in the 
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CSI bridge; e.g., when subjected to ground motions R5 and R11 the RPI deck reaches 85% of its 

flexural capacity, whilst this value is kept around 70% in the CSI bridge in all the examined cases. 

Therefore, special attention to the deck reinforcement is required when the rocking pier isolation 

is implemented in short irregular structures, while the flexural response of the different spans is 

not favoured compared to the same span arrangement in a conventionally isolated system, 

especially for the intermediate span.  

 

6.4.1.3 Pier Drifts 

Fig. 6-12A, B present the peak and mean (dashed line) total drifts of the short pier P1 in the 

longitudinal (dP1,x) and transverse directions (dP1,y), respectively, for the two isolation approaches 

subject to the scaled ground motions. In general, the rocking pier P1 shows higher variations in 

drift demands with mean and CoV values in both directions of around 1.8% and 74%, respectively, 

compared to the conventional member that limits the corresponding values to around 0.13% and 

35%, respectively. In this regard, the rocking pier P1 increases the drift demands compared to the 

member with CSI on average 1310% longitudinally and 1815% transversely. Accordingly, Fig. 6-

12C, D present the corresponding drifts of pier P2 (dP2,x and dP2,y). With respect to the short pier 

P1 presented before, the tall rocking pier P2 shows smaller mean drift value that is approximated 

to around 1.3%, while the behaviour of conventional pier P2 is expected by increasing its drift 

demand to 0.2% (due to flexure that is directly related to its height); the CoV values are of the same 

magnitude with those presented before for pier P1 for both isolation alternatives. Comparison 

between the two solutions for pier P2 shows that the average increments of the total drift in the 

rocking member compared to that in the CSI bridge is 530% longitudinally and 865% transversely. 

Therefore, piers that are isolated through RPI increase considerably their drifts with respect to the 

corresponding conventional members, however this increase is less in the taller/slenderer piers.  

Previous experimental and numerical works have also observed much larger drifts for rocking 

piers compared to conventional ones (i.a., Roh & Reinhorn 2008, ElGawady & Sha’Ian 2011, 

Agalianos et al. 2017). However, and despite the large drifts in the rocking piers, they do not reach 

the theoretical overturning threshold (i.e., the resultant of the piers does not fall outside their 

footprint). This overturning threshold is approximately dP1(X,Y) = 13% and dP2(X,Y) = 10%, which 

corresponds to a horizontal displacement of 0.75 m for both piers. Therefore, both rocking piers 

reach a mean value of only 13% of their overturning capacity that indicates a substantial margin of 

safety against collapse of the vertical members, notwithstanding that the abutment failure mode is 

activated prior to overturning (see §6.2.2.2).  

Fig. 6-12 gives an interesting outcome for the short RPI system. Specifically, the short rocking 

pier P1 always has larger peak drifts than the tall rocking pier P2, in both directions. The ratio of 

the peak drifts in pier P1 over those in pier P2 for each ground motion in each direction has very 

constant values that range between 1.3 and 1.4. This is basically the ratio between the height of the 

tall pier (hP2 = 7.4 m) to that of the short pier (hP1 = 5.4 m), which is 1.37. This is because both 

rocking piers have similar peak horizontal displacements for all the examined cases, despite their 

different drifts. This result is not only observed for the peak displacements, but also during the 
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whole response-history of the rocking piers. Therefore, this bridge configuration verifies the 

assumption that simplified the analytical formulation of free-standing asymmetric bridges in §4.2, 

in which both free-standing rocking piers were considered to have the same longitudinal 

displacement despite their different height.  

 

    

    

Fig. 6-12 Peak total drifts of pier P1 in the (A) longitudinal (dP1,x) and (B) transverse directions 

(dP1,y) and of pier P2 in the (A) longitudinal (dP2,x) and (B) transverse directions (dP2,y) 

for the CSI and RPI bridges with short piers. Results obtained when subject to the 

scaled Ri. 

 

In order to explore the potential seismic demand for flexural deformation in the rocking piers 

of the short RPI bridge, the peak drift response presented in Fig. 6-12 is analysed into its rigid body 

and flexural components. To this end, Fig. 6-13A, B present the peak and mean (dashed line) drift 

components of rocking pier P1 longitudinally (dP1,x) and transversely (dP1,y), respectively, whereas 

Fig. 6-13C, D present the corresponding drifts of rocking pier P2 (dP2,x and dP2,y). It is observed 

that the peak values for the rigid body drift component of both rocking piers are similar to the total 

drifts of the members presented in Fig. 6-12. This is particularly apparent for the mean values 

shown in each bar graph, where the rigid body component in the rocking piers accommodates 

around 90% of the total movement of the members, thus confirming the study of Agalianos et al. 

(2017) that the rigid body response dominates the rocking motion of free-standing piers. 

Nevertheless, there is some bending demand in the two rocking piers in both directions that, 

although it is significantly smaller than the contribution of the rigid body motion, it is not zero in 

any of the examined cases. Specifically, the flexural drift component in the short rocking pier P1 

shows a mean value of 0.15% in both directions, while the corresponding value for the tall rocking 

pier P2 is reduced to 0.1%. Thus, flexural response is found in both rocking piers, and this becomes 

more important for the short/squat member. It is interesting to note that these mean values for the 

flexural drift component of pier P1 in the RPI bridge are slightly larger than those presented in Fig. 
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6-12A, B for the total drift of the corresponding conventional pier of the CSI bridge, while the 

opposite occurs for the rocking pier P2 and the conventional member of the CSI alternative as can 

be seen in Fig. 6-12C, D. In this regard, Fig. 6-13 suggests that there is notable bending in the 

rocking piers, identical to that of the conventional members, and, therefore, the flexural behaviour 

of the piers in the two isolation alternatives needs to be addressed in more detail. 

 

    

    

Fig. 6-13 Peak drift components separated into rigid body and bending drifts of pier P1 in the 

(A) longitudinal (dP1,x) and (B) transverse directions (dP1,y) and of pier P2 in the (A) 

longitudinal (dP2,x) and (B) transverse directions (dP2,y) for the RPI bridge with short 

piers. Results obtained when subject to the scaled Ri. 

 

6.4.1.4 Pier Bending Moments 

The focus here is on the flexural response of the short pier P1 for the two isolation alternatives. 

Fig. 6-14A presents the position of three different sections of pier P1 that are considered to examine 

the bending behaviour locally, namely section (1) at the bottom of the pier, section (2) at mid-

height, and section (3) at the top. The peak BMs in the longitudinal direction along with the 

corresponding mean values in dashed lines are presented for the three different sections of pier P1 

(MP1,y-(1), MP1,y-(2), MP1,y-(3)) in Fig. 6-14B, C, D, respectively, for both the CSI and RPI alternatives 

when subjected to the ground motions longitudinally; it should be noted that these peak BM values 

for the rocking piers occur just before the member uplifts and enters rocking motion, as is the case 

in previous studies (i.a., Acikgoz & DeJong 2018). Moreover, equivalent trends to those presented 

below occur for the BMs in the transverse direction for pier P1. Comparing the BMs developed at 

the different sections for the same isolation alternative shows that pier P1 in the CSI bridge has the 

largest BMs at section (1) of the member, and these BMs progressively decrease for sections (2) 

and (3), with corresponding mean values of around 9.4 MNm, 6.1 MNm and 0.6 MNm, 

respectively. However, this is not exactly the case for the rocking pier P1 of the short RPI bridge; 

although the rocking member shows the largest BMs at section (1) with mean value of 9.2 MNm, 
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larger BMs are found at the top section (3) of the pier than at the middle section (2) in seven of the 

eleven ground motions, showing mean values for sections (3) and (2) of around 2.4 MNm and 1.9 

MNm, respectively.  

 

                   

     

Fig. 6-14 (A) Position of the examined pier sections in the beam elements, as well as peak BMs 

in the longitudinal direction of pier P1 at (B) section 1 (MP1,y-(1)), (C) section 2 

(MP1,y-(2)) and (D) section 3 (MP1,y-(3)) for the CSI and RPI bridges with short piers. 

Results obtained when subject to the scaled Ri.  

 

In an effort to elaborate more on the BM distribution of the piers, Fig. 6-15A, B show typical 

BM diagrams of pier P1 in the CSI and RPI bridges, respectively, that are constructed based on the 

mean BM values discussed before. It can be seen that the conventional member presents a 

predictable cantilever behaviour (i.e., almost zero BM at the partially free end, and high BM value 

at the bottom fixed section), but the rocking member reveals regions close to the rocking interfaces 

where bending is high, while this flexural response fades towards the midpoint of the section; this 

was also observed in Roh & Reinhorn 2009. This indicates that rocking motion at the mid-height 

of the pier is mainly accommodated by rigid body motion. However, and although same support 

conditions are adopted at the bottom and top rocking interfaces (i.e., the pier is simply resting on 

both surfaces), the flexural response at the bottom section (1) of the rocking pier is around four 

times larger than that at the top one (3). Therefore, a higher degree of fixity is achieved at the 

bottom section of the squat rocking pier compared to the top one (Roh & Reinhorn 2009). This can 

be attributed to the decreased effect of the weight at the top section of the rocking element 

compared to the bottom one, thus allowing rocking and sliding effects to occur more easily in this 

region and, therefore, relieve the top section from significant bending.  
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Fig. 6-15 Typical BM diagram of pier P1 in the (A) CSI and (B) RPI bridges with short piers, 

accounting for the mean BM values when subject to the scaled Ri.  

 

Fig. 6-14 also allows to compare the flexural behaviour of pier P1 in the two different isolation 

techniques. Interestingly, Fig. 6-14B shows that the pier P1 in the RPI bridge has MP1,y-(1) values 

that are locally higher than those of the corresponding pier in the CSI alternative in six out of the 

eleven examined cases with an average increase of 38%, thus indicating that the level of fixity at 

the bottom section of the rocking pier exceeds that of the corresponding conventional pier. 

Therefore, reinforcement design should be considered for the rocking member in that respect. On 

the other hand, Fig. 6-14C shows that bending dominates at section (2) of the CSI pier compared 

to the rocking pier, and this is expected considering that the rocking member accommodates its 

movement in this section by rigid body motion; to this end, the conventional pier P1 increases the 

BM demand in section (2) compared to the corresponding rocking member in all the examined 

cases with an average increase of 245%. The opposite is observed at the top section (3); Fig. 6-14D 

indicates that the cantilever pier P1 of the CSI bridge shows negligible flexural response at section 

(3), and the RPI alternative increases the flexural demand on this pier on average 290%. Overall, 

and although free-standing rocking piers are expected to accommodate their movement through 

rigid body rotations under horizontal loads, bending should not be underestimated in short/squat 

elements that are found to have demand of BMs close to the rocking interfaces that can be larger 

than that in piers with the same geometry located in bridges with conventional isolation and, 

consequently, a reinforcement design procedure may need to be followed for them.  

The same comparison is conducted for the tall pier P2 of the CSI and RPI bridges in Fig. 6-

16A, B, C, which include the demand of BMs in the longitudinal direction in terms of peak and 

mean responses for the three different sections (MP2,y-(1), MP2,y-(2), MP2,y-(3)); it is noted that the 

peak BMs for the rocking piers occur just before the member initiates rocking motion, while 

equivalent trends to those discussed below occur for the BMs in the transverse direction. Fig. 6-

17A, B present typical BM diagrams of pier P2 for both isolation alternatives based on the mean 

BM values of all the ground motions. In general, pier P2 shows similar BM distribution to that in 

the short pier P1, for both isolation alternatives (see Fig. 6-15A, B). Specifically, the conventional 

pier P2 decreases the BM values from bottom and top and, accordingly, the rocking pier shows 
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larger BMs at regions close to the rocking interfaces compared to the midpoint of the pier. 

However, and although the tall conventional pier shown in Fig. 6-17A shows predictable behaviour 

by increasing the BMs with respect to the short one for sections (1) and (2) (section (3) remains 

practically unaffected) showing mean values of around 11.7 MNm and 7.3 MNm, respectively 

(see Fig. 6-15A), the tall rocking pier develops BMs that are always smaller for all the examined 

sections compared to the short rocking pier (see Fig. 6-15B). To this end, Fig. 6-17B shows that 

the tall rocking pier P2 reduces the mean MP2,y-(1), MP2,y-(2), MP2,y-(3) values to 5.3 MNm, 0.4 

MNm and 0.6 MNm, respectively. In this regard, slenderer rocking piers also suffer from bending, 

however they lead to decreased flexural demands compared to squatter configurations, and this is 

expected considering that the slender rocking piers are easier to enter rocking motion (i.e., uplift 

as explained by Eq. (3-8)) compared to the squat configurations that delay this initiation and 

develop increased flexural stresses. Last but not least, the effect of the weight seems to be the 

parameter that determines the level of fixity at the rocking interfaces of the piers, and the resulting 

difference in the BMs that are developed at the two rocking interfaces (bottom and top). 

Specifically, Fig. 6-17B shows that the slender rocking pier P2 reduces the mean BM at the top 

section (3) compared to the bottom section (1) around nine times, which opposes the results found 

for the short rocking pier P1 (i.e., the top section shows four times smaller BM than the bottom 

section as shown in Fig. 6-15B). Therefore, slender rocking piers are expected to show higher 

differences in the flexural response at bottom and top sections of the element compared to squatter 

configurations, and this is directly related to the increased weight that is applied at the bottom 

section of tall/heavy piers, thus achieving a higher degree of fixity.  

 

 

     

Fig. 6-16 Peak BMs in the longitudinal direction of pier P2 at (A) section 1 (MP2,y-(1)), (B) 

section 2 (MP2,y-(2)) and (C) section 3 (MP2,y-(3)) for the CSI and RPI bridges with short 

piers. Results obtained when subject to the scaled Ri.  
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Comparison between the two isolation alternatives for pier P2 shows that the conventional pier 

has a BM demand at section (1) that is always higher than that of the rocking member with an 

average increase of 120% as shown in Fig. 6-16A. Accordingly, Fig. 6-16C shows that the 

differences in the MP2,y-(3) values are reduced with respect to the short pier (see Fig. 6-14D), and 

the BMs in the rocking pier are so small that become comparable to those observed in the 

conventional one. In this regard, the BMs at section (3) increase for the rocking pier P2 compared 

to that of the CSI system in nine out of the eleven examined cases, with an average increase of only 

18%; however, these BM values are considered negligible in a design context. On the other hand, 

and similarly to the comparison that was conducted for the short pier P1 (see Fig. 6-14C), the 

conventional pier P2 shows higher BMs at the intermediate section (2) for all the examined cases 

compared to the corresponding rocking pier, as shown in Fig. 6-16B. Therefore, flexural response 

is more important in conventional than in rocking piers when taller/slenderer configurations are 

examined that opposes the result found for the short/squat member. 

 

   

Fig. 6-17 Typical BM diagram of pier P2 in the (A) CSI and (B) RPI bridges with short piers, 

accounting for the mean BM values when subject to the scaled Ri.  

 

6.4.1.5 Pier Recentring Capacity 

The recentring capability of the free-standing rocking piers of the short RPI bridge is assessed by 

studying the histories of the total horizontal displacements at the four corner joints of the pier at 

the bottom rocking interface, shown in Fig. 6-18A; it is noted that this type of analysis is conducted 

by exciting the structures simultaneously along the longitudinal and transverse directions with the 

ground motions presented in §6.2.3.  

Fig. 6-18B, C show the histories of the total horizontal displacements of these joints for pier 

P1 (uP1,xy) when subjected to the scaled ground motions R1 and R2, while Fig. 6-18D, E show the 

corresponding displacement history for pier P2 (uP2,xy) subject to the scaled ground motions R5 

and R7, respectively. The results show that the four bottom joints of the short rocking pier P1 when 

subjected to the R1 record have identical response-histories throughout the whole rocking motion, 

resulting in a permanent movement of approximately 8 mm (without torsional rotation around the 

vertical axis of the pier), while the different response-histories for the four bottom P1 joints subject 
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to the R2 motion lead to a permanent displacement of around 10 mm with a simultaneous torsional 

rotation of 0.4o clockwise. However, lower permanent displacements occur for the tall pier P2. 

Specifically, for the first case (R5), pier P2 shows a permanent displacement of only 1 mm, while 

for the second case (R7) the rocking pier is displaced approximately 8 mm. Therefore, the 

tall/slender pier performs better with regard to recentring of the bridge than the short/squat pier. 

This is due to the fact that squat piers are more prone to sliding than slender ones (Pompei et al. 

1998). Overall, and although sliding is allowed by considering a low value for the CoF at the 

rocking interfaces (μs = 0.45), both rocking piers have negligible permanent displacements at the 

end of the earthquake, which indicates that the free-standing bridge with rocking pier isolation has 

sufficient recentring capacity in its vertical members, and this is mainly offered by the heavy 

superstructure. Additionally, these results show that the assumption of no sliding that was made in 

§3.2 in order to formulate analytically the longitudinal rocking motion of bridges is validated for 

the examined bridge configuration with short piers, while the sliding effects throughout rocking 

motion are marginal.  

 

  

Fig. 6-18 (A) Layout of the corner joints at the bottom surface of the rocking piers, and histories 

of the total horizontal displacements of pier P1 (uP1,xy) subject to the scaled (B) R1 and 

(C) R2 and of pier P2 (uP2,xy) subject to (D) R5 and (E) R7 for the RPI bridge with 

short piers. 

 

6.4.2 Bridge with Tall Piers 

This section extends the comparison between the CSI and RPI isolation alternatives in a bridge 

configuration with tall piers (§6.2.2.1.2 and §6.2.2.2), with a view to identifying potential 

differences in the relative performance of each isolation technique, compared to that found for the 

short configuration in §6.4.1. 
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6.4.2.1 Superstructure Displacements 

Fig. 6-19A, B summarise the peak displacements of the superstructure supported on tall piers in 

the longitudinal (udeck,x) and the transverse directions (udeck,y), respectively, along with the mean 

values for each case; the results refer to the deck segment (P1-P2) for the reasons explained in 

§6.4.1.1. Both graphs show that the record-to-record variability is still high with CoV values that 

are of the same order of magnitude as those in the short-pier bridges (§6.4.1.1); these values are 

56% and 63% for the CSI and RPI alternatives, respectively. However, the tall CSI and RPI bridges 

develop larger relative displacements of the superstructure in both horizontal directions compared 

to the corresponding cases of the short bridge (see Fig. 6-8A, B), which are on average 23% higher 

for the tall CSI bridge and 57% for the tall RPI structure. Another difference from the short-pier 

bridges (§6.4.1.1) is that, contrary to the CSI deck that shows lower stiffness longitudinally than 

transversely regardless of the piers height, the tall RPI bridge develops larger deck displacements 

in the longitudinal direction in seven out of the eleven examined cases (4.5% increase in the mean 

value), which was not the case in the corresponding RPI bridge with short piers. In this regard, a 

general trend regarding the behaviour of the superstructure in the rocking approach in the two 

horizontal directions cannot be clearly observed. 

 

 

Fig. 6-19 Peak superstructure relative displacements of segment (P1-P2) in the (A) longitudinal 

(udeck,x) and (B) transverse directions (udeck,y) for the CSI and RPI bridges with tall 

piers. Results obtained when subject to the scaled Ri. 

 

In general, Fig. 6-19A, B show that the tall RPI bridge develops larger deck displacements in 

both horizontal directions than the corresponding CSI bridge. Specifically, the RPI alternative has 

larger udeck,x and udeck,y demands than the CSI bridge in nine out of the eleven examined, with an 

average increase of 35% in both directions. The tall RPI bridge develops mean deck displacements 

in the two horizontal directions equal to udeck,x = 158 mm and udeck,y = 151 mm, while for the tall 

CSI bridge these values reduce to udeck,x = 126 mm and udeck,y = 120 mm. In this regard, the tall 

RPI bridge shows the largest deck displacements in either direction, in contrast to what was found 

for the short configuration where the RPI alternative outperformed the longitudinal behaviour of 

the CSI (§6.4.1.1). Overall, the rocking approach in bridges should be considered as an isolation 

technique associated with deck displacements slightly larger than in a system that uses CSI; 

however, this outcome cannot be countified easily considering that it refers to a specific case study. 

Fig. 6-20A, B summarise the peak permanent displacements of the central deck span (P1-P2) 

in the longitudinal (udeck,x-(per.)) and the transverse (udeck,y-(per.)) directions, respectively, along with 
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two typical curves related to the hysteretic behaviour of the LRBs as determined from the FE 

analyses. The tall CSI bridge shows slightly lower permanent deck displacements in both 

horizontal directions compared to the corresponding short system (see Fig. 6-9A, B), with an 

average decrease for the tall configuration of 7% longitudinally and 39% transversely. However, 

it is notable that the permanent displacements of the superstructure in the rocking bridge with tall 

piers are much larger than in the structure with short rocking piers (see Fig. 6-9A, B); this increase 

for the tall RPI bridge is on average 210% in the horizontal direction and 480% in the transverse 

one. The increase in permanent displacements in the tall bridge with rocking pier isolation is 

attributed to its very large deck displacements in both horizontal directions (see Fig. 6-19). In this 

regard, there are cases shown in Fig. 6-20 for the tall bridge where the deck moves more in the RPI 

alternative than the CSI one, and in some cases considerably as shown for the R5 record. 

Nevertheless, the superstructure of the tall RPI bridge fully recentres in most of the examined cases, 

thus confirming this advantage of the rocking system that is crucial for the uninterrupted use of the 

bridge. Therefore, the RPI alternative in the tall bridge, on one hand increases the displacements 

of the superstructure compared to the corresponding CSI system, on the other hand it enhances the 

recentring of the superstructure compared to the conventional isolation (here through LRBs); due 

to the uncertainty in ground motion characteristics, there are exceptions to the previous findings 

for some specific ground motions in the tall bridge. 

 

 

 

Fig. 6-20 Peak permanent superstructure displacements of segment (P1-P2) in the (A) 

longitudinal (udeck,x-(per.)) and (B) transverse directions (udeck,y-(per.)) for the CSI and 

RPI bridges with tall piers. Results obtained when subject to the scaled Ri.  
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the spans (A1-P1), (A2-P2) and (P1-P2), respectively. This effect is attributed to the fact that the 

rocking piers in the tall bridge are taller/slenderer (αP1 = 0.09 rad and αP2 = 0.07 rad) and, 

therefore, they have lower uplift demands than the shorter/squatter piers of the short bridge (αP1 = 

0.28 rad and αP2 = 0.21 rad) (see Fig. 6-11). It is also interesting to note that the left end span (A1-

P1) in the tall rocking bridge shown in Fig. 6-21A has similar flexural demand as the right end 

span (A2-P2) shown in Fig. 6-21B, thus opposing to the results found for the short RPI bridge (see 

Fig. 6-10A, B), and this is due to the fact that the difference in the slenderness of the two piers in 

the tall bridge is smaller than in the short one. Specifically, the tall RPI bridge increases the BM 

values at the end span next to pier P1 on average by only 7% compared to the end span next to pier 

P2, while the corresponding increase in the short RPI configuration is around 18%. Therefore, the 

flexural demand along the deck in bridges with rocking pier isolation and slender piers is 

distributed more uniformly, which is an advantage from the design point of view.  

 

      

  

Fig. 6-21 Peak total BMs in the longitudinal direction at (A) the side span (A1-P1) 

(Mdeck,y-(A1-P1)) and (B) the side span (P2-A2) (Mdeck,y-(P2-A2)) as well as (C) the 

intermediate span (P1-P2) (Mdeck,y-(P1-P2)) for the CSI and RPI bridges with tall piers. 

Results obtained when subject to the scaled Ri.  

 

As noted for the bridge with short rocking piers (§6.4.1.2), Fig. 6-21A, B, C show that the BM 

distribution for all spans of the deck in the tall RPI bridge are also larger than those obtained in the 

corresponding CSI alternative, for all ground motions. This confirms that rocking pier isolation is 

detrimental in terms of the flexural demand of the deck compared to the conventional alternative. 

In this respect, the tall RPI system increases the seismically induced BMs for all spans compared 

to the corresponding CSI structure on average 110% for the end span (A1-P1), 45% for the end 

span (P2-A2), and 50% for the intermediate span (P1-P2). It is noted that the corresponding 

increases for the short configuration are much larger (§6.4.1.2), highlighting the importance of this 

phenomenon in bridges with low slenderness piers. From the seismic performance point of view, 
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both end spans of the tall pier bridge reach merely 20% of their yielding capacity regardless of the 

isolation technique that is adopted as shown in Fig. 6-21A, B, while this percentage increases up 

to 75% and 71% in the intermediate span for the RPI and CSI alternatives, respectively, as it is 

observed in Fig. 6-21C; it is noted that the rocking short-pier bridge has BM demands at the central 

span that are closer to their yielding capacity (85%) than in the corresponding tall-pier rocking 

bridge, while the BM demand in the CSI is largely unaffected by the slenderness of the piers  (70% 

of the BM yielding capacity is reached in the tall and in the short CSI bridges). Therefore, the 

rocking approach shows a detrimental effect on the flexural behaviour of the superstructure 

compared to a conventional isolation technique, but this becomes less apparent for taller/slenderer 

piers.  

 

6.4.2.3 Pier Drifts 

Fig. 6-22A, B show the peak and mean total drifts of pier P1 in the longitudinal (dP1,x) and in the 

transverse directions (dP1,y), respectively, and accordingly Fig. 6-22C, D summarise the 

corresponding drifts of pier P2  (dP2,x , dP2,y) for the tall-pier bridge when designed with CSI or 

RPI. In general, the tall piers of the CSI bridge increase considerably the horizontal drifts compared 

to the corresponding short piers (see Fig. 6-12); this is on average 220% in both directions for pier 

P1 and, accordingly, 190% for pier P2. This was expected considering that taller piers that are fixed 

at the bottom section develop larger flexural deformations than shorter ones. However, exactly the 

opposite occurs in the RPI bridge. In fact, Fig. 6-22 shows that the rocking piers of the tall 

configuration reach merely 60% of the mean drift of the corresponding piers in the short RPI bridge 

in both directions (see Fig. 6-12). Therefore, the taller/slenderer the rocking pier, the lower is the 

demand for horizontal drift in this member. This is due to the large value of the pier height, which 

appears in the denominator when calculating the drift ratio and it increases more than the horizontal 

displacement demand (in the numerator). Elaborating further, it can be observed from Fig. 6-12 

and Fig. 6-22 that the two piers of the tall RPI bridge reach larger peak displacements in both 

horizontal directions than the corresponding members of the short configuration, with an average 

increase of 65% for both piers. However, this increase cannot counteract the corresponding 

increase in the pier height that is 200% for both rocking piers P1 and P2, thus resulting in much 

lower horizontal drifts for the piers of the tall bridge.  

Accordingly, the theoretical overturning threshold in terms of drift values decreases 

considerably for the taller rocking piers with respect to the shorter ones (§6.4.1.3), because the 

overturning threshold corresponds to a 0.75 m horizontal displacement of the pier regardless its 

height, while the denominator increases for the tall rocking piers, thus resulting in dP1(X,Y) = 4.6% 

and dP2(X,Y) = 3.4%. In this respect, both rocking piers of the tall bridge decrease their safety margin 

against overturning compared to the corresponding members of the short configuration (§6.4.1.3), 

reaching for pier P1 a mean value of 20% of its overturning capacity, and of 21% for pier P2. 

Therefore, it is verified numerically that slender bridges with rocking pier isolation are more 

vulnerable against overturning of the vertical members than squatter ones, despite the ostensibly 

much lower pier drifts that occur in the former. It is also interesting to note that based on the same 
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reasoning presented in §6.4.1.3, the tall rocking bridge configuration increases the range for the 

ratio of the pier P1 drifts to those of pier P2 to a minimum of 1.1 and to a maximum of 1.5, thus 

indicating that the assumption in §4.2 is less valid in rocking bridges with tall/slender piers. 

 

    

    

Fig. 6-22 Peak total drifts of pier P1 in the (A) longitudinal (dP1,x) and (B) transverse directions 

(dP1,y) and of pier P2 in the (A) longitudinal (dP2,x) and (B) transverse directions (dP2,y) 

for the CSI and RPI bridges with tall piers. Results obtained when subject to the scaled 

Ri. 

 

Fig. 6-22 also shows that, in general, the rocking piers in the tall bridge increase the horizontal 

drifts compared to those with conventional isolation, and this is along the same line as in the short-

pier bridges discussed in §6.4.1.3. The RPI alternative in the tall configuration increases the pier 

P1 drift compared to the CSI technique on average by 115% and 180% in the longitudinal and the 

transverse directions, respectively, and in pier P2, this increase is around 60% in both directions. 

However, these increments are much lower than those found in the short-pier bridges in §6.4.1.3. 

Additionally, there are two particular records (R1 longitudinally and R6 transversely) for which 

pier P2 has slightly larger drifts in the tall CSI bridge than in the RPI structure. Therefore, 

tall/slender piers can show larger drifts when designed conventionally compared to the 

corresponding rocking member.  

 

6.4.2.4 Pier Bending Moments 

The flexural demand in a pier of the tall CSI and RPI bridges is shown in Fig. 6-23, while Fig. 6-

24A, B include the corresponding BM diagrams. The results refer only to pier P2 for brevity (i.e., 

the tallest pier examined herein), while the same trends were observed for pier P1. Similarly to 

§6.4.1.4, the rocking piers reveal their peak BM just before they enter rocking motion (Acikgoz & 

DeJong 2018). Fig. 6-24A shows that the BM demand at the bottom part of the pier P2 (section 

(1)) in the tall CSI bridge is always larger than that in the same member of the short configuration 
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(see Fig. 6-17A) with an average increase of 14%; this is expected considering that piers in the CSI 

bridge are fixed at their base and the taller they are, they develop a higher BM in this position. 

However, this is not the case for the intermediate and top parts of the pier P2 (sections (2) and (3), 

respectively) in the tall CSI bridge; compared to the CSI structure supported by short piers (see 

Fig. 6-17A), the BM demand in sections (2) and (3) of P2 is on average 45% and 60% lower, 

respectively, in the tall CSI bridge. Similarly, Fig. 6-24B shows that the tall bridge with rocking 

pier isolation decreases the BM demand in P2 compared to the short RPI structure (see Fig. 6-17B), 

with an average decrease of 31%, 27% and 5% for sections (1), (2) and (3), respectively. Therefore, 

the results confirm that flexural response is less important in a rocking pier, the lower is the 

slenderness of the member, and this is due to the fact that these members are more prone to enter 

rocking motion than stockier members. Additionally, the increased effect of the total weight 

applied at the bottom section of the rocking pier and the resulting level of fixity at the bottom 

section of the rocking pier is also apparent, revealing a mean BM at the bottom section (1) that is 

seven times larger than that at the top section (3). 

 

                 

     

Fig. 6-23 (A) Position of the examined pier sections in the beam elements, as well as peak BMs 

in the longitudinal direction of pier P2 at (B) section 1 (MP2,y-(1)), (C) section 2 

(MP2,y-(2)) and (D) section 3 (MP2,y-(3)) for the CSI and RPI bridges with tall piers. 

Results obtained when subject to the scaled Ri.  

 

In this respect, Fig. 6-23B, C, D allow to compare the two isolation alternatives for pier P2 of 

the tall-pier bridge, showing that, in general, the tall pier shows larger or equivalent BMs along its 

height in the CSI bridge compared to the rocking structure; this is also the case for the slenderer 

rocking pier in the corresponding short structure (see Fig. 6-16A, B, C), but it wasn’t for the 

corresponding squatter rocking pier in the same structure (see Fig. 6-14B, C, D). Specifically, Fig. 

6-23B shows that the conventional pier P2 develops considerably larger BMs at section (1) 

compared to the rocking pier P2 (the average increase is 280%), and, accordingly, Fig. 6-23C for 
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section (2) shows an average increase of 980%. Similar BM values occur for the top (3) section for 

the two isolation alternatives as shown in Fig. 6-23D, however the magnitudes for both cases are 

marginal. Therefore, the results confirm that flexural response prevails for all the examined 

sections in a conventional pier compared to the corresponding rocking member when tall/slender 

members are considered, while the latter accommodates its movement mainly by rigid body 

motion. 

 

   

Fig. 6-24 Typical BM diagram of pier P2 in the (A) CSI and (B) RPI bridges with tall piers, 

accounting for the mean BM values when subject to the scaled Ri.  

 

6.4.2.5 Pier Recentring Capacity 

The recentring capability of the free-standing rocking piers in the tall RPI configuration is assessed 

through the movement of the bottom corner joints of each pier shown in Fig. 6-25A. It is noted that 

the tall RPI bridges are excited by the same ground motions that were utilised for the short-pier 

configuration (§6.4.1.5) with a view to detecting differences in the recentring capability of the short 

and tall rocking piers.  

The results in Fig. 6-25B, C, D, E show that the slender rocking piers of the tall bridge have 

more recentring capacity than the stockier piers in the short configuration (see Fig. 6-18B, C, D, 

E), which is in agreement with Pompei et al. (1998). Specifically, the results for the tall RPI bridge 

show that rocking pier P1 is shifted by only 0.4 mm and has a permanent dislocation of 

approximately 2 mm with a simultaneous torsional rotation of 0.1o when subject to motions R1 and 

R2, respectively. On the other hand, the rocking pier P2 shows a permanent displacement of no 

more than 1 mm for both cases. It is noted that in the tall bridge the superstructure mass effect 

parameter is γ = 9.8 and is much lower than that for the short-pier bridge (γ = 29.3), however, this 

does not affect the high recentring capability of the free-standing rocking piers. On the contrary, 

the slenderer the rocking piers, the less are the sliding effects at the interfaces, which again validates 

the no-slip assumption adopted in the analytical formulation (§3.2).   
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Fig. 6-25 (A) Layout of the corner joints at the bottom surface of the rocking piers, and histories 

of the total horizontal displacements of pier P1 (uP1,xy) subject to the scaled (B) R1 and 

(C) R2 and of pier P2 (uP2,xy) subject to (D) R5 and (E) R7 for the RPI bridge with tall 

piers. 

 

 

6.5 Closing Remarks 

Chapter 6 presented a numerical analysis of a bridge that was isolated either conventionally or 

though rocking pier isolation. The reference structure was an actual overpass that has two piers of 

unequal height, permitting to assess the effect of this asymmetry on the rocking response. A 

modified version of this bridge was also studied, with piers three times taller than in the original 

bridge to assess the effect of pier height/slenderness. A ‘purely’ free-standing rocking 

configuration was examined (i.e., without utilising supplemental or special elements) by allowing 

sliding at all the rocking interfaces, and it was compared with a conventional isolation technique 

through LRB devices designed according to EC8 (CEN 2005b). The seismic action was introduced 

in the form of eleven natural records scaled to the Code spectrum that were applied independently 

and simultaneously in the longitudinal and the transverse direction (dependent on the examined 

parameter), and analysis was carried out using the commercial FE software ABAQUS CAE. The 

following conclusions were drawn from the analyses presented in this chapter; 

 

• RPI shows large horizontal deck displacements that in most cases exceed those of the bridge 

with CSI. Nevertheless, the restoring capability of the superstructure is enhanced when isolated 

through rocking by reducing significantly the residual displacements compared to the bridges 

with conventional isolation, even in this case where a ‘bare’ rocking configuration was adopted, 

thus revealing the high potentials of this ‘unconventional’ isolation technique. This important 

conclusion indicates that repair and downtime costs after large earthquake can be reduced or 

eliminated with rocking pier isolation. 
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• Rocking pier isolation increases the flexural demand at both end spans of the deck compared 

to the same span arrangement in the conventionally isolated system. This was attributed to the 

significant uplift of the deck at the position of the rocking piers, and to the negligible uplift at 

the position of the abutments due to the free support conditions that were selected for this 

position. In this regard, the larger the uplift of the pier, the higher the increase in the BM 

demand and, therefore, this effect becomes particularly significant at the end span between the 

abutment and the shortest pier. It should be noted though that the flexural demand in the end 

spans of the deck in the rocking approach can be reduced using bearings at the abutment seats 

(e.g., simple with uplift capacity or sliding) to allow the vertical motion of the deck at these 

locations.  

 

• Based on the reasoning that was presented in the previous remark, the rocking pier isolation 

alternative increases the flexural strains at the intermediate span of the superstructure compared 

to the conventionally isolated system, as is shown for the first time herein. This is related to the 

irregularity in the height of the piers, which induces differential uplifts in the piers and the deck 

(see Fig. 4-13D, E and Fig. 6-11). Therefore, the central span in symmetric bridges with rocking 

pier isolation is not expected to reveal such behaviour. This observation becomes particularly 

important in a performance assessment context, considering the higher BMs that occur at the 

central span due to the gravity loads.  

 

• The piers that are isolated through rocking have a significantly larger drift demand compared 

to those in bridges with conventional isolation (see Fig. 2-18), particularly the less slender the 

piers. Additionally, and with respect to rocking piers only, less slender configurations show 

much larger horizontal drifts compared to slender members. However, this should not be 

related to the collapse prevention limit state, considering that slenderer rocking piers show 

higher vulnerability to overturning compared to less slender members. In any case, overturning 

of the piers is practically impossible to occur in a design context, considering that the reserve 

capacity against pier overturning is around 75% regardless of the pier slenderness, thus 

confirming the analytically obtained results in §5.4. This is even more the case considering that 

the vertical component of ground motion, which was neglected in all chapters of this thesis, 

leads to upthrow and, therefore, further prevents overturning failure (see §2.3.1.4). 

 

• Both rocking piers show similar horizontal displacements at the top, particularly in the structure 

with short piers, and this supports the assumption made in §4.2. 

 

• Despite the fact that rigid body motion prevails in rocking piers, flexural strains do develop 

and correspond to a particular BM distribution (see Fig. 6-15B, Fig. 6-17B, Fig. 6-24B). In this 

respect, higher flexural strains are found close to the rocking interfaces of the member and, 

specifically, flexural response is more important at the bottom section of the rocking pier, and 

it is followed by the top section. The higher flexural response at the bottom section of the 

rocking pier seems to be attributed to the higher degree of fixity that is achieved in this region 

due to the increased effect of the weight compared to the top section that can reveal a slide-
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rock movement more easily. Finally, the flexural response fades towards the middle section of 

the rocking element where movement is mainly accommodated by rigid body rotation.  

 

• Flexural response is less important, the slenderer is the rocking pier, and this is due to the fact 

that slenderer rocking piers are more prone to enter rocking motion than squatter members that 

delay uplift (see Fig. 2-4) and, consequently, suffer from bending effects. 

 

• Rocking pier isolation can lead to increased BMs at the critical bottom section of the pier 

compared to a conventional member, and this occurs for the stockiest pier examined in this 

chapter. Therefore, the reinforcement design of the rocking piers may need to follow the 

procedure followed for the conventional piers. In the same context, increased BMs appear at 

the top section of all the rocking piers examined herein compared to the conventional members, 

but with much lower values compared to the bottom section, and in that sense less important 

in a design context.  

 

• The free-standing rocking piers, especially the slenderer members, show low sliding effects, 

high recentring capacity and negligible permanent displacements and rotations at the end of the 

design earthquake, even though a low value of CoF was considered at the rocking interfaces. 

This is attributed to the beneficial effect of the superstructure that seems to contribute to the 

restoring capability of the bridge by preventing sliding effects. This important conclusion 

highlights the importance of the superstructure in the overall rocking response of bridge piers 

and, therefore, simplified modelling techniques to model the superstructure effect (e.g., a high 

compressive force, see §2.5) are not recommended. In an effort to relate the effect of the deck 

mass in the recentring capability of the rocking mechanism, it is observed that structures with 

a superstructure mass effect γ ≥ 9 show negligible sliding effects and provide sufficient 

recentring to the vertical members after ground motion finishes. In this regard, the assumption 

of no sliding during rocking motion that was made in §3.2 is validated. Nevertheless, it is noted 

that the vertical component of the ground motions, which can be proven detrimental in terms 

of recentring of rocking piers, is ignored in this study (see §2.3.1.4).  

 

• From the foregoing discussions, RPI is more efficient than a CSI technique when implemented 

in bridges with tall piers (or with piers of low slenderness) compared to bridges with short/squat 

piers. In order to quantify the effect of pier slenderness in rocking, a bridge with short/squat 

rocking piers should be related to a pier slenderness of at least α = 0.2 rad, while the 

corresponding slender configurations should be related to piers of maximum slenderness α = 

0.1 rad. However, the response of irregular bridges with rocking pier isolation is also associated 

with the difference in the slenderness of the supporting members that should not be neglected 

in the design. 

 

To summarise, rocking pier isolation improves several aspects of the response obtained with 

conventional isolation in bridges, particularly the recentring capability of the superstructure, with 

benefits regarding the uninterrupted use of the bridge. However, several issues have to be addressed 
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in the design of the ‘structural’ rocking members, and special attention needs to be paid to the 

detailing of the reinforcement in the deck and in the piers, as well as potential non-linear effects in 

the rocking surfaces of the piers that can differentiate some of the outcomes determined herein (i.e., 

flexural response in the rocking piers).  
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Chapter 7 

Conclusions and  

Recommendations for Future Research 

 

 

 

This thesis examined the seismic behaviour of bridges with piers that are free to rock at both ends, 

and the interaction between the deck and the abutments. Motivation for this research comes from 

the fact that, although there is a large body of knowledge showing that free-standing rocking 

columns and relevant frames present a better seismic response than conventional structures, 

previous works on bridges with rocking piers are based on simplifications that are not applicable 

to realistic bridge configurations. Consequently, this research aimed at addressing the rocking 

response of bridges with realistic analytical and numerical models to explore whether isolation of 

bridges through rocking can be considered as a viable alternative for the next generation of 

earthquake-resistant bridges.  

In this respect, an extensive review of the State-of-the-Art was presented in Chapter 2 to 

identify the relevant gaps in this research topic, in line with the three core research objectives 

presented in §1.2. Initially, studies addressing the seismic response and the analytical dynamics of 

rocking columns and relevant frames were presented, along with the main modelling techniques 

and assumptions that have been found essential in simplified analytical tools of this type, setting 

the basis for the corresponding analytical derivations presented in Chapters 3 and 4. Chapter 2 

continues with current proposals on bridge pier configurations that aim at mitigating the inherent 

disadvantages of these members when isolated through ‘bare’ structural rocking, contrasting 

through the proposals made in Chapter 5 that aim at exploiting the inherent advantages of this 

isolation technique in bridge piers considering that prefabrication is selected. Finally, this review 

of the State-of-the-Art closes with studies related to bridges with rocking piers and identifies the 

simplifications that were adopted therein; these simplifications were taken into account in Chapter 

6. 

 

 

7.1 Conclusions 

The conclusions gathered in the following sections of this chapter are aligned with the three core 

research objectives presented in §1.2, namely, (i) analytical modelling of bridges with rocking piers 

in §7.1.1, (ii) proposal of non-conventional pier configurations for bridges with rocking piers in 

§7.1.2, and (iii) comparative assessment of conventional seismic isolation and rocking pier 

isolation in bridges in §7.1.3. The key issues that had to be addressed for each research objective 

are presented in a bullet-point format, followed by the main findings in plain text and numbered-

point format for each case; the reader is referred to §3.4, §4.4, §5.4 and §6.5 for a more detailed 
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discussion of the outcomes of each chapter. The recommendations for future research are provided 

in §7.2 following the same format for the sections.  

 

7.1.1 Analytical Modelling of Bridges with Rocking Piers 

Chapters 3 and 4 presented simplified models for predicting the longitudinal response of bridges 

with rectangular rocking piers of symmetric and asymmetric configurations, respectively. These 

models expand the literature on the corresponding frame models with rectangular rocking columns, 

by considering the effects of the abutment-backfill system on the overall bridge dynamics.  

 

The key issues addressed with regard to the determination of the longitudinal rocking response of 

the bridges with rectangular rocking piers were the following; 

 

• Consideration of the overall effect of the abutment-backfill system through (i) the end joint 

between the superstructure and the abutment, (ii) the impact of the superstructure on the 

abutment backwall, (iii) the vertical effect of the seats at the abutments, and (iv) the longitudinal 

effect of the abutment and the backfill at each end of the deck. Additionally, different span 

arrangements were also considered to represent a more realistic bridge configuration. 

 

• Introduction of a failure mode not addressed in previous analytical studies on rocking, related 

to the ultimate capacity of the abutment-backfill system that complements the criterion of 

overturning of the rocking piers. 

 

The formulation of the longitudinal rocking motion of the symmetric and asymmetric bridges 

was based on two core assumptions to facilitate the problem, while a third assumption was made 

for the asymmetric case to simplify the high complexity of the system. The common assumptions 

for both systems were (i) all the structural members are considered rigid, thus ignoring their 

deformability, and (ii) sliding effects are not expected to occur during initiation and throughout the 

entire motion. An additional assumption was made for the analysis of asymmetric bridges that is 

related to (iii) the identical longitudinal movement of the two free-standing rocking piers with 

different height. These three assumptions have been found to be consistent with the finite element 

results discussed in Chapter 6. Specifically, the numerical results presented in §6.4.1.4 and §6.4.2.4 

validate assumption (i), proving its validity for bridges with rocking piers of low slenderness as 

those adopted for examining the seismic performance in §3.3.1 and in §4.3.1. On the other hand, 

assumption (ii) is considered valid, particularly for slender piers, according to §6.4.1.5 and 

§6.4.2.5, notwithstanding the grooves adopted in Chapters 3 and 4 to prevent the effect of sliding. 

In the same context, assumption (iii) for the asymmetric bridge is validated in §6.4.1.3 and §6.4.2.3. 

 

The following novel contributions and conclusions apply with regard to the effect of the abutment 

and the backfill on the rocking response of bridges compared to equivalent frame models that 

neglect it, as well as the effect of asymmetry in the height of the piers on bridges with rocking piers;  
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1. The equation of motion of a bridge with rocking piers accounting for the effect of the abutment-

backfill system is significantly different from that of the simple frame model 

Specifically, equation of motion of a bridge with rocking piers is divided into two stages: (i) 

before the superstructure contacts the abutment backwall, and (ii) after closure of the gap at the 

bridge joints. In the first stage (i), the rocking motion of a bridge follows the equation of motion 

of the frame system described by Makris &Vassiliou 2013 and Dimitrakopoulos & Giouvanidis 

2015 for symmetric and asymmetric configurations, respectively. This is because of the 

marginal longitudinal resistance of the sliding bearings at the abutment seats (see (i) in point 

2). However, at the second stage (ii), after the gap is closed and the deck activates the abutment-

backfill system longitudinally, an additional term that describes the influence of the stiffness 

as well as the material and radiation damping of the backfill is integrated in the equation of 

motion. This introduces a new factor (q) in the equation of motion that expresses the level of 

contribution of the abutment-backfill system in rocking response. Larger values of q result in 

more significant contributions of the abutment-backfill system to the rocking response, which 

corresponds to bridges with relatively low weight or with higher degree of asymmetry 

considering constant dimensions in one of the two supporting members.  

 

2. The frictionless sliding bearings adopted at the abutment seats lead to same initiation of rocking 

motion and lower energy dissipation at each impact at the rocking interfaces compared to the 

simple frame model without end supports 

Specifically, these support conditions at the abutment seats (i) allow the free motion of the 

superstructure longitudinally (so long as the gap is not closed), while (ii) they support the 

superstructure in the vertical direction, thus reducing the superstructure weight that goes to the 

piers compared to the corresponding frame model. Thanks to condition (i) the minimum base 

acceleration that triggers rocking is the same in a bridge with rocking piers and in the 

corresponding frame without end supports. On the other hand, condition (ii) leads to lower 

energy dissipation at each impact at the rocking interfaces for a bridge structure compared to 

an equivalent frame with same dimensions, and this effect becomes particularly important in 

highly asymmetric systems. 

 

3. A new ‘failure spectrum’ using pulse-type motions called Failure Minimum Acceleration 

Spectrum was introduced to extend the ‘traditional’ overturning spectrum (OMAS) that was 

typically adopted for frames with rocking columns 

The FMAS differs from the corresponding OMAS (i) in the failure modes considered, 

accounting for an additional failure mode associated with the ultimate capacity of the abutment-

backfill system, and (ii) with regard to the determination of the so-called ‘self-similar’ response 

adopted so far for frame models (i.e., frames with rocking columns of same width, height and 

superstructure mass effect return identical failure curves independently of the mass of the 

structure that is not the case in bridges due to the presence of the abutment-backfill system). In 

the same context with (i), the failures due to pier overturning modes for bridges and frames 

have, generally, a similar failure shape (i.e., higher vulnerability to low-frequency pulses that 
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progressively decreases for medium- and high-frequency pulses), while the newly adopted 

failure mode for the bridge structure shows a different failure curve of ‘sickle’ shape (i.e., 

higher vulnerability to medium-frequency pulses depending on the value of q).  

 

4. The new finding that the simple frame model is not capable of accurately predicting the rocking 

response of bridges with end supports 

This is due to the fact that, first and foremost, the frame model cannot capture the potential 

failure of the abutment-backfill system. The results of the present thesis show that conventional 

bridges are more likely to fail due to excessive longitudinal displacement demand at the 

abutments than due to overturning of the piers. Additionally, the frame model overestimates 

considerably the seismic response of bridges in terms of (mainly) rocking amplitudes leading 

to configurations that are more prone to overturn compared to the model accounting for the 

abutment-backfill system; this can be attributed to the fact that the frame model ignores (i) the 

longitudinal suppression of free rocking motion that is offered by the stiffness of the abutments, 

and (ii) the increased energy dissipation that stems from soil damping at the abutments and the 

pounding effect. Moreover, the frame model can be unconservative and predict overturning for 

ground motions of higher amplitude than those that lead to the abutment-backfill failure in the 

proposed bridge model.  

 

5. The newly developed model accounting for the effect of the abutment-backfill system shows 

that the joint length highly influences the seismic performance of bridges with rocking piers 

Specifically, Fig. 3-13 shows that the smallest gap results in the bridge developing 66% of its 

capacity against activating the abutment failure mode, while these values are 54% and 84% for 

the medium and large joint lengths in the same structure, respectively. Therefore, a high 

variation is observed, but a general trend cannot be determined; further discussion on this 

aspect is given in §7.2.1. 

 

6. The lack of regularity in the pier height does not affect the dominant failure mode and its 

activation, but the rocking response of the asymmetric bridges shows significant uplifts of the 

deck  

Specifically, the kinematics of bridges with rocking piers of different height are significantly 

different and more complex than those of regular bridges due to the irregularity in the height 

of the piers. This leads the asymmetric bridges to show significant deck rotations that are not 

observed in the symmetric bridge, resulting in higher deck uplifts for the asymmetric system.  

 

7. A ‘simplified’ model was proposed for minimising the high computational cost that was found 

for analysing asymmetric bridges 

To do so, the complex expressions describing the derivatives of the dependent degrees of 

freedom of the system are substituted by simple linear and quadratic expressions. This reduces 

the computational cost by approximately 90% without affecting the accuracy of the results. It 

is noted that the proposed ‘simplified’ model also applies to asymmetric frames with 

rectangular rocking columns presented by Dimitrakopoulos & Giouvanidis 2015. 
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7.1.2 Proposal of Non-Conventional Pier Configurations for Bridges with Rocking  

Piers  

Chapter 5 explored the possibility of utilising pier configurations that are non-conventional either 

in cross-section or in elevation, thus opposing the ‘traditional’ rectangular rocking piers adopted 

in Chapters 3 and 4. The proposed ‘non-rectangular’ pier configurations are based on the fact that 

rocking piers show negligible flexural strains during rocking motion, however this was found valid 

only for slender piers according to §6.4.1.4 and §6.4.2.4 that is in line with the rocking piers 

adopted in §5.3.1 (see further discussion in that respect in §7.2.2). In this regard, rocking piers with 

I shapes in cross-section (see Fig. 5-1B for the proposed dimensions) and barbell shapes in 

elevation (accordingly, see Fig. 5-1C) were proposed, and their seismic performance was studied 

utilising the analytical model presented in Chapter 3.  

 

The key issue addressed with regard to the determination of the longitudinal rocking response of 

the bridges with non-conventional rocking piers was the following; 

 

• Consideration of the reduced inherent restoring mechanisms (mass and mass moment of 

inertia) that stem from the lighter piers with ‘non-rectangular’ shape compared to the 

‘traditional’ rectangular-in-elevation rocking piers. 

 

The following novel contributions and conclusions apply with regard to the efficiency of the 

proposed non-conventional rocking pier configurations compared to the ‘traditional’ rectangular 

piers in bridges;  

 

1. The proposed non-conventional pier configurations lead to non-negligible economic benefits 

in terms of use of concrete 

Specifically, for a conventional ‘short’ bridge with deck length of 86 m (see §5.2.1 for 

dimensions and Fig. 5-3), using I piers in cross-section and I piers in elevation reduces 5% and 

8% the total mass of the bridge compared to that in a structure with conventional rectangular 

piers, respectively, and these reductions increase up to 6% and 10% in a longer bridge with 

nine rocking piers and a deck of 600 m.  

 

2. The most economic configuration for the piers (i.e., with barbell shape) shows the best seismic 

performance, and it is followed by the I-shaped in cross-section and rectangular piers 

Specifically, under the design ground motion, the bridges with non-conventional rocking piers 

show slightly improved response with reduced rocking amplitudes compared to the same 

structures with rectangular rocking piers. Accordingly, in ‘extreme’ ground motions, the 

bridges with piers of non-conventional configuration protect more effectively from damage in 

the abutments and from overturning of the piers. The enhanced seismic behaviour of bridges 

with non-conventional rocking piers is directly related to the reduction of the total mass 

compared to the bridge with rectangular rocking piers (see point 1) that leads to (i) lower 
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seismic forces, (ii) increased stabilising effect of the deck, (iii) increased suppression provided 

by the abutment-backfill stiffness, (iv) increased energy dissipation through the material and 

the radiation damping of the backfill soil, and (v) unaffected energy dissipation through the 

impacts at the rocking interfaces.  

 

3. Overturning of the piers is practically impossible to occur under longitudinal rocking regardless 

of their shape 

In this respect, the reserve capacity against overturning is around 75% under horizontal 

earthquakes with peak ground acceleration as high as 0.72 g. These findings should be also 

related to the effect of the abutment-backfill system and the relevant comparison with the frame 

model without end supports presented in §7.1.1. 

 

7.1.3 Comparative Assessment of Conventional Seismic Isolation and Rocking Pier 

Isolation in Bridges 

Chapter 6 compares the seismic performance of bridges with a conventional seismic isolation 

technique and with rocking pier isolation by means of detailed numerical finite element models, to 

identify the inherent advantages and disadvantages of each isolation approach. Further attention 

was paid to the effect of pier height/slenderness on the seismic response of bridges with rocking 

piers, to detect the differences in the response quantities of this isolation approach when 

implemented in bridges with rocking piers of high (i.e., short piers) and low slenderness (i.e., tall 

piers).  

 

The key issues addressed with regard to the comparative assessment of the two isolation 

alternatives in bridges were the following; 

 

• Consideration of a bridge configuration wherein rocking pier isolation is expected to disbenefit 

its seismic response.  

 

• Assess the validity of the main simplifications adopted in previous chapters and in the literature 

for examining bridges with rocking piers. 

 

• Identify the differences in the seismic response of these bridges (i.e., displacements and 

bending moments for piers and deck) in terms of the stability of the structure.  

 

• Establish the range of pier height and slenderness where rocking pier isolation is more 

effective. 

 

In this regard, two asymmetric bridges were proposed for the comparison with short and tall 

piers, while the bridge with rocking pier isolation assumes realistic interface conditions, contact 

interaction between superstructure and abutments as well as deformable sections for all the 

members.  
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The following novel contributions and conclusions apply with regard to the comparison of bridges 

with a conventional seismic isolation technique through bearings and rocking pier isolation;  

 

1. Rocking pier isolation of bridges can be considered as an isolation technique that entails high 

horizontal deck displacements, similar to those in bridges with conventional seismic isolation  

This observation should be related to the high drift demands that were found for the rocking 

piers that significantly exceed those of conventionally isolated piers, especially in the case of 

short/squat piers. Therefore, the rocking piers examined herein show similar flexibility in both 

horizontal directions to that of the conventionally isolated bridge.  

 

2. Rocking pier isolation of bridges shows negligible permanent deck displacements enhancing 

the seismic performance of this member when isolated conventionally  

Specifically, the superstructure in the rocking approach recentres completely in most of the 

examined cases eliminating the high permanent displacements that were found for the 

corresponding member of the conventional isolation approach, resulting from the non-linear 

behaviour of the isolation devices.  

 

3. The rocking pier bridge system increases the flexural demand at all the deck spans compared 

to the same span arrangement in the conventionally isolated system 

This finding is explained (i) for the end spans due to the differential uplift of the deck at the 

locations of the abutment seats (negligible uplift) and the rocking piers (significant uplift), and 

(ii) for the intermediate spans due to the different height of the piers that are forced to uplift 

differentially. In this regard, the effect of (i) is more apparent for bridges with squat piers, while 

the effect of (ii) in bridges with piers of high difference in their slenderness, and these are 

directly related to the uplift demand in the rocking piers.  

 

4. Rocking piers can show higher flexural demand at the critical bottom section compared to the 

conventionally isolated ones that are fixed at that section 

This is the case in short/squat piers, but the opposite occurs for tall/slender ones due to the fact 

that these members when fixed at their bottom section show very high bending moment 

demand, while this demand reduces for tall rocking piers (see also point 4 below). 

 

The following novel contributions and conclusions apply with regard to the effect of pier 

height/slenderness on the seismic response of bridges with rocking pier isolation;  

 

1. The tall rocking pier bridge develops (i) increased horizontal deck displacements, and (ii) lower 

vertical deck displacements than the short one; condition (ii) leads to lower bending moments 

at the superstructure for the tall system  

These observations are justified by the fact that the taller rocking piers (with heights of 16.2 m 

and 22.2 m) show (i) larger horizontal displacements, and (ii) lower vertical displacements than 

the corresponding short members (accordingly, pier heights are 5.4 m and 7.4 m); it is noted, 
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though, that overturning is practically impossible to occur in rocking piers, thus confirming 

numerically the analytical finding presented before (see point 3 in §7.1.2).  

 

2. The two free-standing rocking piers of each bridge show similar horizontal displacements 

during the entire rocking motion, validating the relevant assumption that was made in §4.2 to 

facilitate the analytical formulation 

 

3. The free-standing rocking piers develop higher flexural strains close to the rocking surfaces, 

especially at their bottom section, while this response attenuates towards the midpoint where 

pier movement mainly consists in rigid body rotation 

 

4. The flexural response of a rocking pier decreases considerably for a taller/slenderer member 

compared to the corresponding shorter/squatter one with the same cross-section  

This is explained considering that taller rocking piers are more prone to enter rocking motion. 

In this regard, slender free-standing rocking piers behave more as rigid rocking blocks capped 

with a massive beam, thus validating the assumption to ignore deformability for these piers in 

the analytical model presented in §3.2.  

 

5. Rocking piers show negligible sliding effects during ground motion, and high recentring 

capability with negligible permanent displacements and rotations at the end of excitation  

This observation is more apparent for slender rocking piers. In this regard, the assumption of 

ignoring all sliding effects in Chapters 3, 4, 5 to facilitate the analytical derivations is justified. 

This conclusion highlights the importance of the superstructure in the overall rocking response 

of bridge piers and, therefore, simplified modelling techniques to model the superstructure 

effect are not recommended. 

 

6. Overall, pier rocking is preferable to be used in bridges with tall piers than short ones as it 

improves more features of conventionally isolated bridges  

 

 

7.2 Recommendations for Future Research 

This section begins with some proposals for further research on the topic of bridges with rocking 

piers that apply to all the research objectives presented before and are presented in the next 

paragraph, while specific recommendations for each research objective are listed in a bullet-point 

format in the next sub-sections. The sequence of the proposals represents research topics sorted in 

descending order of priority/importance in the author’s opinion, with a view to enhancing the 

approaches presented in this thesis and, consequently, strengthening the main aims of this research 

as stated in §1.2. It should be noted that some of the specific proposals that are made for each 

research objective may also apply to other objectives due to the coherence of the topic examined 

in this thesis.  
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Implementation of rocking pier isolation in real-life bridge projects has been scarce and this is 

mainly due to the fact that more experimental work is required in this field to validate the accuracy 

of the analytical and numerical approaches that have been followed by several research teams. In 

this regard, these experimental studies should aim at further quantifying the uncertainties that 

govern the rocking motion of ‘bare’ bridge configurations (e.g., level of sliding, concrete spalling 

when a concrete-to-concrete surface is selected) and, therefore, leading to the development of code 

standards for bridges with rocking pier isolation. Moreover, all chapters of this thesis addressed 

rocking piers with a free-standing configuration, considering that this is the more efficient way to 

establish the inherent advantages and disadvantages of this isolation technique in bridges, a system 

that has not been thoroughly examined in previous studies or that has been addressed adopting 

several simplifications. However, it is recognised that bridge owners would be reluctant to adopt 

such a ‘bare’ and ‘unconventional’ isolation technique in real bridge projects due to the high 

uncertainty inherent (or, perhaps perceived) in structures of this type (e.g., level of sliding). From 

this perspective, the integration of supplemental devices, in particular unbonded tendons (see 

§2.4.1.1) in bridges with rocking pier isolation is important to minimise the possibility of having 

to recentre the deck and the piers after the earthquake, which is simply not feasible in most cases. 

In the same direction, using prefabricated piers in the context of accelerated bridge construction 

combined with the still not properly quantified effect of the vertical component of the seismic 

action (see §2.3.1.4) suggests the need for supplementing ‘bare’ rocking piers with additional 

recentring capacity. Regardless of the use of supplemental devices, further investigation is needed 

on the effect of vertical component of ground motion on the seismic response of bridges with 

rocking piers. 

 

7.2.1 Analytical Modelling of Bridges with Rocking Piers 

Future research on the longitudinal response of bridges with rocking piers should include the 

following; 

 

• Validation of the analytical approaches through experimental and/or numerical results. This 

proposal aims to establish the accuracy of the analytical approaches in terms of capturing 

response parameters (e.g., deck displacements, activation of either failure mode etc). In this 

respect, several studies have tackled this critical issue in rocking columns and relevant frames 

(i.a., Agalianos et al. 2017, Thomaidis et al. 2018, Bachmann et al. 2018) and showed that 

these analytical derivations are capable of predicting quite satisfactorily several rocking 

response parameters measured experimentally or derived numerically, as well as predicting the 

safety of the structure from the seismic performance point of view. However, the validation of 

the analytical expression that accounts for the effect of the abutment-backfill system in the 

rocking response of realistic bridge configurations remains an open research issue. 

Additionally, the analytical models presented in Chapters 3 and 4 assume rigid sections for all 

the structural members, thus neglecting the vertical deflections at the end spans (i.e., when 

working as deformable cantilevers). This was found not to affect the seismic rocking response 
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of the structure when analysed analytically. However, further comparisons of the analytical 

solutions with experimental and/or numerical results are required with a view to further 

establishing the negligible effect of this assumption on the rocking response of a bridge, 

including the value of coefficient of restitution when an impact at the rocking interfaces takes 

place. In the same context, bridge configurations with short end spans, different span ratios and 

different number of spans/piers are also worth exploring in that respect.  

 

• Consideration of a more sophisticated force-displacement behaviour for the abutment-backfill 

system. The simplified analytical models presented in Chapters 3, 4 and 5 adopt an equivalent 

linear spring to describe the stiffness of the abutment-backfill system (see §3.3.4.1). However, 

several studies addressed aspects of the nonlinear behaviour of the abutment-backfill system, 

highlighting its behaviour in the seismic response (i.a., Shamsabadi et al. 2010, Xie et al. 2017). 

To this end, the nonlinear force-displacement behaviour of the abutment-backfill system should 

be taken into account in the rocking response of the bridge structure, and this is particularly 

important considering the high vulnerability of this member in a performance assessment 

context (i.e., abutment failure mode is the predominant mode of the bridge with rocking piers). 

Accordingly, more sophisticated models should be considered for the impact of the 

superstructure on the abutment backwall accounting for the effect of the coefficient of friction 

of this impact (i.a., Shi & Dimitrakopoulos 2017), and the impact of the structure at the rocking 

interfaces accounting for the effect of a more realistic centre of rotation for the rocking piers 

(see §2.3.1.2 and Fig. 2-8). 

 

• Further examination of the effect of the joint gap between the superstructure and the abutment 

backwall. The gap size was found to influence the effective stiffness of the deck in the closed-

gap stage significantly, and a general trend with regard to this behaviour cannot be observed 

(see §3.3.4.3, and point 5 in §7.1.1). Therefore, it is foreseen fruitful to conduct an in-depth 

examination of this behaviour. This could lead to the recommendation of an optimum gap size 

that, combined with the in-service requirements of the bridge joints, may be related to the 

overall seismic response of the bridge and the resulting contribution of the abutment-backfill 

system (q).  

 

• Exploration of practical techniques to minimise sliding effects in rocking piers. As explained 

before, neglecting sliding is a fairly valid assumption in the analytical model that was supported 

by the results obtained in §6.4.1.5 and §6.4.2.5, but it still remains an open and challenging 

issue. This thesis proposes grooves at both ends of the rocking piers (see Fig. 3-1, Fig. 4-1, Fig. 

5-1) in order to prevent the detrimental consequences of sliding during the rocking motion. 

However, the optimal configuration of these grooves, including their length and depth, is an 

issue that warrants further examination, and this should be done based on two main criteria: (i) 

the rocking motion of the piers is not restrained, considering that impacts on these grooves 

could damage their integrity, and (ii) the gap between the pier and the groove edge should be 

small enough to prevent significant permanent displacements of the piers. A configuration for 

the grooves with rounded edges is worth exploring, considering that criterion (i) would be 
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satisfied to higher extent compared to grooves with sharp edges, while criterion (ii) is not 

expected to be affected from the proposed curvature. The configuration with rounded edges 

could also be extended to the rocking piers with a view to avoiding the undesirable effect of 

spalling in these members. Fig. 7-1B presents the proposed pier and groove configurations with 

rounded edges as opposed to the one adopted in this thesis (and in most of studies with rocking 

piers) with sharp edges shown in Fig. 7-1A. It is noted that the rocking pier with rounded edges 

is more prone to overturn due to its lower slenderness (αi) and size (Ri) compared to the same 

member with sharp edges (see §2.3.1.3), however the high overturning stability of the rocking 

piers is not expected to be decreased considerably.  

 

 

Fig. 7-1 Schematic of a rectangular pier with rocking surfaces and end grooves formed with 

(A) sharp edges, and (B) rounded edges (highlighted in red).   

 

• Consideration of ‘hybrid’ approaches in bridges with rocking piers. Frames with rocking 

columns and flag-shaped hysteretic behaviour have been found to enhance the seismic response 

of ‘bare’ configurations (see §2.3.2.3 and Table 2-4). It is worth investigating if the same 

applies to bridge structures that have vertical supports and frictionless sliding bearings at the 

abutment seats that do not restrain the longitudinal motion of the superstructure. Aiming at 

further improving the seismic performance of the bridge, mainly in terms of reducing the 

longitudinal deck displacements and better protecting the integrity of the abutment-backfill 

system, a new configuration is proposed involving restraining the superstructure at the 

abutment seats through bearings with longitudinal resistance (and uplift capacity, see §7.2.3) 

and flag-shaped hysteretic behaviour for the rocking piers. This improved configuration is 

expected to enhance the seismic performance of the structure. 

 

• Formulating the rocking response of a bridge with rocking piers in the transverse direction. The 

analytical models developed in Chapters 3 and 4 examine only longitudinal rocking, neglecting 

the appearance of transverse response. Rocking motion in the transverse direction can be 

expressed by the corresponding frame models (i.e., one or more rocking columns capped with 

a massive beam) and free ends. However, the rigidity of the superstructure, usually adopted in 

analytical solutions of this type, cannot be considered in the this direction, while different 

transverse displacements occur at different locations of the superstructure as explained in 

(A) (B) 
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§6.4.1.1 and §6.4.2.1. Therefore, the flexibility of the superstructure in the transverse direction 

along with the transverse gaps at the ends of the superstructure should be considered in the 

formulation. 

 

7.2.2 Proposal of Non-Conventional Pier Configurations for Bridges with Rocking  

Piers 

Future research with regard to proposing alternative pier configurations in bridges with rocking 

piers entails the following; 

 

• Study of the flexural response of rocking piers with non-conventional configuration. The pier 

configuration with I shape in elevation has been found to enhance the seismic performance of 

bridges with relatively heavy piers (including the ‘traditional’ rectangular one), and at the same 

time it reduces the cost and environmental impact of the structure by reducing the use of 

concrete. However, this was studied under the assumption that the piers are completely rigid, 

and this is observed not to be the case in the numerical analysis presented in §6.4.1.4 and 

§6.4.2.4 with conventional piers, especially for short/squat rectangular members. Considering 

that the flexural strains at the mid-height of the rocking piers were found to be relatively small 

regardless of the pier slenderness, the proposed web section (see Fig. 5-1C for details) is 

expected to resist this bending moment demand. However, the relatively large flexural demand 

in the piers close to the rocking interfaces indicates the need to examine the seismic response 

of bridges with non-conventional rocking piers using rigorous finite element models, and to 

explore the effects of increasing the flange height by means of extensive parametric analyses. 

In addition, wrapping the critical segments of the non-conventional rocking columns with fibre-

reinforced polymers to increase their strength locally is also worth exploring.  

 

• Further development of the proposed non-conventional rocking piers to improve their seismic 

performance. As explained in Chapter 5 and §7.1, the proposed non-conventional pier 

configurations exploit the inherent advantages of rocking pier isolation and accelerated bridge 

construction. However, the disadvantages of this isolation approach to rocking piers related to 

the recentring capacity, the energy dissipation, and the behaviour of the interface material in 

these members, are not addressed. Specific recommendations for improving these drawbacks 

were made in §2.4.1.1, §2.4.1.2, §2.4.1.3, respectively, based on relevant studies that 

implemented enhanced techniques in rectangular rocking piers. Therefore, the focus of future 

research should be the examination of the same techniques in piers with ‘non-rectangular’ 

shapes. In the same direction, the use of rubbers at the rocking surfaces of the piers has already 

been established as a satisfactory technique in rectangular members providing (i) higher energy 

dissipation than the stiffer concrete interface (see §2.4.1.2), and (ii) avoidance of the 

undesirable effect of spalling at the concrete edges (see §2.4.1.3); these should be extended to 

piers with non-conventional configuration. 
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• Study the effect of pier slenderness in bridges with rocking piers of given height and 

rectangular section. Chapter 5 examined the effect of pier shape in members with given 

slenderness, proposing non-conventional pier configurations that lead to reduced overall cost 

and enhanced seismic performance, despite their reduced restoring mechanisms compared to 

rectangular rocking piers with the same slenderness. Similarly to the non-conventional pier 

configurations, reduction of pier slenderness for a given pier height leads to economic benefits 

(i.e., lighter structures), but at the same time reduces the inherent restoring mechanisms of the 

system (see also §2.3.1.3 for the effect of reduced α and reduced R in free-standing rocking 

columns). Therefore, the reduction of pier slenderness for a given height in bridges with 

rocking piers can lead to the same four beneficial for rocking performance conditions 

mentioned in point 2 of §7.1.2. However, it should be noted that the dissipated energy at each 

impact at the rocking interfaces is expected to decrease in bridges with rocking piers of reduced 

slenderness (i.e., the smaller the contact surface, the lower is the energy dissipation at each 

impact at the rocking interfaces) that is not the case in the proposed non-conventional pier 

configurations. Therefore, the effect of pier slenderness in bridges with rocking piers needs to 

be carefully examined. 

 

7.2.3 Comparative Assessment of Conventional Seismic Isolation and Rocking Pier 

Isolation in Bridges 

Future research on enhancing the seismic performance of bridges with rocking piers from the 

numerical point of view should address the following; 

 

• Examination of the flexural strains developed in rocking piers. In Chapter 6, an important 

finding emerged: rocking piers can have significant flexural demand. This is traditionally 

ignored in analytical studies of rocking structures and, therefore, it should be further examined 

through finite element models that account for nonlinearities in concrete response, and 

experimental testing to verify the existence of this flexural demand in the piers. With regard to 

the bending moment demand at the different sections of the rocking pier, a significant flexural 

response was found at the bottom critical section of the rocking piers that for short/squat 

members was found more important than that in conventional piers that are fixed at the bottom. 

In this regard, proper design of the reinforcement for this region is important. Additionally, the 

lower bending moments at the top section of the rocking pier compared to those at the bottom 

one should be further studied accounting for the slide-rock movement at this section, which 

seems to relieve it from flexural strains.  

 

• Consideration of ‘hybrid’ rocking solutions to isolate the movement of the superstructure from 

that of the substructure. This proposal is based on the fact that rocking motion increases the 

flexural response in the superstructure in both bridge configurations examined in Chapter 6 

compared to the conventional isolation technique, and this is directly related to the uplift 

demand of the rocking piers. In this respect, the soffit of the rocking deck at the abutment seats 
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should be attached to isolation devices (bearings) with uplift capacity that would relieve the 

end spans from the significant flexural response that was found in Chapter 6 due to the 

differential uplifts at the abutment seats and the rocking piers. Moreover, the isolation devices 

should provide sufficient horizontal resistance to decrease the large horizontal deck 

displacements that were found for the bridge with rocking piers. In the same context, and for 

the intermediate spans, the difference in the slenderness of the supporting members is important 

for the bending moment demand at this section of the superstructure, and the designer should 

try to reduce this difference. If this is not feasible, it is proposed to explore a ‘hybrid’ rocking 

approach by allowing the tall piers to rock freely while the short ones should be connected to 

the deck with base isolation devices in order to relieve the superstructure from significant 

vertical movement of the short/squat piers. 

 

• Consideration of spatial variability of the ground motions in bridges with rocking pier isolation. 

To best of the author’s knowledge, all previous studies on the seismic behaviour of bridges 

with rocking piers consider the seismic motion as synchronous and identical for all supports, 

therefore ignoring the spatial variability of the ground motions. However, it has already been 

established that the earthquake ground motion may significantly differ among the support 

points, especially for long bridges, in terms of amplitude, frequency content and arrival time 

(Hao 1989, Der Kiureghian & Keshishian 1997). The effect of spatial variability of the ground 

motions has been implemented in conventionally designed earthquake-resistant bridges, 

showing detrimental effects in some cases, and favourable in others (i.a., Sextos et al. 2003, 

Sextos & Kappos 2009). In bridges with rocking piers, this effect is expected to have a 

significant impact, either positive or negative, considering the uplift demand of the rocking 

piers and the resulting significant influence on the flexural response of the superstructure. 

Therefore, this effect needs to be quantified. In this regard, the ‘hybrid’ rocking approach 

presented in the previous recommendation with the utilisation of base isolation devices on top 

of short rocking piers could be important in bridges with rocking pier isolation under these 

ground motion conditions.  
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A.1 Analytical Model of the Rocking Response [§3.2]  

A.1.1 Impact at the Rocking Interfaces [§3.2.5] 

With reference to Fig. A-1A, B, C consider that all piers initially rock about CR A and C in the 

clockwise (positive) direction with a magnitude of the angular velocity θ ̇I, and reverse the rocking 

rotation smoothly to the counter-clockwise (negative) direction with angular velocity θ ̇II, now 

rotating around CR A′ and C′. At the intermediate condition, where the bridge is at the at-rest 

position, the abutments serve as vertical supports (E and E′) and carry part of the deck weight when 

impact is imminent. Hence, additional impulses (ΛE,z and ΛE',z) originate at the abutment seats as 

can be seen in Fig. A-1B, which do not occur in the frame with rocking columns. As a result, in 

this study there are seven unknowns that need to be determined, namely the impulses at the CR A′ 

of the two-side rocking piers in the longitudinal and vertical directions (ΛA',x and ΛA',z), the 

impulses at the CR C′ of the [N − 2] intermediate rocking piers in both directions (ΛC',x and ΛC',z), 

and those at the two abutment seats (ΛE,z and ΛE',z) as well as the angular velocity after impact 

(θ ̇II).  Without lack of accuracy, and when the bridge with rocking piers returns to the original at-

rest position (when θ = 0) after rocking is initiated, the following analogies based on tributary 

zones are adopted instantaneously among the impulses (or reaction forces as shown in Eq. (3-23)) 

that are developed at the different impact points, considering the assumptions of rigid deck and 

prevention of sliding at all impact faces (§3.2) 
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Eqs. (Α-1) and (Α-2) are used separately in order to reduce the number of unknowns in the 

impact problem. Specifically, the utilisation of Eq. (Α-1) and the conservation of linear momentum 

just before and after the impact along the Z axis for the side piers establishes the relationships 

between the impulses at the points E and E′ with those at CR A′ 
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whilst Eq. (Α-2) combined with the conservation of linear momentum in both directions for the 

side and for the intermediate piers relates the impulses at the CR C′ and A′ 
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Fig. A-1 Schematic of the impact problem considered in the rocking motion of a symmetric 

bridge that (A) undergoes clockwise (positive) rotation with an angular velocity of the 

piers θ ̇I, (B) impacts at the corresponding pivot points and then reverses to (C) 

counter-clockwise (negative) rotation with an angular velocity of the piers θ ̇II. 

 

Eqs. (A-3) and (A-4) reduce the unknowns of the impact problem from seven to only three 

(ΛA',x, ΛA',z and θ ̇II). Hence, the following equations are considered in the determination of these 

unknowns; 

 

1.  Linear momentum along X axis for the entire bridge 

 

   ( ), , I II2Λ 2 Λ 2A' x C' x pier deckN = Nm m H θ θ + − − + −  . (A-5) 

 

2.  Linear momentum along Z axis for the entire bridge 

 

   ( ), , , , I IIΛ 2Λ 2 Λ Λ 2E z A' z C' z E' z pier deckN = Nm m B θ θ + + − + + +  . (A-6) 

(Α) (C) 
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3.  Angular momentum at point B′ for a side pier 

 

 ( ) ( )2 2
, , I II I II2 Λ 2 Λ CG

A' x A' z pier pier pierH B = m H I θ θ m B θ θ + − + − + +  . (A-7) 

 

Eqs. (A-5) to (A-7) describe the impact problem when the rotation changes from positive to 

negative. The CoR at the rocking interfaces (η) in the rocking motion of the bridge is obtained by 

solving the system of Eqs. (A-5) to (A-7) and is given in Eq. (3-31). 
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A.2 Analysis Framework [§3.3] 

 

 

Fig. A-2 Flowchart of the MATLAB code to formulate the rocking motion of a symmetric 

bridge with rocking piers. 
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Β.1 Analytical Model of the Rocking Response [§4.2]  

Β.1.1 Impact at the Rocking Interfaces [§4.2.5] 

To solve the impact problem, let the displaced position of the bridge change from clockwise 

(negative) to counter-clockwise (positive) as shown in Fig. B-1A, B, C. Considering that additional 

reaction forces (or impulses) are developed in the abutment seats compared to the corresponding 

frame without abutments, there are seven unknowns that need to be determined, namely, the 

impulses ΛA',x and ΛA',z at CR A′ of the tall pier, ΛC',x and ΛC',z  at CR C′ of the short pier, ΛE,z  as 

well as ΛE',z at the two abutment seats E and E′, respectively, and the angular velocity of the tall 

pier after the impact at the rocking interfaces φ̇II. However, only five equations can be used to 

describe the impact problem. For this reason, two additional relationships between the impulses at 

the abutment seats and those at the pier-deck interfaces are introduced according to the rationale 

presented in §3.2.5 
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Introducing the conservation of linear momentum just before and after the impact at the rocking 

interfaces along the Z axis for the tall pier into Eq. (B-1) relates the impulses at point E with those 

at CR A′ 
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Similarly, Eq. (B-2) combined with the conservation of linear momentum for the short pier 

establishes the relationships between the impulses at point E′ and those at CR C′ 
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Fig. B-1 Schematic of the impact problem considered in the rocking motion of an asymmetric 

bridge that (A) undergoes clockwise (negative) rotation with an angular velocity of the 

tall pier φ̇I, (B) impacts at the corresponding pivot points and then reverses to (C) 

counter-clockwise (positive) rotation with an angular velocity of the tall pier φ̇II.  

 

Eqs. (B-3) and (B-4) reduce the unknowns of the impact problem from seven to five (ΛA',x, 

ΛA',z, ΛC',x, ΛC',z and φ̇II), and the following equations are considered in the determination of these 

unknowns; 

 

1.  Linear momentum along the X axis for the entire bridge 
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2.  Linear momentum along the Z axis for the entire bridge 
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3.  Angular momentum about B′ for the tall pier 

 

 ( ) ( )2 2
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4.  Angular momentum about D′ for the short pier 
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5.  Angular momentum about A′ for the entire bridge 
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Eqs. (B-3) and (B-4) are substituted in the system formed by Eqs. (B-5) to (B-9), and its 

solution returns the four impulses (ΛA',x, ΛA',z, ΛC',x, ΛC',z) and the post-impact angular velocity of 

the tall pier (φ̇II). Τhe CoR at the rocking interfaces η = | φ ̇ II φ ̇ I⁄ |  describes the attenuation of 

rocking motion when the relative rotation of the piers changes from negative to positive and is 

given by the bottom sign in Eq. (4-33). 
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C.1 Description of the Bridge Model and Analysis Outline [§6.2]  

C.1.1 Original Bridge Overpass [§6.2.1] 

            

Fig. C-1 Overpass T7, Egnatia Motorway, N. Greece: (A) captured in Google Earth (2011) view 

(Gkatzogias 2017) and (B) schematic in the longitudinal direction (Egnatia Motorway 

2002, Gkatzogias 2017). 
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(A) (B) 
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Fig. C-2 Schematic of the box girder section of Overpass T7 (Egnatia Motorway 2002, 

Paraskeva 2013) at the positions of (A) abutments, (B) piers and (C) spans.  
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Fig. C-3 Schematic of lateral cross-section of Overpass T7 (Egnatia Motorway 2002, 

Gkatzogias 2017) in the locations of (A) Pier 1 and (B) Abutment 1.  

 

(A) 

(B) 
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Fig. C-4 Schematic in the longitudinal direction of Abutment 2 of Overpass T7 (Egnatia 

Motorway 2002, Paraskeva 2013).  
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